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Abstract

This study mainly seeks to construct a liturgical cosmology according to the Ethiopian liturgical rite based on the conviction that the prayers (worship) of the church ground its beliefs. To achieve this goal, the thesis has primarily dealt with various themes of creation theology based on the biblico-liturgical texts of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahədo Church (EOTC). As a second method, the thesis has also analyzed the theological and cosmological presuppositions of the use of created matter in the Ethiopian liturgy. The eclecticism and complexity of the Ethiopic liturgical texts has led to the consultation of numerous biblical and apocryphal sources in the thesis, and this was mainly done to identify the sources of the EOTC’s theology of creation as reflected in the liturgical texts and biblical exegesis of the church.

Having closely studied the EOTC’s liturgical texts and its sacramental praxis, the thesis demonstrates that both the eucharistic and non-eucharistic services of the Ethiopian liturgy embody creation motifs and incorporate created elements. While the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy (Qəddase) serves as an anamnēsis of both creation and redemption, the
other sacramental rituals symbolically signify the transfiguration of the entire cosmos. Besides, the sacred liturgical space represents a transformed space where the heavenly and earthly beings praise God in unison. The Ethiopian liturgical tradition, thus, effectively provides elements for the making of a liturgical cosmology.
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INTRODUCTION

In contemporary theological studies, a high value is placed on liturgy due to the powerful meaning that it conveys as a theological event. Even if the short form, \textit{lex orandi - lex credendi}, is usually preferred to discuss the relation between theology and liturgy, the right meaning of the axiom can only be understood in its full form: \textit{legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi}.\footnote{Kevin W. Irwin, “The Sacramentality of Creation and the Role of Creation in Liturgy and Sacraments,” \textit{And God Saw That It Was Good: Catholic Theology and the Environment}, ed. Drew Christiansen and Walter Grazer (Washington, D.C.: United States Catholic Conference, 1996) 10.} Kevin Irwin states that people who use this axiom still question “whether the church’s prayer grounds belief, or belief grounds the formulas for liturgical prayer or a mutual influence is operative between prayer and belief.”\footnote{Ibid, 133.} In fact, it is not easy to determine the priority that should be given either to worship (liturgy) or belief.

Aidan Kavanagh emphatically argues that “a liturgical act is the act of primary theology \textit{par excellence}.”\footnote{Aidan Kavanagh, \textit{On Liturgical Theology: The Hale Memorial Lectures of Seabury-Western Theological Seminary, 1981} (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1992) 96.} That is to say that, the liturgical act \textit{per se} is theology in the first instance, called \textit{theologia prima}.\footnote{Kavanagh, \textit{On Liturgical Theology}, 74.} Kavanagh also contends that the academic aspect of theology should not be seen apart from its liturgical context. According to him, as the faith of the church in action, and by its regular encounter in faith with the divine, liturgy appears to be no less a reflective act of theology than any other sort of secondary theology.\footnote{Ibid, 8.} Hence, the church’s “lex credendi – rule of faith” is based on its liturgy or “lex orandi,” which is what the church faithfully prays in its worship of God.\footnote{Ibid.}
Fundamentally, liturgy is a theological event in the sense that its statements and actions are addressed to God and are made about God. It is not merely one *locus theologicus* among many theologies, but it is “the very condition of doing theology.” Highlighting the original meaning of the word *orthodox* as “right praise” (*ortho-doxia*), Irwin argues that liturgy is *orthodoxia prima* – the first order doxological address to and about God. It is only in the secondary derived sense that *ortho-doxia* is understood to be right teaching. Since the experience of liturgy concerns direct address to God and encounter with God, the act of liturgy is primary theology, whereas any reflection on the act of liturgy (liturgical theology) is secondary theology (*theologia secunda*).

As a reflection on liturgy, liturgical theology engages all the words, symbols, gestures, and rubrics used in liturgy. Even as the phrase itself indicates, liturgical theology means “using the liturgy as a source for systematic theology in the sense that the theological meaning of terms and concepts operate theologically in liturgy.” This is theology derived from liturgy since, for example, beliefs about God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, redemption, salvation and sanctification can be explored from liturgy. Thus, in its various prayers and hymns, the liturgy of the church contains doctrines that can be explained by a theologian, who is able to interpret their meaning in the liturgy.

One of the various areas of doctrine that can be constructed from liturgy is liturgical cosmology – a reflection on the theology of the use of created elements in liturgy and on the theology of creation of a given liturgical rite, the latter of which mainly

---

8 Kavanagh, *On Liturgical Theology*, 89.
9 Irwin, *Context and Text*, 44.
10 Ibid, 45.
deals with the protological and eschatological dimensions of creation. In the New Testament books of the apostles, the fallen nature of creation and its renewal through Christ’s redemptive work are highlighted. Christ, the single head through whom both the heavenly and earthly beings are united (Eph. 1:10), has made the whole universe a new creation. Hence, the entire cosmos: heaven, earth, day, night, light, darkness, sun, moon, the choir of stars, including elements of the terrestrial world, such as water, air, fire, earth, sea, rivers, vegetation, the passage of time with the seasons, and the animal world join humans in praising God for salvation.\textsuperscript{12} In liturgical services, the chanting of the 
Sanctus, which is an evocation of the heavenly world with its numberless angelic powers (Isa. 6:2-3, Ezek. 10:20, Rev. 4:4), signifies that humans as well join the angels in their celestial praise.

As an “act of theology” whereby the church makes statements about its belief, liturgy consists of creation, words, created objects, ritual gestures, and actions.\textsuperscript{13} Considering creation as one of the significant aspects of liturgy, David Fagerberg says: “The subject matter of theology is God, humanity, and creation, and the vortex in which these three existentially entangle is liturgy.”\textsuperscript{14} Studies on the liturgical sources of the early church show that the church in its eucharistic services used wheat, grapes, honey, and milk in order to signify that the whole cosmos was offered up back to God. Also as a token of gratitude for God’s divine providence, fruits such as figs, pomegranates, olives, pears, apples, mulberries, peaches, cherries, almonds, plums were blessed for the agape

\textsuperscript{13}Irwin, \textit{Context and Text}, 44.
meal.\(^{15}\) This is in addition to the fact that most of the early eucharistic prayers contain interesting creation themes.

In fact, the cosmos (created order) by itself serves as a liturgical source for theological reflection. In liturgical context, the word “cosmos” has a different connotation from its usage in astronomy or astrophysics. For instance, since the bread and wine used for eucharistic liturgy are products of a remarkable collaboration between a fruitful earth and human cultures, they represent the cosmos. As Gordon Lathrop notes:

> Christian rituals are also among the human rituals that construct a sense of world. Who and what we pray for, how we image earth and sky and all their creatures, what roles human beings are seen to have, how our social organization is seen to matter, how we share food, where God “is” – all these will leave us with a sense of “world,” even if no mention is made of “cosmos.”\(^{16}\)

In its wider sense, thus, Christian liturgy is able to demonstrate essential cosmological aspects.

Creation themes and the use of created materials are the integral parts of a liturgical act, so that as a study on such themes and usage, liturgical cosmology is an exercise in liturgical theology. Moreover, liturgical cosmology, in a secondary sense is a theologian’s reflection upon the liturgical event and upon the ways in which liturgy makes cosmological propositions. As Lathrop purports, in the Christian liturgy, “the images, like the hole in the heavens at the baptism of Jesus, the mention of the burning bush, of the leaves of the tree of life, the angels calling out God’s protection for earth and sea and trees, and most importantly the powerful presence of the triune God that they proclaim,” make liturgical cosmology a kind of liturgical theology.\(^{17}\) In other words, the

---

\(^{15}\) As an example, see *The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus*, trans. Burton S. Easton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1934) 52.


\(^{17}\) Ibid, 20.
use of speech, gestures, and elements of nature; the symbols taken from nature and the word and sacrament enacted in an assembly for a liturgical service before the Holy One convey powerful cosmic meanings.\textsuperscript{18}

These aspects of liturgical cosmology are clearly evident in the Ethiopian liturgy. Peculiar to the Ethiopian tradition, the liturgical year commences with the blessing of the wheat and grapes (raisons) from which the eucharistic bread and wine are made, the incense, lighted taper, and various liturgical objects. All these are to be used in the eucharistic services throughout the year. While the Ethiopian lectionary is structured according to the four Ethiopian seasons: \textit{Mäzäw} – መሆрож (Spring), \textit{Ḥagay} – ክታይ (Summer), \textit{Ṣädäy} – ስወይ (Autumn), and \textit{Karämät} – ካርማት (Winter),\textsuperscript{19} there are liturgical times known as seed, flower, fruit, cloud, fog, dew, lightening, spring, sea, and rivers.\textsuperscript{20}

The naming of these liturgical times and all the references to creation in the Ethiopian liturgy are meant to offer thanks for God’s beautiful gift of creation and continued sustenance.

In the Divine Liturgy of the Ethiopian Orthodox \textit{Täwaḥedo} Church (EOTC), known as \textit{Qəddase} (ቅዳሴ),\textsuperscript{21} there are a number of intercessory prayers for God’s blessings on the created order. For instance, at the beginning of \textit{Qəddase} the chief deacon

\textsuperscript{18}Ibid, 217.

\textsuperscript{19}Even though the lectionary follows the natural events of the seasons, the Liturgical Year, which commences on the first day of the Ethiopian month of Mäšakärām – መስፋርም (corresponding to September 11 or September 12 in a leap year), is divided into four liturgical seasons: Zämänä Yohannis – ርምሸ ኪሣስ (Season of John [the Baptist]), Zämänä Asatämäḥro – ርምሸ እስተምካሮ (Season of Supplication), Zämänä Sōm – ርምሸ ሰም (Fasting Season), and Zämänä Fasika – ርምሸ ሳፋካ (Paschal Season). See Habtemichael Kidane, “Ethiopian (or Gə‘aż) Worship,” \textit{The New Westminster Dictionary of Liturgy and Worship}, ed. Paul Bradshaw (London: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002) 171.

\textsuperscript{20}Mädsbäl Zä-mäḥlet [Corpus of Liturgical Chants] (Asmara: Kokäbä ስባህን ሳባህን ሰንያከባ ምርጆ, 1988) 260. This book was published in 1980 Ethiopian calendar. For this and other Gə‘aż and Amharic sources used in this thesis, the dates are given in the corresponding Gregorian calendar.

\textsuperscript{21}Literally \textit{Qəddase} means “hallowing” or “praise.” The word is equivalent to the Greek ἐυχαριστία (thanksgiving), and as it also means “sanctification” it signifies the consecration of the eucharistic elements and the sanctification of the attending congregation.
beseeches God for the abundance of rain; for the waters of the rivers; for the fruits and harvests of the earth; for those who are hungry and thirsty; for the prisoners and for those who travel by sea and by land; and for the peace of the whole world.\(^{22}\) Likewise, shortly before the Gospel reading, the assistant priest recites a prayer for the living and departed members of the church; for the Creator’s continued blessing on the rain and the waters of the rivers; the dew of the air and the fruits of the earth; for the safety of human beings and that of animals.\(^{23}\)

In accordance with the biblical evidence (Ps. 148: 1-14), which signifies that all the heavenly and earthly created beings praise God, the Ethiopian Missal (Mäṣḥafä Qəddase \(\textit{אשה קדסא} \)) elsewhere mentions this cosmic worship offered to God. For example, the anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers states that God is glorified by “Heaven and earth together with all their worlds, sea and rivers and all things that are in them.”\(^{24}\)

As the Orthodox Divine Liturgy is heaven on earth service, humans join the angelic host in their heavenly praise. In the Ethiopic anaphora, named after Jacob of Serough, the celebrant priest having stated that the cherubim, seraphim, and all the hosts of angels glorify God, hallowing: “Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, perfect Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of the holiness of thy glory,” asks the people to praise God by chanting the hymn “together with [the angels].” Following the acclamation of the deacon: “answer ye” to respond to the celebrant, the people sing the \textit{Sanctus}.\(^{25}\)


\(^{23}\) Ibid, 44-45.

\(^{24}\) Ibid, 123, no. 15.

Theologically, most of the Ethiopian anaphoras contain various creation themes. In the anaphoras, the whole of creation is presented as the work of the eternal and triune God. The anaphoras also affirm the goodness of creation that was created out of nothing \((\text{creatio ex nihilo})\). Elsewhere in the Ethiopian liturgy, God is addressed as \(\text{አአተ ከካል} \)- \(\text{አንትሄ ከእክል} \) \(\text{(pantokrátōr – pantocrator)}\), the one who holds the whole universe, and the term signifies that the Creator continues to protect and provide for creation \((\text{creatio continua})\). The universe is so dynamic, and it is sustained by the immanent work of the Holy Spirit who was hovering over the face of the waters at creation (Gen. 1:2).

As for the sacramental aspect of creation, while bread and wine, the products of human labour, are used in the Ethiopian \(\text{Qəddase}\), the administration of the other sacraments incorporates the use of various natural elements. Each sacrament is understood to be an effective and visible sign of grace through which God works invisibly. Baptism is administered by immersing the candidate in water (in the baptismal basin) that has been blessed. Then the newly baptized will be anointed with \(\text{Myron} \) \(\text{(Meron – ቁፋር)}\), fragrant oil made from pure olive oil and various kinds of incense, flowers, roots of sweet aromatic plants, as well as different oil and leaf extracts. \(\text{Myron}\) is also used for the consecration of a new church building, its ecclesiastical objects, and for

---

26 From the Greek verb \(\text{αὐτήθιος}, \) meaning to carry up or offer up; hence, anaphora literally means "offering." Anaphora is a eucharistic prayer, which has various constituents, and it is considered to be the main part of the Divine Liturgy \(\text{(Qəddase)}\). The Ethiopian equivalent word for anaphora is \(\text{Akk}^\text{አአተ ከርባን} \) \(\text{(አርባን ከካል)}\), literally means “thanksgiving of the Eucharist.” See \(\text{Māṣḥafā Qəddase: Go’az ከነ ከኳሃ኱ ከእክል-መልካት} \) \(\text{[The Book of Liturgy: In Go’az and Amharic with Chanting Notations]}\) \(\text{(Addis Ababa: Tansa’e Zā-Guba’e Printing Press, 1992)}\) 82. On the suitability of the Ethiopian designation for anaphora, i.e. \(\text{Akk}^\text{አአተ ከርባን}, \) see Ernest Hammerschmidt’s \(\text{Studies in the Ethiopic Anaphoras} \) \(\text{(Berlin: GDR Printing Press, 1987)}\) 38.

27 See for example \(\text{Māṣḥafā Qəddase [Book of Liturgy]} \) 16.

28 For example see the description for God’s providence in the Ethiopic anaphora of St. Epiphanius: \(\text{Ethiopian Liturgy,} \) trans. Daoud, 188-189, nos. 23-35.

29 The Go’az word for sacraments is \(\text{Māṣḥirāt} \) \(\text{(ምሶርሀት)}\), which is in accordance with the early Christian writers’ terms for liturgical rites, i.e. \(\text{mysterion} \) \(\text{(Greek)}\) and \(\text{mysterium} \) \(\text{(Latin)}\). For the Greek and Latin terminologies See Kenan Osborne, “Sacrament,” \(\text{The New Westminster Dictionary of Liturgy and Worship,} \) ed. Paul Bradshaw \(\text{(London: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002)}\) 413.
clerical ordination as well. In the sacrament of unction\textsuperscript{30} of the sick (\textit{Məšətirə Qənədıl – የማስተር ዓንንድል }), along with the intercessory prayers the sick are anointed with special oil called \textit{Qəbə’a Qəddus – ቀብዓ ቅዱስ} (Holy Ointment).

The Liturgy of Hours signifies the centrality of creation in liturgical services. In the Ethiopian matins known as \textit{Səbəḥatä Nāgəh (ስብሐተ ነገህ)}, Psalm 148,\textsuperscript{31} which is the praise for God’s universal glory, is chanted:

\begin{quote}
Praise the LORD from the heavens; praise him in the heights!
Praise him, all his angels; praise him, all his host!
Praise him, sun and moon; praise him, all you shining stars! 
Praise him, you highest heavens and you waters above the heavens!
Let them praise the name of the LORD, for he commanded and they were created...
Praise the LORD from the earth, you sea monsters and all deeps, fire and hail, snow and frost, stormy wind fulfilling his command!
Mountains and all hills, fruit trees and all cedars! Wild animals and all cattle, creeping things and flying birds!...Young men and women alike, old and young together!
Let them praise the name of the LORD, for his name alone is exalted; his glory is above earth and heaven.\textsuperscript{32}
\end{quote}

Moreover, the canticle of Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, which highlights the thanksgiving offered to God by all the cosmic created beings, is sung as part of the matins. Interspersed with the phrase: “He is praised and highly exalted forever,” the canticle enumerates that God the Creator is blessed and glorified by the heavens, angels, stars, the sun, and the moon up above; and by all rain and winds, dews, frosts and snows, birds, mountains, humans, and animals on earth.\textsuperscript{33}

---

\textsuperscript{30} Here the word “unction” refers to the oil with which the sick are anointed (James 5:14). But the Ga’az terminology, \textit{Qənədıl}, which literally means “lamp,” indicates the light that is lit during the administration of the sacrament.

\textsuperscript{31} In this thesis all the biblical quotes are taken from the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) unless otherwise mentioned.


\textsuperscript{33} Ibid, 47. See also the \textit{Song of the Three Jews}, which is grouped with the deuterocanonical books, in the New Revised Standard Version.
The Ethiopian Horologium (Sä’atat – እሱታት), which is prayed during day and night, states that God is praised by all created beings at midnight.\(^{34}\) It also consists of various contemplative prayers on the sovereignty of God over the universe. In the Horologium, God the almighty is glorified as the Holy One who resides over the heavens while watching the depth of the waters of the seas.\(^{35}\) The Ethiopian Divine Offices as well, in accordance with the season of the liturgical year, are filled with a range of creation motifs and themes which are mainly focused on the praises of the heavenly and earthly created beings offered to God.

In the Ethiopian tradition, there are also outdoor liturgical services that clearly reflect the cosmological dimension of liturgy. Like the Eastern Orthodox Church’s ceremony of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, on September the 27th the EOTC celebrates the discovery of the Holy Cross by Queen Helena, the mother of Emperor Constantine the Great. The celebration is known as Dämära (ደመራ), and it is celebrated in a chosen place. For example, in Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian capital, the celebration takes place at Mäsəqäl Adäbabay – እስቀል አደባባይ (Cross Square), which is located close to St. Stephen’s Church. Liturgical chants are performed around a large cross, made from various woods and plants; and the clergy bless the four corners of the cross and the attending members of the church as well. This is a beautiful scene of liturgical cosmology.

\(^{34}\) The portion in the Horologium reads: “At this hour (midnight) all creatures diligently praise God: stars, trees, and waters stand still with one accord, and all the angelic host does service to God by praising Him, together with the souls of the righteous.” See Giyorgis Zä-Sägla, Mäsəḥafä Sä’atat [Book of Hours/Horologium] (Addis Ababa: Täsfa Gäbrä-Səllasse Printing Press, 1991) 2. This concept is taken from Hippolytus’ Apostolic Tradition which states that at midnight all creation rests for a certain moment to praise the Lord. See The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, trans. Easton, 56.

\(^{35}\) Giyorgis, Mäsəḥafä Sä’atat [Horologium] 12.
Another outdoor service is called Ṭəmqät – ṭəmqät (Epiphany), the great blessing of waters. The service is held in a chosen pond or river as a symbol of the river Jordan where Jesus was baptized. The Ethiopian Epiphany service is seen in the personification of the water of Jordan drawn from the Psalms of David: “The sea looked and fled; Jordan turned back” (Ps. 114: 3). As the River Jordan was sanctified by the Lord’s baptism, symbolically the clergy, with their hand-crosses, bless the chosen rivers (ponds), and this symbolic practice signifies the cosmic transfiguration of creation through the coming of Christ and his redemptive work.

**THESIS STATEMENT**

It is the task of this thesis to construct a liturgical cosmology based on the praxis (symbols, gestures) and the texts of the Ethiopian liturgy. Using the word liturgy in its broadest sense, the study will show that both the eucharistic and non-eucharistic services of the Ethiopian liturgy embody creation themes and incorporate created elements, so that they effectively provide paradigms for the making of a liturgical cosmology in the Ethiopian tradition. The exposition of this liturgical cosmology also includes the study of the theology of creation according to the Ethiopian liturgical texts, which will be related to trinitarian theology, apophaticism, the theology of redemption, and eschatology.

---

36 “Theophany” can also be a synonym for Ṭəmqät, though in Go’az the word Ḥifany (አእታየ), the variant of Epiphany, is known and synonymously used with Ṭəmqät. Also Ḥifany is interchangeably used with the Go’az word Asstəɾyo – እስታየ [Revelation], which has the same meaning as “Theophany,” since the revelation of the triune God at the river Jordan is mainly commemorated – in addition to the Nativity of Christ – during the Asstəɾyo season. See Kidane-wold Kifle, “አእታየ – እስታየ,” Mäṣəḥafä Sũwashō Wà-gos Wà-mäṣəzgäḇũ Qalat እስዳንስ [New Book of Grammar and Dictionary] (Addis Ababa: Artistic Printing Press, 1956) 250.
IMPLICATIONS

There are a few studies on the Ethiopian liturgy, mainly from a historical perspective. In his book, *The Divine Liturgy According to the Rite of the Ethiopian Church*, 37 Paulos Tzadua presents a historical introduction to the origin and development of the Ethiopian liturgy. Tzadua also succinctly deals with the authorship of the Ethiopian anaphoras, and offers a brief examination of the structure of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy (*Qəddase*). As the title indicates, Samuel Mercer’s book: *The Ethiopic Liturgy: Its Sources, Development, and Present Form* 39 thoroughly analyzes the sources and factors that contributed to the evolution of the Ethiopian liturgy. The book also deals with the various developments which the Ethiopian liturgy has undergone.

Ernst Hammerschmidt’s book, *Studies in the Ethiopic Anaphoras*, 40 is a scholarly work on the origin, authorship, structure and characteristic features of the Ethiopian anaphoras. In accordance with its scope, the study seeks to establish the origin and authorship of various Ethiopian anaphoras that often appear under pseudonyms. Moreover, realizing the “surprising exuberance of theological thought and liturgical poetry” which the anaphoras contain, Hammerschmidt suggests that the anaphoras should be given more attention than they have been accorded. 41 In his article, Ernest Horton 42

38 Liturgical scholars and Ethiopicists, such as Samuel Mercer and Ernst Hammerschmidt prefer the designation “Ethiopic Liturgy” to “Ethiopian Liturgy” in order to relate the liturgy to its classical language, Goźz, which is also known as Ethiopic.
41 Ibid, 166.
enumerates the major themes found in the Ethiopian liturgy, and offers a brief reflection on the themes. Considering the Ethiopian liturgy as “a treasure chest of precious stones,” Horton states that “[t]here is much more to discover in the Ethiopic liturgy. The Ethiopic liturgy is like a distant continent beckoning us to explore it further.”

This thesis is the first study on the creation theology of the Ethiopian liturgical tradition. The study is significant because it contributes to the ongoing research on the sacramental praxis and theological aspects of the Ethiopian liturgy. There are various theological motifs, such as eucharistic theology, the theology of redemption, pneumatology, and mariology that can be explored in the Ethiopian liturgy. Hence, this thesis can serve as a model for further theological studies on the Ethiopian liturgical rite.

**METHODOLOGY**

As far as the method of conducting the thesis is concerned, it will be based on the axiom: *legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi* with the conviction that the prayers (worship) of the church ground its beliefs. Considering every liturgical celebration of the EOTC as a theological act, an attempt will be made to draw a secondary theology upon them. Hence, there will be a comparative and analytical study of the ritual enactments of the Ethiopian liturgical services, focusing on the theological meaning they convey. While dealing with the words, symbols, and gestures of both the eucharistic and non-eucharistic services of the Ethiopian liturgy, I will present their contextual interpretation. I will also limit my study to the words, hymns and rituals, which have cosmological aspects and also demonstrate a substantive theology of creation.

---

43 Ibid.
As for the liturgical texts of the EOTC, historical critical method will be used in order to provide the appropriate context and background to their authenticity and historical origin. Since the Ethiopian liturgy is firmly based on the Bible, the various creation themes of the liturgical texts will be studied in light of the Ethiopian biblical commentaries. While using primary sources in the Ga’az (ግእዝ) language, I will offer my own English translation, comparing them to those of others where they exist. In order to demonstrate the centrality of creation in the Ethiopian liturgy, I will closely study the various creation themes of the liturgical texts and the cosmic dimension of the sacred space in the EOTC. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the modern scientific cosmogonies and the cosmographic studies that deal with the intricate origin and expanse of the universe. Thus, the study will be limited to themes of creation theology (the protological, soteriological, and eschatological dimensions of creation) according to the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition and the theological presuppositions of the use of the created elements in the Ethiopian liturgical rite.

44 Scripture is the root of the Ethiopian liturgy. The basic Christian doctrines of the Ethiopian liturgical texts are based on the Bible, and as we will see throughout this thesis, the traditional commentary on the Ethiopic Missal [Müşәхаә Qәәddәә Anәәдәә] mainly relies on Scripture for the exposition of the theological themes of the anaphoras and other liturgical sources. Highlighting the biblical foundation of the Ethiopian literature in general, Augustus Dillmann wrote that the Ethiopic Bible was “the foundation of all Abyssinian [Ethiopian] literature and the standard to which all other writers conformed their style of writing.” See Dillmann, Lexicon, Prolegomena, vii quoted in J. M. Harden, An Introduction to Ethiopic Christian Literature (Maidstone: Oriental Orthodox Library, 2007) 25. See also the preface (in Latin) in Dillmann’s Ethiopic (Ga’az) and Latin lexicon: Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae Cum Indice Latino (Lipsiae: T. O. Weigel, 1865) Prolegomena, vii.

45 Also known as Ethiopic, Ga’az is an ancient language that belongs to the Semitic group. Though it is no longer spoken in Ethiopia, it serves as a literary and liturgical language of the EOTC.
CHAPTER 1
THE ETHIOPIAN LITURGY: A BIRD’S-EYE VIEW

Characteristic of the Orthodox Church of Ethiopia is the formation of its traditions firmly based on the culture of the country. Having lived in Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian capital, for so many years as the rector of St. Matthew’s Anglican Church, Colin Battell observes that “The Ethiopian Orthodox [C]hurch is deeply rooted in the culture of the people.” It is quite impossible, hence, to fully understand the peculiar traditions of the EOTC without being familiar with the cultural and linguistic heritage and context in which the faith has developed over the centuries. This familiarity helps understand the unique traditions of the EOTC that are mainly the result of the Ethiopian cultural traits.

One of the traditions of the EOTC that has evolved as the fruit of the indigenous Ethiopian culture is the Ethiopian liturgy. Confirming this fact, in his short article, Claude Sumner offers a striking impression on the Ethiopian liturgy:

[The Ethiopian liturgy] is a witness to life. It is marked with a long history and in it the faith of praying generations has been crystallized. It may be considered as a fruit of the rich Ethiopian cultural soil, and hence may enlighten us on some of the characteristics of the aesthetic religious background of the people. In the Ethiopian liturgical text there is a beauty, which is nearly unknown to the outside world except for a narrow circle of scholars.

The Ethiopian liturgy, despite its Alexandrian origin, has developed to be an independent rite as a result of the work of the Mäməhran – špektə (doctors) of the EOTC. As the current liturgical books of the EOTC and the celebrations of the various Ethiopian sacramental rites demonstrate, the doctors were able to adapt liturgical sources and rituals

from Alexandrian and Syrian rites into a particular cultural milieu. Furthermore, these local Mäməhran composed various anaphoras and liturgical formularies which signify their own unique way of theologizing. While presenting glimpses into the origin and development of the Ethiopian liturgy, this chapter focuses on the factors that contributed to the distinctive aspects of the Ethiopian liturgy.

I. Origin and Development

Liturgical scholars usually treat the Ethiopian liturgy under the Alexandrian liturgical rite. However, this is an oversimplification that does fail to see the unique development of Ethiopian liturgy which can be classified into four major phases. The first was the Aksumite Period (4th – 7th C.) that saw the translation of liturgical formularies from Greek to Gə’az and the composition of hymnaries by St. Yared (ca. 505 – 580), the Ethiopian hymnologist. The second phase was from the restoration of the so-called Solomonic dynasty in 1270 to the end of the 14th century, when various Arabic and Coptic liturgical sources were adapted to the Ethiopian tradition. This was followed by

---


the Golden Period (early 15th century to the first quarter of the 16th century) when a number of local anaphoras were composed as a result of theological controversies in Ethiopia. Finally, the Gondar Era (16th – 17th centuries) led to further growth of the Ethiopian literature due to the christological disputes between the Portuguese missionaries and Ethiopian doctors. Also in this final phase, additional hymnaries of the Ethiopian Divine Offices were composed by local Ethiopian doctors.50

In the earliest times of Christianity, the Aksumite Kingdom had close ties with the Roman Empire. The rulers of the kingdom were familiar with Greek civilization, and since they presented themselves as the powerful rulers of Ethiopia, who had sovereignty over the Red Sea and some islands of the Arabian Peninsula, they were considered by the Roman Emperors as “competitors to be taken seriously.”52 Aksum,53 the kingdom’s capital, with its harbour of Adulis on the Red Sea was a trading center for Christian


51 As Ethiopia, from the Greek αἰθιοπία (aithiopia = burnt face) was known to be “the land of the black people,” whenever ancient sources refer to Ethiopia, they mean by that a land which is much larger than the modern size of Ethiopia. Ancient Ethiopia, also known as Cush in Hebrew, was a land located to the South of Egypt, extending to Southern Arabia. See A. H. M. Jones and Elizabeth Monroe, A History of Ethiopia, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955) 7; Franz Amadeus Dombrowski, Ethiopia’s Access to the Sea (Köln: E. J. Brill, 1985) 4; John Panicker, “Ethiopian Orthodox Church: A Historical Introduction,” Ephrem’s Theological Journal, 3/1 (1999) 72. Ethiopian sources assert that the word “Ethiopia” was derived from “Ethiopis,” the son of Cush, who lived in the land of Cush encompassed by river Gihon (Blue Nile) – Gen. 2:13. The country was also known as Abyssinia, a term derived from “Abis,” who was one of the descendants of Cush. See “አስ-
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merchants from Greece and Syria. It is not known whether these Christian merchants were able to win few converts in Ethiopia. However, the Ethiopian eunuch, official of Queen Candace of Ethiopia, whose account of belief in the Lord Jesus and baptism is recorded in the Acts of the Apostles 8: 26-41, contributed to the proclamation of Christianity in Ethiopia. Eusebius, the church historian, confirmed this when he wrote: “He (the eunuch) was the first to receive the divine Word from Philip by revelation, and the first to return to his native land and preach the Gospel.”

Though the eunuch had implanted the seed of Christianity in the first half of the first century, Christianity did not become a state religion in Ethiopia until after the second quarter of the 4th century (ca. 330) when Kings Abraha and Asōbha (Ezana and Saizana) were converted to Christianity. Their conversion can be proved by the inscriptions and the coins of King Ezana which bear the signs of the Cross. Nothing is known as to what was the motive of their conversion, but it can simply be presumed that


55 While Ethiopian sources usually refer to the regime of the brother kings, Abraha and Asōbha (Ezana and Saizana), some writers mention only Ezana as the king who ruled during the introduction of Christianity to Ethiopia. See for example the historical account on the ordination of Frumentius (Abba Salama) and his role in the spread of Christianity in Ethiopia in Abba Giyorgis’ book “Maṣḥafa Meṣṭir” [Book of Mystery] where the two brothers are mentioned: Giyorgis Zä-Sägla, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Meṣṭir,” Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 515. Tom. 89, ed. Yaqob Beyene (Louvain: Aedibus E. Peeters, 1990) 121. Bairu Tafla in his article in The Coptic Encyclopedia, Vol. 3, ed. Aziz S. Atiya (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1991) 996 mentions only Ezana as the king who ruled Ethiopia from A.D. 327-357. A. Jones and Elizabeh Monroe state that in A.D. 356 Constantius, the Arian emperor, had written a letter to then Ethiopian Kings, Aeizanas and Szanas, urging them to send Frumentius (Abba Salama) to Alexandria to be examined by the Arian bishop, George of Cappadocia, who usurped the see of Athanasius as Patriarch of Alexandria. As the real adherents of the Nicean faith, the kings reportedly rejected the request of Constantius. See Jones and Monroe, A History of Ethiopia, 28. Jones and Monroe also mention the name of the father of the two brotherly kings (Aeizanas and Szanas) as Ella Amida whereas in other sources Ella Amida is known as Ousana bisi Gisene. See Hien and Kleidt, Ethiopia – Christian Africa, 17.

56 Mercer, The Ethiopic Liturgy, 84.
it was caused by the ministry of Frumentius\textsuperscript{57} \textit{(Abba Salama)}, the first bishop consecrated for the Ethiopian Church by St. Athanasius of Alexandria.\textsuperscript{58}

The episcopal consecration of Frumentius paved the way for the introduction of liturgical formularies and sacramental rites to Ethiopia. It is believed that Frumentius at least brought the \textit{Ordo Communis} of the Alexandrian rite; the Apostolic Tradition \textit{(Traditio Apostolica)},\textsuperscript{59} which is known as the \textit{Egyptian Church Order};\textsuperscript{60} and the anaphora of St. Mark that was the liturgy of the Patriarchate of Alexandria.\textsuperscript{61} Some

\textsuperscript{57} Rufinus of Aquileia, based on the report he heard from Aedesius, the brother of Frumentius, recounts that while the two young brothers were sailing to India with Meropius, a philosopher of Tyre, Meropius’ ship was attacked and he was killed by the Barbarians. The brothers were taken to the king (of Ethiopia) who made Aedesius his cupbearer, and assigned Frumentius on his accounts as he observed his intelligence and prudence. When the king died, his kingdom was left to his wife, who served as a regent, and to her young child. Frumentius and Aedesius wanted to return to their country, but the queen begged them to help her in governing the country; especially she counted this on Frumentius. Having the helm of the kingdom, Frumentius supported the Roman merchants in their Christian activities. When the royal child reached maturity, Aedesius returned to Tyre. But, concerned about the root of Christianity in Ethiopia, Frumentius went to Alexandria and asked St. Athanasius, who was consecrated as Pope in A.D. 328, to send a bishop to Ethiopia. With these words of confirmation: “What other man can we find like you, in whom is God’s Spirit as in you, and who could achieve such things as these?” Athanasius ordained Frumentius as a bishop, and sent him back to Ethiopia. See \textit{The Church History of Rufinus of Aquileia}, Books 10 and 11, trans. Philip R. Amidon, S.J. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997) Book 10:9-10, pp. 18-20. On Rufinus’ geographical description regarding the aforementioned historical account, see the translators’ note on page 46.

\textsuperscript{58} While the initiative for the ordination of Frumentius by St. Athanasius is usually given to Frumentius himself, Donald Crummey states that Frumentius was appointed by St. Athanasius as Ethiopia’s first bishop at the request of Ezana, then King of Ethiopia. See Donald Crummey, “Church and Nation: The Ethiopian Orthodox Tawahedo Church from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century,” \textit{The Cambridge History of Christianity}, ed. Michael Angold, Vol. 5 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006) 457.


\textsuperscript{60} Paulos Tzadua, \textit{The Divine Liturgy According to the Rite of the Ethiopian Church} (Addis Ababa: Wien Ltd., 1973) 11.

\textsuperscript{61} R. C. D. Jasper and G. J. Cuming, \textit{Prayers of the Eucharist: Early and Reformed} (Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1990) 52. The original anaphora of St. Mark was revised by St. Cyril of Alexandria (+ A.D. 444), and so it is known in the Coptic Orthodox Church as the Liturgy of St. Cyril. See Antonios Rofail, “The Eucharistic Liturgy in the Coptic Orthodox Church,” \textit{The Logos}, 9/2 (1996) 6-11. In his brief study, Abba Takla-Maryam Semharay Selim stated that the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Mark had been used in antiquity in the Ethiopian Church. See A. T. M. Semharay Selim, “Notae circa liturgiam aethiopicam: Liturgia S. Marci Evangelistae et S. Iacobi Apostoli in lingua gheez,” \textit{Ephemerides Liturgicae}, 42 (1928) 441. Though the original anaphora of St. Mark is thought to be one of the earliest liturgical sources brought to Ethiopia, ironically for an unknown reason it is not part of the Ethiopian Missal (\textit{Mäṣəḥafä Ḍoddase})
archaeological discoveries and inscriptions indicate that during the Aksumite period, besides Go’aẓ, the official language of the Aksumite Kingdom, Greek was used as a written language.\textsuperscript{62} Hence it is quite probable that the \textit{Ordo Communis} of the Alexandrian rite whose language was Greek, the Greek anaphora of St. Mark, and the anaphora of the Apostolic Tradition were translated to Go’aẓ\textsuperscript{63} in the fourth century.\textsuperscript{64} In accordance with this assumption, Enrico Cerulli, one of the renowned authorities on the Ethiopian languages and literature, says that among the Go’aẓ literature translated in the 4\textsuperscript{th} century from Greek sources, such as the Bible, and some ascetical and doctrinal works, we also find “a number of anaphoras for the Divine Service.”\textsuperscript{65} Among the translated anaphoras, the Greek liturgy of St. Mark gradually became crystallized in Ethiopia in the beginning of the 5\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{66}
The Hippolitan Apostolic Tradition is extant in the Goʾaz Sinodos (አ_facebook:涿Kel, also known as the *Ethiopian Church Order*, and it consists of the Canons of Hippolytus under the name Qānāna Abulidis (ቀርብ እៃ). The anaphora of the Apostolic Tradition was later expanded and named Qoddase Ḥāwaryat (ቀどሳዊ ክልወያት) (Anaphora of the Apostles), which is the principal anaphora of the EOTC. Based on the assumption that the Apostolic Tradition was known in Ethiopia only through the Arabic translation (14th C.) of the Coptic Sinodos, Irénée-Henri Dalmais contended that the eucharistic prayer of

---

67 *Sinodos* is a canonico-liturgical collection which mainly deals with ecclesiastical regulations. Besides the 27 ecumenically accepted canonical books of the New Testament, the EOTC recognizes 8 books, namely Ṭəʾəzaz (ተወንድ), Ḥasow (አሽር), Ṭahālīs (ታحالስ), Ṭos Ḥaṣan (ትוש ካሸን), Ṭaddiş Ṣibān (ትዳዲስ ᵃብሬን), Ṭḥoḥa Ṣidun (ትهوክአ ሲድን), Ṭḥoḥa Ṣāluq (ትهوክአ ሳሉቅ). 

68 Based on the assumption that the Ethiopian Church Order was known in Ethiopia only through the Arabic translation (14th C.) of the Coptic Sinodos, Irénée-Henri Dalmais contended that the eucharistic prayer of
Hippolitus could not have been adapted in Ethiopia as the Anaphora of the Apostles before the 14th century. However, as this anaphora is the standard eucharistic prayer of the Ethiopian Church, which usually appears with the Ethiopian Common Order, it is unlikely to presume that the EOTC did not have an *Ordo Communis* until the 14th century. One can also say that if the anaphora of the Apostles were known only after the 14th century, it could not get precedence over the other anaphoras, such as that of the Lord, St. Mark, and St. James, which were brought to Ethiopia between the 4th and 5th centuries.

Furthermore, the fact that the EOTC considers the Apostolic Tradition and the Testament of the Lord as the authentic books of the New Testament indicates that the church knew these sources from early times. As such, the anaphora of the Apostolic Tradition is one of the earliest liturgical formularies known in Ethiopia. Dalmais’ presupposition could be understood only in the sense that the liturgical corpus, known as *Sinodos* in Ethiopia, was compiled in the 14th century consisting of earliest eucharistic prayers like the anaphora of the Apostolic Tradition along with other canonical sources that were brought to Ethiopia much later than the Apostolic Tradition. This point can be

---

71 For example see “The Ethiopic Liturgy,” *Ancient Liturgies*, eds. Hammond and Brightman, 769 and 774.
73 Tzadua, *Ethiopian Church Rite*, 5. See also Hammerschmidt, *Ethiopic Anaphoras*, 42.
74 Allan Bouley points out the differing assumptions of some liturgical authorities on the date of the Ethiopian anaphora of the apostles. While Bernard Botte, J. Hanssen, J. Harden and S. Mercer suggest that since the anaphora was derived from the “*Sinodos where the Apostolic Tradition* is joined with the *Canones of the Apostles*” it came into use in Ethiopia after the translation of the Ethiopian version of the *Sinodos* in the 14th century, Hammerschmidt argues for the early date of the anaphora (4th century). For Bouley, Hammerschmidt’s position “seems more acceptable” because the association of the title of the anaphora with the apostles and with their canons “may merely reflect a common tendency to lend apostolic authority to the liturgy and need not depend on its later association with the *Canons of the Apostles*. In addition, the importance of this anaphora as the normal Ethiopian formulary suggests an early origin.” See Allan Bouley,
elucidated in relation to a similar activity which is the translation of the Ethiopic Bible. Though Abba Salama II, the Coptic Metropolitan who lived in Ethiopia from 1348-1388, is usually known as “Abba Salama Mätärəwəm – እ ATA የር ድር ከም” [the translator of the Scriptures] this does not mean that the Scriptures were not translated into Ethiopic until the 14th century. What happened during the episcopate of Abba Salama Mätärəwəm was “a revision of the existing Bible translations” – an activity “which is usually connected with the name of the Metropolitan Salama, Translator of the Holy Scriptures.”75 Likewise in the 14th century, then existing liturgical sources, including the anaphora of the Apostles and other church orders that had been translated from Greek were compiled under the name Sinodos.

The other influence on the Ethiopian liturgy came from the Antiochian (West Syrian) liturgical rite. Dalmais asserts that despite its Alexandrian origin, the Ethiopian liturgy demonstrates more Syrian elements than Alexandrian.76 This influence probably resulted from the Syriac sources brought by the Nine Saints,77 who came from Roman Syria to Ethiopia in the 5th century (ca. 480) fleeing the Justinian persecution. The saints stayed in Ethiopia, and they were instrumental in the translation of the Syriac sources,78 such as the Testament of the Lord (Testamentum Domini),79 and the anaphora of St.

---

77 In Ethiopian sources the names of the Nine Saints are known as: Abba Alef, Abba Arägawi (Zämika’el), Abba Afse, Abba Liqanos, Abba Gürima (Yasshaq), Abba Gubba, Abba Yoma’ata, Abba Pantelewom, and Abba Şahma. See Gorgorios (Bishop), Yä-Ityoṗyya Oratódokɔs Täwahədo Betäkəɾстр yan Tarik [History of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahədo Church] (Addis Ababa: Tansa’e Zä-Guba’e Printing Press, 1999) 24. These saints have immensely contributed to the formation of monasticism in Ethiopia.
78 Lanfranco Ricci states that the translation of the Syriac sources into Ethiopic was made by “religious men” who came from the Church of Syria. See Ricci, “Ethiopian Christian Literature,” 976.
79 Miguel Arranz contends that though F. X. Funk in his extensive and critical study (Das Testament unseres Herrn und die verwandten Schriften) dated the Testament of the Lord to the fifth century, some features in
James the brother of the Lord. An expanded form of the anaphora of the Testament of the Lord (Mäšōḥafā Kidan – ṣəḥafā. Ḥr) appears in the Ethiopian Missal (Mäšōḥafā Qəddase – ṣəḥafā. Ḥr) under the name Qəddase Ḥagzi’ē – Ḥr. Ḥr (The Liturgy of the Lord). Also the euchology of the Testament of the Lord is known in the EOTC as Kidan – Ḥr (Testament), and being divided into three equal parts it is used daily in the matins, vespers, and midnight prayers.

The usage of the aforementioned Alexandrian and Syrian liturgical sources in Ethiopia indicates their adaptation to the Ethiopian culture rather than their mere

---

80 Tzadua, Ethiopian Church Rite, 12 and 14. The Ethiopian anaphora of St. James the Brother of the Lord (Akkətət Qərbaran Zä-Qəddus Ya’qob Jəhəshu Lä-Ḥagzi’ē ṣəhā – həfər Ḥqəq əqəq əqəq ḫələq əqəq ḫələq təqəq – Qəddasat əzi῾ə – h.HEET) is a direct translation of the Jerusalem Liturgy of St. James which is one of the earliest ever known liturgical sources. Nevertheless, for an unknown reason the Ga῾az translation of this anaphora is not part of the Ethiopian Missal, nor is it used by the EOTC. It is simply grouped by liturgical scholars with the other apocryphal Ethiopian anaphoras. On the anaphoras of the early church see R. C. D. Jasper and G. J. Cuming, Prayers of the Eucharist: Early and Reformed (Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1990).

81 The Ethiopic Testament of the Lord [Mäšōḥafā Kidan] has been edited and translated into French by Robert Beylot. Its Syriac original was translated into English by James Cooper and Arthur John Maclean. Despite minor omissions and interpolations – for example, the “Charismata” that deals with those who have the gift of healing is missing in the Ethiopic Testament of the Lord – the Ethiopic text appears to be a direct translation of the Syriac. Cf. Testamentum domini éthiopiien, trans. Robert Beylot (Louvain: Peeters, 1984) 104 and James Cooper and Arthur John Maclean, The Testament of Our Lord: Translated into English from the Syriac with Introduction and Notes (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1902) 114. Among other things, the Testament of the Lord deals with the criteria for clerical ordination, which are accompanied by prayers of ordination; pastoral duties; the role of the widows and virgins in the church; and the baptism of the catechumens. A number of liturgical prayers of the Testament of the Lord have been adapted to the Ethiopian Liturgy. For instance, the Bä῾əntā Ḫəddashat – 0īh əzə [Concerning Holy Things], which the deacon recites at the beginning of the Divine Liturgy; Bä-sa῾māy Yāḥalū Laḥokmu – 0īh əzə [Let Your Heart be in Heaven], the admonition recited by the deacon when the Ethiopian anaphora of the Lord is celebrated; the anaphora of the Lord and its post-communion prayer [Hadafe Nāfəs – 0īh əzə (Pilot of the Soul)]; the prayer recited by the faithful after partaking of the Holy Communion [Qəddus, Qəddas, Sōlus Zä-iyəntnəggər – 0īh əzə 0īh əzə 0īh əzə təqəq təqəq təqəq ḫələq; Holy, Holy, Holy, Ineffable Trinity]; the short midnight, morning, and evening prayers known as Kidan Zä-Mänafəqūt Lēlit, Zä-Nāḡah, and Zä-Šārak (h.HEET ṣəḥafā təqəq təqəq ḫələq ḫələq ḫələq; God of Lights); the Mystagogia [Təməhərətā Ḥəbət – 0īh əzə 0īh əzə; the Vigil of the Feast of Epiphany [Təməqāt]; and a prayer of exorcism [Ḥagzi’ē vhər Zä-boḥrənət – ḫələq təqəq təqəq; God of Lights], used rarely when catechumens are baptized, are taken from Mäšōḥafā Kidan [Testament of the Lord]. See the Ga῾az text in Testamentum domini éthiopiien, trans. Beylot, 34, 35-39, 42, 43, 45-61, 71-74, 79-84, and 117-121.
existence as replicas of foreign writings. This is in general the norm for any kind of foreign literature translated to Gə῾əz. Noting this fact, Lanfranco Ricci, the Italian scholar of Ethiopian literature, writes: “It is worthwhile to recall the fact that now and then the Ethiopic translations of foreign works either offer a version of their own, different from the one extant in other literatures, or append original Ethiopian contributions to the body of the translated work, thus producing new pieces of purely local literature.”

As we will see later, for instance, even if there is conformity in “sacerdotal ceremonies” between the Coptic and Ethiopian Eucharistic Liturgies, we find various local additions in the latter, unknown to the former. Moreover, the differences between the Coptic and Ethiopian anaphoras are surprisingly great. While there are only three anaphoras – that of St. Basil, of St. Cyril (adaptation of the old anaphora of St. Mark), and that of St. Gregory the Theologian – in the Coptic Orthodox Church, the Ethiopian liturgical rite comprises 14 official and 6 apocryphal anaphoras whose structures and contents are totally different from that of the Coptic ones.

Among the 14 official Ethiopian anaphoras that appear on the Ethiopian missal, three of them (the anaphora of the Apostles, of the Lord and that of St. Basil) are translations from foreign sources. The rest are believed to be of local origins, which demonstrate Ethiopian theology and poetic beauty. As genuine Ethiopic literature, these

84 For the names of these anaphoras and references for studies on them, see footnote no. 49 on page 15 above.
86 Hammerschmidt, Ethiopic Anaphoras, 166. A close reading of the local Ethiopian anaphoras shows that they look more like theological treatises than eucharistic prayers. As we will see later, this is because the anaphoras were composed by rival groups in Ethiopia during the 14th and 15th centuries as responses to their varied positions on theological controversies such as the nature of the Trinity, the unknowability of God, the observance of the Sabbath, the veneration of St. Mary and that of the Holy Cross. See the articles
Eucharistic prayers exhibit varied anaphoral structures accompanied by unique liturgical components and rubrics which have no parallels in any of the Christian liturgical rites. Instead of depending on translated liturgical sources, the local doctors who enriched the Ethiopian liturgy were quite interested in the formation of their own liturgical rite. The first great contribution to such formation was made in the mid 6th century when St. Yared, the Ethiopian exegete and hymnologist, composed various liturgical hymnaries.

The hymnaries that are ascribed to St. Yared: ዳግትል ዳግትል (ዳጓዊ ዳግትል), ሳሞል ዳግትል (ሳሞል ዳግትል), ምትራት (ማትራት), የሬሬብ የሬሬብ (ሬሬብ የሬሬብ), ልምዕራፍ (ምዕራፍ), and ዮርሬ ዮርሬ (ምርሬ ዮርሬ), comprise numerous chants usually used in the Liturgy of Hours and the Divine Offices of the EOTC. ዳግትል, the antiphonary for the year, contains chants for the eve of the various feasts, and its four main divisions: ይህክስ (ዮክስ), አስተምሮ ሳትም (አስተምሮ ሳትም), የሬሬብ (ሬሬብ), and ትዕስካ (ጥዕስካ) have become the basis for the seasonal divisions of the Ethiopian liturgical year as የሬሬብ ይህክስ - ዯፋ笏 ይህክስ (Season of John), የሬሬብ ሳተምሮ - ዯፋ笏 ሳተምሮ, ዯፋ笏 ዯፋ笏 - ዯፋ笏 ዯፋ笏 (Season of John), and ዯፋ笏 ዯፋ笏 - ዯፋ笏 ዯፋ笏 (Season of John).
አስተምሇ (Season of Supplication), የሌኞ ሰም (Season of Fasting), and የሌኞ ሳማ (Paschal Season). የሌኞ ዝስጫ (Fasting Hymnary) is derived from ዝስጫ, and as its name indicates it is chanted during the Lent. ወርራቾች is a collection of the Psalms of David and various other biblical canticles. It consists of ሉወድስ (Sunday Office); ወብሐተ ነግህ (matins); ወሎት ዘሠርክ (vespers); and ዋርዓም, a special office for the various feasts of the saints. While the ዝመሚ እት is chanted during communion in the Divine Liturgy, the ሉውስ እት is used as intercessory prayer for the funeral service.

Nothing is known about the development of the Ethiopian Liturgy in the seventh century when the decline of the Aksumite Empire began. As the Persian power got the upper hand in the Arabian Peninsula in A.D. 619, Aksum’s sovereignty was significantly limited. Also when the Muslims gained control over the Red Sea after the rise of Islam in the late seventh century, Ethiopia was isolated from the rest of the civilized Middle East. Nonetheless, since the mid fourth century the Alexandrian Church was sending Coptic bishops to Ethiopia as the metropolitans of the Ethiopian Church, the relationship of the two churches was not interrupted. But it was limited to some extent after Egypt had fallen under Islam in the first quarter of the seventh century.

Conversely, during this period Islam was not a threat to Ethiopia at all. It is said that as the Aksumite kings had given asylum to the exiled followers of Muhammad.
Ethiopia was spared from Islamic invasion for several hundred years.\textsuperscript{94} The main challenge for the Aksumite Kingdom came from home when the \textit{Agaws} of the Cushitic tribes from the Southern part of Ethiopia attacked the kingdom.\textsuperscript{95} The disruption of trade on the Red Sea routes and the attack from within highly weakened the Aksumite Kingdom in the subsequent centuries, and further contributed to the isolation of the kingdom from the rest of the world. In addition, the influence of the Muslim rulers on the Coptic Patriarchate left the EOTC without bishops from A.D. 918 – 1002.\textsuperscript{96} At the end of the 10\textsuperscript{th} century Judith (known in Ethiopia as \textit{Yodit Gudit} – የዲት ጉዲት), the Queen of the \textit{Falasha},\textsuperscript{97} persecuted Anbesa Wedem, who was the last surviving Aksumite King,\textsuperscript{98} and ransacked the Ethiopian Church during her 40-year-reign by burning the biblical and liturgical books. For these reasons, there was no development in the Ethiopian liturgical tradition during the Dark Ages of the 7\textsuperscript{th} – 11\textsuperscript{th} centuries.\textsuperscript{99}

The Zagwe Dynasty (1137-1270), which followed the disastrous Dark Ages, is known only for the famous monolithic rock-hewn churches of \textit{Lalibela}\textsuperscript{100} in North Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{101} During the period of the dynasty, there had not been a significant work to restore the destroyed literary heritage of the EOTC. A renaissance of Ethiopian literature, however, was inaugurated in A.D. 1270 with the restoration of the so-called Solomonic Dynasty. Under this dynasty significant works of local origin as well as translations were

\textsuperscript{94} Hess, \textit{Ethiopia}, 32.
\textsuperscript{95} Hien and Kleidt, \textit{Ethiopia – Christian Africa}, 19.
\textsuperscript{96} Zemene Abuhay, \textit{Brief Introduction to the History of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahədo Church} (San Jose, California: Mekane Rama Qidus Gabriel EOTC, 2005) 76.
\textsuperscript{97} The \textit{Falasha} are minority people who live in the North-Western part of Ethiopia, practicing Judaism.
\textsuperscript{98} Gorgorios, \textit{Yä-Ityopaya Betäkərəstyan Tarik} [Ethiopian Church History] 30.
\textsuperscript{99} Abuhay, \textit{EOTC History}, 76.
\textsuperscript{100} These churches are believed to be built by Emperor \textit{Lalibela} (Ἀλλήλα), one of the saintly kings of the Zagwe Dynasty who reigned from 1181-1221.
\textsuperscript{101} Hien and Kleidt, \textit{Ethiopia – Christian Africa}, 21.
made. When Greek ceased to be the language of the Coptic Orthodox Church, miscellaneous liturgical and ascetical writings were translated from Arabic to Gə῾əz by the Coptic metropolitan, Abba Salama II (1348-1388). Among these sources we find: the Ethiopic Didascalia (Didəsqəlya – ደ Ülkeادات)\(^{102}\) the Coptic liturgy of St. Basil;\(^{103}\) Gəbrä ኩማማት (ጋብረ ካማማት), a lectionary for the Passion Week that consists of homilies, prayers, and biblical readings; the Coptic Horologium (Book of Hours), which was later replaced by the Mäṣḥafā̀ Sätat Ṣā-má’alt Ḗwā-zālēlit – ወይለለለ ሽለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለልለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለለปลอด(me)
A. Liturgical Reform During the Golden Period in Ethiopia.

The time from the early 15th century until the first quarter of the 16th century can be considered as a Golden Period when the Go’az literature reached its peak. This is especially true for the Ethiopian liturgical heritage, which saw significant reform through the composition of several anaphoras as a result of the local theological controversies among then Ethiopian Mäməhran (doctors). As Haile rightly argues, the abundance of local literary works in this period indicates the indigenous origin of Go’az literature which is usually thought to be dependent on foreign sources. Unfortunately, most of the works appear under pseudonyms, so that other than verifying the local aspect of the writings, it is quite difficult to identify the names of their authors. Some of the names known to the scholars of Ethiopian literature are: Abba Giyorgis of Gəçča; ዯት’a ከያምስተስ ከያጋtoHaveLength413,261) Emperor Zär’a Ya’qob, who reigned from 1434-1468; Abba ፋስታፍኖስ,

107 It is not clear who this ዯት’a ከያምስተስ ከያጋ is. He employed this “nom de plume” to hide his identity. See Haile, “Ethiopic Literature,” 49. The writings of ዯት’a ከያምስተስ ከያጋ, especially his homilies on በአላት ዆ውን ይስት (Great Feasts) are theologically significant. These homilies are microfilmed by the Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library (EMML), Addis Ababa and the Monastic Manuscript Library, Collegeville. See for example EMML, Project Numbers 2375 and 7028. For the impact of these homilies on the growth of Ethiopic literature, see Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 109, 111, and 114.
108 Zär’a Ya’qob (1434-1468) was a priestly king who brought unity between church and state in Ethiopia after the church as a moral and political force independently had enjoyed an active literary and spiritual development prior to his regime. For this purpose he wrote books such as መጽሐፈ ብርሃን [Book of Light]; መጽሐፈ ሚላድ [Book of Nativity]; and homilies in honour of the Archangel St. Gabriel, of the Apostles, of Saturday; የተወቅቦ ምሥጥር [Keeping Mystery]; መጽሐፈ ባሕርይ [Book of Nature]; የራዕየ ተአምር [Revelation of Miracle], and hymns for St. Mary. See the series in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientaliun, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 235, Tom. 43 (1963) and Vol. 261, Tom. 51 (1965); Tadsees Tamrat, “Some Notes on the Fifteenth Century Stephanite ‘Heresy’ in the Ethiopian Church,” Rassegna Di Studi Etiopici,
Zämika’el, Gämalayıal, Føre Mahbār, and Aṣaqā who all were against the theological position of Zār’a Ya’qob, and so were deemed as heretics by him.

Abba Giyorgis, also known as the “Ethiopian Cyril” for his valuable doctrinal treatises, was a prolific writer who took pain to defend the Orthodox teachings of the church of his time. His most significant work is Māṣḥafā Məṣṭir – ይምርክሱ ምሥጢር [Book of Mystery], which refutes the classic trinitarian and christological heresies, such as Arianism, Sabellianism, Nestorianism, Apollinarianism, Docetism, and Dyophysitism. The work also deals with the heterodox teaching of a local teacher, Bitu, who denied the coming of God the Father with the Son for judgment. Besides its doctrinal value, the liturgical aspect of Māṣḥafā Məṣṭir is indicated in its classification for readings on major feasts and liturgical seasons, such as Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Eastertide (the Easter Season), Ascension, Pentecost, and Transfiguration. This reflects the real intention of Abba Giyorgis to strengthen the Orthodox faith among the laity and clergy. Furthermore, the rubric for the reading of this doctrinal work during the liturgical times signifies the author’s awareness of the interdependence of theology and liturgy.


Abba Giyorgis’ direct contribution to the development of Ethiopian liturgy is further evidenced in his liturgical works such as Sā’atāt [Horologium], which is also called Māṣḥafā Sōḥhat – ṣḥ. ḥūḥ[111] [Book of Praise], and eucharistic prayers. Sā’atāt was written to replace the Coptic Horologium[112] which appeared to be a little more than the repetition of the Psalms of David. Conversely, Abba Giyorgis’ Horologium contains various hymns that reflect God’s glory and omnipotence.[113] He prepared this book in two parts: Horologium of the night and the day to be used as a hymnary during the 24 hours of the day.[114] This is still practised in most Ethiopian monasteries, although its usage in parish churches is reserved for Lent and the fast of the Assumption of St. Mary. Abba Giyorgis’ Gāдол – ṭḥ (hagiography), written in his honour, states that he was asked by Abuna Bārtālomewos, the Coptic metropolitan who lived in Ethiopia from 1398-1436, to compose anaphoras.[116] This indicates, as Haile rightly states, that there was an urgent need for the composition of liturgical books, which

---

[112] See The Coptic Orthodox Horologion: The Book of the Seven Nocturnal and Daylight Canonical Prayers, trans. Fayek M. Ishak (Toronto: Coptologia Spiritual Publications, 1992). See also its Go’az translation: Māṣḥafā Sā’atat – ṣḥ. ḥūḥ [Book of Hours] (Rome: Vaticano Printing Press) 1952. A comparison of these sources shows that some modifications were made on the latter. For instance all the Psalms of the matins in the Coptic Horologion do not appear in the Go’az Māṣḥafā Sā’atat; Psalms 25, 27, 63, 67, 70, 113, and 143 are omitted from the Go’az text and replaced by St. Yared’s theotokia known as Anqāṣu Bāḥrān – ḥ. ṭḥ. [The Gate of Light] which venerates St. Mary for the especial favour (grace) conferred on her and deals with the mystery of the incarnation of the Logos.
[114] For example the hymn known as Ṣebeḥo – ṭḥ (Let us thank Him) says: “Holy, Holy, Holy God, the one who resides in the highest and sees the depth of the waters; He is mighty in his abode, and so the Cherubim cannot see his face [glory]; they cover themselves by the wings of fire lest the divine fire should burn them.” See Māṣḥafā Sā’atat Wā-k"olu Zāwawīhu Ṣoḥalā ḉāḥrā Ḥāšaab [Book of Hours/Horologium with All Its Components and Computus] ed. Mogas Equba-Giyorgis (Asmara: Kokābā Ṣoḥāḥ Printing Press, 1967) 20.
could satisfy both the rival groups: members of the established church, and that of the
dissidents who differed from the mother church on theological issues.117

As discussed below, various theological controversies that took place between the
14th and 15th centuries in Ethiopia have resulted in the composition of indigenous
anaphoras and other liturgical texts. Nonetheless, one should note that though the
theological disputes led to the composition of liturgical texts, this does not overshadow
the primary status of the *lex orandi* over the *lex credendi* in the Ethiopian tradition. In
order to support their theological positions, the opposing groups were quoting from other
liturgical sources that were received in Ethiopia much earlier than the time when the
controversies broke out. For instance, *Abba* Giyorgis referred to the Ethiopic book of
*Sinodos*, a canonico-liturgical source, to support his belief on the immortality of the soul
in his apologetic book: *Mäṣḥafa Məṣṭir*.118 *Rətu’a Haymanot* as well, in his homiliary,
quoted from the book of *Qāleməntos* – φλ.πρ.μην (Clement [of Rome]),119 another
canonico-liturgical source.120 Moreover, *Fəkare Məläkot* – φη.σφ.νή [Exposition of
Divinity], the theological treatise which was written during the Ethiopian scholars’
thetical debates with Jesuit missionaries in the 17th century,121 has numerous quotes122
from the various local anaphoras that were received by the church after the invasion of

119 *Mäṣḥafa Qäleməntos* [the Book of Clement [of Rome]] is one of the canonical books compiled in the
Ethiopic *Sinodos* which is also known as the Ethiopian Church Order.
120 See *Rətu’a Haymanot*’s Homily on the Feast of the Baptism of the Lord in *Ethiopian Manuscript
Microfilm Library, Addis Ababa and the Monastic Manuscript Library, Collegeville, EMML, Project
Number 2375, f. 26a.
121 Leonardo Cohen, *The Missionary Strategies of the Jesuits in Ethiopia (1555-1632)* (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz Verlag, 2009) 8.
122 For instance see “Fəkare Məläkot [Exposition of Divinity],” *Scritti teologici etiopici dei secoli XVI-XVII:
the Muslim Imam, Ahmed ibn Ibrahim al-Ghazi (1524-1542). All these show that, in the EOTC, the church’s liturgical sources establish its beliefs.

One of the theological controversies, which broke during the time of Abba Giyorgis and seriously continued after the accession of emperor Zär’a Ya’aqob to power in 1434, was the dispute whether the triune God has the same mâlkə’ – Ṣә鲵h (form, figure, image) as humans. There was also a clear difference between the rival groups on what kind of analogies to use in order to explain the Persons of the Trinity. The splinter group argued that the Persons of the triune God are not the same as the figures or images of humans, and thus the image of God cannot be likened to that of humans. Abba Giyorgis, by contrast, representing the established church contended that the triune God had a mâlkə’ (form, figure, image) which resembled the form of humans. In his Măṣḥafä Məștir [Book of Mystery] Abba Giyorgis extensively quoted from the Scripture to prove his position, for he saw a Sabellian heresy in the dissidents’ stand.

The writer of the dissident group, who seems to be as systematic as Abba Giyorgis in his theological exposition, is known only in his pseudonym: Ṣә’tu’a Haymanot. The writer might have been Abba Giyorgis’ contemporary, and his homiliary on Bä’alat Abbäyt – 企業thead (Great Feasts) provides very important clues on how

---

123 In the Ethiopian literature he is nicknamed as Ahmed Gәraәn (the left handed).
125 Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 128.
126 See his homily on Sә backdrop – Ṣәh (Advent), written against Sabellianism. Having quoted various scriptural references, which show that God hears and has hands, Abba Giyorgis says: “Thus [you need to] believe that God has hands, shoulders, and fingers.” And he concludes this homily, writing: “Behold, we have brought you testimony from the scriptures [to prove] that God has a perfect human form.” See Giyorgis Zә-Sәgla, “Il Libro del Mistro: Maʃha Mәstir,” CSCO, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 23 and 25.
127 The great feasts which the homiliary deals with are: Nativity of our Lord, Baptism of our Lord, Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Ascension of the Lord, Feast of the Paraclete (Pentecost), Transfiguration, Feast of the Apostles, Feast of the Blessed Virgin, and Feast of the Cherubim. See Ṣә’tu’a Haymanot, “Dәrsәnat Zә-Bә’alat Abbәyt [Homilies on Great Feasts],” Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library, Addis Ababa and the Monastic Manuscript Library, Collegeville. EMML, Project Numbers 2375 and 7028.
he differed from Abba Giyorgis. According to Rətuʻa Haymanot, “the divine being has neither right nor left, neither front nor back” and thus it is not appropriate to liken the Creator to creatures. ¹²⁸ This was a clear objection to the theology of Abba Giyorgis, which envisioned the Persons of the Trinity in a physical sense, insisting that the forms of these Persons are identical to that of humans. Rətuʻa Haymanot and Abba Giyorgis also differed in the analogies which they suggested for understanding the Persons of the Trinity. While the former proposed the idea of one object with three attributes, the latter insisted on three equal and similar objects, each having all attributes similarly and equally. For instance, the analogy of the sun was used differently by both. Rətuʻa Haymanot quoted from the book of Qälemənṭos: “Listen to what our Lord has said, [in the Qälemənṭos], ‘My Father is sun, I his light, and the Holy Spirit his heat.’”¹²⁹ Abba Giyorgis vehemently rejected this analogy, and suggested an alternative analogy of three suns that had one light in an attempt to provide a better imagery of the Persons of the Trinity and their essence.¹³⁰

The analogy used by Rətuʻa Haymanot is found in the official Ethiopian anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers.¹³¹ One can assume, therefore, that in its original stage the anaphora had been composed and used by the dissident groups who promote the teachings of Rətuʻa Haymanot. Also as Haile presumes, the anaphora might have received its name from a group of dissidents called Rətuʻana Haymanot – የአበታ እሱማኖት

¹²⁸ See Rətuʻa Haymanot’s homily on the Ascension of our Lord in EMML, Project Number 2375, f. 91a.
¹²⁹ See Retuʻa Haymanot’s homily on the Feast of the Baptism of the Lord EMML, Project Number 2375, f. 26a.
¹³⁰ Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 113. See also Abba Giyorgis’ usage of analogy in his homily on the advent where he says: “As the Father is sun that shines always, so is the Son that shines on the saints; the Holy Spirit is the sun which beautifies the church.” Giyorgis, “Il Libro Del Mistero [Maṣḥafa Mestir],” CSCO, Vol. 515, Tom. 89, 31.
¹³¹ See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 127, no. 47.
([Those who are] Orthodox in Faith), and “only later the name was interpreted to mean the Orthodox Fathers of Nicea.” The possibility of attributing the composition of anaphoras to the user of the nom de plume Rətu’a Haymanot is reflected in one manuscript of Abba Giyorgis’ Mäṣḥafā Məṣṭir. The anaphora is mentioned as Akkʷātētā Qʷærban Zā-Rətu’a Haymanot – ḧw-liq ḥw-hæ ḥæ ḥæ ḥæ ḥæ ḥæ (Anaphora of Rətu’a Haymanot), and Mäṣḥafā Məṣṭir quotes from this anaphora. The same quote is found in the official Ethiopian anaphora named after St. Cyril of Alexandria. The designation of this anaphora is spurious, since it is completely different from the Coptic anaphora adapted by St. Cyril, and based on the proof in the Mäṣḥafā Məṣṭir the anaphora can be attributed to none other than the dissident groups of the 15th century Ethiopia who called themselves Rətu’ana Haymanot.

On the other hand, Abba Giyorgis’ theological stand that God has a perfect human form is echoed in the Ethiopic anaphora named after Gregory of Nyssa, which refers to the Persons of the Trinity as “three men.” This anaphora might have been composed by Abba Giyorgis, and then ascribed to Gregory of Nyssa. The importance of using a pseudonym to get credibility by the Ethiopian Church can be seen in the fact that while most of the anaphoras that appear under pseudonyms have been accepted by the church,

---

133 Ibid, 123.
134 Haile states that what is quoted in Mäṣḥafā Məṣṭir is the first verse of the preface of Rətu’a Haymanot’s anaphora. The quote in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium’s version of Mäṣḥafā Məṣṭir reads: “Wånëhna’sā n’ānon kāmā ḥb ḥw-məsnəlā wāldu wā-məsnəlā Mənəfəs Qəddus – ṣyəhəl ḡnəhən ḥn n’ān k’ object ṣyəhəl ṣyəhəl. ṣyəhəl ṣyəhəl ṣyəhəl ṣyəhəl [We believe that the Father exists with His Son and with the Holy Spirit]. See “The Homily on Lədār – ḡe [Christmas]” in Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Mestir,” CSCO, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 133. For the portion of the preface from the anaphora of Rətu’a Haymanot see Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 123, footnote no. 79.
135 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 218, no. 92.
137 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 175, no. 24.
the anaphora known as Mä’aza Qəddase (መዓዛ ቅዳሴ) which bears the name of Abba Giyorgis was rejected. Even though this anaphora was printed by the Vatican printing press in 1945 together with the other Ethiopic anaphoras, it never appeared in any of the versions of the official missal (Mäṣḥafä Qəddase) printed by the EOTC.

Another controversy that led to the composition of a strange anaphora was the dispute over the observation of the Sabbath. The controversy originated during the regime of Emperor Yəkuno Amlak (1270-1285), and by the time Emperor Amdä Ṣəyon (1314-1344) ascended to the throne it became so divisive as to potentially cause schism within the church. The proponent of the schismatic group was an educated cleric, Ḥəywåt Bənä Bā-ṣeyon, who argued that both the Jewish Sabbath (Saturday) and Sunday should be observed as days of rest. On the other hand, the established church insisted that Christians are obliged to observe only the Lord’s Day, Sunday.

---

138 Haile stated that the composition of this anaphora by Abba Giyorgis at the request of the Coptic bishop Bārtālomewos (1398-1436) had aroused opposition from the members of the established church. See Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 129. Also when the opponents of Emperor Zār’a Ya’qob composed anaphoras that reflected their theological stand, their move was strongly reprimanded by the emperor. See “Il Libro Della Luce Del Negus Zār’a Ya’qob (Maṣḥafa Bərhān),” Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, Vol. 261, Tom. 51, Scriptores Aethiopici, ed. Conti Rossini, (Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus, 1965) 41. This shows the reluctance in the EOTC to accept locally composed writings as authentic liturgical sources.

139 Abuhay, EOTC History, 92.

140 There are a number of Jewish elements in the tradition of the Ethiopian Church that resulted from the practice of Judaism in Ethiopia before the introduction of Christianity. See Edward Ullendorff, “Hebraic-Jewish Elements in Abyssinian (Monophysite) Christianity,” in Journal of Semitic Studies, 1 (1957) 216-256. Elaborating the biblical story about the visit of the Queen of Sheba to King Solomon (I Kings 10: 1-10) the Kəbrä Nägäst − ከብራ ከንጋስ (Glory of Kings), a historical book which was translated from Arabic to Goʾez in the 14th century, contains detailed narrative of her journey to Jerusalem and her relationship with King Solomon. According to Kəbrä Nägäst, the Queen of Sheba (Ethiopia), also known as Makəda, paid a visit to King Solomon, and she bore a son by him. She named her son Bəỳna Ləhkm (Monyaḵ). At the age of 25 the son visited his father who offered him a royal welcome. When Solomon decided to send 20 men of his army with his son Bəỳna Ləhkm to Ethiopia, it was very difficult for the men to leave the Ark of the Covenant behind and live in Ethiopia where the worship of the God of Israel was unknown. Thus instigated by Azaryas, the son of Zadok the priest, they plotted to steal the Ark of the Covenant. They did so, and settled in Ethiopia practicing their Jewish rituals. See The Kebra Nagast: The Queen of Sheba and Her only Son Menyelek, trans. E.A. Wallis Budge (Maidstone: The Oriental Orthodox Library, 2007) 126-218. This story shows the entrance of Judaism to Ethiopia much earlier than the introduction of Christianity, and thus the issue of observing the Jewish Sabbath at the end of the 13th century was not surprising. Ḥəywåt Bənä Bā-ṣeyon was simply insisting on the observation of an established ritual that came to be discarded.
After the death of Ḥəywât Bənä Bä-ṣeyon a monk from the northern part of Ethiopia, named Abba Ewəštatewos (1273-1352), followed his footstep and brought the controversy to the level where it divided the church and the nation. Thus, a decree came from the ecclesiastical and political authorities of the country in favour of the group who argued for the observation of the Christian Sabbath only.\(^{141}\) Abba Ewəštatewos and his followers were attacked by their opponents; consequently Abba Ewəštatewos fled to Egypt to report his cause. However, as the Coptic Orthodox Church observes only the Christian Sabbath, his reception in Egypt was not favourable. Finally he took shelter in Armenia where he died in 1352.\(^{142}\) The issue was again raised during the reign of Emperor Zār’a Ya’qob (1434-1468), and eventually the EOTC decided in favour of the observation of the two Sabbaths at the council of Dübrä Maṭəmaq (ደብረ ምጥማቅ) in 1450.

The Sabbath controversy had a clear liturgical outcome in the EOTC. Prior to the resolution of the controversy in 1450, a new anaphora was composed in order to repudiate the position of the two Sabbath adherents. The anaphora personified and revered the Christian Sabbath (Sunday) as the first day of creation and the last day for this temporal world.\(^{143}\) The composer of the anaphora spuriously ascribed it to St. Athanasius of Alexandria. Based on the similarity of the language used in the anaphora and in the Sā’atat (Horologium) of Abba Giyorgis,\(^{144}\) the composition of this anaphora


\(^{142}\) Abuhay, *EOTC History*, 93.

\(^{143}\) For example see the expressions in the anaphora: “O the holy Sabbath of Christians, offer prayer and supplication towards the Lord our God on behalf of us, world without end” and “Oh, this day is the first [the first day of creation]…Oh, this day is the last which exists for ever…Oh this day is that in which the old ceased and the new confirmed.” *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 153, no. 160; and 144, nos. 61, 67.

\(^{144}\) For example expressions in the anaphora, such as “pray for us, intercede for us” can be found elsewhere in Abba Giyorgis’ Sā’atat [Horologium]. See for instance the chant: Sā’ali Lānā Maryam Ṣmnā – Ḍ₇₄₉, Ḍ₇₄₉ Ṣ₉₇₉ Ṣ₉₇₉ [Pray for us, Mary our Mother] in the Mäṣḥafāt Sā’atat Wā-Bahārā Ḥāssab [Horologium and Computus] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 23. Also see additional comparisons between the anaphora and Abba
can probably be attributed to him. Presuming the reason why the alleged author ascribed the anaphora to St. Athanasius, Haile mentions the similarity between the anaphora and the so-called ṭomar zäwärädıät emsämäyat la’əlā ədä Atənatewos bā’əlätä əḥud – ṭomar əḥud – ṭomar ṭomar zäwärädıät emsämäyat la’əlā ədä Atənatewos bā’əlätä ṭomar [epistle that came down from heaven to Athanasius on Sunday] in exhorting the laity and clergy to observe the Christian Sabbath.

We also find two liturgical litanies, which resulted from the dispute on the veneration of icons in Ethiopia. This controversy had originally been raised during the regime of Emperor Yagōbə’a Ṣəyon (1285-1294). It is not known whether this controversy had any relation with the Iconoclasm of the Byzantine tradition. As the Ethiopian emperors are known for suppressing any kind of dissent that could divide the nation, the controversy did not have a lasting influence until the rise of Abba Astifanos (born 1394), the energetic and highly intellectual monk. After he had joined the monastery of Abba Samuel of Qoyāsa (ቀይሳ) in North Ethiopia, he was assigned to copy Giyorgis’ Sā’atat in Haile’s article “Religious Controversies,” 131. Based on the parallel between the immense veneration given to the Sabbath in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Athanasius and the song of Solomon Ben Moses Halevi Alkabez that hails the Jewish Sabbath as the bride of Israel, Hammerschmidt suggests that the anaphora might have Jewish origin or at least it could be related to the prayer books of the Falashas (Ethiopian Jews). See Hammerschmidt, *Ethiopic Anaphoras*, 81-82. See also the unidentified work *Dorsanä Šāmbāt* [Discourse on the Sabbath] trans. Gabra-Kidan Bazabih and Gabra-Iyesus Basamu (Addis Ababa: Täsfa Gābrä-Solla Sellassie Printing Press, 1954) for the similarities between this discourse and the Ethiopic anaphora of St. Athanasius.

145 Taddesse Tamrat states that Abba Giyorgis was educated at Dābrä Hayq monastery, which was the “citadel of the pro-Egyptian and anti [Jewish] Sabbath party until 1404.” According to Tamrat, however, toward the end of his life Abba Giyorgis converted to be a “protagonist of the Sabbath,” who argued for the legitimacy of observing the Jewish Sabbath together with the Lord’s Day (the Christian Sabbath). See Tamrat, *Church and State in Ethiopia*, 224. Thus Abba Giyorgis might have composed the anaphora of Athanasius, which reverses the Christian Sabbath (Sunday), before his conversion to the “two Sabbaths group” while he was among the supporters of the “one Sabbath (only Sunday) group” as per his educational background.


147 Haile, “Ethiopian Heresies,” 984.
manuscripts.\textsuperscript{148} His job as a calligraphist gave him the chance to read various writings of
the church. Based on his readings and on the practice of his time, he questioned whether
it was biblical to venerate the Holy Cross and prostrate in front of the icons of the saints.

Being accused by the monastic community he belonged to, \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos} finally
appeared at the court of Emperor Zär’a Ya’aqob. While facing the emperor, he did not
pay the due royal respect to the emperor by prostrating himself as was customary in that
time.\textsuperscript{149} When he was asked what made him to differ from the other members of his
monastic community, he boldly claimed that he received his education from the books of
the prophets and the apostles, and realized that his fellow monks had abandoned their
pledge to God.\textsuperscript{150} Resentful for not receiving a royal respect (by prostration) from \textit{Abba}
Ǝṣṭifanos, the emperor ordered his loyalists to flog him. The followers of \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos}
as well were severely persecuted as the enemies of the Holy Cross and that of St.
Mary.\textsuperscript{151}

Going to the other extreme, in contrast to the stand of \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos}, emperor
Zär’a Ya’aqob introduced a cult of St. Mary from a foreign \textit{Mu’allaga} rule,\textsuperscript{152} and added
the account of various miracles of St. Mary in the already translated book of \textit{Tä’ammarä
Maryam – ṭḥyyәә әӡәә (Miracle of Mary).}\textsuperscript{153} Furthermore as a direct opposition to the
theological stand of \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos} and his followers, two litanies: \textit{Mästäbqәә’ Zә-

\textsuperscript{148} Tamrat, “Notes on the Fifteenth Century Stephanite Heresy,” 105.
\textsuperscript{149} When \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos} was charged with disrespect to the emperor, he declared that “the name of the
King counted for much less than that of the Holy Church.” See Tamrat, “Notes on the Fifteenth Century
Stephanite Heresy,” 108.
\textsuperscript{150} Ibid., 109.
\textsuperscript{151} \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos} clearly said: “I worship the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost [Spirit] and I prostrate
before this. I shall not add [anything more] to this…for the love of the rulers of this world.” This
declaration was interpreted as showing disrespect to St. Mary and the Holy Cross because prostrating
oneself to them was the issue at stake, and thus \textit{Abba Ǝṣṭifanos} and his followers were considered enemies
\textsuperscript{152} Haile, “Ethiopian Heresies,” 984.
\textsuperscript{153} The book is one of the various Arabic sources translated to \textit{Gәә’әә in the 14th} century.
 dazzə’ tànə Maryam – የአትኩስ ሰብስቦ ማርያም ከርንም እንደ ማርያም (Litany of our Lady Mary) and Mästäbkʷə’ Zä-Qەddus Mäsqāl – የአትኩስ ሰብስceso ማርያም ሰብስเสนอ (Litany of the Holy Cross) were composed. While the former litany highlights that St. Mary deserves honour and praise here on earth and in heaven as well,154 the composers of the latter say: “Our Fathers the Apostles have ordered us to prostrate ourselves to the [Holy] Cross and the Virgin Mary.”155 As part of the matins of the EOTC, the litany of St. Mary is still chanted on her feast days and on other great feasts, whereas the litany of the Cross is reserved for the feast of the Saviour and that of the Cross.

One of the most significant outcomes on the Ethiopian liturgy resulted from the controversy of the Zämika’elites156 with Emperor Zär’a Ya’qob. This controversy, particularly, was on the “anthropomorphization of the [P]ersons in the Trinity,”157 that is to say whether the triune God had the same mālkə’ (form, figure, image) as that of humans. As aforementioned, the controversy had originally been raised much earlier than the coming of Emperor Zär’a Ya’qob to power in 1434, so that both groups (the Zämika’elites and the emperor) were arguing based on the positions of the literary heritage which they inherited – that of the ግክብ ከአማን and Abba Giyorgis respectively.158

156 On the Zämika’elites, dubbed as heretical groups by emperor Zär’a Ya’qob, see Il libro etiopico dei Miracoli di Maria e le sue fonti nelle letterature del Medio Evo latino, ed. Enrico Cerulli (Rome: Dott. Giovanni Bardi, 1943) 107-121.
158 Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 128.
Emperor Zär’a Ya’aqob accused his opponents of denying the distinct Persons of the Trinity. In his *Homily in Honour of John the Evangelist*, the emperor reported that Zämika’el, the leader of the Zämika’elites, had said: “God had no form, and man is not formed after God’s image.” Moreover, considering the position of the Zämika’elites on the image of God as erroneous, Zär’a Ya’aqob quoted from their service book (horologium): “Holy, Holy, Holy, is God; he is not likened to the image of the creatures.” However, a close look at the Zämika’elites’ treatise reveals that the emperor misrepresented their theological perspectives while referring to them in his writings.

In their treatise, entitled *Fəkare Mäläkot*, the Zämika’elites clearly confessed that they believed in the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit “who are distinct as akalat (hypostases or persons) and united in the one divine bahray (ousia/essence).” Having stated this belief which they share with Emperor Zär’a Ya’aqob, they further explained their position: “But when we speak about the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit or attribute names and persons to them like man [sic], the speaking animal whose age is limited and dies when his time is over, it is not as if they were creatures.” Moreover, while the emperor took pain by quoting extensively from the canonical books of the Bible and from the O.T. apocrypha to support his position, which signified the likeness of

---

159 In his apologetic work Zär’a Ya’aqob also mentions other members of the dissident group such as Gämälayal, Føre Maḥābär, and Aṣqua. See for example, Zär’a Ya’aqob, “Il Libro Della Luce [Maṣḥafa Berhān],” *CSO*, Vol. 261, Tom. 51 (1965) 40, 85, 125.
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humans’ form or image to that of the triune God in physical sense, the Zämika’elites demonstrated a better understanding of his quotations. In their treatise they said that based on the biblical references to God’s eyes, ears, and hands one might think that God had the same physical form as humans. But the references are figurative expressions. Though the triune God has three Persons, these Persons are incomprehensible to our mind. “We think of these Persons in our mind without approaching the mystery of their eternity; [they are] intangible and transcendent in nature.”

The real nature of the debate, thus, between the emperor and his opponents was not whether or not God had three persons, but rather how to interpret the creation of humans in the image and likeness of God, and what kind of analogies should be used to express the Persons of the Trinity. Following the trinitarian thought of Abba Giyorgis, Zăr’a Ya’eqob presented the analogy of three distinct suns, each representing one Person of the Trinity. But for the Zämika’elites this was tantamount to saying three gods, and so they instead preferred the example of one sun: “its disc representing the Father, its light the Son, and its heat the Holy Spirit.”

With the intention of adapting their thoughts to the standard doctrinal teachings of the Ethiopian Church, the Zämika’elites composed anaphoras that demonstrated their trinitarian stand. In his homily, Zar’a Ya’eqob complained about their attempt: “they established Eucharistic anaphoras, too, on their initiative leaving aside the anaphora of our Lord which was written in the Testament of our Lord and the anaphora of the apostles

---

166 Ibid, 47.
167 Ibid, 58.
which was written in the *Synodicon* [the Church Order known as *Sinodos*].” The emperor’s complaint indicates that the only two anaphoras officially accepted by the Ethiopian Church until the mid 15th century were the anaphoras of the Lord and that of the apostles.

The analogy and theological thought of the Zämika’elites are found in two current official anaphoras of the EOTC. The content and context of the anaphoras suggest that they were composed either by the Zämika’elites or by their predecessors (the *Rətu‘ana Haymanot*). In the anaphora named after St. Mary we read:

> The Father is sun, the Son is sun, and the Holy Spirit is sun; the sun of righteousness which over all is one. The Father is fire; the Son is fire, and the Holy Spirit is fire. The fire of life from the highest heaven is one.

Haile contended that this quote was modified by a member of the established church after the anaphora had been received by the church; but in its original state the quote suited the theological stand of the Zämika’elites. The modification is clear in the contradiction within the quote that while three suns are likened to the Persons of the Trinity, the quote ends with one sun of righteousness: “the sun of righteousness which over all is one.” According to the official teaching of the established church, however, though three suns can analogously be used for the three divine Persons, the unity of the Persons is represented not by one sun, but by the one (common) “light of righteousness, which comes forth from the three suns.” As preserved in Vatican MS 15, f. 186rv and Vatican MS 18, ff. 72v-73r, the text of the quotation in the original anaphora of St. Mary is significantly different from the one in the church’s standard book of the Divine Liturgy.

The quote in the manuscripts, which without any confusion supports the position of the

---

170 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 111, no. 73.
171 Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 118.
Zämika’elites, reads: “The Father is sun; the Son is the light, and the Holy Spirit is the heat; the sun of righteousness is one.”

Besides this analogy, the Ethiopic anaphora of Mary reflects the Zämika’elites’ theological stand that downplays anthropomorphism. Stating clearly that “the God-head has no stature like man,” the anaphora says:

The Deity has neither breadth nor length,....neither left nor right, but he always fills all things. The Deity has not place wherein to stretch or contract himself but he fills every place....The Deity has neither chest nor back by which he can be seen, and through which he can be limited, but he is covered with the flame or fire and he himself is the flame of fire.

This expression explicitly resonates the Zämika’elites’ teaching that the Persons of the triune God can by no means be likened to the physical form of humans, and additionally proves the composition of the anaphora by the Zämika’elites.

The theology of the official Ethiopian anaphora named after St. John Son of Thunder as well is supportive of the Zämika’elites’ teaching on the divine attributes of God. Based on the Gospel of John: “No one has ever seen God” (Jn. 1:18) the Zämika’elites taught that God had no physical person as tangible and visible as humans.


[174] Inclusive language is unknown in the Ethiopian liturgical texts. Thus, the masculine third person pronouns to God that are quoted in this thesis are not meant to disregard the inclusive language policy of the Toronto School of Theology but to be in consonance with the usage in the Ethiopian liturgical texts which the thesis engages.


[176] See “Fokare Mālākot [Exposition of Divinity],” Scritti teologici etiopici, 95. See also Cerulli, Il libro etiopico, 124.

[177] The designation: “Son of Thunder” is attributed to John, the beloved apostle, based on Mk. 3:17 where Jesus called John and his brother James Boanerges (sons of thunder).
“Book of Light” and “Homily in Honour of John the Evangelist,” two teachers among the Zämika’ elites (named Zämika’el and Gämaləyal) held a heretical doctrine stated as: “God is invisible and has no image which man [sic] may know; He alone knows His image.”

For Zár’a Ya’qob, who was too concerned about the physical aspect of the Persons of the Trinity, the above quote sounded heretical. However, the so-called heretical point of view is found in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. John the evangelist: “and no one knows you, and no one is able to see you; you alone know yourself.” This signifies that the Zämika’ elites originally composed an anaphora based on the idea they got from the Johannine Gospel (Jn. 1:18), and accordingly named it after St. John the Evangelist.

The various quotes in “Fəkare Mäläkot” [Exposition of the Divinity] that are taken from the official anaphoras of the EOTC also suggest the possibility of ascribing the composition of these anaphoras to the Zämika’ elites. Regarding the unknowable nature of God, the treatise says: “none was before him [God], none will be after him, none is like him and none knows what his being is.” This was taken from the anaphora of St. John Chrysostom, currently used by the EOTC. Also the quote in the treatise: “There is no beginning of his [God’s] being, there is no end of his existence...So invisible is [H]e that

---


180 The theological method which deals with the unknowability of the essence of God is called apophaticism. In contrast to the positive way of theologizing (Cataphasis), apophaticism promotes the way of knowing by unknowing (αγνώσια), and is focused on affirming the limit of our language in expressing the nature of God. The above quotes from the treatise of the Zämika’ elites demonstrate the apophatic way of thinking. Apophatic expressions are also found in the Maṣḥafa Maṣṭir of Abba Giyorgis. For example, the introductions of his homilies on Sabkätä Genna (Advent) and on the second and third Sundays of the Paschal season address the Almighty God as: “immovable, unknowable in essence, invisible, unsearchable, incomprehensible, and transcendent.” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Mestır,” CSCO, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 1; Vol. 532, Tom, 97 (1993) 2 and 13. On the apophatic thought of the Eastern Orthodox tradition see Vladimir Lossky, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church (London: James Clarke and Co. Ltd., 1957).

181 See “Fəkare Mäläkot, [Exposition of Divinity],” Scritti teologici etiopici, 22.

none can find him by thought; so high is [H]e that none can understand him”\textsuperscript{183} is found in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Epiphanius of Cyprus.\textsuperscript{184} The anonymous writer of the treatise, who belongs to the Zämika’elites, extensively quotes from these anaphoras of the church to support his theological view. This indicates that the treatise was written after the anaphoras were officially accepted by the church, following the end of the Zämika’elite controversy.\textsuperscript{185} Nevertheless, the selection of the quotes from these anaphoras and their conformity with the theology of the Zämika’elites, which highlights the incomprehensibility of the divine essence, denote the composition of the anaphoras either by the Zämika’elites or their predecessors (\textit{Rətu’ana Haymanot}).

Here it can be questioned as to why the composers of the Ethiopian anaphoras named their works after the names of the apostles and that of the church fathers. Liturgical studies show that in the early times of Christianity ascribing liturgical formularies to the doctors and fathers of the church was common. For instance, the Coptic anaphora of St. Gregory was attributed to St. Gregory of Nazianzus who did not really write the anaphora.\textsuperscript{186} The educated writers of the golden period in Ethiopia seem to be aware of this tradition. The other apparent reason is that, it was clear to the authors

\textsuperscript{183} See “Fəkare Mäläkot [Exposition of Divinity],” \textit{Scritti teologici etiopici}, 22.
\textsuperscript{184} See \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 185-6, nos. 4-7. The quote in the Ethiopian anaphora named after Gregory of Neo-Caesarea (The Miracle Worker): “We believe in the Father who sent, and in the Son who was sent, and we believe in the Holy Spirit, the life-giver” is a shortened quote from the anaphora of St. Mary, which reads: “We believe that the Father who sends is Father in his nature. We believe that the Son who is sent is Son in his nature. We believe that the life-giving Holy Spirit is Holy Spirit in his nature”. Cf. \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 108, no. 54 and P. 240, no. 13. The similarity of the trinitarian confession found in these anaphoras hints that the anaphora of Gregory of Neo-Caesarea as well was the composition of the \textit{Rətu’ana Haymanot}, i.e. the dissident groups. Also on pages 37-39, \textit{Fəkare Mäläkot}, the treatise of the dissident groups, contains the same quotes as those found in the anaphoras of St. Mary and that of the 318 Nicene Fathers. These quotes are found on P. 109, nos. 47-56 and PP. 123-124, nos. 13-21 of \textit{The Liturgy of the Ethiopian Church} translated by Marcos Daoud. As discussed above, this additionally supports the composition of the anaphoras of St. Mary and that of the 318 Nicene Fathers by the dissident groups (\textit{Rətu’ana Haymanot}).

\textsuperscript{185} Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 133.
\textsuperscript{186} Hammerschmidt, \textit{Ethiopic Anaphoras}, 41.
that if they revealed their identity their works would be rejected.\textsuperscript{187} Thus they ascribed their anaphoras to the apostles and the fathers of the church for the sole purpose of enhancing the credibility of their works.

\textbf{B. The Final Phase of the Development of the Ethiopian Liturgy}

Shortly after the golden period that saw the composition of various local anaphoras, the EOTC suffered from another setback. Ahmed ibn Ibrahim al-Ghazi, an Ethiopian Imam, aided by a Turkish military contingent invaded the country and ransacked the Ethiopian Church for fifteen years (1527-1542). Comparable to the severity of the war of the \textit{Falasha} Queen \textit{Yodit} (Judith) in the 10\textsuperscript{th} century, numerous churches were destroyed and books were burned. Also a great number of Christians were killed, and some others were forcibly converted to Islam.\textsuperscript{188} The war of the Muslim Imam ended after Emperor Gälawɗəwos (1540-1559) asked for the help of the Portuguese government. With the Portuguese help the Imam was killed in 1542, and the church was reestablished. At this time, the church did not have any other option than collecting all the remaining doctrinal and liturgical books, including the anaphoras of the Zämika’elites of the 15\textsuperscript{th} century that had erroneously been deemed as heretical by Emperor Zăr’a Ya’ʔəqob.\textsuperscript{189}

Even though the Portuguese soldiers helped to free the country and the church from Muslim occupation, they also caused another problem. They stayed in Ethiopia and brought Jesuit missionaries who tried to convert the Ethiopian Church to Catholicism. As


\textsuperscript{189} Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 133.
this provoked a public upheaval, Emperor Gālawdewos was forced to banish the Portuguese. But they finally succeeded when Pedro Paez, the Jesuit missionary, arrived in Ethiopia shortly after 1600. Living in the northern part of Ethiopia, Paez began teaching children and translating books. He also managed to convert Emperor Susənyos (1607-1632) to Catholicism. After the death of Paez in 1621, a Catholic bishop, named Afonso Mendes, was sent to Ethiopia. This instigated a civil war that lasted for about six years and led to the abdication of Emperor Susənyos who was succeeded by his son Fasilädäs. Emperor Fasilädäs (1632-1667) expelled all the missionaries.

After the Jesuit missionaries had left the country, christological controversies that “gave a local colour to Catholicism in Ethiopia” broke out within the clerics of the Ethiopian Church. The controversies were mainly centered on the attributes and unity of the humanity and divinity of Christ. There were three Christological positions: Tāwahədo – ṭᵉʷᵃʷᵃ ḩə (Union), Qəb’at – Ḫə̀ʕ (Unction) and Ṣəɡə – ṣᵊ (Adoptionism). As the official representatives of the church, the first group (Unionists) taught that Christ is the natural Son of God by the union of his divinity and humanity. According to the second
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190 Tafla, “Ethiopian Orthodox Church,” 996.
191 Gorgorios (Archbishop), Yä-Ityoṗya Betäkərəstyan Tarik [Ethiopian Church History] 51.
192 Leonardo Cohen stated that in an effort to convert the EOTC to Catholicism, the Jesuit missionaries held theological debates with the Ethiopian scholars. Moreover, during the second and third decades of the seventeenth century, the missionaries were engaged in translating liturgical texts “in order to replace the Ethiopian with the Latin liturgy.” Particularly, in his letter of February 18, 1624 to the General of the Jesuit Society, Father Antônio Fernandes mentioned that “he had already translated ten [anaphoras], which had been recited in the church of Gännätä Iyäsus, and was in the process of introducing more. In May 1633 …Afonso Mendes informed the pope that the Roman liturgy had been translated into the Ethiopian language.” See Cohen, The Missionary Strategies, 109-110. However, it is not clear whether the missionaries’ work of translation had exerted any influence on the Ethiopian Liturgy.
group (*Unctionists*), on the contrary, it was through the unction (anointment) of the Holy Spirit that Christ became the natural Son of God. The third group (*Adoptionists*) agreed with the Unionists that Christ is the Son of God by the union of his divinity and humanity. Nevertheless, they fell into the adoptionist heresy as they brought the idea of a third birth for Christ during his baptism – in addition to his eternal birth from God the Father, and from the Blessed Virgin at the fullness of time – when “he was, in his humanity, adopted as the Son of God by the unction of the Holy Spirit.”

The christological controversies of the 17th century resulted in “an intensive movement of literary and intellectual revival in Ethiopia,” since the members of the factions were expressing their positions in writing. Fortunately, however, there was no influence on the Ethiopian liturgical heritage either from the heresy of the *Unctionists*, which reflects that “Christ at a given time was solely human,” or from that of the *Adoptionists*. When a council was summoned by Emperor Yohannes IV (1872-1889) at Boru Meda – ከሸ ርራ (in the province of Wollo, North Ethiopia) in 1878, in addition to making a final decision on the factions, the council corrected an error in a liturgical text. The council decided in favour of the *Täwaḥdo* group, endorsing the tenet that “Christ’s divinity was from eternity and that the inseparable union of his divinity and humanity took place at the time of incarnation.” Also realizing that the sentence in the *Mästäbqʰَا’ Zũ-İgzᵉ’tənã Maryam* (Litany of our Lady Mary): “worship and prostration

197 Haile “Ethiopian Heresies,” 986.
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are meet to [Mary] together with her Son” was theologically erroneous, the council corrected it as: “Worship and prostration are meet to her Son.”

While the christological controversies were at stake, the doctors of the Gondar Era (16th – 17th centuries) contributed to the liturgical reform according to the Ethiopian tradition. They revised the Mäṣəḥafä Qəddase (Missal), and inserted numerous rubrics in it – one of the factors that made the celebration of Ethiopian Qəddase distinctive. The doctors also added to the Mäṣəḥafä Qəddase various hymns, such as Ḥmənä ḫaña Qəddəst Betäkərəstyan – ከምኔ ከለ ሳቀለን ከሌተርካዋሽ [Greetings our Mother, the Holy Church]; Mäṣəqül Abərəḥa Bäkiwəkəb – ወንወል እርወን ከሌተርካዋሽ [The Cross has shined on the stars]; Kʷəlu Zägəbra Läṣdq – ከወን ከሚሱ ሳቀይት [The one who practices righteousness] and ሳሱሯትሱ ሑለ’ወክቱ – መወቅ መስቀል [The army of his angels] from the hymnaries of St. Yared. Adding to the complexity of the Divine Offices, the local doctors also composed a festive hymnary called Mäṣəḥafä Ziq Wä-mäzəmur – መርስሔ. ከፋ መሱስፋው ገር ታርጏ ከርስትና [Book of Hymnody], which contains numerous hymns and songs that are chanted on Sundays and during major feasts. Moreover, in this period, while the Mäṣəḥafä Kərəstəna – መራሽ ከርስትና [Book of Baptism] and Mäṣəḥafä ህኔኔታ is

199 Ibid, 987.
200 Tzadua, Ethiopian Church Rite, 7.
[Book of Clerical Ordination] that originated from the book of Sinodos were revised, other service books, such as Māṣḥafā Ṭākālil ṣpāḥād. Ṣhāle, [Book of Matrimony], Māṣḥafā Nuzaze – ṣpāḥād. Ṣhāle. [Book of Confession], and Māṣḥafā Qāndil – ṣpāḥād. Ṣhāle [Book of Anointing of the Sick] were composed. 204

II. Celebration and Structural Pattern of the Ethiopian Qəddase

The various factors that contributed to the development of the Ethiopian liturgical rite have been discussed above. Also emphasis was made on the literary works of the Ethiopian fathers of the Medieval Period who shaped the Ethiopian liturgy according to their own context and theological thought. In this section, I will focus on the peculiarities of the Ethiopian Qəddase (Eucharistic Liturgy) in order to highlight the works of the doctors of the Ethiopian Church that made the Ethiopian Qəddase distinctive, far from being a replica of the Coptic Liturgy.

Peculiar to the Ethiopian Qəddase, we find the integration of Jewish, Coptic, and Syrian elements in it that contributed a great deal to its richness and exuberance. Dalmais rightly asserts that, in terms of tradition and literature, the Ethiopian Church has firmly established “an enthusiastic and fanciful piety, nourished on judaizing and apocalyptical legends,” that made its liturgy very distinctive. 205 Due to the Ethiopian doctors’ ability to adapt foreign liturgical elements to their own context and to construct an indigenous
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204 Tzadua, *Ethiopian Church Rite*, 7.
liturgical ritual, the Ethiopian Qəddase has a number of peculiarities. Unlike the monastic and austere features of the Coptic liturgy, 206 which is its root, the Ethiopian Qəddase demonstrates an equally exuberant liturgical splendor 207 like that of the Byzantine Divine Liturgy and the Syrian Holy Qurbana. Among other things, the prevalence of biblical symbolism; “the clearly exhibited note of joy; a sense of unity; a sacrificial aspect and a contemplative character;” 208 the procession of the gorgeously attired priests, preceded by deacons who carry beautiful Ethiopian processional crosses; the loud and joy-spirited acclamations and chants of the attending faithful, frequently sung in variable melodies signify the typical beauty of Qəddase – the heaven on earth service.

Structure of the Ethiopian Qəddase

Qəddase has three main parts: the preparatory service (proskomedia in the Byzantine Liturgy); the Liturgy of the Word (ordinary of the liturgy – ordo communis or synaxis), which is called Soqatā Qəddase – የሆርፋ እስከ; and the anaphora (Fere Qəddase – ይቹ እስከ) or the liturgy of the faithful. The preparation of the eucharistic bread (Ḫəbəst – እስከት) and wine takes place at Betäləḥem (ቤተልሔም), 209 a small room situated in the eastern part of the churchyard. Meanwhile, in the sanctuary, 210 the celebrant priest begins the preliminary prayers by reading a short exhortation that encourages the

206 Ibid, 54.
207 Hammerschmidt, Ethiopic Anaphoras, 166.
209 Betäləḥem (Eng. Bethlehem), derived from two Hebrew words: እን调节 (house) and እለም (bread), literally means “house of bread.”
210 The liturgical space of a typical Ethiopian church building has three main parts, divided by three ambulatories in concentric circles. The Qəddastə Qəddusan – እስከታት ሚስክ [Holy of Holies] or sanctuary is located at the center, and only the clergy have access to it. The second part, found in the second ambulatory, is called Qəddost – ማስክ [Holy] where the laity partake of the Holy Communion. Qone Maḥōlet (ፉን ማከለት), found in the first ambulatory while entering the church, is reserved for the cathedral offices of the Kahonatə Dabtāra – ከሆንታት የሌስተር (cantors). While these three parts are maintained, most of the modern Ethiopian church buildings are built in the form of Western basilicas, consisting of nave and narthex.
attendees not to leave the church before Qəddase is completed. Then the celebrant recites the 25th, 61st, 102nd, 103rd, 130th, and 131st psalms from the psalter. Subsequently, acknowledging his unworthiness to serve at the holy altar, he reads three short prayers. These are followed by the prayers over the ecclesiastical objects (vessels): paten, chalice, cross-spoon, coverings, and Mäsobä Wərəq (መሶበ ወርቅ). Having completed these prayers, the celebrant washes his hands (lavabo), reciting Ps. 51:7: “Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean, wash me and I shall be whiter than snow” and Ps. 26: 6: “I will wash my hands in innocence, and I will compass your altar.”

After the three loaves of eucharistic bread and wine have been prepared at Betäləḥem, the three deacons with the assistant priest enter the sanctuary in a ceremonious manner. At this moment, the commencement of the Qəddase is announced by the ringing of the bell five times from the bell-tower. The celebrant declares the solemn and awe-inspiring aspect of the eucharistic service: “How [awesome] is this day and how marvelous this hour [when] the Holy Spirit descends from heaven and overshadows this sacrifice. Stand in [silence] and fear, and pray that the peace of God be

---

211 See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 7-8, nos. 2-10.
212 These prayers are ascribed to Gregory (unidentified), Basil of Caesarea, and John Chrysostom. See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 9-10, note 2. The authenticity of these prayers is not clear; nor are they found in the Coptic euchologion (missal).
213 In the Coptic rite, these prayers are recited by the bishops only when the ecclesiastical objects are consecrated for church services, not at every single eucharistic celebration as in the Ethiopian Qəddase. See William Macomber, “Ethiopian Liturgy,” The Coptic Encyclopedia, Vol. 3, ed. Aziz S. Atiya (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1991) 999. There is also a clear difference between the preparatory services of the Ethiopian and Coptic Divine Liturgies. While the former consists of various prayers on the ecclesiastical objects and prayers for the sanctification of the celebrant, the latter comprises an incense prayer. See The Divine Liturgies of Saints Basil, Gregory, and Cyril (Colleyville, TX: Coptic Orthodox Diocese of Southern USA, 2001) 1-74.
214 Mäsobä Wərəq is a decorated, round and hollow dish which is used to contain the loaves of the eucharistic bread.
with me and with all of you.”  Then he goes around the altar, hovering his hands over the Mäsobä Wärəq and reciting the prayer of the offertory which begins with: “Remember, O Lord, those who offered to you this offering, and those for whom it was offered.”

Having blessed both the eucharistic bread and wine with the sign of the cross, the celebrant sings the doxology: “one is the Holy Father, one is the Holy Son, one is the Holy Spirit” with great solemnity. In response to this, the people profess their belief in the triune God. Following the prayer of thanksgiving (Ṣälotä Akʷätet – እንወንት እኔሮመት) and the prayer of oblation (Ṣälotä ምናትሮራ – እንወንት እኔሮመት), the curtain that covers the sanctuary will be drawn aside. At Qəddəst (ቀድስት), the second ambulatory of the church, the assistant priest reads the prayer of the absolution of the Son (Fətəḥat Zä-Wäläd – የተሸፈት ዶላይል ክስፋወ). This is immediately followed by the intercessory prayer known by its incipit as Bä῾əntä Qəddəsat – ብወንት እኔሮመት [Concerning Holy Things], which is read by the chief deacon, interspersed with the “Kyrie eleison – Lord have mercy” of the people.

The second part, the liturgy of the word, begins with the incense prayer (Ṣälotä

---

216 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 18. Both William Macomber and Peter Fink state that this announcement of the celebrant at the beginning of the liturgy is the same as the diaconal announcement before the epiclesis in the Syrian liturgies. See Macomber “Ethiopian Liturgy,” 988; Peter Fink, “Liturgical Traditions in the East,” *The New Dictionary of Sacramental Worship*, ed. Peter Fink (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1990) 1270. In fact, one of the differences between the ordo communis of the Coptic and Ethiopian Eucharistic Liturgies is the addition of various prayers and acclamations to the latter.

217 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, Daoud, trans., 19.

218 Ibid, 22.

219 While the “prayer of thanksgiving” and “the prayer of oblation” are translations from the Coptic liturgy, the intercessory prayer (Bä῾əntä Qəddəsat) is an Ethiopian addition, unknown to the Alexandrian rite. See *The Divine Liturgies of Saints Basil, Gregory, and Cyril*, 89-97. By reciting this prayer, the deacon implores for the well-being of the clergy; for the steadfastness of the virgins; for the safety of those who travel; for those who are hungry, sick, and in detention; for a favourable climate and abundance of the harvest. Though it is not known when this intercessory prayer was adapted to the Ethiopian Qəddase, the prayer is found in the Ethiopic Testament of the Lord [Mäṣḥafä Kidan]. See *Testamentum domini éthiopien*, trans. Beylot, 79-84. Since in the Testament of the Lord the prayer begins with a short admonition for the departure of the catechumens and those who are slothful, in the English translation of the Syriac text the prayer is called “Admonition of the Deacon.” See *The Syriac Testament of Our Lord*, trans. Cooper and Maclean, 99.
The lections consist of selected readings according to the liturgical season from one of the epistles of St. Paul, Catholic (general) epistles, and from the Acts of the Apostles read by the chief deacon, sub-deacon, and the assistant priest respectively. Sections from the Synaxarium are not read in Qحددسة as they are in the Coptic Divine Liturgy. The Trisagion; مسبك (Məsbak); the litany for the gospel and the homily that follows the gospel reading by the celebrant; the dismissal of the catechumens, the three great litanies for the peace of the church, for the church fathers, and for the laity; the Niceo-Constantinopolitan Creed, and the lavabo are parts of the liturgy of the Word (Səɾə’atä Qحددسة) which ends with the kiss of peace.

The third part, the liturgy of the faithful, which is also called Føre Qحددسة, comes after the kiss of peace. This is the most solemn part of the Divine Liturgy (Qحددسة) in which the consecration of the bread and wine takes place. In accordance with the importance of the day, the celebrant selects one of the 14 Ethiopian official

---

220 The epistles of Saints Peter and John; the epistle of James, and of Jude. And rarely, readings are selected from the Apocalypse (Revelation of St. John) as well.

221 Derived from the Greek verb συναγιέναι, to bring together, Synaxarium (Gә’әz: וסף סנקסאר – סנקסאר) is a collection of the lives of the saints (hagiographies).

222 Three verses chosen from the Psalms of David in accordance with the importance of the day; they are similar to the antiphons in the Byzantine Liturgy. مسبك is alternately sung by the chief deacon and the attending people.

223 The deacon’s announcement: “go you catechumens” is not found in the Coptic liturgy. According to Macomber, this shows that the Ethiopian liturgical order is more ancient than the Coptic. See Macomber, “The Ethiopian Liturgy,” 988. However, Macomber’s idea does not sound tenable, because despite some later additions, originally the liturgy of the Word (liturgy of the catechumens) of the Ethiopian missal was a translation of the Coptic Liturgy. Hence regarding the dismissal of the catechumens in the Coptic Liturgy one can only presume that the dismissal was taken out of the Coptic missal at later times when there were no more catechumens in the church.

224 It is the celebrant’s ceremonial washing of hands. According to the Ethiopian tradition, at the end of the second part of Qحددسة the celebrant washes his hands, reciting a cautionary advice to the laity to repent of their sins before partaking of the Holy Communion.

225 In the early church, the catechumens who were dismissed by the deacon used to leave the church, greeting the other members with the kiss of peace. In modern liturgies, the “kiss of peace” is meant to serve as an expression of making peace between the attendants, who should be reconciled to each other, before they proceed to partake of the Holy Eucharist. This is in consonance with the order of our Lord Jesus Christ in Mt. 5:23-24: “if you are offering your gift at the altar, and there remember that your brother has something against you, leave your gift there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer your gift.”
anaphoras, which is commenced by the dialogue\textsuperscript{226} between him and the faithful. The anaphora of the Apostles, the principal anaphora of the EOTC, has the following structure.\textsuperscript{227}

Following the dialogue, the celebrant reads the preface that begins with: “We thank you O God in your beloved Son, our Lord Jesus.” The preface is interrupted by the intercession (diptychs),\textsuperscript{228} sung and recited by the chief deacon. What comes next is the prayer of benediction (Salirä Burake – ሕሎተ ታራ፣ ኪሱ), which is followed by the second part of the preface. Leading the attending people to the chanting of the Sanctus, the celebrant reads a brief description of the heavenly hosts, the innumerable six-winged angels who hallow (praise) God unceasingly. Then the celebrant says: “receive also our hallowing which we utter unto you: Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Perfect Lord of hosts,” to which the people respond by chanting the Sanctus: “Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Perfect Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of the holiness of thy glory.”\textsuperscript{229}

\textsuperscript{226}In almost all the dialogues of the Ethiopian anaphoras, when the celebrant says: “The Lord be with you all,” the people respond: “And with your spirit.” He then says: “Give thanks to our Lord,” to which the people respond: “It is right, it is just.” Finally when he says: “Lift up your hearts,” they respond to him saying, “We have lifted out hearts unto the Lord our God.” See the dialogues of the anaphoras in Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud. But in the Ethiopian apocryphal anaphora of St. Mark and that of St. Basil (both are of Coptic origin), the sursum corda (Lift up your hearts) and its response come before “Give thanks to our Lord.” The dialogues in these two anaphoras are the same as the dialogue found in the anaphora of the Ethiopic Church Ordinances (Ethiopian Church Order) which was expanded and named the anaphora of the Apostles. See “The Anaphora of the Ethiopic Church Ordinances,” Ancient Liturgies of the East, eds. Hammond and Brightman, 769. But for an unknown reason the pattern of the dialogue in the Ethiopian anaphora of the Apostles differs from that of the dialogue in the anaphora of the Ethiopian Church Order. Cf. Ancient Liturgies of the East, 808; Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 56.

\textsuperscript{227}For a comparison between the structures of the Ethiopian anaphoras see Hammerschmidt, Studies in the Ethiopic Anaphorus, 53-76.

\textsuperscript{228}The place of the diptychs in the Ethiopian anaphoras varies. While in most of the anaphoras the diptychs interrupt the preface, in the anaphora of St. John Son of the Thunder, they come after the preface is completed. In the anaphora of Gregory of Nyssa the diptychs come shortly after the institution narrative. The Ethiopian anaphora of St. Basil, which is a translation of the Coptic liturgy of St. Basil, has both the standard diptychs of the local Ethiopian anaphoras and the longer diptychs of the Coptic liturgy. Both diptychs are located after the Epiclesis. See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 97,167-8, 178-9.

\textsuperscript{229}Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 58-59.
After the Sanctus, the celebrant briefly narrates the salvation history, to be immediately followed by the institution narrative. While reading the institution narrative, the celebrant elevates the eucharistic bread, whereas the assistant priest takes the wrappings off the paten in response to the request of the chief deacon: “priests raise up your hands.” At this time, the people profess their belief saying, “we believe, we believe that this is truly your body …we believe, we believe that this is truly your blood,” and this is followed by the anamnesis. Then the celebrant recites the epiclesis for the transformation of the eucharistic elements by the work of the Holy Spirit. After the epiclesis, the celebrant consigns the body with the blood – an act that leads to the fraction of the consecrated host, which is accompanied by the prayer of fraction. In response to the injunction of the chief deacon: “pray,” the people recite the Lord's Prayer, which precedes the embolism and doxology. Here it should be noted that the laity actively participate in the Ethiopian Qəddase, having frequent responses to the prayers, instructions, and hymns of the priests and deacons.

What comes following the doxology is the chant known as Śərawitā Mālaʾaktihu (The Army of His Angles), alternately sung between the deacons and the people. After the chant, the deacon orders the people to prostrate themselves, and then the celebrant recites the Absolution or Prayer of Penitence (Ṣəlotā Nəsəḥa). With his

---

230 In some Ethiopian anaphoras, such as the anaphora of the 318 Orthodox Fathers, Epiphanius’ and John Chrysostoms’ the salvation history is preceded by beautiful creation narratives. In the third chapter of this thesis, I will show the significant place given to creation in the Ethiopian liturgy.


232 Ibid., 60.

proclamation: “Holy for the Holies,” the celebrant signifies that the Holy Eucharist is for the sanctified members of the church. To this the people respond, expressing their trinitarian belief: “one is the Holy Father, one is the Holy Son, and one is the Holy Spirit.”

Shortly before the distribution of the Holy Communion, there is a grand invocation: “O Christ have mercy on us”\textsuperscript{235} (Ǝgəzi῾o Māḥarānā Krəstos – እግዚኦ መሐረነ እግዚ圩طفال), repeated 41 times alternating between the celebrant and the people. Then the celebrant proclaims his belief in the Holy Eucharist as the true body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ. The officiating clergy take the holy mysteries in the sanctuary whereas the people partake of them in the second part of the church, known as \textit{Qəddəst}. According to the Ethiopian tradition, the eucharistic elements are separately administered without intinction.\textsuperscript{236}

The post-communion consists of short thanksgiving hymns, sung by the chief deacon, and the prayer, Pilot of the Soul (Ḥādafe Näfəs – እዳፋ ነፍስ), recited by the celebrant in praise to God the Father of Jesus Christ for granting us participation in the holy mysteries. Returning back to the sanctuary the celebrant performs ablution, that is, the washing of the paten and chalice. Following the benediction given by the celebrant, the deacon dismisses the congregation, saying: “go in peace.” Finally, the celebrant confers blessings on each of the attendees by placing his crossed-hands on their foreheads and uttering the biblical words of blessing: “May the Lord bless you and shine His face

\textsuperscript{234} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 65.
\textsuperscript{235} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{236} From the Latin \textit{Intingo} (I dip in). In some liturgical traditions, intinction is the action of dipping the bread into the wine so that the two can be administered jointly.
upon you” (Numbers 6:24-25). The celebration of Qəddase lasts for 2-2½ hours, depending on the length of the anaphora chosen.²³⁷

III. Administration of the Sacraments

Besides the sacrament of Holy Eucharist (Qəddus Qəurban – ይህራን ሳርር), which is celebrated in Qəddase, the EOTC administers the sacraments of Baptism (Təmqat – ደግባት), Confirmation (Meron – የርርን), Holy Orders (Kəhnät – ከዘለተ), Matrimony (Təkəlil – ዋንከልል), Repentance (Nəasaha – ከሳሳ ይ), and Unction or Anointing of the Sick (Qändil – ከንዲል). Collectively, these are called Məšīratä Betäkərstyan – መሽንራተ ቤተክርስቲያን (Mysteries of the Church). The sacramentary for baptism, Mäṣəḥafä Kərəstəna – መጽሐፈ ከርስትና (Book of Christening/Baptism), is derived from the Ethiopian Church Order that contains the Apostolic Tradition.²³⁸ Also while those who are baptized in the EOTC are mostly infants,²³⁹ the sacramentary has various prayers that beseech for the removal of the remains of idol worship and all the works of Satan from the hearts of the candidates for baptism.²⁴⁰ This shows that the prayers were originally prepared for adult catechumens. Besides the reference to catechumens,²⁴¹ the antiquity of the Ethiopic Book of Baptism is reflected in the rubric it contains to “give milk without any mixture”²⁴² to the newly baptized ones.

²³⁷ The difference of length in the Ethiopian anaphoras is striking. The shortest is the anaphora of the Apostle, followed by the anaphora of Dioscorus, the second shortest. Among the long anaphoras we find the anaphora of St. Mary, of the 318 Nicene Fathers, of St. Athanasius, and that of St. Epiphanius.
²³⁸ See page 50, footnote no. 204 above.
²³⁹ Based on the Jewish purification law that orders a woman to go to the temple on the 40th day after giving birth to a baby boy, and on the 80th day if she gave birth to a baby girl (Lev. 12:1-6), in the EOTC there is a tradition of baptizing baby boys on the 40th day of their births and the girls on the 80th. Also there is a tradition of assigning godparents to the newly baptized babies. The godparents are supposed to offer spiritual guidance to their children.
²⁴¹ Ibid, 110.
²⁴² Ibid, 147.
The baptismal liturgy according to the EOTC tradition begins with the reading of various prayers from the Book of Baptism over the water of the baptismal basin and on the candidate as well. Also there are prayers recited on the Holy Chrism with which the baptisee is anointed. The main part of the baptismal liturgy is the liturgy of the Word, comprising the prayer of thanksgiving, lections (Titus 3:1-15, I Jn. 5:5-12, Acts 8:26-40, Jn. 3:1-16); Trisagion; litanies of the church, the fathers, and of the congregation; and the creed. As soon as the candidate has been baptized, the priest anoints the various parts of the baptisee’s body (eyes, nose, mouth, chest, palms, knees, etc) saying: “I anoint you with the oil of Myron which is the oil of the Holy Spirit… I anoint you with the Myron which is the guarantee of the Kingdom of Heaven… I anoint you with holy anointing of God the Messiah, and stamp you with the seal that cannot be broken.” The baptismal liturgy is followed by the celebration of the eucharistic liturgy (Qəddase).

The Ethiopian Book of Matrimony (Mäșəḥafä Täkəlil – ሳሎታ እታል) has a special prayer and lections for an engagement service. After the priest has read an advisory lection, the couple exchange vows of commitment. Following this, the lections (I Cor. 1:1-10, I Jn. 4: 18-20, Acts. 21:12-15, Jn. 1:1-17) will be read. Then, having recited the prayer of the ring (Ṣälotä ኢለት – ሳሎታ ኢለት), the priest blesses the rings. When the priest officiates the sacrament of matrimony for the bride and the groom on their wedding day, he blesses their wedding garments, the oil of the Chrism, etc.

---

244 See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 22.
246 Ibid, 142.
248 Ibid, 90.
249 Currently, as engagement services do not often take place at Ethiopian Churches, rings are blessed during the matrimonial service.
and the crowns, reciting prayers for their unity and joyful life. The prayers of blessing are followed by the liturgy of the Word: prayer of thanksgiving, lections (Eph. 5:22-33, I Pet. 3:1-8, Acts. 15:22-30, Mt. 19:1-10); and litanies of the church, the fathers of the church, and of the congregation. Finally the couple will attend Qəddase, and partake of the Holy Communion.

The sacraments of Repentance and Uction or Anointing of the sick are administered privately. The priest listens to the confessions of the repentant and then encourages them to return to the Lord wholeheartedly. If the repentant have committed any mortal sin, the priest instructs them to pass some time in penance, asking for God’s mercy. At the end of the penance, the repentant will be allowed to take Holy Communion. The sacrament of Uction is administered by lighting candles and by anointing the body of the sick (Js. 5: 14). More than one cleric can participate in the administration of this sacrament.

Though in rare cases bishops confer the order of the diaconate and priesthood privately at their houses, in most cases these clerical ordinations take place at church. Having recited prayers over the candidate/s, the ordaining bishop announces that he has ordained them as deacons or priests. Episcopal ordinations are preceded by vespers on the eve of the day of ordination. Then the candidates are consecrated within the service of Qəddase at the place where the Liturgy of the Word comes to an end. The patriarch and the other co-ordaining archbishops lay their hands on the episcopal candidates, saying: “We lay our hands on this chosen servant of God in the name of the Father, the Son, and

---

250 Māṣḥafū Tākalīl [Book of Matrimony] 102, nos. 116-128.
the Holy Spirit.” Following this, the patriarch announces the chosen episcopal names of the candidates. Like all the other sacraments, the sacrament of Holy Orders is sealed and completed by the candidates’ partaking of Holy Communion.

IV. The Liturgy of Hours

The Ethiopian Liturgy of Hours can be divided into two main parts: Sä’atat (Horologium) and Divine Offices (Cathedral Services). The former is a monastic office usually prayed by monks and clerics, whereas the latter consists of complex offices, such as vigils (Wazema – ይስማ), cantillation (Maḥḳelet – ሬክለት), Sunday nocturns (Māwāddes – መልደስ), and office of the Lent (Ṣomā Dəggʷa – ራዳንት) chanted by the Dābātārā – ዯብተራ (professional cantors). Like Qəddase, the Horologium and the Divine Offices are sung using the three modes of chanting: ጸርን (ግርን), which has accentuated expressions; እርወ (እርወ), a very delicate and pleasant tune; and Araray (አራራይ), a very agreeable mode.253

A. Sä’atat (Horologium)

Māṣḥafā Sä’atat – ትምህርት እጥጥብ (The Book of Hours) was prepared by Abba Giyorgis of Gasəčča (1365-1426) in two parts: Sä’atat Zä-mält – እጥጥብ የሠምሌት (Horologium of Daylight Hours) and Sä’atat Zä-lelit – እጥጥብ የሌሊት (Nocturnal Horologium). The Horologium of Abba Giyorgis has replaced the Coptic Horologium that had been in use in Ethiopia. As a monastic office, Sä’atat was supposed to be prayed

---

251 Kinfe-Gabriel Altaye, የሠርታት ቤትወን ያስታንያን [Church Orders] (Addis Ababa: ገንስሌት ያሥራ ገ-


254 Worqneh, ጐንስታትዎ ይትዮጵያ ጐምስራት, [Ancient Education of Ethiopia] 129.
throughout the day by monks in monasteries. Even though the whole part of Sā’atat is still chanted daily in most of the Ethiopian monasteries, in parish churches only the second part is chanted as nocturns and matins during major feasts, Lent, and the fast of the Assumption of St. Mary. Habte-Maryam Worqneh states that the current Māśḥafā Sā’atat in use is different from the original Horologium of Abba Giyorgis, which is found in the manuscript available at the Holy Trinity Cathedral in Addis Ababa. Worqneh also asserts that there are many later additions to the Māśḥafā Sā’atat, traditionally ascribed to Abba Giyorgis.

The Codices Aethiopici Vaticani, a collection of Ethiopic texts, consists of excerpts from the first part of Abba Giyorgis’ Horologium (Sā’atat Zāmā’alt). The first excerpt has lections for the customary seven hours of the office: Nägəh – ነግህ (sunrise hour; prime or matins); Śāḷāṣətu Sā’at – ድላስቱ ሰዓት (terce or third hour); Sədəstu Sā’at – ሰድስቱ ሰዓት (sext or sixth hour); Təsə’atu Sā’at – ጥዐቱ ሰዓት (none or ninth hour); Aṣərtu Wə-kəlo’etu Sā’at – እሬርቱ ዯእሎ’ት (vespers or Sunset prayers); Śāḷāṣətu Sā’ata Lelit – ድላስቱ ሰዓተ ሌሊት (compline or before retiring); and Mänəfəqä Lelit – መንፋቃ ሌሊት (midnight).

The second and third excerpts in the Codices Aethiopici Vaticani enumerate the prayers and the lections of the 12 daytime hours. According to the second excerpt, which is Sā’atat of the Psalter, the 150 Psalms of David are prayed in 5 equal parts (each
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255 The monks take turns to chant the Sā’atat [Horologium] prepared for the 24 hours of the day. Portions of the first parts of the Sā’atat, enumerated in Codices Aethiopici Vaticani have a quote from the Ethiopic Didascalia which states that bishops should encourage the laity to come to church during day and night. Hence the participation of the laity in this day-long service was expected. See Codices Aethiopici Vaticani et Borgiani, eds. Sylvain Grébaut and Evgenivs Tisserant (Vatican: Bibliotheca Vaticana, 1935) 4.

256 Worqneh, ጓንስትወ፣ ያሣ-ዮሎyrıል遊び ሰምስርት [Ancient Education of Ethiopia] 130.

257 The Ethiopian hour begins at sunrise; so the “third hour” in this sentence means 9:00 A.M.

258 Codices Aethiopici Vaticani, eds. Grébaut and Tisserant, 2-5.

259 Taft, The Liturgy of Hours, 270
consisting of 30 psalms). The Psalms are accompanied by the reading of various lections from both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. In the final excerpt of the Codices Aethiopici Vaticani, we find lections and various prayers for each of the 12 daylight hours. For example, the vespers (Ṣālot Bā’asārtu Wā-kələ’etu Sā’at – Ṣālot Barakä Ṣawte) comprises: Prayer of St. Ephream; Lucernarium from the Apostolic Tradition; three vesperal prayers; Lessons: Zech 14: 5-9, Eph 2: 19-22, Jas 4: 7-12; Acts 10: 34-38, Lk 23: 50-56; Prayer of Imposition of Hands; Creed with anathemas, and Final Prayer.

The Māṣəḥafā Sā’atat of Abba Giyorgis, which is in use in most of the churches in Ethiopia, comprises nocturnes and matins. The service of Sā’atat usually begins at midnight and ends with matins at sunrise. The nocturns consists of interesting contemplations on God’s omnipotence, benevolence, and divine providence. There are also various litanies, orations, canticles, and intercessions followed by hymns chanted in honour of the saints. The daily lections from the Pauline and Catholic epistles, Acts of the Apostles, and the Gospels are preceded and followed by opening prayers and concluding intercessions. As Robert Taft interestingly comments, thus, “the Ethiopians can lay claim to having transformed the hours into a Liturgy of the Word centered on Scripture lections a century before Luther.” The matins of the Sā’atat comprises the intercessory prayer Māḥāra Ab – Ṣwēx Abif (O God the Father have mercy on us) and other litanies

---

262 Taft, The Liturgy of Hours, 271.
266 Taft, The Liturgy of Hours, 269.
for the saints. Besides, on ordinary days, matins consists of prayers from the "Mäṣəḥafä Kidan – ṣə̀rə'/ə (Testament of the Lord)" and daily litanies (Liṭon Zā-nāgōh Zā-sābə’atu ḥlätat – Δ.σω · Ἱωνης διάφορα), whereas vespers include: the Adənānā Ḥzəbäkä – ḡə'ən ḥənnə (I O God save your people) from St. Yared’s hymnary, vesperal litany (Liṭon Zä-särək – Λ.τον ὁσίου ὑπάρξων), Wəddase Maryam – o-θλ. ṣəترو (Theotokia), and short prayers from the "Mäṣəḥafä Kidan (Testament of the Lord)."

B. The Divine Offices (Cathedral Offices)

The main hours of the Ethiopian Divine Offices are vespers, celebrated as vigils on feast days (Wazema – ṭηθη); festive nocturns (cantillation or Maḥəlet – ṣə̀rə'); and daily, festive, and Sunday matins (Səbəḥatä Nägəh Zä-zäwät, Zä-bä’alat, Zä-sänbät – ṣə̀רə ừና ክስት ከስተኞቸው መስፋት፣ ከስገንበት፣ ከጥልት). During Lent, there is a special office of the prime, third, sixth, and ninth hours known as Šomä Doggʷa – ṣə̀ ṣə (Fasting antiphonary).
Wazema is a festive celebration that begins in the afternoon of the vigil with the chanting of vespers, and normally lasts for about four to five hours. It begins with a fixed prayer and a chant known as Mäḥətəw – Ṣəbə Ḩə (“lucernarium”). Then, Psalms 24 (The earth is the Lord’s), 93 (The Lord is King; he is robed in majesty), 141 (I call upon you O Lord), 102 (Hear my prayer, O Lord), and 85 (Lord, you have been favourable to your land) are chanted interspersed with halleluihas and various antiphons. Also in Wazema, intercessions for rains and the king (sovereign) are sung prior to the vesperal litany (Liṭon Zä-šäṛək) that begins with “O our God who reigns over the Cherubim.” Besides, the variable chants and Qəne – Ṣə (“poetic hymns) that are sung according to the importance of the day on which the Wazema is celebrated, the canticles of Daniel the prophet, the proper antiphons and the Kidan Zä-šäṛək – Ḥ̣w Ch (Evening Prayer of the Testament) are invariably chanted.

The longest and the most colourful of the Divine Offices is called Maḥəlet – Ṣəḥʿ (cantillation or chanting), mostly celebrated throughout the night at the third ambulatory of the church (Qəne Maḥəlet – Ṣə Ṣəḥʿ). It is chanted by the cantors (Dāḥətāra) who hold the Māqʷamy – Ṣə (“choir cane), and the chanting is accompanied by the shaking of sistrums and the beating of drums. Commenting on the execution of this office, Taft writes: “The rhythmic sway of the chanting dابتارا has been compared to the trees of a forest slowly waving in unison in the breeze. These

276 Taft, Liturgy of Hours, 263.
277 See Maʿəraf [Hymnary] 8.
278 Ibid, 12.
279 Ibid, 10-17.
movements are the famous ‘liturgical dance’ of the Ethiopians that has so fascinated Westerners in our century.”

The office of *Maḥəlet* begins with the first two interchangeably sung verses of Ps.102: “Hear my prayer, O Lord; let my cry come to you. Do not hide your face from me in the day of my distress. Incline your ear to me; answer me speedily in the day when I call.” This is followed by the thanksgiving chant, sung in variable modes, to the Creator: “[The God] who created the whole world in one word is thanked and glorified.” The second part is called *Nägəš* (ʾṯḤ), which contains sections of five rhymed stanzas that are sung for the glory of God and the veneration of the saints. Following this, the *Mältkə́* – ʾƏnΔhò (effigy or image), a composition made of stanzas that symbolically praise the physical parts and the moral qualities of the saint, is chanted in accordance with the feast. After the chanting of the *Məsbak* (antiphon from the Psalms) and the Gospel reading, the office of *Maḥəlet* is concluded by a melodious chant known as *Miltan* (ʾṯḤ). The long service of *Maḥəlet* is followed by the eucharistic celebration (*Qəddase*).

*Mäwwəddəs* is a Sunday nocturn that consists of the chanting of various Psalms, such as 39-41, 62, 63, 65, 91, 92, and 117 interspersed with variable antiphons. The Sunday matins (*Səbḥətā Nāgəh Zā-sānbāt* – ʾnἌŋhʿ ʾṯḤ) as well are parts of *Mäwwəddəs*, and they are a bit longer than the daily matins (*Səbḥətā Nāgəh Zāzāwātər – ʾn columnHeader=’’). Constituents of the Sunday matins are: Sunday litany; the canticle of

---

281 That means by uttering the divine command: “let there be...” Gen. 1:3, 6, 14.
Ex. 15:2-14; selections from the canticles of Moses (Deut. 32); canticles of Hannah (I Sam. 2:1-10); canticles of Daniel and that of Hananiah, Azariah, and Mishael; the Magnificat (Prayer of St. Mary, Lk.1:47-55); and the canticle of Zechariah (Lk. 1:68-79).  

The fasting office, Ṣomā Dəggʷa, has variable chants and lessons for each day of the Lent. Also the weeks in the Lent are called after the names of the 8 Sundays of the Lent: Zäwärädı − ምእናድ የሬ (The one who came down [from heaven, i.e. the Son of God, Jn. 3:13]); Qəddəst − እርትና (Holy, Mt. 6:5-15); Məqʷərab እ።ብት (Synagogue, Mt. 21:12-13); Mäṣagʷə − መቃብ (The paralytic man, Jn. 5:1-16); Däbrä-Zäyət − እ።ብት የልብ (Mount Olive); Gäbər ከር − እ።ብ (The good servant, Mt. 25:21); Niqodimos − እ።ብት (Nicodemus, Jn. 3:1-21); and Hosa ኤሉና − መቅዕ (Hosanna: Mt. 21:1-13). The chants in each week are correlated with the biblical story or character after which the week is named, and in this fasting office there are interesting lections on the virtue of fasting.  

Also included are: canticles of the Old Testament prophets, hymns on God’s transcendence, and intercessory prayers.

Conclusion

This chapter has provided glimpses into the Ethiopian Liturgy. The origin of the Ethiopian liturgical rite and its subsequent developments have been briefly studied. An attempt was also made to highlight the characteristic features of the various sacramental rituals and offices of the Ethiopian Liturgy. Even though the Ethiopian Liturgy was

---

286 These canticles are parts of the Old Testament deuterocanonical books.
288 For example see the homiliary chant in Ṣomā Dəggʷa [Fasting Hymnary] 9.
originally influenced by both the Alexandrian and Syrian liturgical rites, it has grown to be an independent rite as a result of the creative works of the Ethiopian Church fathers. Foreign liturgical elements were made to conform with the Ethiopian tradition so that this process of inculturation has brought a peculiar liturgical tradition. Moreover, while the theological controversies of the 15th century resulted in the composition of indigenous anaphoras by the rival groups, additional hymnaries were also composed at later times. The next chapter will discuss various themes of creation theology in light of these liturgical texts.
CHAPTER 2
TOWARD THE THEOLOGY OF CREATION IN THE ETHIOPIAN LITURGY

The theology of creation is one of the major doctrines that can be drawn upon the biblico-liturgical tradition of the EOTC. Besides Scripture, the Pseudo-Clementine literature,\textsuperscript{289} the book of Aksimaros (አክሲማሮስ),\textsuperscript{290} and Mäṣəḥafā Šənā Faṭərät — መጽሐፈ ወነ ፍጥረት [Book of the Beauty of Creation]\textsuperscript{291} are the main sources on which the

\textsuperscript{289}In the early church there were 8 writings circulated under the name of Clement, known to modern scholars as the Octateuch of Clement: I Clement, II Epistle of Clement, Apostolic Constitutions, 2 Epistles to Virgins, Clementine Homilies, Clementine Recognitions, Epitomes, and the Apocalypse of Clement or the Apocalypse of Peter. See R. W. Cowley, “The Identification of the Ethiopian Octateuch of Clement, and its Relationship to the Other Christian Literature,” Ostkirchliche Studien, 27 (1978) 37. Though all these writings are not known in the EOTC, there are various Pseudo-Clementine writings accepted by the church, such as Mäṣəḥafā Qälemənṭos — መጽሐፈ ዀለምንጦስ [The Book of Clement], Ṭomarä Ṭepä ከብሳ ከምለንም ወን ከልም የምእ የምእ [The Epistle of Peter to Clement], and Bä῾əntä ካው ከለ ካው የምእ በእንተ ካንን [The Mystery of the Judgment of Sinners]. Mäṣəḥafā Qälemənṭos is part of the EOTC’s New Testament Canon, and the book deals with creation, the fall, and various ecclesiastical regulations. See Sylvain Grébaut, “Littérature Éthiopiénne Pseudo-Clémentine,” Revue de l’Orient Chrétien, 12 (1907) 139-151, 380-392; 13 (1908) 166-180, 314-320; 15 (1910) 198-214, 307-323, 425-433. See also Il Qalēmentos Etiopico, ed. Alessandro Bausi (Napoli: Studi Africanistici, 1992).

\textsuperscript{290}Aksimaros is a corrupt form of Hexaemeron, which is derived from two Greek words: exi (six) and imera (day). Like the other hexaemeral literature, the book of Aksimaros deals with the priestly biblical account (Gen. 1:1-2:4a) of the six days of creation in great detail. It is not, however, as theologically rich as St. Basil’s Hexaemeron (a set of sermons on the six days of creation). Though the authenticity is not confirmed, the authorship of Aksimaros is traditionally attributed to St. Epiphanius of Cyprus. The Ethiopian text of Aksimaros is a translation of the Arabic Hexaemeron of Pseudo-Epiphanius. See É. Trumpp’s study: “Das Hexaëmeron des Pseudo-Epiphanius: Aethiopischer Text verflichen mit dem arabischen Originaltext und deutscher Übersetzung.” Abhandlungen der Königlichen bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften philosophisch–philologischen Classe, 16/2 (1882) 169-25. See also Roger W. Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation: A Study in Exegetical Tradition and Hermeneutics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) 123-124; August Haffner, “Das Hexaëmeros des Pseudo-Epiphanius,” Oriens Christianus: Halbjahreshefte für die Kunde des Christlichen Oreints, ed. A. Baumstark (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1923) 91-145.

\textsuperscript{291}Mäṣəḥafā Šənā Faṭərät [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] is both hexaemeral and exegetical in nature. While this book refers to Aksimaros and other apocryphal sources, the various Ga’az and Amharic versions that are simply entitled Šənā Faṭərät — ወነ ፍጥረት [Beauty of Creation] mainly depend on another hexaemeral work known as Ṭontä Haymanot — ተንን ክእምሮት [The Root of Faith]. Cowley presumes that the Ṭontä Haymanot probably was a translation of an unidentified Arabic source. See Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation, 124.
Ethiopian fathers’ teaching about creation is based. Most of the Ethiopian anaphoras and other liturgical books, such as Mäṣḥafä Sä῾atat – አምስቶል እስከ እስከ (Horologium), Dəggʷa – እስከ (Antiphonary for the Liturgical Year), and Mə῾əraf – ከምዕራፍ (Hymnary) consist of cosmological narratives and contemplations on God’s beautiful work of creation. Using poetic imagery, these liturgical texts reflect on the Lordship of God over creation. While highlighting the transcendence of God in essence, the texts also signify that the transcendent God is immanent in creation. In doing so, apophatic language is used to acknowledge the unknowability of the divine essence.292 Moreover, the EOTC anaphoras and the various hymnaries of the Ethiopian Divine Offices demonstrate the transformation of the whole of creation through the Christ event.

In this chapter, while studying the theology of creation in the lex orandi of the EOTC, I will begin with the apophatic method of speaking about God as expounded in the church’s liturgical texts. This will be presented in terms of the distinction between the relationship of the Persons of the Trinity ad intra (immanent Trinity) and their relation to humanity and the rest of creation in the economy of salvation (economic Trinity). In the latter case, the cosmic renewal achieved by the saving act of the triune God will be highlighted. Based on the sacredness of creation and the place given to created matter in
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292 For example see the prefaces of the anaphoras of John, Son of Thunder; the 318 Nicene Fathers; Epiphanius; and John Chrysostom in Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 89, 123-124, 185-189, and 198-200. The prefaces of these anaphoras begin with the negative attributes of God, highlighting the incomprehensibility of the divine essence, and proceed to God’s activities that are revealed in creation. Similar apophatic expressions are also found in Mäṣḥafä Sä῾atat [Horologium] that addresses God as “incomprehensible, intangible, and ineffable.” See Mäṣḥafä Sä῾atat Wä-Bahërā እስከ እስከ [Horologium and Computus] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 20-21.
the Ethiopian liturgy, I will also touch upon the responsibility of the human person for leading creation to its telos which is life in communion with God.293

Highlighting the liturgical aspects of the Holy Bible (psalms, songs, canticles; the liturgical setting of biblical stories: metaphorical, symbolic, and poetic language), E. H. Van Olst contends that “[i]n terms of both origin and use the Bible can be called a liturgical book.”294 The biblical foundation of the Ethiopian Liturgy is self-evident in the various liturgical texts of the EOTC. The fundamental doctrines that can be explored from these texts (tridology, christology, creation theology, eschatology, mariology, etc.) are wholly based on the teachings of the Scripture, and ample place is given for biblical chants and readings in the celebrations of the various sacraments and Divine Offices of the Ethiopian liturgical tradition.295 E. Isaac rightly asserts: “[t]he liturgy of the Ethiopian service is largely Biblical in content. This of course is true of all the liturgies of other

295 For instance the daily and Sunday matins (Səbəḥət Nägəh Zä-zambil Wä-Səbəḥət Nägəh Zä-sänbät – ከወጥ እና ኤርጥ መቪ እና ኤርጥ እና ኤርጥ) comprise a large number of Psalms and canticles such as the Red Sea Song (Exodus 15), the Song of Moses (Deut. 32), the Prayer of Hannah (I Sam. 2), the Prayer of Jonah (Jonah 2), the Song of the three Jews [Hananiah, Azariah, and Mishael], and the Magnificat (Lk. 1:46-55). See Yared, Ma’ərəf [Hymnary], 39-48, 115-119. Moreover, a close look at the two Ethiopian lectionaries proves the biblical basis of the Ethiopian Liturgy. The lectionary for the daily Eucharistic Liturgy (Qəddase) and for the celebration of great feast with a special liturgical service known as Maḥəlet – የማወት [Cantillation] consists of selected biblical readings from the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the Catholic and Pauline epistles, and the Apocalypse of John. The lections are read at the daily Divine Liturgy (Qəddase) and during the celebration of the great feasts of the Ethiopian liturgical year. See Mäşəḥafə Gəsəwe: Kä-amätı Ṣəsəkä Amät Bä-Qəddase Ṣäna Bä-Maḥəlet Bä-Zambil Bä-amätı Ṣäna Bä-Ḫiiläti Sänbät Ṣorä’ată Sälot Lay Läminäbäbu Monəḥəbatå Sälot Mawočå [A Lectionary for the Selected Biblical Readings that are Read at the Daily Eucharistic Liturgy and during Cantillation] (Addis Ababa: Täfsä Gəbrä-Səllässe Printing Press, 1991). The other lectionary for the Passion Week, known as Gəbrä Ḥomamät [የብርሃ ከስማት] comprises a large number of biblical readings from both the Old and New Testaments for the first, third, sixth, ninth, and eleventh hours of the day and night for each day in the Passion Week. See Gəbrä Ḥomamät [Lectionary of the Passion Week] (Addis Ababa: Tänṣä’e Zä-Guba’e Printing Press, 1998).
Christian churches.”^296 Thus, while dealing with the creation theology according to the Ethiopian liturgical tradition, I will also use the commentaries of the Ethiopian doctors on the biblical creation accounts and on the various cosmological themes of the Scripture. Moreover, since the EOTC shares basic doctrinal teachings on creation with the Eastern Orthodox Churches, in this chapter, relevant patristic writings and some works of the modern Orthodox theologians will be consulted.

I. God as a Mystery.

The Christian doctrine of creation is based on the confession of faith in God. Hence, before dealing with the theology of creation according to the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition, there is a need to discuss what the EOTC teaches regarding the attributes of the triune God. The EOTC’s teaching about God shares the Eastern Orthodox theological stance that while God always remains transcendent in essence, God is immanent in the divine energies, which are also called “grace,” “power,” or “uncreated potentiality.”^297 This distinction is better understood in light of apophatisim, the theological method that begins with the denial of the positive attributes to God with the view that it is safer to say what God is not than what God is. In other words, apophaticism is a recognition of the limits of human knowledge in its attempts to describe an infinite mystery whom we call God. This understanding is reflected in ወካሬ መለኮት [Exposition of Divinity], the Ethiopian theological treatise, which states that since the prophets of the Old Testament were not able to comprehend the divine mystery,

God was “revealed to them in a way they could understand as a mother uses simplistic language while communicating with her child.”

The “immanent Trinity,” also called “eternal Trinity” or “theological Trinity,” refers to “how God is in Himself.” The Christian God is understood to be “one essence in three hypostases.”

The Ethiopian anaphora of St. Mary says: “We believe that the Father, who sends, is Father in his nature. We believe that the Son, who is sent, is Son in his nature. We believe that the life-giving Holy Spirit is Holy Spirit in his nature. Three names, but one God.”

But, again as the anaphora of St. Mary contends, the trinity and unity of the divine Persons are different from what we can express in human language: “We do not say
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301 Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology, 181. John Zizioulas states that the “idea of one essence in three persons is possible for the Trinity, because God is not limited by time and space.” See, Zizioulas, Lectures, 51.
302 Haymanotä Abäw is a collection of pieces of homilies and theological treatises of the church fathers on Trinity and the Incarnation of the Logos. It was compiled by Non-Chalcedonian theologians, and translated from Arabic to Ga’az by Mäba’a Ṣayon, son of Ras’ Andu, during the reign of Bä’ädäi-Maryam (1468-1478). See Ayala Takla-Haymanot, “The Theological Terminology of the Haymanotä Abäw,” Misellanea Aethiopica, 2 (1986) 226. Modern texts of Haymanotä Abäw are bilingual with the Amharic and Ga’az translations in divided columns. Aloys Grillmerier states that Haymanotä Abäw, also known in Arabic as Itiraf al-aba [Confession of the Fathers] or Fides Patrum in Latin, was assembled in 1078 and translated from Arabic into Ethiopic in the 16th century. Grillmerier also asserts that most of the patristic texts in the Haymanotä Abäw were revised by later theologians. See Aloys Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition: From the Council of Chalcedon (451) to Gregory the Great (590-604): The Church of Alexandria with Nubia and Ethiopia after 451, Vol. II, Part IV, trans. O. C. Dean (London: Mowbray, 1996) 337, footnote 1; and page 347, footnote 30.
304 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 109, no. 54.
[t]hree as we say Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, but one in three [P]ersons. We do not say [o]ne like Adam, the first creature, but three with one nature.\textsuperscript{305}

In the Holy Trinity, the \textit{monarchia} belongs to the Father, because “it is the person of the Father that ‘causes’ God to exist as Trinity.”\textsuperscript{306} However the \textit{monarchia} of the Father is only meaningful in the relationship which the Father has with the Son and the Holy Spirit.\textsuperscript{307} The Father “begets the Son and spirates the Holy Spirit.”\textsuperscript{308} But according to the Ethiopian anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers, we cannot fully understand what this relationship really means. For instance, though the Son is begotten from the Father, “it is impossible to say that he begot him at such a time or that he begot him on such and such a day. His birth from the Father is unsearchable because it passes understanding, and his nature is unknown because it is hidden.”\textsuperscript{309} Also it is beyond human comprehension to perceive how the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father. As John Zizioulas puts it, “for the immanent Trinity we cannot say anything definitive about the attributes of the persons.”\textsuperscript{310}

\textbf{A. The Apophatic Way}

As a theological method, apophaticism attests that God is beyond our comprehension, and thus no human language can express what God is fully. Avoiding the limited notion of describing God in positive predicates such as love, good, life, being, apophatic theology takes us to the level where God remains unknown. But this does not mean that the truth of the revelation given by God is denied; rather apophaticism

\textsuperscript{305} Ibid, 111, nos. 68-69.
\textsuperscript{306} Zizioulas, \textit{Lectures}, 53.
\textsuperscript{307} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{308} 
\textsuperscript{309} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 124, no. 25.
\textsuperscript{310} Zizioulas, \textit{Lectures}, 72.
underlines that this revelation about God is based on human concepts and experience, so that these concepts are inadequate to talk about God. In the divine essence, God remains incomprehensible to our mind, and thus based on such perspective, in the apophatic theological nuance we do not claim to expound God.

As the anonymous writer of the Areopagitica, usually referred to as Pseudo-Dionysius, figuratively states, the nature of apophatic theology is like the art of sculpture in which a rock is hewn to be an impressive statue. In the Areopagite’s words:

I pray we could come to this darkness so far above light! If only we lacked sight and knowledge so as to see, so as to know, unseeing and unknowing that which lies beyond all vision and knowledge. For this would be really to see and to know: to praise the Transcendent one in a transcending way, namely through the denial of all beings. We would be like sculptors who set out to carve a statue. They remove every obstacle to the pure view of the hidden image, and simply by this act of clearing aside they show up the beauty which is hidden.

---

311 Payton, Light from the Christian East, 74.
312 Marios Begzos states that Dionysius the Areopagite was an Orthodox Christian who accepted Neo-Platonic terminology for apologetic reasons in order to convert some people of his time who were educated in Neo-Platonic philosophy. See Marios Begzos, “Apoplectic in the Theology of the Eastern Church: The Modern Critical Function of a Traditional Theory,” Greek Orthodox Theological Review, 44/1 (1996) 338. Once this mystical writer was thought to be the convert of St. Paul based on Act. 17: 34: “But some of them joined him (Paul) and became believers including Dionysius the Areopagite.” See also Daniel B. Clendenin, Eastern Orthodox Christianity: A Western Perspective (Michigan: Baker Academic, 2003) 62. An Ethiopic text, however, supports the old claim that Dionysius was one of the converts of St. Paul. The Ethiopian Lectionary of the Passion Week [Gabrā Ḥomamāt] asserts that prior to his conversion, Dionysius the Areopagite was a knowledgeable person who served as a counsellor to then emperor of Athens. While Jesus was being crucified in C.E. 34, Dionysius wondered why the sun was darkened, and he got a papyrus beside a sea-shore on which it was written: “They crucified the God, Ṣḷomāḵmun (እልመክኑን), who is the Creator of the heavens and the earth.” Then Dionysius ordered his disciple Onesimus to write in the Areopagus: “Ṣḷomāḵmun, the unknown, descended from heaven.” Fourteen years later (in C.E. 48) when St. Paul was in Athens he found the inscription: “To an unknown god, and preached the “God who made the world and everything in it” to the Athenians (Acts 17:22-28). As stated in Acts. 17:34, Dionysius was one of those who believed in the preaching of St. Paul. The Lectionary further recounts that after his conversion, Dionysius was ordained as the first bishop of Athens by St. Paul. During his episcopate Dionysius translated a number of church ordinances, and he was finally martyred by the non-believers in Athens. See Gabrā Ḥomamāt [Lectionary of the Passion Week] 328-329. In the English version of Ethiopic Gādlā Ḥawaryat – ያለ ሡምርምвести [The Contendings of the Apostles] there is a section entitled “The Epistle of Dionysius the Areopagite to Timothy” in which the writer admires the dedication of St. Paul to his mission and encourages Timothy to follow the footsteps of his teacher Paul. However, E. Budge, the translator of the book, rejects the authenticity of this epistle. See Gādlā Ḥawaryat: The Contendings of the Apostles Being the Histories of the Lives and Martyrdoms and Deaths of the Twelve Apostles and Evangelists, trans. E. A. Wallis Budge (London: Oxford University Press, 1901) 51-77.

But this figurative expression does not imply that apophaticism is about mere negation of the attributes of God. It goes beyond ascribing or denying attributes to God. “To speak apophatically of God means to transcend all attributes of God, whether positive or negative.”314 The apophatic thought about God “is beyond assertion and denial;”315 it is not simply identified with negative theology. Negation is one of the factors of apophatic theology, which is better to be designated as “theologia superlativa (transcending theology).”316 Kallistos Ware contends that, the apophatic way does not simply end in negation or emptiness. According to Ware, “negations are in reality super-affirmations. Destructive in outward form, the apophatic approach is affirmative in its final effects: it helps us to reach out beyond all statements positive or negative, beyond all language and all thought towards an immediate experience of the living God.”317 Indeed, apophaticism is a spiritual journey.

The principal interest in apophaticism is mainly to achieve a mystical union with God, passing through progressive steps. Vladimir Lossky succinctly explains the steps:

If in seeing God one can know what one sees, then one has not seen God in Himself but something intelligible, something which is inferior to Him. It is by unknowing (άγνωστα) that one may know Him who is above every possible object of knowledge. Proceeding by negations one ascends from the inferior degrees of being to the highest, by progressively setting aside all that can be known, in order to draw near to the Unknown in the darkness of absolute ignorance.318

To enjoy the mystical union with the Unknown, one needs to begin with the denial of the positive attributes of God or with the purification of one’s mind from such limited

---

317 Kallistos Ware, The Orthodox Way (Crestwood, New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1995) 15.
concepts of God. The purification of the affirmative concepts is followed by the ideal way of apophasis – knowing by way of negation. In the advanced mystical experience, God is best known as the unknown other. At this level the mystic would be enlightened with the idea that God is to be known, for instance, as incomprehensible, ineffable, unintelligible, and as the one who transcends the created realm. Finally, the mystic ascends to the “darkness of unknowing,” which is symbolized by the ascent of Moses to the darkness of Mount Sinai “where God was” (Ex. 20:21).  

The darkness signifies the abyss of the unknowable nature of the divine being. At this point there is no speech at all but silence that results from the apprehension of the transcendent nature of God.

As apophaticism is one of the theological methods of the Eastern Orthodox tradition, we usually find various apophatic hymns and expressions in Eastern liturgical worship. For instance, the prayer of the first antiphon in the Byzantine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom begins with: “O Lord our God, whose might is ineffable; Whose glory passes all understanding; Whose mercy is infinite; whose love toward mankind is beyond utterance.” Apophaticism is manifested in the church’s liturgical experience. The correlation of silence with speech, which characterizes apophaticism, is one of the significant features of Christian worship. Though we try to express God in our liturgical language, finally God remains inexpressible so that we end up in silence. The liturgical mystery is closely related to “silence,” which is the key word in apophaticism. While cataphatic theology describes God using affirmative terms, by going beyond the limited

---

319 Ware, The Orthodox Way, 16.
scope of cataphaticism and using seemingly paradoxical language, apophatic theology signifies God’s otherness.

When the church glorifies God in its liturgy, it acknowledges the limit to comprehend God’s attributes. In the Ethiopian liturgy there are various analogies such as fire, sun, the human person, and vine that are used to describe God.\textsuperscript{322} The anaphora of St. Mary, analogously explaining the trinity and oneness of the divine Persons says: “The Father is the sun, the Son is the sun, and the Holy Spirit is the sun: but it is one sun of righteousness over all. The Father is fire, the Son is fire, and the Holy Spirit is fire: but it is one fire of life in the highest heaven.”\textsuperscript{323} Nonetheless, realizing the limit of these analogies, the composer of the anaphora contends:

It is not right to compare him [God] with earthly fire. Fire has measurement and volume but [regarding] the Deity it cannot be said that it is like this or even seems to be like this. The Godhead has no circle like the sun and moon, nor stature like man, but he is mighty and sits in the highest heaven which neither the thought of man nor the knowledge of angels can reach.\textsuperscript{324}

We also find another analogy in the anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers where God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are symbolized by a gate, a door, and a dwelling-place respectively.\textsuperscript{325} Each of these analogies, however, is known to be an imperfect

\textsuperscript{322} Additional analogies are found in the Ethiopic book of Clement (Mäşōhaṭ Qälemäntos). In the section, which is claimed to be a revelation of mystery by St. Peter to his disciple Clement, on the day of his ascension to heaven Jesus told various mysteries to Peter. Among other things, Jesus spoke about the omnipresence of the Persons of the Trinity, and analogously explained the attributes of these divine Persons: “The Father is truth and justice, I [Jesus, the Son of God] love and mercy, and the Holy Spirit power and wisdom;….the Father is speech, I the word, and the Holy Spirit life; ...my Father is sun, I the light [of the sun], and the Holy Spirit its heat; my Father is fire, I the flame, and the Holy Spirit its warmth; my Father is water, I its taste, and the Holy Spirit its life; my Father is honour, I wealth, and the Holy Spirit grace;….my Father is awe, I grace, and the Holy Spirit fulfillment.” See Mäşōhaṭ Qälemäntos Zä-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Yohannes Gabra-Maryam (Addis Ababa: Publisher’s name not given, 2008) 85-86.

\textsuperscript{323} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 111, nos. 73-74.

\textsuperscript{324} Ibid, 109, nos. 47-48.

\textsuperscript{325} Ibid, 127, no. 45.
example (*Məsale Zäyāḥäṣəṣ – ይወላ ከፋወወ”),\(^{326}\) which is to say that all analogies have limits and we use them apophatically.

Apophaticism is exhibited in the Ethiopian liturgy in many ways. Commenting on the apophatic features of the Ethiopian anaphoras, Ernest Horton asserts that the frequent allusions to mystery and unknowability in the anaphoras signify that divine realities often lie beyond the realm of human comprehension. In the anaphoras, “there are lyrical passages of great beauty in which the majesty and splendor of God are painted in words. Tucked in those passages, however, are profound doubts as to the extent to which God can be known fully.”\(^{327}\) We find some of these aspects in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. John Son of Thunder, which provides a balance between acknowledging the unknowability of God’s essence and using some affirmative terms to express God’s activities that are revealed through creation. According to the anaphora, God cannot be perceived or understood.\(^{328}\) No human being can behold God, nor locate the place of that divine mystery. As far as mortals are concerned, God cannot be known, and how God lives is beyond human comprehension. When it comes to the cognitive processes, the divine essence eludes the widest possible search.\(^{329}\)

The following quote from the anaphora of John demonstrates the unknowability and mystery that surround God’s being:

Lord…none knows thy beginning or end: infinite are thou, nor can any find thee, and none can know thee or see thee. Thou know thyself, thy kingdom is without end, thy power is immutable, thy greatness is infinite... To all thou are unseen, yet all is seen of thee. Thou have no beginning but thou bring all things to their end. Infinite are thee, but for all things thou do set bounds.\(^{330}\)


\(^{328}\) *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 89, no. 5.

\(^{329}\) Horton, “Major Concepts of the Ethiopian Liturgy.”

\(^{330}\) *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 89, nos. 3-6.
The sentence: “to all thou are unseen, yet all is seen of thee” in the above quote is interpreted in the commentary of the anaphora based on the phrase: “all things visible and invisible” in the Nicene Creed. As the literal meaning of the phrase indicates, God is the Creator of all which are visible and invisible; and the Gə῾əz phrase in the translated creed: Zäyastärə῾i Wä-zä῾iyastärə῾i (እ耶ስተርኢ ወዘይልያስተርIllegalCharacters) is equivalent to the English: visible and invisible. The Ethiopian doctors apply the phrase to God with the interpretation that God is willingly visible in a way we can understand the divine activities, while in essence God remains invisible.  

Another commentary defines God as Rəkub Zä῾iyəträkäb (ርኩብ ወኢይትረከብ), which is to say that while God is known through creation, the divine essence remains ineffable.  

The balance maintained in the apophatic theology regarding the invisible and visible (unknowable and knowable) attributes of God is also reflected in the Tuesday litany [liṭon – ኢ.ማγ] that is part of the matins: “O God our Lord while you reveal yourself to us according to your will, you are unknown in your essence.”

The reason for God’s unknowability and mystery lies on the self-hiddenness of this divine being. God cannot be known, since this divine mystery is concealed from everyone’s view, and God exists as a self-contained being. As the anaphora of John Son of Thunder articulates, God’s might and eminence are masked in the divine nature: “In thy invisibility thou are farther than those who are far….Thou are inside all, and thou

334 Horton, “Major Concepts of the Ethiopian Liturgy.”
are outside all… Thy greatness is hidden in thee; thy power is hidden in thee. Thou veil thyself with thyself, and hide thyself in thyself.”\textsuperscript{335} We find similar expression on the hiddenness of God in the Ethiopian anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers: “No one can see him, and no one knows how he lives…no one, thinking deeply, can understand his nature, though he ascends to heaven.”\textsuperscript{336} Again, the wider contextual reference to the self-hiddenness of God proves enlightening as stated in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Gregory of Nyssa: “He [God] is hidden from the minds of all the angels, none can know his nature and none can count that which he formed with his hand.”\textsuperscript{337} Even God is a mystery to the angels, who are invisible to humans.

In various Ethiopic anaphoras, the ineffable and transcendent God is referred to as a triune God, one in essence (\textit{bahray} – \textit{ባሕሬይ}) and three in persons (\textit{akalat} – \textit{አካላት}) and names. The anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers presents a brief theological discourse on the Persons of the Trinity. The discourse on the unknowable and invisible nature of God has the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, saying:

\begin{quote}
We have neither first nor last, we have neither right nor left, we have neither firmament nor foundation, we are the firmament and we are the foundation. None can see us and none can know how we live.\textsuperscript{338}
\end{quote}

These divine attributes are shared by each of the Persons of the Trinity. The triune God is the transcendent God whose existence and nature can neither be searched for nor fully perceived. God, as the same anaphora expounds, is “mighty in the clouds, higher than [the] heaven[s], glorious in all his ways,”\textsuperscript{339} and “his divinity is unfathomable.”\textsuperscript{340}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{335} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 90, nos. 7-8.
\textsuperscript{336} Ibid, 123 and 124, nos. 14 and 21.
\textsuperscript{337} Ibid, 174, no. 11.
\textsuperscript{338} Ibid, 126, nos. 43-44.
\textsuperscript{339} Ibid, 123, no. 13.
\textsuperscript{340} Ibid, 174, no. 10.
\end{flushright}
B. The Essence-Energies Distinction

Central to the apophatic theological method is the concept that “we cannot know God outside of the economy in which He reveals Himself.” While the essence and the intra-trinitarian relationship of the Persons of the triune God (immanant Trinity) are beyond our comprehension, that same God is revealed to us in the divine energies through which communication with God is possible. Thus as the Apostolic Creed in the Ethiopian Missal states, the triune God “is not entirely unknowable, for He is known through creation.” The triune God’s communication with the created beings is often described in terms of economic Trinity. The energies or the “life, power, and glory of God” are understood to be “no less God than his essence.” This means that, the grace, mercy, and power of God given to humans and the rest of creatures are not mere effects, but “God himself, in his energies.” God is known and communicable through the uncreated energies, and the harmony of the created universe presupposes “the direct and energetic presence of God in the world.” In other words, this world is the result of

342 There are two creeds in the Ethiopic Book of Liturgy: The Niceo-Constantinopolitan Creed and the Apostolic Creed. The latter is recited when one of the following four anaphoras: the anaphora of the Apostles, the Lord’s, St. Mary’s, and that of John Son of Thunder is chosen for the Divine Liturgy among the 14 official anaphoras. During the celebration of the rest anaphoras, the ecumenical creed is recited. The Apostolic Creed of the Ethiopian Missal, which is known as Amäkanyo Zä-hawaryat (አመክንዮ ዝሓዋዓይ), is derived from the sixth book of the Apostolic Constitutions, and it is not the same as the Apostolic Creed known in the Western Churches. Amäkanyo Zä-hawaryat confesses God as the Creator of all, who is both eternal and unsearchable. The creed also has confessions on various theological issues, such as the divinity of Christ, who is referred to as “the Creator of all the hosts, the principalities and the dominions;” the goodness of the creation of God; the purity (sanctity) of marriage; and the resurrection of the dead. See “Amäkanyo Zä-hawaryat” Mäṣḥafä Qoddase Anäḍomta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 103-106. See also Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 51-52, nos. 33-45 and “Book IV: 11,” The Work Claiming to be the Constitutions of the Holy Apostles, trans. Chase, 139-140.
343 See Mäṣḥafä Qoddase Anäḍomta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 104, no. 6.
344 Kallistos Ware, How are We Saved? The Understanding of Salvation in the Orthodox Tradition, (Minneapolis, MN: Light and Life Publishing, 1996) 58.
345 Payton, Light from the Christian East, 91.
346 Ibid.
the personal energies of God, a “creation” revealing the Person of the Logos and witnessing to the Father through the grace of the Holy Spirit.  
Hence, in terms of the divine revelation and activities in this world, which bring about our communion with God, we are able to express God in positive terms (cataphatic approach).

Though the essence-energies distinction appears to be paradoxical, the distinction is important to understand God’s existence in the divine essence and the presence of God’s energies in creation. While “the divine essence is God in his being, the divine energies are God in his actions.” As John Chryssavgis notes, the paradoxical aspect of God’s presence in creation signifies “on the one hand, a sense of affinity or immanence whereby God is recognizable in the beauty of the world; and on the other hand a sense of otherness or transcendence, whereby God is above and beyond anything worldly.” By the essence-energies distinction God’s transcendence is honoured, whereas the divine intimate immanence in creation is celebrated. The distinction is a fair way of saying that “God exists both in His essence and outside of His essence” and even if no human participation is possible in the divine essence, we are able to share the life of God through the energies. Moreover, the essence-energies distinction, by showing how God differently exists in the divine essence and pervades creation through the energies, combats the idea that the world is identical to God (pantheism).

As the Ethiopian anaphoras demonstrate the basic tenets of apophaticism, they also maintain the essence-energies distinction. In fact, an equivalent Gə῾əz word for “energies” cannot be found. ሄጋ (Säga), the Gə῾əz equivalent for grace, does not convey

---

352 Lossky, *Mystical Theology*, 73.
353 Chryssavgis, *Beyond the Shattered Image*, 51.
the same meaning as the Greek word *energia*. However, as the energies of God are the ones that “support and conserve the created order, and have in relation to the world the aim of guiding it towards its perfection,”[354] most of the Ethiopian anaphoras consist of various contemplations on the divine sustenance and conservation that are expressions of the act of God’s energies.[355] Moreover, as James Payton purports, though we are not able to contemplate the divine essence, “contemplation of the economy of salvation, the mystery of God and the wonder of divine love” is possible.[356] As an example, Payton mentions that God is addressed twelve times as “Lover of humanity” in the Byzantine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom.[357] Similarly, highlighting God’s good work in creation and the redemptive act in the economy of salvation, elsewhere in the Ethiopian Liturgy God is addressed as *Gäbare Šänayat – mαὐ ῦιπάρ* (Beneficent) and *Mäfəqäre Säba’ – σαφή እምል* (Lover of humanity).[358]

In the prefaces of the Ethiopian anaphoras, the apophatic expressions on the essence of God are immediately followed by creation narratives and contemplations. This uniform structure implicitly denotes the distinction between the unknown essence of God and the divine activities in creation through which God is revealed. The Ethiopian

---


[357] Ibid. See also footnote no. 9 on page 97.

[358] For example, see the following portions in the *Ṣālotä Akʷʷätet – ትሮቹ ኢንስሮ* [Prayer of Thanksgiving]: “We give thanks unto the doer of good things [beneficent] unto us, the merciful God, the Father of our Lord and our God and our Saviour Jesus Christ…we pray and entreat of thy goodness, O lover of man [sic], grant us to complete this holy day and all the days of our life in all peace along with thy fear.” See *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 22-23, nos. 31 and 37. The Liturgy of the Faithful begins with the following prayer: “O Lord our God, who, for thy love to man [sic] which is inexpressible, did send thy only-begotten Son to the world to bring back unto thee the lost sheep.” See *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 48, no. 2.
anaphora of John Chrysostom begins by referring to God the Father as the one who lived before the world was created and whose being is known by none of the created beings.\textsuperscript{359}

Then the preface enumerates the marvelous creative deeds of the eternal and unknowable God, who among other things was revealed by stretching the heavens, establishing the earth, and ordering light to appear.\textsuperscript{360} Implicit in this expression is that the transcendent God is known through creation.

The same structure is followed in the anaphoras of the 318 Nicene Fathers and that of Gregory of Nyssa. In the former anaphora the mighty and eternal God is both expressed as the one whose nature cannot be understood\textsuperscript{361} and as the one who was revealed to humans by setting an order on the vast universe.\textsuperscript{362} Likewise, the anaphora of Gregory of Nyssa states that the beneficent God is unfathomable in the divine nature. However, God is known to us through the activities, such as binding up “the waters in clouds and [letting] rain go down from their [the clouds’] womb.”\textsuperscript{363} These expressions demonstrate that every action outside of the divine essence belongs to the energies of God through which “the immanent Trinity manifests itself as the economic Trinity.”\textsuperscript{364}

\textsuperscript{359} Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 198, no. 4.
\textsuperscript{360} Ibid, 198-199, nos. 5-9.
\textsuperscript{361} Ibid, 124, no. 21.
\textsuperscript{362} Ibid, 125, no. 29.
\textsuperscript{363} Ibid, 175, no. 23. Similar expressions on God’s mighty work of maintaining order in creation are found elsewhere in Abba Giyorgis’ work, Mäṣḥafa Məsṭir .Atomic. 998-916n.C [Book of Mystery]. For example the reading for the second Sunday of Advent begins with: “In the name of the triune God who is united in essence and worshipped as one God; who lets the sun rise through the windows of heaven and fills the moon with light in accordance with its cycle; who pours the rains from the belly of the clouds when lightning appears and storms roar. Thanks be to Him, who is the Lord of creation.” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Mėṣṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 28. The preface of the reading for the feast of Transfiguration as well expresses the triune God as the one who “puts curdled water in the belly of the clouds; sends snow [down to earth]; hastens the fog to run, and scatters it like dust; pours the rains with the sound of thunder and lightning.” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Mėṣṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 532, Tom. 97 (1993) 286.
\textsuperscript{364} Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology, 184.
Even though the transcendent God is revealed through creation, the full revelation of God occurred when the Word (*Logos*) was made flesh. The Ethiopic anaphora of St. John Son of Thunder asserts the revelation of God through the Son who walked on the earth without being moved from the divine glory. The Son of God was with his Father in heaven while doing the salvific deeds on earth.\(^{365}\) Through his incarnation we knew the divine honour of the Son of God:

> He who sits upon the cherubim abode in a daughter of flesh; the consuming fire put on flesh; the invisible Spirit has been clothed with flesh; he was born from that which was hidden unto that which was open; he who forms infants in the womb became an infant; they wrapped with cloths him who was clothed in light.\(^{366}\)

Furthermore, the Son, who is consubstantial with God the Father, taught us about his Father: “Thy Son whom you begot told us about thee (God the Father). He who was born of thee preached unto us tidings of thee. He is honorable like thee who begot him.” \(^{367}\)

The anaphora of St. Mary as well illustrates the revelation of God through the incarnation of the *Logos*. Though Christ, the Word of God incarnate, appeared taking the form of a servant, he is of the same divine honour as his Father and the Holy Spirit:

> He is the mighty One whom none can discern by subtle device – but he became humble among us; he is the most high whom none can attain – but among us he took upon him the form of a servant; he is the impalpable fire, but we saw him and felt him and ate and drank with him.\(^{368}\)

The incarnation revealed to us the divinity, a consuming fire (Heb. 12:29) whom no human being can approach. As the Word of God took our flesh, we were deified and given the privilege to be heirs of the divine honour.

This section has dealt with the essence-energies distinction, based on the distinction between the immanent and economic Trinity. The latter distinction further

\(^{365}\) *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 92, no. 31.
\(^{366}\) Ibid, 92, no. 33.
\(^{367}\) Ibid, 90, no. 9.
\(^{368}\) Ibid, 113, no. 88.
II. Creation as the Work of the Triune God

Prior to the creation of the whole universe, the Persons of the Trinity eternally existed in their intra-trinitarian communion of love. These Persons, in various Ethiopian doctrinal and liturgical sources, are understood to be consubstantially divine and eternal.⁶⁶⁹ According to the sources, the praise or glory of the triune God did not start with the creation of the world; but rather it had been eternally there within the Persons of the Trinity.⁶⁷⁰ The introductory part of the brief creation narrative in the Ethiopic text of *Les Miracles de Jésus* [*Täʾammərä Ḣyyəsəs – ṭḥḥaʾ ḳərət*], a book used in the EOTC for liturgical purposes, says that “before the creation of the world, God was praised by His own praise.”⁶⁷¹ This stand echoes the prayer of Jesus to his Father: “So now, Father, glorify me in your own presence with the glory that I had in your presence before the world existed” (Jn. 17:5). Though there was no existing creature to thank God prior to the creation of the world, the three divine Persons possessed eternal praise, inseparable from their nature.⁶⁷² The Ethiopian anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers states that “Before he [the triune God] created the angels for his worship, his glory was infinite;⁶⁷³ the glory of

---

⁶⁶⁹ For example the *Haymanotä Abäw* [The Faith of the Fathers] says: “We know God in the three Persons who are consubstantial in divinity and eternal without change.” See *Haymanotä Abäw* [The Faith of the Fathers] 211, no. 10; See also *Mäṣḥafä Šəmä Fətörä* [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 110.


⁶⁷² Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 1.

⁶⁷³ The Gǝʿz text says: “Səbətiḥu Ḫiiätirə’a – ṭḥḥaʾ ḳərət,” which literally means “his glory (praise) was not interrupted.” See *Mäṣḥafä Qəddase* [The Book of Liturgy] 98, no. 31.
the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit was perfect.” Similar expression is found in *Sä’atat* (The Ethiopian Horologium): “Holy, Holy, Holy, God the Lord of hosts, his glory is within himself and his praise from himself.” All these liturgical prayers refer to the immanent Trinity prior to its activity in the economy, that is, before the act of the creation of the cosmos.

In the Ethiopic biblico-liturgical literature we read that neither angels nor humans can comprehend the eternal praise of the triune God. The Ethiopic version of the apocalyptic writing, known as the *Ascension of Isaiah* (according to modern scholars was written by an unknown Christian writer in the second century C.E. and simply attributed to the prophet Isaiah who had a vision of God (Isa. 6). Jonathan Knight states that currently this pseudonymous apocalypse exists only “in a number of later translations, in languages as diverse as Ethiopic and Slavonic.” The angels who witnessed “the ascension of the Beloved (Christ),” were able to perceive “the glory that was on him” but these angels could not comprehend the heavenly glory while worshipping the triune God.

The prophet Isaiah, whom the writer chose to be the patron of the apocalypse, as well was overwhelmed by the heavenly praise which he saw on the various levels of the heavens. The morning prayer (matins) of the Ethiopic *Testament of the Lord* as well states that the angels never feel content with their unceasing praise to the Almighty:

“though they have been praising God since the creation of the world, they feel as if they

---

374 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 125, no. 31.
375 *Mäṣḥafä Sä’atat Wä-Bahrä Ḥässab* [Horologium and Computus] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 118. But this does not mean that the three Divine Persons were praising each other. As they are consubstantial with each other, no one praised or worshipped the other, but each of them equally possessed the divine glory before the creation of the world. See Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 14.
376 The *Ascension of Isaiah* is a Judeo-Christian apocalypse. According to modern scholars the apocalypse was written by an unknown Christian writer in the second century C.E. and simply attributed to the prophet Isaiah who had a vision of God (Isa. 6). Jonathan Knight states that currently this pseudonymous apocalypse exists only “in a number of later translations, in languages as diverse as Ethiopic and Slavonic.” See Jonathan Knight, *The Ascension of Isaiah* (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press Ltd., 1995) 13.
379 Ibid, 46 and 56.
praised God only for a quarter of an hour.”

Underlining the human interest to join in the angelic praise, the Ethiopian Book of Hours [Mäṣḥafä Sä῾atat] beseeches God to grant us “unity of faith with the angels and the knowledge of the unbounded glory of God who is eternally blessed.” As in the words of St. Paul, in this earthly life “we see in a mirror, dimly” and our knowledge is partial (I Cor. 13:12). After we achieved the communion of saints in heaven, we will have a better understanding of the divine glory.

While nothing can be known about the eternal existence of the Persons of the Trinity or their relationship ad intra (immanent Trinity), we can only understand the triune God’s action in the world that is ad extra (outside of) the divine essence. All action in the immanent Trinity is one and eternal, and this united action has been expressed in different ways in the economic Trinity. Moreover, any action ad extra is “the work of the common will in the three hypostases (Persons),” and thus as an act ad extra, creation is “the common and indivisible act of the three Persons of the Trinity.” The Ethiopian text of the Haymanotä Abäw agrees with this: “The Father created the whole of creation through his Word and [in] the Holy Spirit whose will is the same as that of the Father and the Son.”

Creation is a trinitarian act, brought forth by the one and the same will of the three divine Persons.

---

381 See Mäṣḥafä Sä῾atat [Book of Hours] 55.
382 Zizioulas, Lectures, 72.
386 Among the Ethiopic texts that present creation as the work of the triune God, we find the following in Mäṣḥafä Məṣṭir [Book of Mystery]: “In the name of God whose trinity is eternal….and who created the firmament without pillars; placed the earth on the waters; ….made chariots of winds and orbits for the sun and the moon. Praise is due to Him, the Lord of the lights.” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa
The Ethiopian Liturgy as well demonstrates the Orthodox doctrinal stand that creation is the work of the one will of the Trinity. Having enumerated the negative attributes of the Godhead of the Trinity, such as unsearchable, unknowable, the anaphora of St. Mary applies various works of creation to all the three Divine Persons: “The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit think. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit speak. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit like.”

As stated in the commentary of the anaphora, the quote signifies that the three Persons originally thought to create the whole world; and then they said: “Let there be light...let there be a dome....let the waters, the earth bring forth living creatures...” (Gen. 1: 3, 6, 20, and 24). Finally the triune God saw “everything that he made, and indeed, it was good” (Gen. 1:31). In the last verse of the above quote: “The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit like,” the Ga’az verb that Marcus Daoud translated as “like” is “yəšəməru – ዋሠምሮ” which also means “to allow or to be willing.” Thus the verse can also be interpreted as “the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit have one and the same will in creating the good creation.” With one and undivided will the divine Persons of the Trinity thought about the creation of this world, and created the whole cosmos accordingly. In all of this, one must note that the context for speaking about God as “willing” or “thinking” is that of apophatic theology.

Moreover, the expression: “The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit counsel; The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit utter the word [sic];” and The Father, the Son, and

---

387 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 110, no. 58.
388 Maṣḥafā Qoddase Anədəmta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 247.
389 Ibid.
390 The Ga’az verb used in the original text is yənəbənu (የንበሁ), i.e. they “speak.”
the Holy Spirit complete” in the same anaphora, refers to the common will of the triune Persons in creating the first human. Their common will was revealed when they said: “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness” (Gen. 1:26) and then made that creature from the earth (adamah). All these expressions attest that “in their operations ad extra, the three persons of the Godhead always act together.” The three divine Persons in their activities ad extra act in one and undivided will as stated in the Ethiopian anaphora of Gregory of Nyssa: “There are….three persons [the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit] who hold all the world with one counsel, with one authority, and with one unity.”

Since the three divine Persons, in their externally directed activities, act jointly in one will, it is possible to address each Person of the Trinity as a Creator. In the preparatory service of the Ethiopian Qəddase, while God the Father is addressed as: “O Lord our God and our Creator, who made all through your Word,” there is also a reference to the Son of God as a Creator: “O God, our Lord and our Savior Jesus Christ, …who spread out the heavens by thy wisdom, and gave diverse laws to the firmament, to the clouds, and to the heavens.” Likewise, the divinity of the Holy Spirit is explicitly stated in the epiclesis of the Ethiopian anaphora of St. James the Brother of the Lord: “Have mercy on us God the Father, Pantocrator, and send to this

392 Mäṣḥafät Qoddase Anxämta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 247.
394 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 175, no. 25.
395 Ibid, 9, no. 23.
396 Ibid, 12, no. 41.
offertory the Holy Spirit who is God, the Creator of life (Gäbare Ḥaywåt – ይካሬ ኢራት),
consubstantial with You and with your Son.”

According to the Ethiopic cosmological book, entitled Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, the communal aspect of the three divine Persons’ work of creation can be illustrated based on Scripture. The book states that the names of the Trinity are apparent in the very first two verses of the priestly creation account (Gen. 1: 1-2). As Scripture calls the Son: the “First One,” the phrase “in the beginning” in Gen. 1:1 alludes to him. The word “God” in Gen. 1:1 refers to the Father, and the “Spirit of God” was explicitly mentioned as hovering above the water. Hence, as the names of the three Persons were mentioned at the beginning of the narrative, the various creatures stated in the rest part of the narrative were presented as the work of the triune God. While God the Father was creating the world through the Word of God, the Holy Spirit was at the same time at

---

397 See “Akkʷätetä Qʷërban Zää-Qoddus Yaʷqob Qʷəb Lää-ɗgəzənää [Anaphora of St. James the Brother of the Lord],” Missale Ethiopicum (Rome: Vaticano Printing Press, 1945) 110. The Ḥaymanotä አብወ as well presents each Person of the Trinity as the Creator of the world. While it refers to God the Father as “the eternal God who created the whole of creation,” (112, no. 23) it also affirms the consubstantiality of the Son “with the Father in creating the world” (113, no. 33). The same consubstantiality is also applied to the Holy Spirit: “we find the Holy Spirit wherever the Father and the Son are. And the divine honour of the Father and the Son also belongs to the Holy Spirit, who rules over the whole of creation.” See Ḥaymanotä አብወ [The Faith of the Fathers] 114, nos. 39-40.

398 The Ga’az word used in the book (Mysteries of Heaven and Earth) is Bäkʷə (በኵር), which also means “first born,” and the word “beginning” in Gen. 1:1 is correlated with Col. 1:15: “He (Christ) is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation.” See The Book of the Mysteries of Heaven and Earth and Other Works of Bahayla Mikael (Zosmimas): The Ethiopic Texts Edited From the Unique Manuscript (Eth. 37. Peiresc) in the Bibliotheque Nationale with English Translation, trans. E. A. Wallis Budge (London: Oxford University Press, 1935) 16.

399 In the NKJV, Gen. 1:2 reads: “The Spirit of God was hovering above the waters.” But in NRSV, “The Spirit of God” is replaced by “wind from God.” Robert Jenson contended that the phrase “wind from God” was an erroneous translation of the original Hebrew phrase: “ruah Elohim” which should have been translated as “the Spirit of God.” Also Jenson stated that since the role of God’s Spirit as the agent of prophecy and all revelation was precise and dominant to the priestly tradition, the priestly writer most likely had “the Spirit of God” in his mind when he used “ruah Elohim.” See Robert W. Jenson, “Creation as a Triune Act,” Word and World, 2/1 (1982) 38. Opting to the translation of the phrase as the “Spirit of God,” John Meyendorff wrote that the expression in Gen. 1:2 signified “a primeval maintenance of all things by the Spirit, which made possible the subsequent appearance of a created logical order through the Word of God.” See Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology, 169.

400 Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, trans. Budge, 8.
work, perfecting creation.\footnote{Hans Urs Von Balthasar, “Creation and Trinity,” Communio: International Catholic Review, 15 (1988) 285.} In all this we see a trinitarian connection for the “existence, configuration, and meaning of creation.”\footnote{Ibid, 288.} The triune act of creation was rooted in the Father, and presented as the “economy of the Son and the Spirit.”\footnote{Michael Prokurat, “Orthodox Perspectives on Creation,” St. Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly, 33/4 (1989) 332.} While the Son brought God’s desire into existence, the Holy Spirit, “through whom the heavens and the earth were beautified,”\footnote{See the brief creation narrative in Gabrë Ḥomamät [Lectionary of the Passion Week] 64.} perfected it in goodness and beauty. Thus, creation is a result of the communion (koinonia) of the Holy Trinity.

A. The Doctrine of Creatio Ex Nihilo

As the work of the triune God, the whole of creation had a beginning. God is the only one without a beginning, and thus no created being existed eternally with God. The Ethiopian anaphora of St. John Chrysostom avers that no time can be applied to the eternal and triune God: “Before time and hours, before nights and days, before months and years, before days of the week and the seasons, he [God] was in his place.”\footnote{“Anaphora of St. John Chrysostom,” Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 199, no. 12.} Time itself began with creation, and “thus the movement, the flux of creation and the position of each of its parts with relation to the others is measured by time and space.”\footnote{Paul Evdokimov, “Nature,” Scottish Journal of Theology, 18 (1965) 4.}

As Dumitru Stănilea\u2019articulates the phrase “in the beginning” (Gen. 1:1) in the biblical creation account has the following powerful meaning:

When the creative act is produced and creation appears, the expression “in the beginning” indicates the first union of the eternity of God with time. “In the beginning” means both the beginning of God’s coming down to meet time and also the beginning of time, which takes its being through the creative power of the God who has thus come down; “in the
“beginning” is the first moment of the dialogue between the God who has come down to creation and the creation which is beginning along its path through time.407

This is a ‘beginning’ that refers to the infinite existence before time.408 There was no creature which existed before the creation of time, nor was there a created matter that caused other creatures. Hence, the world was created out of nothing (ex nihilo); as usually expressed in the Ethiopian tradition, the world was brought from non-existence into existence (əm-ḥäbä አሎቦ ክልብ sä እምኀበ አልቦ ኀበ ኦ).409

There are a few biblical references that allude to the Christian doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. In the second book of Maccabees we read about a mother speaking to her son, reflecting her belief in creation out of nothing: “I beg you, my child, to look at the heaven and the earth and see everything that is in them, and recognize that God did not make them out of things that existed” (II Mac. 7: 28). The doctrine is also hinted in Rom 4: 17 which refers to God as the one who calls “into existence the things that do not exist.” In addition, Heb. 11: 3 reads: “By faith we understand that the worlds were prepared by the word of God, so that what is seen was made from things that are not visible.” Underscoring the creation of all the universe out of nothing, Scripture seeks to demonstrate the omnipotence of the Creator whose creating act did not depend on anything. Even the “formless void” in Gen. 1: 2 does not suggest the pre-existence of matter before creation, because that formless matter by itself was the creation of God that appeared in the beginning (at the commencement of time) with the other creatures.

409 Mäṣḥäḥfä Śṃā F Busty [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 13. See also the introduction to the homiliary of Retu a Haymanot which begins with “In the name of the triune God who … brought the world əm-ḥäbä አሎቦ እምኀበ አልбо [ex nihilo].” See Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library (Collegeville: MN) Project no. 2375, f. 3a.
Moreover, God could create freely, and thus “God was not constrained in creating by the limitations of pre-existing matter.” To speak of creation out of nothing is simply to say that creation is not from something. And when we say creation was from nothing, the “nothing” does not imply the existence of “nothingness” in the form of “a void or vacuum.” But it mainly shows that there is no reality at all outside of God.

The Ge’ez equivalent term for *ex nihilo*, ṣm-ḥābā ḁlōbo (from non-existence), indicates that creation was brought “from non-being” so that it did have any prior existence. Reflecting this doctrinal stand, the *Haymanotā Abäw* says: “Let us thank the Holy Trinity [the three divine Persons] as they are the ones who brought the whole creation from non-being.” Creation was brought from non-existence into existence (ṣm-ḥābā ḁlōbo ḡābā bo), and this belief mainly emphasizes the divine omnipotence in creating the universe out of nothing. A theological treatise, entitled Ḥāmārā Nāfäṣ – ḥəmə ṣən ṣətər [The Ark of the Soul], asserts that the triune God instantly brought the whole of creation “from void (non-existence) into existence, and from invisibility into being visible.” This is to say that by “bringing into existence, God the almighty revealed the world, which was hidden in being unavailable (void).” The reference to hiddenness in the last quote, however, does not imply the pre-existence of creation before it was revealed but rather it highlights God’s supreme power in bringing creation, which was non-existent, into existence.

---

415 See the preface to *Gəbrā Ḥomamat* [Lectionary of the Passion Week] i.
The doctrine of creatio ex nihilo entails an ontological distance separating created living things from God.\footnote{Elizabeth Theokritoff, “Embodied Word and New Creation: Some Modern Orthodox Insights Concerning the Material World,” Abba: The Tradition of Orthodoxy in the West: Festschrift for Bishop Kallistos (Ware) of Diokleia, eds. John Behr, Andrew Louth, Dimitri Conomos (New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2003) 222.} God the Creator is ontologically different from the created order and immanent in creation through the divine energies.\footnote{In order to express the point of contact of every created being with the Godhead, St. Maximus the Confessor developed the concept of the \textit{logoi} (words or underlying principles) of the created beings. This framework mainly expresses the divine immanence in creation, i.e. God “conceals himself mysteriously in the \textit{logoi} of created beings.” For details on this framework, see Andrew Louth, \textit{Maximus the Confessor: The Early Church Fathers} (Routledge: New York, 1999) 55-78; Theokritoff, “Embodied Word and New Creation,” 222; Chryssavgis, \textit{Beyond the Shattered Image}, 57.} The created matter does not have any affinity with the essence of the transcendent God; there is “infinite distance of natures” between God and the creatures.\footnote{Georges Florovsky, “Creation and Creaturehood,” \textit{Creation and Redemption}, 46.} By assigning a beginning to creation, the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo signifies its creatureliness (creaturehood), and rules out the pantheistic concept that considers creation as “an emanation, a pouring out of the Godhead.”\footnote{Alfeyev, \textit{The Mystery of Faith}, 43.} If one denies the origin of creation with time, this makes creation eternal with God, overlooking the difference between the Creator and creation.

Acknowledging the created status of the world, the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo also combats the erroneous notion that the material world exists independently of God (dualism). For most of the ancient Greek philosophers the world had no beginning, and thus was eternal.\footnote{John D. Zizioulas, “Preserving God’s Creation: Three Lectures on Theology and Ecology,” \textit{King’s Theological Review}, 12 (1989) 42.} Rejecting the thought of the Greek philosophers, the early Fathers of the church argued for the absolute beginning of the world based on the creatio ex nihilo formula. The fathers, according to Zizioulas, were mainly interested in indicating that
“nothing at all existed previously to creation, no factor whatsoever apart from God’s free will was at work or contributed in any way towards the creation of the world.”

The ancient Greek assumption also had a serious theological problem, for it made creation co-eternal with God. However, since “creation has in no sense the quality of necessity” it was the work of God’s will, not of the divine nature, and thus creation could not exist without a beginning. God is the only “eternal, the first and the last, who has neither beginning nor end.” Underlining the eternal existence of God prior to the act of creation, the preface of the Ethiopian anaphora of St. John Chrysostom states that God “was before the world was created…None was before him, none will be after him…He was before all, before the heavens were stretched out, before the face of the earth appeared, before the mountains arose.” The emphasis in this illustration is that there was no created being whatsoever that existed eternally with God.

More specifically, the eternity of each of the divine Persons is articulated in the introduction to the advent homily of Il Libro del Mistero (Mäṣḥafä Mäṣṭir – Ṣᵉḥaḥät, Ṣᵉḥaḥät). Abba Giyorgis, the prolific Ethiopian writer, begins his homily “in the name of God the Father whose eternity is unsearchable, and in the name of the Son who was with the Father prior to the appearance of the beauty of the sun and prior to the gathering together of the waters [Seas, Gen. 1:9-10], and in the name of the Holy Spirit who existed

421 Ibid, 43.
423 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 32, no. 108.
424 Ibid, 188, nos. 4-5. Similar illustration is found in the anaphora of St. Dioscorus: “From before the world and ever after, God is in his Trinity; God is in his divinity, and God is in his kingdom. Before the dawn and the morning, before day and night, and before the creation of the angels, God was in his kingdom. Before the heavens were stretched out, before the face of the earth appeared, and before the green plants were produced. God was in his kingdom. Before the sun, the moon, the stars, and before the motion of lights, God was in his kingdom.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 232-233, nos. 3-6.
eternally before the heavens were spread (made) and before the earth was established.”

Prior to the existence of any created being, the triune God lived eternally; this eternity is ineffable for our human language. John Zizioulas agrees with this thought of eternity. “If the world ‘was not’, had no existence, what was there?” Zizioulas contends, “God was there. There was nothing other than God.” The world is not eternal, because no eternal being could be created.

Creation came into existence as the result of God’s choice and free will. God did not create out of necessity; but did so in order that creation may enjoy divine blessings and goodness. The Ethiopic book of Aksimaros refers to God as saying: “I wished to create the creatures of the world, not because I had a need.” God was not in need of creation, nor was compelled to create. Creation, thus, was the result of divine choice, an act of God’s “free will, goodness, wisdom, love and omnipotence.” As an act of God’s free choice, creation owes its existence to the will of God that is entirely free. Hence the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo combines two major aspects of creation: creation has no necessary existence, and it exists by the will of God, who desired to have communion with creation. The doctrine, as Elizabeth Theokritoff articulates “is less a theory of origins than a doctrine of relationship between the universe and God.”

As stated above, the cosmology of the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition is based on the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. Even the daily matins begin with offering

---

426 Zizioulas, Lectures, 89.
427 See the introductory part of the brief creation narrative in the Ethiopic text of Les Miracles de Jésus [Tā’ ammorā Ḥiyāsus – ṭḥărə ḥyāli] which states that “God did not make the world as the one who had a necessity or as the one who was in need of praise.” See “Les Miracles de Jésus,” Patrologia Orientalis, 12 (1919) 561.
428 See Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 4.
430 Theokritoff, “Creator and Creation,” 63.
thanksgiving to God, who brought creation from non-existence into existence.\footnote{Interpreting the first sentence of the daily matins: “O Lord, maker of all, invisible God, we stretch out our soul to thee and we offer morning prayer unto thee, the powerful wisdom of all,” the commentary on the Ethiopian Book of Liturgy (Missal) states that by saying this we are worshipping the maker of all things and offering thanks to the one “who brought this world from non-existence into existence,” and would pass it “from existence into non-existence [from being into non-being].” See “Kidan Zä-Nägəh (ኪዳንዘነግህ): Morning Prayer,” Mäṣḥafa Qəddase Anndtä [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 28. For the English translation of Śälotä Kidan-Ղառութւ 
[Prayer of the Covenant] see Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 247.}

Moreover, most of the theological treatises of the Ethiopian fathers of the golden period (15th century) are full of profound sense of awe and admiration for God’s mighty work of the entire cosmos that was created from nothing.\footnote{For instance Abba Giyorgis begins his homily for the feast of the Pentecost in the name of the triune God “who has brought the world from non-existence (non-being)” [Aṃoṣa’ e alām om-hāḇā alabo – həṗḥə ḥəḵā ḥən]. See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Mesṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopi, Vol. 532, Tom. 97 (1993) 243. And in most of his other homilies, Abba Giyorgis thanks God for the wonderful creation. For example see his homily for Epiphany: “Thanks are due to God, who makes the fog to be discharged over the mountains like smoke and spreads it on the air. He covers the face of the firmament by clouds.” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafa Mesṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopi, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 144. For similar contemplative exposition, see also the introduction to the Good Friday homily in the same book: “Maṣḥafa Mesṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopi, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 319. These homilies are assigned to be read on the great feasts of the liturgical year, and this implies the liturgical setting given to the homilies. Likewise the homilies of Rotu’a Haymanor begin with rubrics which state that they are supposed to be read on the great feasts of the Lord such as Nativity, Epiphany, Palm Sunday, Easter, and Transfiguration. See EMML, Collegeville: MN, Project No. 2375 and 7028. Though these doctrinal homilies are not currently read while the Divine Liturgy is celebrated in the EOTC, their place is replaced by another doctrinal corpus, Haymanotä Abäw [The Faith of the Fathers], which is read shortly before the faithful partake of the Holy Eucharist.}

The Ethiopian tradition signifies that creation is a divine act and so no human ingenuity can comprehend it.\footnote{Signifying the incomprehensible aspect of the divine act of creation, Haymanotä Abäw [The Faith of the Fathers] says: “God the Father created the whole of creation through the Word and by the will of the Holy Spirit, and no creature can comprehend this act of creation.” See “Aṣārtu Wä-kola’etu Ṭo ṭazat Zä-Qaadus Anathewos Zätäfänäwa ḥäbä Qʷāṣṭānteninos Wäldä Qʷāṣṭānteninos Nṇus – ᪨ুবচ ᪀পહার ᪇োবিযু হিঙ্কার ᪈হধ পিয়ালো ফিজাহলো, ফিজাহলো, ফিজাহলো যট্ট যট্ট [The 12 Commands (Doctrinal Statements) of St. Athanasius Sent to Constantius, Son of Emperor Constantine,” Haymanotä Abäw [The Faith of the Fathers] 84, no. 9.}

Nevertheless, while highlighting human limit in fully understanding God’s work of creation, the Ethiopic biblico-liturgical texts often contemplate the beauty of creation [Śənä Fəṭərät – Ṣəን ረተሮት]. Based on Scripture, which is the root of Ethiopian liturgy, and the wide range of the Ethiopic literary genre (biblical and liturgical commentaries, haexameral writings,
and homilies), the following section deals with the theological presupposition of these writings on creation.

**B. The Ethiopian Creation Narrative and its Theological Presupposition**

The creation narrative of the EOTC’s Book of Creation [Mäṣəḥafä Šənä Fəṭərät] is mainly based on the biblical creation accounts. As reflected in the Book of Creation and other liturgical texts, belief in God as the Creator of the visible and invisible worlds is the object of faith: “you [our Lord and God] created all things, and by your will they existed and were created” (Rev. 4:11). In the biblical creation account, God is presented as the only transcendent source of creation. The divine omnipotence is seen in the Word of God that brought forth creatures, implying that for God to speak is to create: “what he [God] has spoken is immediately accomplished; in a moment what he has thought is fulfilled.” That is why Scripture tells us that “All things came into being through him [the Word of God], and without him not one thing came into being” (Jn. 1:3).

The modern doctors of the EOTC, who consider themselves as the inheritors of the tradition of their forefathers, never see any mythical character in the priestly and yahwist biblical creation accounts (Gen. 1:1-2:3 and 2:4-25). For them the creation stories in the Bible are genuine narratives that depict the world as originating from a loving and caring God. They do not, however, solely depend on the biblical creation accounts, taking

---

them too literally. While their teaching on the origin of the universe and on the days of creation basically agrees with the priestly creation account, their commentary on the account is elaborated based on some apocryphal and pseudopigraphical writings.

Commenting on the norm of the Ethiopian fathers’ works on creation, Cowley writes: “Ethiopic literature includes both indigenous homilies and translations….The interest of the homilies, including those on creation, are generally those of adding detail to and systematizing the Biblical narratives, and of making moral and doctrinal applications.”

Most of the translated writings are hexaemeral or homiliary in nature, and borrowing various ideas from these writings, the Ethiopian fathers developed an exegesis of the priestly creation account which demonstrates their theology of creation. Their exegesis

---


437 For instance, the Mäṣḥafā Kufale (አመገለሱ ከታለ), which is the Ethiopic version of the Hebrew book of Jubilees, is considered by Ethiopian scholars as a canonical work that elaborates the precise creation accounts of Genesis. R. H. Charles enumerates the various names of Mäṣḥafā Kufale as “The Little Genesis, The Apocalypse of Moses, The Testament of Moses, The Book of Adam’s Daughters, and The Life of Adam.” See The Book of Jubilees or the Little Genesis: Translated from the Editor’s Ethiopic Text and Edited with Introduction, Notes, and Indices, trans. R. H. Charles (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1902) xvii. The other sources on which the Ethiopian creation narratives depend are: Aksimaros, the Pseudo-Epiphanius hexaemeral work; Mäṣḥafā Qälemanṭos [Book of Clement]; The Book of the Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, originally taught by Abba Bāhāya Mikael the Ethiopian and compiled by his disciple Yṣḥaq (Isaac); the Ethiopic Gädla Addam Wâ-Hewan – እንእት እርት እንእት [The Book of Adam and Eve], which according to Cowley contains “the material of the Syriac Testament of Adam, the Arabic Book of the Rolls, and the Syriac Cave of Treasures.” See Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation, 137. In the introduction to his translation of the Ethiopic Gädla Addam Wâ-Hewan [The Book of Adam and Eve], S. Malan presumes that the book “is probably the work of some pious and orthodox Egyptian of the fifth or sixth century.” See The Book of Adam and Eve, also called the Conflict of Adam and Eve with Satan, A Book of the Early Eastern Church Translated from the Ethiopic with Notes from the Kufale, Talmud, Midrashim, and other Eastern Works, trans. S. C. Malan (Edinburgh: Williams and Norgate, 1882) v.

438 Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation, 130.
and elaborated creation narratives may sound simple, but they are “ineffable doctrines of truth” as St. Basil said about his *Hexaemeron*.\(^{439}\)

According to the Ethiopian traditional scholars, the phrase “in the beginning” in the priestly creation account signifies “time” which came into existence with creation. The triune God existed eternally, so that there is neither beginning nor end of God’s existence. As stated in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Dioscorus, before our expression of time as “dawn and morning” or “day and night,” “God was in his kingdom.”\(^{440}\) Time began with creation, resulting from the separation of day and night that is called by Scripture: “the first day” (Gen. 1:5). The Ethiopian fathers teach that Sunday was the first day of creation. Accordingly, they apply the scriptural designation: “the first day” to Sunday whose equivalent word in the Ethiopic language is *Ǝḥud* (*እሱድ*), which literally means the first.\(^{441}\) Even the Ethiopic commentary on Genesis sounds very audacious in


\(^{441}\) In Ge’ez *Ǝḥud* – *ḥud* (*አሱድ*) (Aḥadu – *ḥud*) means “one” or “the first,” and the naming of the day is based on the biblical creation account as the day when God created the heavens and the earth and separated the light from darkness was “the first day” of creation (Gen. 1:5). The same applies for the rest Ethiopic names of the days of the week. *Sānuy* – *ḥob.* [Monday] means “second,” and this refers to “the second day” when God separated the waters above and below the dome (Gen. 1:8). *Ṣälus* – *ḥub.* [Tuesday], i.e. “the third,” indicates the third day when trees and plants were created (Gen. 1:13). *Rābu* – *ḥob.* [Wednesday], which means “the fourth,” refers to the fourth day on which the luminaries were created (Gen. 1:19), whereas *Ḥämus* – *ḥomḥ* [Thursday] (the fifth) signifies the creation of the aquatic creatures on the fifth day of creation (Gen. 1:23). While *Arəb* – *ḥol* [Friday] does not mean “the sixth” following the series, it implies the completion of the act of creation on the sixth day (Gen. 1:31). The Ethiopic designation for Saturday (*Qādamit Sānbāt* – *ḥudḥ* (*እሱድ አስባት*), which means “the first Sabbath,” denotes that Saturday was the Sabbath that God blessed and rested from the act of creation (Gen. 2:3). It is called “the first Sabbath” because according to the Ethiopian tradition Sunday is also considered as a Sabbath. Focusing on the sixth day’s (*Arəb*) etymology that comes from the verb “*Arəb* = it [the sun] sets” and on its relation with the Jewish Sabbath, Getatchew Haile defines it as “evening, ‘sunset,’ or as the Bible has it, ‘the day of preparation’ cf. Mt. 27:62; Mk. 15:42; Lk. 23:54; and Jn. 19:14, 31 and 42.” See Getatchew Haile, “The Forty-Nine Hour Sabbath of the Ethiopian Church,” *Journal of Semitic Studies* 33/2 (1988) 243. E. Isaac asserts that the Ethiopian day *Arəb* corresponds to the Hebrew word “*erev*” indicating “Erev Shabbath,” and thus it must have originated “from a Jewish circle.” See E. Isaac, “An Obscure Component in Ethiopian Church History,” *Le Muséon* 85 (1972) 244. For etymological details on the Ethiopic names of the days of the week see Wolf Leslau, “The Names of the Weekdays in Ethiopic,” *Journal of Semitic Studies*, 6 (1961) 62-70.
asserting the date on which the world was created, that is the 29th of the seventh Ethiopian month, Mägabit (መጋቢት). This assertion sounds unrealistic since it is impossible to date the creation of the world on which time itself began when God called “the light Day, and the darkness night” (Gen. 1:4).

The Days of Creation

On Ḥud (the first day), God created ex nihilo the four elements (fire, water, wind, and earth) from which all the rest creatures were created. On this same day, God also created the heavens and the angels, and then darkness, which was followed by the creation of light. However, the Ethiopian traditional scholars are divided on the creation of the angels. Some scholars, referring to Ps. 104: 4 “Who makes his angels fly at my command?” claims that on this same date the Lord Christ rose from the dead in C.E 34. For example, see Getatchew Haile, Ḥāʾĕśaab Ḥässab [Computus] (Avon, MN: Image Makers, 2000) 233. There is a similar attempt of dating creation in some Jewish sources as well though the sources are divided about the date. According to Cowley, while two Jewish commentaries on Genesis: Midrash haggadol and Midrash hahefes suggest that the world was created on the 25th day of the Jewish month Elul, making Tashri 1st the date of the creation of Adam, another commentary, i.e. Yalqut me’am lo’ez speculates that the first night of creation was the eve of the 23rd day of the Jewish month Adar which is equivalent to the Ethiopian month Mägabit. See Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation, 237.

There are varied opinions about the length of the days of creation. Aksimaros states that we have to understand the length of each day of creation as clarified by both the Psalmist (Ps. 90: 4-5) and St. Peter (II Pet. 3:8-9): “with the Lord one day is like a thousand years.” See Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 53. Conversely, in The Mysteries of Heaven and Earth we read that a day in the creation account is “equal to a period of seven years.” See Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, trans. Budge, 14.

spirits; his ministers a flaming fire,’” (KJV) say that the angels were created from fire. Conversely others argue that the psalmist’s verse does not indicate the creation of the angels from fire. It refers to the attributes of the angels, which means that they have warmth (are powerful) like fire and also they are as invisible as wind. “Since there was no creature that was made from another creature before the second day of creation, all the creatures of the first day were created ex nihilo.” Moreover, if the angels were created from fire, they would be mortal like the first human who was made from the earth. The latter argument sounds more plausible.

The first seven creatures: the heavens, earth, water, fire, wind, angels, and darkness were created in silence, whereas the eighth one, light, was created in God’s verbal order: “Let there be light” (Gen. 1:3). While two liturgical sources: the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Epiphanius and a hymn known as Ṭäbibä Ṭäbiban (مثال شناء فjay) marvel that the Almighty God made light out of darkness, the book of Aksimaros wonders why darkness was created before light. The anaphora mentions the act of “making light out of darkness” among the various marvelous deeds of the Creator such as “dividing the clouds and waters, building the earth with boundaries, fencing the seas with doors and wrapping them with mist.” One of the various versions of the hymn Ṭäbibä Ṭäbiban has a stanza that reads: “I bow down to your [G]odhead, you who

---

447 Beauty of the Creation, trans. Getatchew Haile and Misrak Amare (Manchester: University of Manchester, 1991) 77. We find a parallel to this Ethiopian perspective in St. Basil’s Hexaemeron. Commenting on the order of God: “Let there be light,” St. Basil writes that the pronouncement was the first word of God that created the nature of light and vanished darkness. See Basil, “Hexaemeron,” 63.
448 Ṭäbibä Ṭäbiban literally means ‘The wisest of the wise.” It is a liturgical hymn so designated to imply the unsearchable wisdom of God. The hymn is rhymed, and in its opening stanzas describes God’s activities in creation.
created darkness before you made light.” According to Aksimaros, the reason for the creation of darkness on the first day was to implicitly indicate the unknowable nature of God. The darkness instigated the angels to search for the origin of their being, which resulted in difference of opinion among themselves, followed by the rebellion of the former angel Satna’el – ማስታናኤል (Satanael or Sataniel), also known as Lucifer (Is. 14:12, KJV). In fact, with the appearance of light, the darkness was also meant to divide the day from the night.

Though the priestly writer tells us that the “heavens” were among the creatures of the first day (Gen. 1:1), nothing is mentioned regarding the names or number of these heavens. We find the details of these heavens in the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition. The heavens, as mentioned in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Jacob of Serough, are seven in number: “God has authority, power and name, and there is no name like his under the four foundations [the four elements: earth, water, fire, and wind] and over the seven heavens.” The Ethiopian Book of Jubilees alludes to these heavens as the “seven great works” whose creation was witnessed by the angels. In line with this, the Ethiopic Mäṣḥafä Kidan – እኔ ኪዳን [Testament of the Lord], which is used for matins, alleges that the angelic Sanctus began at the creation of the heavens. When the angels saw God’s

---


451 Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 14.

452 Ibid, 22.


454 “And thereupon we saw His works, and praised Him, and lauded before him on account of all His works; for seven great works did He create on the first day.” See The Book of Jubilees (II: 3), trans. Charles, 13. The Ethiopic Book of Clement also mentions these heavens but strangely states that in addition to the seven heavens, whose detail is discussed below, another seven heavens were created on the first day of creation. “The whole of creation is in our [the three divine Persons] palm. When we finished creating the seven heavens, we immediately created verbally another seven [heavens].” See Mäṣḥafä Qulēmanṭos Zä-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 87.
creation of the bright heavens, they thanked the Creator, singing: “Holy, Holy, Holy, God
Lord of Hosts [Ṣāba’ot – ṣḥṭ] heaven and earth are full of the holiness of Your
glory.”\footnote{Kidan Zä-Nägah: Morning Prayer,” Mūṣḥaf Qoddase Anadomta [Commentary on the Book of
Liturgy] 29.}

According to the Ethiopian hexaemeral tradition, the seven heavens were created
between the 2nd and 8th hours of the night of the first day (Ǝhud).\footnote{Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 16.}
The First heaven, created on the second hour of the night, is called Mānbāra Səbḥat – ṣḥṭ ṣḥṭ [The
Throne of Praise].\footnote{Ibid. The Book of the Mysteries of Heaven and Earth states that the name of this heaven is Gergel (ሊምንል). See Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, trans. Budge, 8.}
This is the highest heaven, the throne of the Almighty God as stated
in Is. 66:1: “Heaven is my throne and the earth is my footstool.” The second heaven,
which was created on the third hour of the night, is known as Ṣərḥa Aryan – ṣḥ ṣḥ [Heavenly Hall].\footnote{Mūṣḥaf Ṣənä በትራት [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giorgis, 17.}
This heaven is speculated to be the roof of the abode of God, where
the Almighty’s throne of grace is located, as stated in the Ethiopian anaphora of the 318
Nicene Fathers: “His throne is compassed by fire and his abode is enveloped by water,
and round the roof of his house hang drops of water which do not fall.”\footnote{Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 127, no. 54.}

The third heaven: Sämay Ṣaddud (ስማይ ውንድድ), created on the 4th hour of the
night,\footnote{Mūṣḥaf Ṣənä በትራት [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giorgis, 18.}
is the throne carried by the many-eyed living creatures, known as Cherubim.\footnote{Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 16. See the description on Cherubim in the Book of Ezekiel 1:15-28. According
to the Ethiopian tradition, the Cherubim are figuratively thought to be the throne of God: “I praise thee,
Lord my God, who sits upon the cherubim and does rest in the high ones.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans.
Daoud, 86.}
In the description of his vision, the prophet Ezekiel mentions the throne carried by the
four living creatures: “Over the heads of the living creatures there was something like a
dome,…and above the dome over their heads was something like a throne” (Ez.
There is a brief illustration of the throne and abode of the triune God in the Ethiopian anaphora of Gregory of Nyssa:

Glorious is he (the triune God) who sits in the highest heaven; profound \( [\text{sic}] \) is he who sits beneath the depths, his chariot is snow and the bounds of its circle are fenced with fire. Its center is full of smoke. None enters and none goes out except those creatures of terrible appearance and with six wings whose bodies are full of eyes.

While this illustration signifies the awesome and frightening feature of the abode of God, as discussed above, one should note that in the Ethiopian Liturgy the usual way of expressing the divine mystery is quite apophatic.

The heavenly Jerusalem is the 4\(^{th} \) heaven created on the 5\(^{th} \) hour of the night. In this heaven the “altar of fire, the ark (Tabot – ኧራት) of fire, the seven tabernacle of fire, and the seven seas of light are found.” In line with this description, the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Mary refers to the heavenly Jerusalem as a place “where the tabernacles of the flaming fire are stretched” and Jesus Christ, the High Priest, dwells with “the pictured appearance of his face.” The rest of the three heavens: Iyor (ኢዮር), Rama (ኣሮ), and Erär (ኤራር), created on the 6\(^{th} \), 7\(^{th} \), and 8\(^{th} \) hours of the night of the first creation day are known as Alämä Mäla′ḥët – እለመ መላእክት [The World of the Angels].

As stated in the Mäṣəḥafä Qälemənten [Book of Clement] while humans are able to see the firmament, which is called in the book “Falek – እለино” or “the lowest heaven,” the

\[\text{462} \text{ The Ge’ez word used in the Ethiopic text is ǝmuq (ዕሙቅ) which could be translated literally as “deep,” or rather “fathomless” since the adjective is attributed to God in the text. See Mäṣəḥafä Qaddase [The Book of Liturgy] 138, no. 28.}\]
\[\text{463} \text{Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 175, nos. 28-29. Similarly the anaphora of Cyril contemplates on the divine attributes of the Almighty and on the terrifying dwelling: “He (God the Lord) is the consuming fire, the life-giving fire, the God of gods and the Lord of lords whose throne is above the heavens and whose footstool is the earth. He is high and far away, and dwells in light. High and invisible is he who dwells in heaven. He is clothed in garments of fire and adorned with flames of fire. [H]is throne is on the heads of fire; his going to and fro is through impalpable air. [H]is high garment is in heaven, clouds are his chariot. [H]is way is in the stormy sea and on the heads of fire [the angels] who minister him.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 209, nos. 3-5.}\]
\[\text{465} \text{Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, trans. Budge, 10.}\]
\[\text{466} \text{Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 119, nos. 156-158.}\]
\[\text{467} \text{Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 20.}\]
seven great heavens are “fiery and extremely shining so that no human eye can look at them.”

Even though angels were not mentioned at all in the Genesis creation account, according to the EOTC liturgical tradition the creation of the heavens presupposes the creation of the angels (heavenly beings). Hilarion Alfeyev agrees with this perspective: “when we read he [God] ‘created the heavens’, this means the spiritual world and its inhabitants, the angels.” The Ethiopian traditional fathers assert that before the creation of the angels, God created in silence because there was no living being who could listen, but after the creation of the angels God created verbally, saying: “let there be light; let there be a firmament; let the waters under the heavens be gathered” (Gen. 1:2).

Based on the biblical reference on the sin of the angels, who were cast out to Hades (Ταρταρώσας II Pet. 2:4), the Ethiopic book of Aksimaros deals with the celestial rebellion in detail. According to Aksimaros, God created the angels after the creation of the heavens and the earth so as to avoid any sense of conceit that could lead the angels to think that they helped God in the work of creation. However Saṭnael, the former archangel also known as Lucifer, showed interest in being worshipped like God, and his excessive pride resulted in his downfall: “O You [God], who expelled the

---

469 Alfeyev, The Mystery of Faith, 44.
471 In the Eastern Orthodox tradition the rebellion of Satan has similar story to the one narrated in the Aksimaros. Alfeyev purports that the rebellion led by Lucifer, the former archangel, resulted in the entrance of evil to the good creation of God. Shortly after the angels had been created, some of them started a rebellion by opposing themselves to God and falling away from divine grace. Lucifer, whose name literally means, “light-bearing,” was the leader of the rebellion. Lucifer set himself against God; and consequently, he fell away from goodness into evil. According to Alfeyev, “[t]his teaching about the fall away from God deliberately provoked by the devil is a response to the eternal question in all philosophy about the origin of evil.” See Alfeyev, The Mystery of Faith, 46-47.
devil because of his pride (arrogance), teach me the law of humility that pleases you.\textsuperscript{473}

When God withdrew the divine light from the celestial realm, the angels started thinking about their origin: “Where did we come from? Who created us?”\textsuperscript{474} As \textit{Saṭnael} (Satanael) was the closest to the throne of God and the most high-ranking archangel of all the archangels,\textsuperscript{475} he told the troubled throng of angels that he was the one who created them. Some of them believed what he said, whereas others doubted his claim. The rest listened to the advice of the Archangel Gabriel: “let us stand firm until we find our Creator.” At this time, God said: “Let there be light” (Gen. 1: 2), and thus being illumined by the light, they knew who their real Creator was.\textsuperscript{476}

Prior to his total banishment from the heavens, \textit{Saṭnael} was demoted and sent to the lowest heaven. Without showing any sense of remorse for his deceitful claim, when he saw the creation of the luminaries on the fourth day of creation he stubbornly thought: “I will establish my throne above the stars, and I will make myself to be like unto the Most High and Mighty God” (Is. 14:13).\textsuperscript{477} Consequently, \textit{Saṭnael} and those who believed in him were trodden by the armies of the Archangels Michael and Gabriel down to Hades (Rev. 12: 7-9).

\textit{Aksimaros’} description of the nine angelic ranks agrees with the biblical and patristic enumerations of these celestial orders. In Colossians 1:16, St. Paul mentions

\textsuperscript{474} \textit{Aksimaros}, ed. Misikir, 32.
\textsuperscript{476} \textit{Aksimaros}, ed. Misikir, 36.
\textsuperscript{477} \textit{Mysteries of Heaven and Earth}, trans. Budge, 16. See also \textit{Aksimaros}, ed. Misikir, 136. The reference to the stars and to the fall of Lucifer in the Book of Isaiah (Is. 14: 12-16, KJV) indicates that the banishment of \textit{Saṭnael} (Lucifer) and his followers from the heavens was on the fourth day of creation. An Ethiopic text attributed to an unidentified Gregory affirms this view: “Their [Satan and his followers’] fall occurred on the evening of the fourth day of creation.” See “Vision de Gregoire: Ra’eya Gorgorios,” \textit{Revue de l’Orient Chrétien}, 21 (1918) 138. The Book of Clement as well states that Satan was thrown down to earth before the creation of Adam (before the sixth day of creation). \textit{Măşoḥaṭă Qŏlemăntos Ţă-Rome} [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 8.
some of the celestial ranks as “thrones or dominions or rulers or powers.” Enumerating each angelic group with its archangel, Aksimaros attests that the first rank (order) led by St. Michael the archangel is called Haylat – ḥayyat (Powers).⁴⁷⁸ Among the angelic ranks, we find the four-faced creatures, full of eyes, who were revealed to the prophet Ezekiel (Ez. 1: 5-14) and John the Apostle (Rev. 4: 6-11). These are known as Kirubel – ḥirbél (Cherubim), whose chief is Kirub – ḥirū (Cherub).⁴⁷⁹ The Seraph, who touched the lips of Isaiah with a live coal (Is. 6:6-7), belongs to the group known as Surafel – ṣurafél (Seraphim) that are led by Suraphi (ṣurafē). The rest orders consist of: Arəbab – ḥəḥabal (Masters), led by Archangel Gabriel; the Mänabərt – ṣənəbārt (Thrones) of Archangel Raphael; Šəltanat – ṣəltānāt (Authorities) of Archangel Suriel; Mäkʷanənt – mäkʷanent (Dominions) of Archangel Sedakael; Liqonat – ṣəliqonāt (Principalities) of Archangel Salatael; and Mälaʾəkt – mälaʾəkāt (Angels) of Archangel Ananiel.⁴⁸⁰

The second day of creation, Sänuy (səny), saw the division of the waters before the creation of the firmament. On this day, the space above the earth was covered by the waters that were divided into three parts.⁴⁸¹ When God said: “Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters” (Gen. 1:6, NKJV),

---

⁴⁷⁸ Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 28.
⁴⁷⁹ Ibid, 27.
⁴⁸⁰ Ibid, 28. See also Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, trans. Budge, 8, 12-13 and Mūṣaḥāfū Qūleemontos Zā-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 5-6. The Celestial Hierarchy of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite enumerates the nine angelic ranks that are found under three hierarchies. The first and highest contains the seraphim, cherubim, thrones; the second, dominions, powers, authorities; and the third, principalities, archangels, and angels. See Pseudo-Dionysius, “The Celestial Hierarchy, VI” Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid (New York: Paulist Press, 1987) 160-161. In his Ascetical Homilies, St. Isaac the Syrian offers a concise description of the angelic ranks: “In Hebrew, Seraphim means those who are fervent and burning; the Cherubim, those who are great in knowledge and wisdom; the Thrones, receptacles of God and rest…These orders are given these names because of their operations. The Thrones are so called as once truly honoured; the Dominions, as those who govern the atmosphere; Powers, as those who give power over the nations and every man; Virtues, as one mighty in power and dreadful in appearance; the Seraphim, as those who make holy; the Cherubim, as those who carry; the Archangels, as vigilant guardians; the Angels, as those who are sent.” See St. Isaac the Syrian, Ascetical Homilies, 131-132 quoted in Alfeyev, The Mystery of Faith, 45.
⁴⁸¹ Aksimaros, ed. Misikir, 55.
the first part of the waters was solidified and remained between the waters above and below. In the Ethiopic commentary of Genesis, the waters above the firmament are called Ḥānos (ሐኖስ). In Gen. 1:7 the commentary reads: “by creating the firmament, God separated Ḥānos [the waters above the firmament] from the oceans.” As the firmament was made from water, it is different from the heavens that were created on the first day of creation; the latter are fiery and blazing in nature. Explaining the significance of the firmament, the Ethiopian fathers say that in addition to its being the abode of the fourth day creatures (the Sun, the moon, and the stars), the firmament reminds us of our heavenly inheritance. In their commentary, the Ethiopian fathers state that if the firmament were very bright or gloomy it could be either blinding or depressing to our eyes. But our benevolent God made it in a way which is comfortable for our eyes to look at.

On the third day (Šālus − የሉስ) the one third of the waters, which had been left on earth under the firmament, were divided into two. With the divine order: “let the waters under the heaven be gathered together into one place” (Gen. 1:9, NKJV), God put the first part of the waters in a reservoir and called them “Seas” (Gen. 1:10). These seas are the great oceans that encircle the earth (Job. 38: 8-10). The rest mass of the waters remained under the earth: “Give thanks to the Lord...who spread out the earth upon the

---

482 Regarding the waters above the firmament (sky), the Psalmist sings: “Praise him (the Lord), you highest of heavens and you waters above the skies” (Ps. 148: 4).
486 Māṣḥaf Qōddase Anadomta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 282.
waters” (Ps. 136:6). Under these waters, God also made the abyss filled with darkness known as Si’ol – እልል (Sheol) or Hades. The description of the under world in The Book of the Mysteries of Heaven and Earth is worth mentioning:

Beneath it (the earth), He (God) created [made] a great female sea, a subdivision of the male water which is in the heavens. This earth is above the water, and below the Ocean[s] is the awful abyss of water, and below the abyss is a rock, and below the rock is Si’ol (Sheol), and below Si’ol is the wind, and under the wind is the boundary of darkness. And beyond this [boundary] what is there? God alone knows His hidden things.

Here we see the Creator’s power in bringing order from chaos. God has transformed the “formless void” (Gen. 1:2) “by giving structure through separation and then filling up those structures.”

On the third day, besides putting the waters into a reservoir, God ordered the earth to bring forth creatures that were grouped into three: trees, grains, and fruits. The Book of Jubilees mentions the Garden of Eden (Paradise) among the creatures of the third day: “And on that (third) day He (God) created…the seed which is sown, and all sprouting things, and fruit-bearing trees, and trees of the wood, and the Garden of Eden.” While the creation account in Jubilees considers Paradise as part of the earth, conversely, the Book of Clement presents it as a planetary heaven. The book states that Paradise is “a heavenly garden, situated in the air 15 miles above the highest mountains [of the

---

487 *Aksimarios*, ed. Misikir, 56. The division of the waters around and under the earth is elaborately stated in the *Book of Jubilees*: “And on the third day He (God) commanded the waters to pass from off the face of the whole earth into one place, and the dry land to appear. And the waters did so as He commanded them, and they retired from off the face of the earth into one place outside of this firmament, and the dry land appeared. And on that day He created for them all the rivers, and the gatherings of the waters in the mountains and on all the earth, and all the lakes, and all the dew of the earth.” See *The Book of Jubilees* (II: 6-7) trans. Charles, 14.


491 *Mäṣḥafä Ṣānä Fəṭrät* [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 50. In the next chapter I will discuss the usage and theological implication of the fruits of the earth in the Ethiopian Liturgy.

Given that the authentic biblical account says that the Garden of Eden was planted in the East (Gen. 2:8), the description in the *Book of Clement* does not sound tenable.\footnote{MäṣḥafaQUELEMANTOS ZÄ-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 15.}

The luminaries (the sun, the moon, and the stars) were created on the fourth day (*Räbuə’ – ዲreature*) of creation. As stated in the Ethiopic version of the Book of Enoch (LXXII: 4), the sun is “filled with illuminating and heating fire.”\footnote{The description of the Garden of Eden in the *Book of Adam and Eve* agrees with the biblical account. “On the third day, God planted the garden in the east of the earth, on the border of the world eastward, beyond which, towards the sun-rising, one finds nothing but water that encompasses the whole world, and reaches unto the borders of heaven.” See *The Book of Adam and Eve*, trans. Malan, 1.}

Contemplating on the location of the sun and the moon, the writer of the Ethiopic Book of Creation says:

> If one asks, “why did He [God] suspend the sun under the firmament?” (I say) it is for our benefit. The creation of the firmament is from water, and the nature of water is to flow downward. The creation of the sun is [from] fire and wind. When fire and wind meet they go upward. For this reason He put it (the sun) under the firmament to carry it (the firmament). As for the moon, it is for our benefit that He put it here, bringing it near (us), underneath all (others). (For) one thing, He put it near intending (that) it gives light. Secondly since there is the nature of water in it, he created it lowering it so that it may cool for us the heat of the sun spent on us during the day.\footnote{The Book of Enoch Translated from the Ethiopic Text, trans. R. H. Charles (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1912) 152.}

This illustration is quite speculative. However, as it is the case in the Ethiopic texts that deal with creation, this description accentuates the benevolence of the Creator to the created beings. Similarly, contemplating on the divine providence, *Abba* Giyorgis’ *Mäṣḥafā Sā’atat* [Book of Hours] glorifies God for “hanging the firmament and situating the sun under it.”\footnote{Beauty of Creation, trans. Haile and Amare, 44.}

According to the Ethiopian traditional narrative, the creatures of the fifth day (*Hämus – Ḥaḥōmt*) consist of the fish and reptiles including all the great sea monsters, and

\footnote{MäṣḥafāQUELEMANTOS ZÄ-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 15.}
\footnote{The description of the Garden of Eden in the *Book of Adam and Eve* agrees with the biblical account. “On the third day, God planted the garden in the east of the earth, on the border of the world eastward, beyond which, towards the sun-rising, one finds nothing but water that encompasses the whole world, and reaches unto the borders of heaven.” See *The Book of Adam and Eve*, trans. Malan, 1.}
\footnote{Beauty of Creation, trans. Haile and Amare, 44.}
\footnote{See Giyorgis “Mäṣḥafā Sā’atat Zä-mä’alt Wä-Zä-lelit: Book of the Day and Night Hours,” *Codices Aethiopici Vaticani*, 72.}
the various kinds of birds. The list of the monsters includes Behemoth and Leviathan which were mentioned in God’s famous speech to Job (Job. 40: 15-24; 41:1-34). The creatures of the sixth day, brought forth from the earth consist of animals (cattle) that are edible; beasts (the inedible ones); the amphibians; and finally the first human, who was made in the image and likeness of God. In the following section I will discuss the anthropological thoughts of the Ethiopian biblical and liturgical tradition.

C. The Original Condition of the Human Person

After creating the celestial world, God created the material world and then finally placed the human person at the center of the universe. Highlighting the special place given to the human person, the Ethiopian Book of Creation (Mäṣḥafä Šənä Fəṭərät) addresses Adam, the first human creature, as “the lord of creation.” The Ethiopian anaphora of St. Athanasius also marvels the divine providence for the person:

O Lord how much have thou done for man! [sic] Thou did stretch heaven as a tent for his astonishment, and widen the earth for the tread of his feet. Thou keep water in the womb of clouds to feed him; thou did light the sun that he might be illumined by day;

---

499 Aksamros, ed. Misikir, 139. The Book of Enoch states that Leviathan, the female monster, dwells in the abysses of oceans whereas Behemoth, the male monster, occupies a waste wilderness. See The Book of Enoch, trans. Charles, 115.
500 Beauty of Creation, tans. Haile and Amare, 85.
501 Alfeyev, The Mystery of Faith, 52.
502 The Book of Clement articulates the special honour given to the human person among all the creatures of God. After Lucifer (Satanael) had been expelled from heaven prior to the creation of Adam, the triune God declared: “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness” (Gen. 1:26, KJV). “Having heard this divine declaration, the angels wondered what kind of creature God would create. Then God created Adam, instilling wisdom and knowledge in him. When the angels saw Adam, they were afraid of the divine light that was shining on his face, and they heard God saying that He made Adam the king, prophet and priest of the whole of creation…Ever since, Satan became envious of the divine grace bestowed on Adam, and started looking for a means to seduce him.” See Mäṣḥafä Qäleməntos Zü-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 8-9.
thou did prepare the moon lest the darkness of night should cover him; thou did cause the light of the stars to shine upon him that he might know the work of thy fingers. 504

God prepared creation for the human person, and the person was granted dominion over the earthly living beings. But this dominion by no means implies some form of creation’s abuse by the human person. Again as stated in the Ethiopian liturgy, while God made Adam “prince over all creatures,” Adam was supposed “to rule them in righteousness and truth.” 505

The creation of the human person from “the four elements [earth, water, fire, and wind]” 506 and the person’s soul that has three attributes (reasoning/understanding, speaking, and immortality) imply perfection. As the “number seven is a perfect number for the Hebrews, the presence of the aforementioned seven elements (attributes) in the person indicates that Adam was created as a perfect creature.” 507 That was why, according to the Ethiopic Genesis commentary, while God saw that the rest of creation was good, after the creation of Adam, God viewed the whole of creation to be “very Good” (Gen. 1: 4, 12, 18, and 31). 508 Moreover, Ethiopian biblical exegetes mention Proverbs 8:31: “my delights were with the sons of men” (KJV) referring to the divine joy in creating the human person. 509 The perfect creation of Adam and God’s delight in making this wonderful creature is also figuratively expressed in the Ethiopian anaphora of the Nicene Fathers: “He [God] made him [Adam] fair [handsome] 510 with his holy hands, kissed him and loved him; and breathed in his nostrils the breath of life.” 511 The
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505 See “Preparatory Service,” Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 10, no. 23.
506 “Anaphora of the Three Hundred,” Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 125, no. 34.
509 Ibid.
510 The Ge’ez verb used here is “Aṣānāyo – ḳʷḵʷp” which means to beautify or make pleasant.
511 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 125, no. 35.
commentary on the anaphora elucidates that the phrase “kissed him” should not be taken literally. The expression is meant to implicitly indicate God’s foreknowledge that the *Logos* would assume Adam’s flesh for the salvation of the world.\textsuperscript{512}

The particular aspect of the creation of the human person is also reflected in the declaration of the triune God: “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness” (Gen. 1:26). The Ethiopian Church fathers teach that the soul represents the image of God in the human person. The soul is by nature immortal,\textsuperscript{513} and it has both rationality and intelligence.\textsuperscript{514} It was the ineffable intelligence given to Adam that enabled him to name the animals (Gen 2:19-20). In these attributes of the soul, humans resemble their Creator.\textsuperscript{515} This interpretation of the image of God is implicitly stated in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Mary. Downplaying anthropomorphism, the composer of the anaphora purports that the Godhead “has neither chest nor back by which he can be seen, and through which he can be limited, but he is covered with the flame of fire.”\textsuperscript{516}

This implies that one should not literally take the human person’s creation in the image of

\textsuperscript{512} See the commentary on the Ethiopian anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers “Qəddase Šəlāṣtu Mə’ət,” *Məşəḥafə Qəddase Anədəmə* [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 283.

\textsuperscript{513} Death is simply understood as the separation of soul and body. After death, the human soul does not cease to exist but returns to God. According to the Ethiopian tradition, while the human soul is ontologically immortal, its separation from God is considered as its death (spiritual death). By exercising their own freedom, when the first-formed humans (Adam and Eve) broke their communion with God, they became liable to both physical and spiritual death. See *Məşəḥafə Šənə Fəṭrət* [The Book of the Beauty of Creation], ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 121. In his *Məşəḥafə Məṣṭir* [Book of Mystery] Abba Giyorgis, supporting the immortality of the human soul and refuting the teaching that God breathes the spirit of life into the fetus on the 40\textsuperscript{th} day of its conception, writes: “the soul, which is immortal, is imparted to the fetus from the nature of its parents, not because God breathes the breath of life into it.” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Mašhafa Meṣṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 532, Tom. 97 (1993) 40.

\textsuperscript{514} *Məşəḥafə Šənə Fəṭrət* [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis,70.

\textsuperscript{515} Christos Yannaras agrees with this view. He writes that it is the soul that could represent the “image of God” in the human person, because the material part, the human body, is unable to represent God. And the soul is endowed with three properties that characterize God himself: “rationality, free will, and dominion.” See Christos Yannaras, *Elements of Faith: An Introduction to Orthodox Theology*, trans. Keith Schram (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1991) 56.

\textsuperscript{516} *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 109, no. 53.
God and conclude that God has the same physical form as humans.\footnote{See pages 40-44 in chapter one of this thesis regarding the controversy on anthropomorphism, i.e. whether the triune God has the same mālḵə (form or image) as humans, which broke out in Ethiopia during the regime of Emperor Zär’a Ya’qob (1434-1468).} The *imago Dei* in humans, thus, should be understood in terms of various human attributes, such as mind (rational faculty), knowledge, understanding, and free will.\footnote{Cowley, *Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation*, 259. See also *Bəluyat Anədəmta Tərəqʷame* [Old Testament Commentary] 18.} Regarding the free will given to the human soul the Ethiopic Gospel commentary says: “God gave power to the soul [of Adam] to do whatever it wills without having anyone who oppresses or governs it. The [human] soul was granted free will [Nāsā Fāqad – ከአ ሉቀን] to do good or bad like the angels.”\footnote{See *Anədəmta Wənəgel* [Gospel Commentary] 16. For further explanation on this quote see Abba Gabriel (Archbishop) *Təməhrṭə Haymanot Ortədoxkasawi* [Orthodox Doctrines] (Addis Ababa: Addis Printers, 2001) 39.} The human person was created endowed with freewill like the celestial angels who also enjoy freewill, and thus made their own decision during the heavenly rebellion as discussed above.

The human person, moreover, resembles God in the dominion that the person has over the other creatures. In the biblical creation narrative, since the creation of Adam and Eve in God’s image and likeness is linked to their rule over the creatures whom God made (fish, birds, livestock, and wild animals - Gen 1: 26-28), humans resemble God in the dominion that they are granted. Hence, the Ethiopic Genesis commentary makes a direct correlation between God’s sovereignty and humans’ God-given dominion. The commentary affirms: “we govern by grace the creatures whom the Trinity govern by nature.”\footnote{*Bəluyat Anədəmta Tərəqʷame* [Old Testament Commentary] 19.} While God the *Pantocrator* [Aḥaze Kʷolu / Aḥaze Alām – ኪትል ከአት / ኪትል ከአንም]\footnote{Elsewhere in the Ethiopian Liturgy God is addressed as Aḥaze Kʷolu (ክትል ከአት), the one who holds all (the whole of creation) – an equivalent term for the Greek *Pantocrator*. See for example “The Prayer of Thanksgiving” and “The Prayer of Fraction,” *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 22 and 61. The morning} is the “King of all, the Almighty, the Governor of all, the Life-giver of all, and...
the Nourisher of all,"⁵²² the human person has been accorded the status of ruling over the earthly creatures. The dominion granted to humans, however, does not condone their selfish exploitation of creation. As stewards of the earth, human beings are supposed to take care of the material world; to use it without abusing it.

The creation of the human person, as expounded in the Ethiopian traditional commentary, is also distinct from that of the animals in two ways. While God created Adam enabling him to walk upright, by contrast, the other wild animals were created in a way they could walk stooping. This distinction, according to the Ethiopic commentary, indicates that only humans have the hope of resurrection; not the animals that walk stooped down.⁵²³ Moreover, while the animals and the plants were created for the nourishment of humans, the purpose of the creation of the human person was “to glorify the name of God and inherit the Heavenly Kingdom.”⁵²⁴

The human person was created incorrupt. Reflecting this theological stand, the Ethiopian Liturgy of the Word says: “God, great eternal, who did form man [sic] incorrupt,⁵²⁵ thou did abolish death that came first through the envy of Satan by the advent of thy living Son our Lord and our God and our Saviour Jesus Christ.”⁵²⁶ This echoes what we read in the Book of Wisdom 2:23-24: “for God created us for incorruption, and made us in the image of his own eternity, but through the devil’s envy death entered the world, and those who belong to his company experience it.” God did

⁵²⁴ Ibid. 4.
⁵²⁵ The phrase used in the Ge’ez version is *anbāla musēna* (አንባላ ሳሱና), which means “without corruption.” See *Māṣḥafū ወቃዎደ* [Book of Liturgy] 42.
⁵²⁶ *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 54, no. 54.
not make death, and the divine original plan for humans was to live in the state of incorruption.

The incorruptibility granted by God to the human person was conditional, so that its continuation depended on the person’s communion with God. Unfortunately, heeding the advice of the enemy, the first humans turned from “eternal things to things corruptible,” and thus they became “the cause of their own corruption in death.”  

An Ethiopic liturgical text, known as Ǝgəzi’abher Zäbərhanat – እግዚአብሔር ዘብርሃናት [God of Lights],  

avers that through the crucifixion of Christ, God “changed us from corruption into incorruptibility.” As we will discuss later, through Christ’s redemptive work the corruptibility brought by Adam on himself and on the other creatures was abolished, and “incorruptibility established” for the whole of creation.  

Hence, the litany (lițon – እርትምቅባት) for Monday, which is part of the matins, praises God for bringing us “from darkness to light and from corruption into incorruption.”  

The human person was also created with conditional immortality that was offered not only to the soul but also to the human body. In their pre-lapsarian stage the first

528 Ǝgəzi’abher Zäbərhanat [God of Lights] is part of the Ethiopic Mäṣḥafä Kidan [Testament of the Lord]. This text is used for liturgical purposes in the EOTC, especially for exorcism when there are catechumens to be baptized. In the Testament of the Lord the prayer has a prologue which indicates that it was used by the early church for exorcism before the catechumens were admitted to baptism. See Testamentum domini éthiopiæ, trans. Beylot, 117; Syriac Testament of Our Lord, trans. Cooper and Maclean, 121.
530 Ibid, 120. The Ethiopic Mystagogia [Təməḥrätä Ḣəbu’ät – እርትምቅባት እርትምቅባት], which is also part of the Ethiopic Testament of the Lord, signifies the incorruptibility granted to the human flesh through the incarnation of the Logos: “[When] the incorruptible [The Logos] put on a corruptible body, he made the mortal body incorruptible.” See Testamentum domini éthiopiæ, trans. Beylot, 56.
532 The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church Faith, Order of Worship and Ecumenical Relations, eds. Archbishop Mekarios and et al (Addis Ababa: Tansa’e Zä-Guba’e Printing Press, 1996) 26. Təməḥrätä Ḣəbu’ät [Mystagogia] also asserts that through the redemption made by Christ, the immortality of the human person was reversed. Christ made the flesh of the person immortal that had become mortal due to
humans were immortal by grace, not by nature; God is the only one who is immortal by nature. Reflecting the conditional immortality granted to the human person, the Ethiopian text Ṭəntä Haymanot - የሆኔ የእኔ የሆኔ [Root of Faith] asserted that while warning Adam not to eat from the fruit of knowledge lest he should die, God also said to him: “know that I allowed you to live forever…enjoying the joy of Paradise, since I created you in my image and likeness.”

533 Though the first humans were naturally endowed with the image of God, they were supposed to grow into the likeness of God in holiness and spirituality with the destiny of completing the mystery of theōsis (deification). As Masarat Sebhat Lä-Ab, the late Ethiopian scholar, explained “having said let us create man in our image and likeness, the triune God willed the human person to be the exact likeness of himself.”

534 But since the first humans, through their disobedience, failed to remain in communion with God they introduced mortality (physical corruption) to themselves and to the rest of creation. Had they not sinned in their paradisiacal state, they could have lived forever in incorrupt bodies, partaking of the tree of life in Paradise and eventually attaining to heaven as well.

536

the fall. See “Təməhratä Ḥabu’at [Mystagogia],” Mäşəḥafä Qəddase Anədəmtä [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 12.


535 Zizioulas emphatically argues that death, as reality, was not caused by the Fall. Death was inherent in the created world, and the Fall of the human person made the cure from death impossible. See Zizioulas, Lectures, 102. Conversely, however, Hieromonk Damascene asserts: “the teaching that death and corruption entered the cosmos only at the fall, is a basic tenet of the Orthodox Christian worldview.” See Hieromonk Damascene, “Created in Incorruption: The Orthodox Patristic Understanding of Man and the Cosmos in their Original, Fallen, and Redeemed States,” The Orthodox Word, 44/1-2 (2008) 10.

In the Ethiopian tradition, the “tree of life” in the midst of the Garden of Eden (Gen. 2: 9) is considered as the means of achieving immortality. The first humans did not enjoy immortality by partaking of the tree of life, because they violated the commandment of God by eating from the forbidden tree of the knowledge of good and evil. However, now believers are given immortality by partaking of the flesh and blood of the Lord Christ. This idea is reflected in the Ethiopic Wəddase Maryam – ይውዳሴ መርያም [Praise of Mary/Theotokia] that likens the tree of life to the Holy Eucharist: “he [Christ] allowed us to eat from the tree of life, which is his flesh and blood.” It is interesting to note that the same idea is found in St. Maximus’ Ambigua. Referring to the pre-lapsarian life of Adam and Eve, Maximus wrote: “The food of that blessed life is the bread which came down from heaven and gave life to the world.” According to Maximus, even before the Fall the Logos was the bread of life.

The combination of material and spiritual realities in the human person entails the unique aspect of his/her creation. There are two dimensions in the human person: soul and body, which unite the human person ontologically with the material and spiritual dimensions of creation. Among the creatures of God, humans are the only ones who consist of spiritual and material dimensions. By their souls they are related to the spiritual realm, whereas by their bodies they belong to the material world. Hence the human person stands at the midway point of creation, and “unites the spiritual and material

---

537 Ibid, 81.
540 Nellas, Deification in Christ, 47.
541 Ibid, 173.
Moreover, according to the Orthodox anthropology since the human person recapitulates within him/herself the whole of creation, the person is “a microcosm.”\textsuperscript{544} As a microcosm and as the “king of creation,”\textsuperscript{545} the human person was given a task by God to unite the whole created matter and grow to the full participation in the glory of God. Nevertheless the first humans tried to reach deification by transgressing the divine command. As a result, not only their relationship with God but with each other and with the rest of creation was distorted.

III. The Cosmic Dimension of the Mystery of Salvation

In Orthodoxy, death, which resulted from the failure of the human person to bring the whole of creation in communion with God, is viewed as “a cosmic catastrophe.”\textsuperscript{546} By the misuse of their free will, the first humans alienated themselves from God, and consequently brought corruption to creation. Thus the purpose of the incarnation of the Logos was to bring creation to its originally intended telos – life in communion with God.\textsuperscript{547} As creation was made through Christ, it was also through Christ that the fallen creation was renewed. Though God’s good plan for creation had been affected by the Fall of humanity, the Christ event offered the possibility of cosmic transfiguration that will be realized at the second coming of Christ.

A. The Fall and Its Consequences

The EOTC’s teaching on the Fall is mainly based on its interpretation of the third chapter of the book of Genesis. The Ethiopian Church’s tradition does not view the

\begin{itemize}
\item Melketsedek (Archbishop) \textit{The Teaching of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church} (Danville, California: Alem Publishers, Publication date not given) 21.
\item Nellas, \textit{Deification in Christ}, 29.
\item See “Anaphora of St. Athanasius,” \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 140.
\item Theokritoff, “Creation and Creator,” 66.
\end{itemize}
Genesis account of the Fall as a myth. The tradition considers the whole Scripture to be a divinely revealed truth, and thus the narrative of the Fall is taken to be a genuine historical account. As the Ethiopian Book of Creation expounds, the serpent, which “was more crafty than any other wild animal,” embodies the evil force that entered into it. That evil force is Lucifer, who fell away due to his pride, “[t]he great dragon …who is called the Devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world” (Rev. 12:9). The serpent’s agitation to the woman: “You will not die; for God knows that when you eat of it your eye will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil” (Gen. 3: 5) is an invitation to idolatry, since it suggests humanity’s self-sufficiency to become a god. Through the serpent’s idea, the human person was challenged to choose between good and evil. Being engineered by “the envy of Satan” and supported by the misuse of human free will, “misery and suffering as well as sin and evil” entered the world. The “thorns and thistles” (Gen. 3:18), which the earth is said to bring forth, represent propensity to evil, wickedness, and lustful passions that resulted from the Fall.

The “garments of skin” with which Adam and Eve were clothed (Gen. 3: 21) figuratively symbolize mortality, corruption, and sensual passion. As the results of sin, the garments also exemplify an obscuring of the image of God, and thus they “are not to


550 Ibid, 86.


be identified with the human body.”\textsuperscript{555} Based on his concept of the pre-existence of souls, Origen suggested that the “garments of skin” should be equated with human body.\textsuperscript{556} According to Abba Giyorgis, Origen’s view is erroneous.\textsuperscript{557} Giyorgis argues that since Adam, referring to Eve said “this is flesh of my flesh and bone of my bone” the first humans had finite bodies before the Fall, so that the garments of skin should not be identified either with their bodies or with ours.\textsuperscript{558} For Giyorgis, the garments signify humanity’s loss of grace as the human person was originally clothed with a garment of light (\textit{ləbəsə bərhan} – \textit{ልብሰ ብርሃን}).\textsuperscript{559}

The Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition teaches that Genesis 3 is not only about the story of the Fall and its consequences. It also consists of an implicit prophecy about the incarnation of the Logos. God said to the serpent: “I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring and hers; he will strike your head, and you will strike his heel” (Gen. 3: 15). There is hostility between the human nature and the devil. The descendent of the woman is Christ, who “when the fullness of time had come [was] born of a woman [Mary, the second Eve]” (Gal. 4: 4).\textsuperscript{560}

\textsuperscript{555} Nellas, Deification in Christ, 45.
\textsuperscript{556} Origen, On Genesis III, 2, quoted in Nellas, Deification in Christ, 45. In the Ethiopic Book of Clement [\textit{Mäṣḥəfə Qäleməntos}] there is an expression that echoes Origen’s erroneous view on the garments of skin. The book asserts that “after Adam and Eve covered themselves with the leaves of Paradise, God clothed them with the garment of skin which is the cloth of sorrow and pain on our body.” See \textit{Mäṣḥəfə Qäleməntos Ţi-Rome} [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 14.
\textsuperscript{558} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{559} Ibid, 49. In line with Abba Giyorgis, Nellas calls the radiant pre-lapsarian clothing a “divinely woven attire.” See Nellas, Deification in Christ, 53.
\textsuperscript{560} \textit{Mäṣḥəfə Šənə Ṣəṭərət} [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 90. In the Ethiopic Book of Clement [\textit{Mäṣḥəfə Qäleməntos}] and \textit{The Book of Adam and Eve} [Gädlä Addam Wå-Ḥewan] God is said to have told Adam directly that the Logos will be incarnated from one of his (Adam’s) daughters. In both books, the time of the incarnation is specified as “after 5 and half days” which is to mean after the completion of 5500 years, for “with the Lord one day is like a thousand years” (II Pet. 3:8). The divine promise in the \textit{Book of Clement} reads: “God said to Adam: ‘after five days and half of a day I will forgive you out of my abundance mercy, and abide in [the womb] for your sake.” See \textit{Mäṣḥəfə Qäleməntos Ţi-Rome} [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 28. The famous 5 and half days are also stated
was predicted, when God said to the serpent: “he will strike your head,” indicating that by his redemptive work on the cross Christ would crush the power of the devil. Referring to the accomplishment of this prophecy, the Ethiopian Lenten hymnary says: “He (Christ) killed the adversary by his cross.”

Though Genesis 3 seems all about divine curse, the implicit prediction of Christ’s “victory over the devil is the Scripture’s proto-gospel” and “the first joyful message” of human salvation. According to the Ethiopian fathers, God also said: “See the man has become like one of us” (Gen. 3: 22) literally indicating the attempt of Adam to be like God, but eventually referring to the deification of humanity through the incarnation of the Logos.

The Fall of the human person had an adverse effect on humanity and on the rest of creation as well. God created the first humans with free will, but the misuse of the God-given freedom led to slavery. The Fall signifies the person’s refusal to exercise the given freedom. Referring to the wrong choice of the human person, the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Athanasius says: “Man [sic], being a king, knew not and so at his own will, debased himself and became a servant; and those who are not lords ruled over him.” The would-be “lords” who ruled over the human person were the devil and his
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561 See Ṣomä Daggʷᵃ [Fasting Hymnary] 113.
562 Yannaras, Elements of Faith, 86.
564 The Ethiopian anaphora of St. John Chrysostom states that among the consequences, which resulted from the human person’s transgression of the commandment of God, were being “driven from the garden of delight unto destruction, from life unto death, [and] from freedom unto slavery.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 199, no. 15.
evil forces. Adam was not aware of the divine grace bestowed on him; hence, “impoverished himself” willingly. As a result of the Fall, even though the image of God was not totally obliterated from the human person, it was distorted. Also due to the primordial sin, the human person lost the likeness of God.

According to the dominant Orthodox teaching, the descendants of Adam and Eve inherited from them propensity to sin, not their guilt. The progeny of Adam and Eve neither share in nor are guilty of Adam and Eve’s sin though they suffer the effects of that sin. While the guilt of the original sin remains with Adam and Eve, the effect of that sin extends to all their descendants. Holding Adam and Eve accountable for the original sin and signifying only the consequence of the sin on their descendants, the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Athanasius of Alexandria says:

O Adam, what wrong did we do thee that thou did bring the sentence of death upon us? O Adam, what wrong did we do thee that thou did not let us rejoice in paradise, the abode of the Lord? O Eve, what wrong did we do thee that now our body is darkened through the multitude of sins instead of being worthy to live in the likeness of the heavenly ones?

The transgression of Adam and Eve forbade humanity to enjoy the blissful life in Paradise. However, the primordial sin or guilt of Adam and Eve is not imputed to their progeny, even though their descendants are affected by the “consequences of sin,” such as corruption, death, weakness of will, and inclination toward sin. As John Meyendorff argues, since “sin is always a personal act, never an act of nature,” the rebellion of Adam and Eve should be viewed only as their own personal sin, not as “sin of nature” that could

---

566 Mäṣḥafā Qoddase ለጋወዲስ አስፋብል ለስራ [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 311.
568 Payton, Light from the Christian East, 111.
569 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 140-1, nos. 28-9
570 Melketsedek, Ethiopian Church Teaching, 25.
be inherited by their descendants.\textsuperscript{571} There is “inherited weakness” but not “inherited guilt.”\textsuperscript{572} The following section deals with the salvation of the entire creation from sin and corruption through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ.

**B. The Orthodox Concept of Salvation**

In Orthodoxy, the whole life of Christ is viewed as an act of salvation. The Word of God became incarnate to fulfill the original divine plan which is the transfiguration of the cosmos. Through the incarnation, the *Logos* became part of his creation and recapitulated the whole of creation in his body. The baptism of Christ, the *Logos* incarnate, renewed the entire cosmos, whereas his crucifixion on the Cross offered redemption from sin. Through his death, Christ destroyed death (the cosmic disease) and defeated the devil, triumphantly rising from the dead. Therefore, “the whole life of Christ is the medium of our salvation, not just the Cross. The Incarnation, the life of Christ, the Cross, the Resurrection, and the Pentecost in the mystery of salvation in Christ form a whole and cannot be separated from each other.”\textsuperscript{573} The whole Christ event “forms an

---

\textsuperscript{571} Meyendorff, *Byzantine Theology*, 143. Meyendorff contends that the “doctrine of guilt inherited from Adam and spread to his descendants,” which is usually associated with St. Augustine, resulted from an erroneous translation of Romans 5:12 into Latin. In this verse, speaking of Adam, St. Paul writes: “As sin came into the world through one man, and through sin, death, so death spread to all men because all men have sinned.” The italicized part originally reads in Greek: *eph ho pantes hemarton*, and these four words were translated to Latin as *in quo omnes peccaverunt*, bearing a different meaning from that of the Greek original, i.e. (in whom [in Adam] all men have sinned). While the verse “presupposes a cosmic significance of the sin of Adam, [it] does not say that his descendants are guilty.” See Meyendorff, *Byzantine Theology*, 144. It seems that Augustine read the Latin version that led him to think that as humans sinned in Adam they inherited his sin for which they too are responsible. The Ethiopic translation of the verse agrees with the Greek original, and Ethiopian scholars do not speak of our responsibility for the Adamic sin though they agree with Eastern Orthodox theologians that we have been affected by the consequences of Adam’s original sin.

\textsuperscript{572} Kallistos Ware, *How are We Saved? The Understanding of Salvation in the Orthodox Tradition*, (Minneapolis, MN: Light and Life Publishing, 1996) 18.

undivided unity” that “we are saved through the total work of Christ, not just by one particular event in his life.”

Various liturgical texts of the EOTC demonstrate that we were saved through the whole life of Christ’s incarnate dispensation. The Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at – Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at [Mystagogia], a dogmatico-liturgical text, speaks of the incarnation of the Logos as a means of saving the fallen humanity: “[The Logos] who clothed Himself with the dead Adam, [made] him to live [alive].” The devil deceived Adam and Eve by hiding himself in the body of the serpent; likewise, by hiding his divinity in human flesh, the Logos defeated the devil. A hymn for the feast of Epiphany refers to the baptism of Christ as a redeeming act: “The Son of God was baptized in the river Jordan to redeem

---

574 Ware, How are We Saved? 48.
575 What is known as Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at in the EOTC is the “Mystagogia” of the Testament of the Lord. In Haymanotā Abäw [the Faith of the Fathers], the doctrinal book, a recension of Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at is called Əlmäsəṭoagyə (ኣልመስታወያ) – a corrupt form of Mystagogia. See Haymanotā Abäw [The Faith of the Fathers] 21-27. As an “interpretation of mystery” the Mystagogia of the Testament of the Lord was used by the early church to “explain to the newly baptized the spiritual and theological significance of the various signs, symbols and gestures of the initiation rites which they had experienced on Holy Saturday night.” See Jefferey Baerwald, “Mystagogy,” The New Dictionary of Sacramental Worship, ed. Peter E. Fink (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1990) 881. The prologue of the Mystagogia indicates that it was also used as the initiation of the faithful into the Holy Mysteries which they partake of: “After that let the bishop teach the mysteries to the people. But if he be not present, let a presbyter speak so that the faithful may know to whom they are approaching and who their God and Father is.” See The Testament of Our Lord Translated from the Syriac, ed. Cooper and Maclean, 84 and Testamentum domini éthiopiën, trans. Beylot, 53. In the EOTC, Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at is chanted during the vigil service of the feast of Epiphany [Ṭəmqät] which commemorates the baptism of the Lord at the river Jordan. During the Passion Week the doctors of the church interpret the Mystagogia [Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at] to the laity word by word, highlighting its passages that demonstrate the victory of Christ over death, corruption, and over the devil as well. In fact, this is in accordance with the rubric found at the end of the Mystagogia itself that it should be taught to the people during the great feasts, such as Epiphany and Pascha. See “The Ethiopic Version of the Mystagogia,” Le Muséon: Revue d’Études Orientales, trans. Frank H. Hallok, 53 (1940) 73; “Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at [Mystagogia],” Mäṣḥəḥafā Qodlase ለስማወን ለስማወን [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 1-4. See also Ṭəməhrətā Ḫəbu’at’s French translation in Testamentum domini éthiopiën, trans. Beylot, 181-185.
577 A hymn, chanted at the feast of the Transfiguration, speaks of the incarnation of the Logos as hiding in the human flesh: “The Father said to His Son: ‘while you are consubstantial with me in your divine essence, you were hidden in the womb of Mary.” See Mäṣḥəḥafā Ziq Wä-mäḥərmur [Festive Hymnary] (Addis Ababa: Tansa’e Zä-Guba’e Printing Press, 1995) 216.
us.” Another hymn of the Epiphany states the purpose of Christ’s crucifixion: “The Son of God, who sits on the Cherubim and the one whom the heavenly hosts praise, was crucified on the Cross to redeem human beings.” We were redeemed from sin by the sacrifice of the Son of God, who “took our death and gave us his life.” As the commentary on the Ethiopian Liturgy attests, “by his burial, the Lord abolished corruptibility from our flesh once for all,” and his salvific act was finalized when he rose from the dead, trampling death and destroying all the evil works of the adversary.

Thus, in accordance with the soteriology of the Eastern Orthodox Church, Ethiopian liturgical texts present the whole life of Christ as a means of salvation. A close look to these texts, however, reveals that emphasis is given to the incarnation. As discussed below most of the liturgical texts contain contemplations on the mystery of the incarnation that are elaborately nuanced in the commentaries of the texts. While the texts also signify the sacrificial aspect of the death of Christ on the Cross, his death is presented as a means of destroying death and defeating the devil – Christus Victor, the typical Orthodox concept of redemption. Besides, the various Ethiopic hymns on the joy of the whole of creation at the birth of Christ and on the cosmic dimension of his crucifixion demonstrate that the main purpose of the Christ event was the transformation of the entire cosmos. The following sections will deal with these soteriological themes.

579 Ibid, 115.
582 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 40, 173.
The Centrality of the Incarnation

The soteriological nuance of the fathers of the EOTC highlights the significance of the incarnation of the *Logos* for the economy of salvation. As stated in the official publication of the EOTC, the church teaches that “The Incarnation of God the Son is primarily for the salvation of the world; [and] salvation means the restoration of the world to its direct and unimpeded relation with God.”\(^{584}\) George Florovsky notes that the incarnation of the *Logos* was the fundamental motive of the early church’s theology. In the early church the whole christological thought was based on the teaching that envisions “the incarnation of the Word as Redemption.”\(^{585}\) Thus as the Ethiopian liturgical texts highlight the centrality of the incarnation for salvation, they maintain the early church’s soteriology. In fact, Eastern Orthodoxy in general “places great emphasis on the incarnation,”\(^{586}\) considering it as “the pivotal event in the salvation of the cosmos.”\(^{587}\)

Most of the Ethiopic liturgical texts expound the mystery of the incarnation in poetic imagery, often accompanied by contemplations. The Ethiopic anaphora, named after St. James of Serough, figuratively speaks of the incarnation of the *Logos*: “Thou [the Son of God] are the long cord which will not be severed from the Father…The womb of the Virgin contained thee.”\(^{588}\) This is to say that, the Son of God assumed human flesh without being separated from his Father in his divinity as explained in the anaphora of St. Mary: “The Word came to thee [St. Mary] without being separated from the bosom of his Father; thou did conceive him without his being limited, and he stayed

---

\(^{587}\) Theokritoff, “Creation and Creator,” 69.
\(^{588}\) *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 223, no. 21.
in thy womb without making subtraction from above or addition beneath.” Moreover, the Haymanotä Abäw (የአብወ) marvels at the incomprehensible aspect of the incarnation: “As the angel said that the Holy Spirit would overshadow St. Mary, the Word was conceived by the work of the Holy Spirit in a way unknown to human mind. The one, who forms the fetus in the womb, was conceived as a babe in the womb of St. Mary.” All this is meant to emphasize the unfathomable mystery of the incarnation of the Logos.

This mystery was initially hidden from the celestial beings. The Ethiopic Mystagogia [Təməhrətä ካቡእ ኩትምህርተ ኅቡኣት ከስክሮል] asserts that “the Logos abode in the womb of the virgin, being hidden from all the celestial powers.” As illustrated in Anəqāşā Batarhan (እንቀጆር ከርንያ), the Ethiopic Theotokia attributed to St. Yared the hymnologist, when the great multitude of angels learnt about the birth of the Son of God at Bethlehem they stood around the baby and his mother in fear and trembling, and praised him with his mother. When they saw “the one who holds the whole of creation [Pantocrator] in the bosom of Mary, suckling her breast like babies, they searched for him in the heavens and they found him with his Father and the Holy Spirit [in his divine honour].” Being amazed at the humility of the Son of God, they chanted: “Glory be to

---

589 Ibid, 109, no. 46. A similar expression is found in Abba Giyorgis’ work, Fəkəre Haymanot – ተምህርተ ከስክሮል [Exposition of Faith]: “I believe in the Son of God who came into the world by His own good pleasure and the good pleasure of His Father and the Holy Spirit. He journeyed without moving, He descended without diminution above and without commotion below. He was carried without being gathered in the womb. He was born without opening the gate of the body (virginity). He was nourished by the milk of virginity.” See “Fəkəre Haymanot or the Faith of Abba Giyorgis Sāglawi,” trans. Haile, 243.

590 Haymanotä Abäw [The Faith of the Fathers] 68.

God on high.” Referring to his great love for humans, they also sang: “He loved humans; let peace be upon earth.”

The Ethiopian tradition upholds that while both creation and redemption are the works of the same triune God, the wisdom that God showed in the incarnation of the Logos to save the world is more wonderful than the divine wisdom of creating the world. With this sense of owe and wonder, at the feast of the Nativity of Christ the following hymn is chanted: “We greet the birth of Emmanuel, the Word of God incarnate. O Word of God eternal, how could the virgin carry you [in her womb]? …He [The Word of God incarnate] slept in a manger; was wrapped by swaddling clothes; and he was suckled like babes.” It is extraordinarily marvelous that the one, who had made the heavens and the earth, was born of St. Mary and slept in a manger, suckling from the breasts of his virgin mother. Likewise, the author of the Ethiopic anaphora of St. Athanasius expresses a great sense of amazement at the incarnation of the Son of God: “This is a wonderful, admirable and marvelous thing. Which shall I think and about which shall I marvel? Your existence with your Father in silence and holiness or your [presence] in the bosom of your mother?” Indeed, “great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifested in the flesh” (I Tim. 3:16).

592 See “Anaqisä Barhan: Gate of Light,” Mäzmurä Davit [Psalm of David], 51-52.
595 Ibid, 105.
596 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 149, no. 120.
At the heart of the Ethiopian incarnational theology lies the deification of the human person (*theōsis* or *deificatio*). In the *hypostatic* union of the divinity and humanity in Christ, humanity was exalted to the level of divinity. As a second Adam, Christ the incarnate Word, in his humanity made us partakers of the divine nature (II Peter 1: 4). The Ethiopian fathers teach that the deification of the human person in Christ fulfills the prophecy foretold by the triune God: “See the man has become like one of us” (Gen. 3: 22). In the humanity of Christ, which is consubstantial with us, we were brought into fullness of communion with God in order that we may be transfigured from glory to glory.

The incarnation of the Logos is mainly significant because the concept of redemption and the renewal of creation are centered in it. The incarnation had two main purposes: the first one, which may be considered as a negative purpose, is redeeming creation from sin and its consequences (death, corruption), whereas the positive aspect is bringing all of creation to transfiguration, its original destiny. In his treatise, *On the Incarnation*, St. Athanasius reflects on these dual purposes of the incarnation. According to Athanasius, “the renewal of creation has been wrought by the Self-same Word Who made it in the beginning.” However, putting death and corruption to an end was the necessary step for the renewal and re-creation of the universe: “In order to effect this re-

---

597 The Orthodox view of *theōsis* is succinctly defined by Anastasius of Sinai as quoted by Christoforos Stavropoulos. “Theosis is elevation to what is better, but not the reduction of our nature to something less, nor is it an essential change of our human nature. A divine plan, it is the willing condescension of tremendous dimension by God, which he did for the salvation of others. That which is of God is that which has been lifted up to a greater glory, without its own nature being changed.” See Christoforos Stavropoulos, “Partakers of Divine Nature,” *Eastern Orthodox Theology: A Contemporary Reader*, ed. Daniel B. Clendenn (Michigan: Baker Books, 1995) 184.


creation, He (the Word of God incarnate) had first to do away with death and corruption.\textsuperscript{600}

As the Word of God incarnate, Christ was able to redeem creation by his suffering and create it anew: “For He (the Word of God) alone, being Word of the Father and above all, was in consequence both able to recreate all, and worthy to suffer on behalf of all.”\textsuperscript{601} Having redeemed the whole of creation from sin and its adverse consequences, the Lord Christ offered the possibility of bringing creation to its consummation. “[I]n Christ the providence of God is revealed as a plan and a real activity for the salvation and deification of creation in him.”\textsuperscript{602} These two purposes of the incarnation of the Logos: redemption from sin and its consequences, and the deification (transfiguration) of creation are manifested in the liturgical texts of the EOTC as discussed below.

**Redemption from Sin**

The first humans did not only violate the commandment of God, but also introduced sin to the whole of creation. As a result of the primordial Fall, sin and the “cosmic disease of death”\textsuperscript{603} disintegrated the created order. Thus salvation was given as “a divine answer to the evil which exist[ed] parasitically in the whole of creation.”\textsuperscript{604} Since the transgression of the first humans subjected creation to the slavery of sin, Christ suffered to “break the bonds of sin” once for all.\textsuperscript{605} As descendants of Adam and Eve,

\textsuperscript{600} Ibid, 41, no. 13.  
\textsuperscript{601} Ibid, 33, no. 7.  
\textsuperscript{603} Payton, *Light from the Christian East*, 211.  
\textsuperscript{604} Prokurat, “Orthodox Perspectives on Creation,” 341.  
\textsuperscript{605} Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 26.
humans inherited inclination to sin, and thus the entire human nature was deteriorated. While Christ is sinless, “he took our sins, and redeemed us” from all the effects of sin.

The redemption of the world from sin and corruption was achieved through the death of Christ which is a sacrificial offering. Bearing the sin of humanity on his body, “Christ suffered for sins once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous, in order to bring [us] to God” (I Pet. 3:18). He gave his life as a ransom for us, and “bought us by the [shedding] of his precious blood.” Underlining the sacrificial aspect of the death of Christ and its sacramental efficacy, in the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy, shortly before partaking of the Holy Communion the celebrant prays:

Lord my God, behold the sacrifice of thy Son’s body which pleases thee. Through it blot out all my sins because thy only-begotten Son died for me. And behold the pure blood of thy Messiah, which was shed for me upon Calvary, cries aloud in my stead. Grant that this speaking blood may be the forgiver of me, thy servant.

Christ’s offering of himself for our sins was a ransom made on the basis of love, for “the effective power of sacrifice is love.” Highlighting the unconditional love of Christ revealed in his death, the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Mary says: “Love drew the mighty Son [of God] down from His throne, and led him to death.” In the same anaphora the sacrificial aspect of the death of Christ is symbolically explained. The Lord Christ is

---

607 Müşəḥafə Qəddase Anədəmta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 11.
608 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 193, no. 86. Though, in the Ethiopian liturgical texts there are references that present the death of Christ as a ransom, the idea whether the ransom was paid either to God or to the devil is not entertained at all. The references to “ransom” imply our deliverance from sin and its consequences, such as corruption, death, etc.
609 According to the liturgical commentary, the phrase “speaking blood” refers to the power of Jesus’ blood to cleanse our sins (I Jn. 1:7). See Müşəḥafə Qəddase Anədəmta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 139. As we read in the gospels, Jesus was remitting sins by uttering an order: “your sins are forgiven” (for e.g., see Mk. 2:5). Hence, the expression “this speaking blood” that forgives sin seems to be an allusion to Christ’s commanding power of forgiving sins by utterance.
symbolized by a lamb who does not speak in front of those who drag him for slaughter.\footnote{Ibid., 117, no. 129.}

While Christ is the sacrifice offered for our sins, at the same time he is also the High Priest who offered the redemptive sacrifice and received the sacrifice together with his Father and the Holy Spirit.\footnote{Mäṣḥafä Ṭòddase እንወመን䛠 [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 124.}

In line with the Eastern Orthodox soteriology, the Ethiopian liturgical texts speak of the death of Christ as a victory over death and the devil. His death was not meant for the satisfaction of divine justice,\footnote{Anselm of Canterbury’s theology of satisfaction teaches that humanity’s transgression had aroused God’s anger and offended the divine justice. Since there was no sufficient human sacrifice to appease God’s anger, Christ died for the satisfaction of God’s justice. See Aulén, Christus Victor, 84-92; Agourides, “Salvation According to the Orthodox Tradition,” 198; Alfeyev, The Mystery of Faith, 89.} but to “destroy death and break the bonds of Satan; …to tread down hell; open the gates of life; and to remove [the power of] darkness.”\footnote{Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 59, no. 37.}

Orthodoxy mainly looks at the death of Christ on the basis of the cosmic reality of death. As death had held humanity and the entire cosmos under “its usurped control and pushed it into the vicious circle of sin and corruption,” Christ died to overcome mortality and corruption.\footnote{Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology, 161.}

While suffering on the Cross, therefore, “Christ was not a passive victim, but the Conqueror, even in His uttermost humiliation.”\footnote{Florovsky, “Redemption,” Creation and Redemption, Vol. III, 101.} For Orthodoxy “the Cross is an emblem of victory,”\footnote{Kalistos Ware, The Orthodox Church (New York: Penguin, 1993) 227.} through which we were given authority to tread upon all the power of the enemy.\footnote{While the daily prayer recited before the Ethiopic Psalter refers to the Cross of Christ as “our power and fortress” the Prayer of Thanksgiving in the Ethiopian Missal signifies the victory we were granted over the devil and his demons as follows: “O Lord God Almighty…you are the one who has given us power to tread upon serpents and scorpions and upon all the power of the enemy.” See Ṣälot Ṣäżeýäwät [Daily Prayer], Mäzəmurä Dawit, 5 and “Prayer of Thanksgiving,” Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 23, no. 38.} As chanted in matins of the EOTC, suffering on the Cross, Christ severed the chain of death and thus we were given “freedom from the bondage of sin,
death, and that of the devil." The Təməhrətä Ḫəbu’at [Mystagogia] dramatically presents the defeat of the devil by the death of Christ. Though the text does not dare to say that God deceived the devil, it reflects Gregory of Nyssa’s thought of redemption as the “deception” of the devil. Gregory teaches that concealing his divinity, Christ offered his body to the devil. Greedily focused only on the humanity of Christ, the devil rushed on this “bait,” Christ’s humanity, but was caught on the “hook,” Christ’s divinity. Since the devil himself is a deceiver, he was rightly deceived. According to the Təməhrətä Ḫəbu’at [Mystagogia] as the devil “was accustomed to devouring the souls” of the Old Testament people, while Christ was suffering on the Cross he approached him to do the same. But he was trapped by Christ’s divine power, and was scared of the “divine beauty (Śənä Mālākot – የስንአ መላኮት) that he saw in Christ.”

Having vanquished the “venomous power of the devil” on the Cross, after his death Christ descended to Hell in his soul. He descended into hell as “Christus Victor,

---

621 Mäṣḥaḥfä Qaddase Anədəmtä [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 32.  
624 Ibid.  
625 Ibid., 7.  
626 The Ethiopian traditional fathers teach that Christ descended to Hell in his soul after his death. Though his soul was separated from his body, his divinity was not separated either from his soul or from his body. See the commentary on “Təməhrətä Ḫəbu’at [Mystagogia],” Mäṣḥaḥfä Qaddase Anədəmtä [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 16. Christ’s descent to Hell to release the souls that were under the bondage of the devil has a biblical mandate: “He was put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit, in which also He went and made a proclamation to the spirits in prison” (I Pet. 3: 19). See also “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥaḥä Mestîr,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 328-367 for Abba Giyorgis’ refutation against the heresy attributed to a certain “Arsis” and his associates who said that “Christ descended to Sheol [Hell] in both his body and soul.” Abba Giyorgis argued that since Christ’s death on the Cross was understood as the separation of his soul from his body, we could not say that he descended to Sheol after his crucifixion in both his soul and body. “Being separated from his body, the soul of Christ
as the Master of Life.”¹⁶²⁷ Defeated and losing his grip on the souls whom he had taken captive, as Təməḥərtä Ḥəbuʻat [Mystagogia] interestingly illustrates, the devil cried:

Who is this Who [that] has conquered me, having clothed Himself with a body which is under my power? Who is this (Who) has snatched away from me the body given him for destruction? Who is this (Who) has clothed Himself of the earth, but is heavenly? Who is this (Who) was born in corruption and Who is incorruptible? Who is this (Who) is stranger to my law? Who is this Who will take captive (those) who are mine? Who is this Who by the power of the flame of fire will contend with Death? Who is this Who has conquered darkness?²⁶²⁸ What is this new glory which in this similitude has hindered me from doing that which I will? Who is this without sin Who has died? Who is this Who by His great light has made blind the darkness, and Who has not left those who are mine, over (whom) I rule,²⁶²⁹ but draws all (to) the heavens, the souls which have been given [to] me? What is this glory which will not refuse the body (which) is not corrupted?²⁶³⁰ Who is this Whom it is not possible to touch? Who is this Whom a glory which is unsearchable encircles?²⁶³¹ I have been destroyed by this One and by those whose [sic]²⁶³² are His; I am not able to work harm against them.²⁶³³

---

¹⁶²⁹ The English translation of the Syriac version reads: “Who is this that the abundance of light extinguishes darkness, and does not allow me to have rule over those that are mine?” See Syriac Testament of Our Lord, trans. Cooper and Maclean, 88.
¹⁶³⁰ The English translation of the Syriac version says: “What is this glory which prevents the body from being corruptible?” and this appears to be the correct translation of the sentence. The translator of the Go’az text was faithful to the text; but the sentence did not make sense since in the original Go’az the verb that refers to “be corrupt” was mistakenly negated. The Go’az reads: “Mānu ḥanzu sabbāt ṭāyakāla ṣega itəmasazn - aṣp ṭilḥā ṭilḥānā ʾḥa ṣəḥ ʾhā ṣəḥ,” which means “what is this glory which prevents the body that is not corruptible?” But if the negating letter “i” were avoided from the last word: “itəmasazn (ḥ.ḥəṣəḥ)” the sentence would have read: “Mānu ḥanzu sabbāt ṭāyakāla ṣega təmasazn - aṣp ṭilḥā ṭilḥānā ʾḥa ṣəḥ,” conveying the same meaning as the Syriac: “What is this glory which prevents the body from being corruptible.” Since the context is focused on the incorruptibility of the body of Christ as stated in the preceding sentence: “Who is this (Who) was born in corruption and Who is incorruptible?” this sentence too should have signified the same message. Also the Go’az text which Hallok consulted has the negating letter “i” in the verb “ṭāyakāla (ḥəḥəḥ) = to prevent/ refuse” whereas the letter is omitted in Beylot’s and other modern texts of the Ethiopic Mystagogia [Təməḥərtä Ḥəbuʻat]. That was why he negated the verb which he translated as “will not refuse” within the sentence. See “The Ethiopic Version of the Mystagogia,” trans. Hallok, 72 and 75; Syriac Testament of Our Lord, trans. Cooper and Maclean, 88; Testamentum domini ethiopien, trans. Beylot, 59. See also “Təməḥərtä Ḥəbuʻat,” Māṣḥəfā Qoddase Anabeleda [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 17.


²⁶³² The Go’az text says: “wāṣma ʾlliʻahu (ḥəḥəḥəḥəḥəḥ);” the phrase should have been translated as, “by those who are His.”

The devil, symbolized by death and darkness in the above text, was unable to understand the mystery of the incarnation of the Logos. He was shocked to realize that the immortal and eternal divine nature assumed the fallen human nature so as to end his dominion over humanity. The radiant divine light of Christ, the Sun of righteousness, blinded the darkness of hell, and the devil could not approach that divine light. As a result, the devil had no option but to release all the souls whom he had taken captive by his deceit. As sung in the Ethiopian matins, “using his Cross as an oar, Christ took all the souls out of the sea of Hades” – he made “captivity itself a captive” (Eph. 4:8). Indeed, “The descent of Christ into hell is the manifestation of Life amid the hopelessness of death; it is victory over death.”

The redemption and victory achieved by the death of Christ was culminated when Christ rose from the dead. “For since death came through a human being,” writes St. Paul, “the resurrection of the dead has also come through a human being; for as all die in Adam, so all will be made alive in Christ” (I Cor. 15:21-22). Death that had reigned over human beings due to the Adamic sin was mocked by the resurrection of Christ: “Where, O death is your victory? Where O death is your sting?” (I Cor. 15:55). By his resurrection, Christ “trampled death under [his] foot, and gave the life of eternal rest to those who were in the grave.” For Orthodoxy, therefore, the resurrection of Christ is the summit of the salvific work of the whole Christ event. As Payton notes: “What is assured in Christ’s incarnation, pursued in his life and reached for in his death — namely, eternal life, communion with God and victory over our enemies — is only achieved fully
and completely when Christ rises from the grave.”\textsuperscript{639} Rising from the dead as the “first fruits of those who have died,” (1 Cor. 15:20) Christ has given us the hope that our corruptible bodies will be raised putting on incorruptibility. In the resurrection of Christ, the new creation that is the eschatological destiny of matter is already inaugurated.\textsuperscript{640}

**The Transfiguration of the Cosmos in Christ**

Orthodox soteriology mainly understands salvation as the deification (transfiguration) of the entire cosmos in Christ. John Chrissavagis asserts that “…the Incarnation is considered as part of the original creative plan, and not simply as a response to the human fall.”\textsuperscript{641} Based on Maximus the Confessor’s *theologoumenon* that the incarnation would have taken place even if the human person had not fallen, Zizioulas contended that the incarnation of the Logos was not primarily the result of the primordial Fall.\textsuperscript{642} It was mainly meant to transform the whole of creation and unite the material creation with the uncreated God. The incarnation has revealed the goal of creation, which is “the consummation of the entire cosmic order, organic and inorganic, in Christ.”\textsuperscript{643} The *Logos* assumed human flesh mainly to serve the original will of God for the cosmos.

In the Ethiopic texts we find parallels to the Orthodox view that considers the incarnation of the *Logos* as the original divine plan. *Kəbrä Ngäǧäšt – ከፋር ሁኔታ [Glory of Kings]*, which is a historical book, in its 68\textsuperscript{th} chapter sketches a genealogy of Christ the Redeemer “in the image of the pearl that was hidden in Adam’s body before the creation of Eve and wandered a pre-designated path through the generations to the fulfillment of

\textsuperscript{639} Payton, *Light from the Christian East*, 129.
\textsuperscript{640} Theokritoff, “Embodied Word and New Creation,” 237.
\textsuperscript{641} Chryssavgis, *Beyond the Shattered Image*, 54.
\textsuperscript{642} Zizioulas, *Lectures*, 103.
\textsuperscript{643} Theokritoff, “Embodied Word and New Creation,” 227.
the ages.” Signifying the divine plan of salvation before the Fall, the book states: “Your [Humans’] salvation was created in the belly of ADAM in the form of a Pearl before EVE.” The identification of the pearl with Christ is also elucidated as: “the Pearl shall be...the saviour of all the world. And when the appointed time has come this Pearl shall be born of thy [David’s] seed...and the Redeemer shall come from the seat of His Godhead, and shall dwell upon her, and shall put on her flesh.” Though the name of the Redeemer is not explicitly mentioned in this illustration, his coming from “the seat of His Godhead,” and his dwelling “upon her” refer to the incarnation of the Word of God from St. Mary when the fullness of time has come (Gal. 4:4; Jn. 1:14).

In accordance with Kəbrä Nāgāśt’s pearl story, in the Ethiopic Theotokia [Praise of Mary] Christ is analogously called “a precious pearl,” which Joseph the righteous discovered in a treasure [Mäzägäb – ወዓምሒ], and the treasure refers to St. Mary. This analogy of a pre-existing pearl reflects the Orthodox teaching that the incarnation of the Logos was God’s original creative plan, and it would have taken place even though Adam and Eve did not fall. This stand is more clearly reflected in a saying ascribed to Jesus in the Ethiopic Mäšəḥafä Qāleməntos – ወዓምሒ. ባለምኽ መዓት [Book of Clement]: “O Peter if I did not plan to be incarnated from the Virgin, I would not have created Adam or the heavens.” As clearly stated in Tä’ammarä Maryam – ከፋምይ መዓት [Miracle of Mary], a book used in the EOTC for liturgical purposes, since the incarnation of the
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645 See Kebra Nagast, trans. Budge, 230.


Logos from the Blessed Virgin was God’s original plan “St. Mary had been in the thought of God prior to the creation of the world.”649 In line with this perspective, a modern Ethiopian scholar underlines in his doctrinal book that salvation was “God’s plan before the creation of the world,” and this plan was “revealed after the Fall of the human person.”650

As the whole of creation was created through the Logos (Word of God), when the Logos became flesh, he entered to his own creation, containing in him all creation invisibly. By becoming man the Logos recapitulated all creation into his body.651 Scripture tells us that all things were created for Christ, and as he is before all things, in him all things hold together (Col.1: 16-17). Thus, the whole creation is inherent in Christ, the Word of God incarnate. As the Logos incarnate, Christ is both the “agent of creation” in God and a “microcosm.”652 The plan that God has set forth in Christ is “to gather up all things in him, things in heaven and things on earth” (Eph. 1:10). Creation was created through the Logos, and also its fullest existence and meaning was realized in Christ.

651 In Adversus Haereses, Irenaeus illustrates his theology of recapitulation. For example, he writes: “There is.....one Christ Jesus, who came by means of the whole dispensational arrangements...., and gathered together all things in Himself. But in every respect, too, He is man, the formation of God; and thus He took up man into Himself, the invisible becoming visible, the incomprehensible being made comprehensible, the impassible becoming capable of suffering, and the Word being man, thus summing up all things in Himself.” See “Against Heresies III. XVI, 6” The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Translations of the Writings of the Fathers Down to A.D. 325, Vol. 1, eds. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (Michigan: W.M.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1993) 443.
652 Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology, 152.
By his coming to the world, Christ opened the heavens and renewed the relations between God, the human person, and the rest of creation. The cosmic significance of the Nativity of Christ was revealed by the rejoicing of all creation at the coming of the Savior: the angels announced the glad tidings to the shepherds who witnessed the birth of Christ; angels and humans offered glory to God in unison; the star, another celestial creature, led the magi to Bethlehem; two animals warmed up the newly born Saviour with their breath.653 A portion of the Ethiopic Theotokia (Wəddase Maryam) signifies that “the whole of creation rejoiced by the coming of the Saviour,” and again the Theotokia reads: “Rejoice O Bethlehem, the country of the prophets, for Christ has been born in you.”654 Mountains, hills, and trees as well are said to be joyous over the birth of the redeemer, as stated in the Ethiopian Christmas hymnary: “While the mountains rejoice and the hills are delighted, the trees of the wilderness clap their leaves as the Saviour has been born.”655 The birth of Christ, indeed, is envisioned as a cosmic joy.

Through his redemptive act, Christ gathered the entire creation that had been disintegrated by the human sin. Christ, the second Adam, came to the world “aimed precisely at [the] unity and communion of the whole of creation with God, at the reference of creation back to God again.”656 The whole life of Christ was a mission of transforming creation. This stand is clearly reflected in the Ethiopic hymn which is chanted at the feast of the Holy Cross. According to this hymn, Christ’s crucifixion on
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653 In reference to the care given to the newly born Jesus by two animals, the post-communion prayer of the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Mary says: “O Virgin, remind him of his birth, delivered from thee at Bethlehem, of his being wrapped in swaddling clothes and his being warmed by the breath of [a donkey] and a cow on the cold days.” Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 120, no. 166.
654 Wəddase Maryam [Praise of Mary/Theotokia] 10.
the Cross was not only to redeem humans who were captives of Satan, but also “to renew the corrupted creation.” Expounding the cosmic aspect of the redemption made by Christ, Florovsky notes that the death of the Saviour on the Cross, “is the cleansing of the whole world. It is the baptism by blood of all creation, the cleansing of the cosmos through the cleansing of the Microcosm (the human person).” In line with this understanding, an Ethiopian Paschal hymn says: “the earth has been cleansed by the blood of Christ.”

The cosmic dimension of the redemption is presented in the Ethiopian Liturgy in a poetic language, exemplifying that the whole cosmos celebrates pascha. “Being cleansed by the blood of Christ, the earth celebrates pascha,” says the Easter hymnary, and for this celebration, the earth is joined by its inhabitants, such as humans, mountains, hills, storms, beasts, birds, and all the trees of the wilderness. As the pascha is a cosmic event, there is also a great joy in the heavens: “Today in the heavens the hosts of the angels rejoice, since Christ has defeated death, and is risen.” Humans, angels, and the rest material and invisible creatures of the cosmos that were hostile to each other, being reconciled by Christ’s redemptive work offer a cosmic worship in unison. The God
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659 See “Mäzəmur Zä-Tansa’e – ṭḥ ṭḥ ṭḥ [Paschal Song]” Mäṣḥafä Ziq Wä-mäṣəmur [Festive Hymnary] 52. The cosmic dimension of Christ’s passion and crucifixion is elsewhere articulated in the Ethiopian Liturgy. For example, the anaphora of Gregory of Nyssa says: “The sea trembled and the waters of the stream fled when they saw [the Son of] God beaten on his cheeks; the sun was darkened, the moon became blood and the stars became void of their great light. Death was afraid, the Devil fell, and Hades went together with its own to receive the [awesome] God.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 177, nos. 43-44.
who created the whole universe in the beginning is the God who redeemed it through the atonement made by Christ.

Though the whole universe has been redeemed, its ultimate transfiguration has yet to come. Creation is now in travail, awaiting the time when it “will be set free from its bondage to decay and will obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God” (Rom. 8: 21). While Christians experience the renewal of the cosmos in the sacramental reality of the body of Christ, who has recapitulated the whole creation in himself, the final glory of the cosmos is still to come. Even though the Christ event has brought “the potential transfiguration on the whole cosmos,” we experience “the already and not yet tension” because the transfiguration of the cosmos is an eschatological reality. 663 Through his redemptive work, Christ has given us the possibility to experience deification; but our full participation in the glory of God will be achieved after the second coming of Christ. At the general resurrection, by reuniting humans’ souls to their bodies, Christ will grant an everlasting deification to humanity, and along with humans the cosmos also will be given “unending deification.” The bodies of humans and the entire creation will be renewed as “an incorruptible, spiritual and divine dwelling place.” 664

Our hope of the transfiguration of the cosmos, which is an eschatological reality, was manifested in the transfiguration of Christ at Mount Tabor. Theokritoff asserts that what really happened at the transfiguration of Christ was the transformation of the cosmos. “As is often pointed out,” she contends, “not only Christ’s face but also his clothes are transfigured; non-human creation, even human artifacts are caught up into

664 Damascene, “Created in Incorruption,” 84.
glory.” As “a consummate affirmation of the worth of the sensible and of matter,” Christ’s transfiguration underlines the transfiguration of the whole cosmos. God’s economy of salvation mainly consists of the deification of the created world, and since we belong to the material environment by our bodies, our transfiguration entails the transformation of the entire creation. While we will be deified by participating in the energies of God, Christ will relieve the universe from its groaning by transforming it into “a new earth and a new heaven” (Rev. 21:1), finally summing up all creation in him so that God would be all in all.

C. Human Responsibility for Creation

Fundamental to the Christian thought of the created matter is that God created it and said “it was good” (Gen. 1:25). The good creation was affected by sin, not because of its fault but due to the human person’s unfaithfulness to the divine commandment. Christianity upholds the goodness of creation in many ways. The incarnation of the Logos shows the place of material creation in Christianity, highlighting that matter is “God-friendly.” Moreover, in the Eucharistic Liturgy, the church uses the products of nature to offer thanksgiving which is a modest act of referring creation back to its creator.

In its original state though creation was good, its goodness did not entail perfection. Having created the good creation, God intended further development of creation towards perfection. “Created reality was not made perfect in the sense of being its final goal,” writes Payton, “it still had to develop in the direction of ultimate
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perfection.” Through the divine command: “fill the earth and subdue it, and have dominion over…the living thing that moves upon the earth” (Gen. 1: 26) the human person was given a special role to cultivate nature and give names to animals.

The special role of the human person was mainly to be the “king and priest of creation” who brings the rest of creation into communion with God. Unfortunately, however, the human person refused “the vocation to live eucharistically” by returning creation back to its Creator. Violating the divine command, the person “lost the eucharistic life [and] the power to transform it into Life.” Instead of controlling nature as the crown of creation, the human person rather preferred to be controlled by it. Moreover, failing to be in communion with God, the person led creation to futility, bondage, and death. Christ redeemed the whole of creation which is now heading to its final glorious goal of transfiguration. But at the present age, looking for its fulfillment, creation is in a defective state, and its destiny is by no means fulfilled. Creation is still suffering, and its travail is seen in the on-going ecological crises, such as “air and water pollution, global warming, depletion of non-renewable resources, destruction of the ozone layer, increasing nuclear radiation, deforestation and desertification of vast areas, etc.” At the current stage, since forces of disintegration and division are actively at work in creation, humans should fulfill their God-given task of uniting creation with its Creator. Every person can truly be the priest of creation if “he or she freely turns it into a
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669 Payton, Light from the Christian East, 96.
673 Schmemann, For the Life of the World, 17.
674 Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology, 134.
vehicle of communion with God and fellow human beings.” This Orthodox perspective of creation signifies the vocation of humans as stewards of God’s creation who could offer it back to God in order to make it “an epiphany of the Kingdom of Heaven.” It is the responsibility of humans to unveil the transfiguration of the world by being the priests of creation in the “immense cathedral which is the universe of God.”

The Orthodox sacramental understanding signifies the role of the human person in uniting creation with its Creator. As we will discuss in the next chapter, the rite of blessing the created matter: bread, wine, incense, the earth, and even rains and winds as in the Ethiopian liturgy demonstrates the sacredness and usefulness of creation. The proper understanding of the worth and goodness of creation entails that there is a need to draw creation closer to God. The Eucharistic Liturgy (Qeddase) of the Orthodox Church “consists in taking [the eucharistic] elements from the natural world, …and bringing them into the hands of the human being, the hands of Christ who is the man par excellence and the priest of creation, in order to refer them to God.” The bread and wine are offered as representatives of the created order, and thus the human person offers the entire world to God through the sacrament of the Holy Eucharist. Moreover, the eucharistic experience incurs in us communion with the eschatological world that is yet to be realized. Christians who have this realization, granted by the Holy Spirit through the church sacraments, “see their responsibility to transfigure creation – always with God’s
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679 In the prayer known as ወራኑ በራሽ [The Prayer of Benediction], the celebrant priest says: “O Lord…bless the airs [winds as in the Ga‘za original] of heaven (benediction towards heaven), and the rains and the fruits of the earth of this year in accordance with thy grace and make joy and gladness prevail perpetually on the face of the earth (benediction towards earth).” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 57, no. 13.
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grace – in both a spiritual and a material way.  

This eschatological vision, indeed, enables Christians to work for the preservation and integrity of creation.

Humans also need to value creation because it contributes to the communion of humanity with the creator. The natural creation was made “to be the context for God’s incarnation and humankind’s deification, and as such, the beginning of the actualization of the Kingdom of God.”

Certainly, the cosmos provides the precondition for the progress of humanity from creation to deification. At the same time, by growing to their final destiny, theōsis, humans need to lead the groaning creation to transfiguration as the entire creation is intended to become a transfigured world. By virtue of their physical existence, human beings are related to the material world, and thus if they move to the direction of deification, they carry the material created reality (the world) with them. Hence, the right understanding of having dominion over all creatures (Gen 1:28) means to be stewards of God’s material world, caring for it and maintaining its integrity in anticipation of its future transformation.

Conclusion

This chapter has dealt with the various themes of creation theology in the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition. I have primarily discussed the transcendence of the triune God in the divine essence and the immanence of the same God in creation. The three divine Persons eternally existed prior to creation in communion of love and created the world out of their common will. Creation was not a necessity for the triune God, but God brought creation ex nihilo to share the divine love to the created beings. The triune God, who cannot be known in the divine essence, is immanent in creation through the
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energies (activities) of God, and thus creation serves as a revelation (*Theophania*) of the unknowable mystery. While underlining these basic themes of creation theology, the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical texts demonstrate a profound sense of wonder for God’s beautiful work of creation. The speculation, prevalent in these texts, over the material and spiritual worlds of the universe is mainly geared to highlight the unfathomable depth of God’s handiwork.

I have also shown that the Ethiopian liturgical texts basically agree with the fundamental Orthodox soteriology. As the sin of the first Adam affected not only humans but also the rest of creation, the whole of created order was in need of salvation from the adverse consequences brought by sin. Through the incarnation the Word of God became part of creation. As a result, the universe has been transformed by the whole Christ event, which was mainly meant to bring creation into communion with God in accordance with God’s original plan for the cosmos. Yet the world awaits the fulfillment of its salvation that will be realized after the *eschaton*. Understanding the value of creation and their responsibility as the priests of creation, humans need to contribute to the realization of the *telos* of the created order – communion with God. These are the basic themes of creation theology nuanced in this chapter. The next chapter deals with the sacramental praxis of the Ethiopian liturgy and closely analyzes the creation motifs found in the EOTC’s liturgical texts thereby highlighting the ample place given to creation in the Ethiopian liturgical rite.
CHAPTER 3
CREATION-CENTRED LITURGY

Christian worship basically has two major emphases: “remembrance and thanksgiving – anamnēsis and eucharistia.” The eucharistic prayers of the church are “elaborate anamnēsis or recollection” of God’s mighty work in creation and that of the redemptive work of Christ. Hence, “the Eucharist is intrinsically a memorial of creation and redemption together.” The eucharistic anamnēsis does not only embrace what God has done for us but also the promise of God to transform the whole of creation in Christ. Through doxology, the Eucharist also expresses our gratitude for creation as well as for God’s work of salvation through the Lord Christ.

The link between creation and redemption is explicitly demonstrated in the early church’s eucharistic prayers, whose background is located in the Jewish liturgical tradition. The Jewish tripartite prayer of blessing over the cup, Birkat ha-mazon, consists of: a blessing of God as Creator and provider of food for all humankind; and a remembrance of the salvific work of God for the fore-fathers of the Israelites, which is followed by intercession for the people of God. Praising God for nourishment and for the restoration of Jerusalem was maintained in the earliest eucharistic prayers though with Christian meanings; the material food became the spiritual food of the Eucharist, and the new Jerusalem was seen in terms of the church. Moreover, in some of the early
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687 Jasper and Cuming, Prayers of the Eucharist, 10.
688 For example, in the 10th chapter of Didachē we find a reworking of the tripartite prayers of the Birkat ha-mazon. The prayer first blesses the Holy name of God, and then having recalled God’s work of creation it offers thanksgiving to God for bestowing the eternal and spiritual food; the third part is a prayer of
eucharistic formularies we find a direct adoption of the Jewish thanksgiving over the firstfruits of the harvest. For instance, the *Didache* mentions the handing-over of the firstfruits to the prophets for their livelihood, while the *Apostolic Tradition* recounts the offering of the firstfruits to the bishop (episcopos – elder) who in turn offers them to God as a thanksgiving for nourishment.

Being influenced by “the Jewish theology of the divine name, which is closely associated with creation,” the early liturgies of the church embodied various creation themes. The *Clementine Liturgy*, which is the eighth book of the *Apostolic Constitutions*, exhibits an elaborate account of creation which intricately narrates the creation of the heavenly bodies and of the four elements of air, fire, earth, and water, and
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689 From the Greek διδαχή - training/teaching. *Didachē* is one of the earliest church orders composed by an anonymous author/editor in mid first century. See Jasper and Cuming, *Prayers of the Eucharist*, 20.

690 “So, every first-fruits of the products of the wine-vat and threshing-floor…you will give the first-fruits to the prophets; for they themselves are your high-priests.” See Milavec, *The Didache*, 13: 3, 33.


692 See *The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus*, trans. Easton, 52. The relevance of thanksgiving over firstfruits to the Christian eucharistic celebration is clearly stated in Irenaeus’ *Adversus Haereses* where he relates the thanksgiving for creation over the firstfruits with the church’s eucharistic service: “Jesus gave to his disciples direction to offer to God the firstfruits of his own created things…and took that created thing, bread, and gave thanks.” See Irenaeus, “Against Heresies,” *The Ante-Nicene Fathers*, IV: 17:5, 450.


694 Historians underline that one cannot confidently speak of the liturgical development of the early church. As Paul Bradshaw admittedly writes, liturgical scholars like himself now “know much less about the liturgical practices of the first three centuries of Christianity than [they] once thought [they] did.” See Paul Bradshaw, *The Search for the Origins of Christian Worship: Sources and Methods for the Study of Early Liturgy* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002) x. However, there is a consensus that the liturgies of the early centuries were influenced by the Jewish meal prayers. For example see Bradshaw, *Eucharistic Origins*, 32-35; 55-59.

695 As part of the *Apostolic Constitutions*, the last church order composed in A.D. 380, the Clementine Liturgy is supposed to be the “earliest surviving complete text of a liturgy.” The liturgy was originally composed as the liturgy of the Catechumens, and it consists of the basic constituents of an anaphora proper. See David A. Fiensy, *Prayers Alleged to Be Jewish: An Examination of the Constitutiones Apostolorum* (California: Scholars Press, 1985) 26. See also *The Liturgy of the Eighth Book of the Apostolic Constitutions Commonly Called the Clementine Liturgy*, trans. R. H. Creswell (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1924) 26.
that of the first man. The Anaphora of St. James, also known as The Liturgy of Jerusalem, bears in its preface a prayer that has a significant creation motif in which God is addressed as the Creator of all visible and invisible creatures and as the One who is hymned by the heavenly and earthly beings.

In the Egyptian Anaphora of St. Mark, the Sanctus is inter-related with a thanksgiving for God’s work of creation. Likewise, the Egyptian Anaphora of St. Basil has a pre-Sanctus that gives us a “locus of the praise of God” as a Creator:

O Lord God, … you made heaven and earth and the sea and all that is in them. Father of our Lord and God and Savior Jesus Christ, through whom you made all things visible and invisible, you sit on the throne of your glory; you are adored by every holy power.

We also find a brief creation motif coupled with a salvific theme in the 6th century Syrian liturgy of Saints Addai and Mari. The liturgy glorifies “the adorable and glorious name” of the Trinity for creating the world out of compassion and for saving humans by restoring grace to them. All these suggest that in the early church the Eucharist was an act of glorifying God for creation.

The particular Jewish background of the EOTC and the strong dependence of its liturgy on the ancient church orders and canons have resulted in the prevalence of
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703 I say “particular” because though every church has Judaism at its root, Jewish influences are nowhere more strongly noticed than in the EOTC. Both Edward Ullendorff and E. Isaac trace out the various Jewish beliefs and practices that have shaped the Ethiopian liturgical tradition. Among other things, they discuss how the feasts, fasts, liturgical year, and church buildings of the EOTC were based on Jewish practices. See Edward Ullendorff, “Hebraic-Jewish Elements in Abyssinian (Monophysite) Christianity,” Journal of Semitic Studies, 1 (1957) 216-256; E. Isaac, “An Obscure Component in Ethiopian Church History: An
creation themes in the Ethiopian liturgical tradition. The Psalter’s various songs of
creation such as Ps. 19 and 148, and the canticle of the three Jewish youth (Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah) are chanted as parts of the matins on Sundays. The devoted
faithful of the EOTC bring grains of wheat to their parish churches for the making of
the eucharistic bread, and during Ṣoddase the assistant priest recites a prayer of blessing
for those “who bring oblation, first-fruits, and tithes.”

As Peter Jeffery rightly notes, the Ethiopian liturgical tradition is “one of the most
diverse and eclectic of the early liturgical traditions.” The Ethiopian liturgy is basically
shaped by the Testament of the Lord [Mäṣḥaṭ Kidan – Ṣḥḥ Kidan, the Ethiopian
Church Order known as Sinodos – Ṣhodos [Synodicon], and Didascalia [Didasqəlya – Ḩəديدة]
which is part of the Apostolic Constitutions. These sources belong to the
Ethiopian New Testament Canon, though their real nature shows that they are pseudo-
apostolic writings. Regarding the significance of these church orders for the Ethiopian
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Examination of Various Theories Pertaining to the Problem of the Origin and Nature of Ethiopian

704 As I will discuss later in the section that deals with the Ethiopian lectionary, the lectionary extensively
draws short hymns from the Psalms of David, known as Məsbakat, and assigns them to be chanted during
the celebration of the Eucharist (Qəddase) and in the Divine Offices. The selected hymns are correlated
with the four Ethiopian seasons and they illustrate the Lordship of God over creation and the divine
providence for the whole of creatures.

705 Yared, Mo’əraf [Hymnary] 47-48. Regarding the overall emphasis of the Ethiopian Liturgy on the Old

706 This is in accordance with the Ethiopic Didascalia that orders the people to bring offerings to the church.
See The Ethiopic Didascalia, trans. Harden, Ch. VIII, 47-48.


708 Peter Jeffery, “The Liturgical Year in the Ethiopian Deggə,” ΕΥΛΟΓΗΜΑ: Studies in Honour of
Robert Taft, S.J., eds. E. Carr, S. Parenti, A. Thiermeyer, E. Velkovska (Rome: Centro Studi S. Anselmo,
1993) 199.

709 See the brief description on the Ethiopic Testament of the Lord in chapter 1 on pages 23, footnote 81.

710 See the brief description on the Ethiopic book of Sinodos in chapter 1 on pages 20, footnote 67.

711 See the brief description on the Ethiopic Didascalia in chapter 1 on page 28, footnote 102.

712 Getatchew Haile, “A Study of the Issues Raised in Two Homilies of Emperor Zar’a Ya’qob of
Critical Edition of the Ethiopic Sēnodos,” 346. The inclusion of these pseudo-apostolic church orders to the
New Testament Canon foreshadows the fact that the “concept of canonicity is regarded more loosely [in the
EOTC] than it is among most other churches.” See R. W. Cowley, “The Biblical Canon of the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church Today” Ostkirchliche Studien 23 (1974) 318.
liturgy, Haile asserts that “The liturgy of the Ethiopian Church in all its forms, anaphoras, baptismal ritual, funeral ritual etc., can be understood basically in the light of these sources [Kidan, Sinodos, Didosqəlya].” The Ethiopian Missal as well has an injunction that anyone of the clerics “who is not well acquainted with the Mäṣəḥafä Kidan, the book of Sinodos, and the Didascalia…[should not] enter for service in the church.”

The Ethiopic Sinodos consists of a book known as Ṭə῾azaz Sinodos (ትእዛዝ ሲኖዶስ), which is the combination of the Apostolic Church Order and the Apostolic Tradition, and the eucharistic prayer of the latter has been expanded and named the Anaphora of the Apostles – the most commonly used anaphora in the EOTC. Even though the deacons are the ones who prepare the oblation, the Ethiopian Missal has a prayer that reflects the offering of the entire community: “Remember, O Lord, those who offered unto you this offering…accept the gifts of your servants,…and fill their houses with all your good things.”

In addition to the anaphora of the Testament of the Lord [Mäṣəḥafä Kidan], various intercessory and baptismal prayers have been adapted to the Ethiopian Missal [Mäṣəḥafä Qəddase]. Moreover the eucharistic prayers of the early church, known for their creation themes, such as the anaphora of St. Mark, of St. James the brother of the Lord, and that of St. Basil have been in use in the EOTC for centuries.

---

714 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 16, no. 62.
717 For the list of these prayers see chapter 1 page 23, footnote 82.
As a tradition firmly built on the canonico-liturgical sources of the early church, the Ethiopian liturgy embodies prevalent creation themes and cosmic rituals. It is the intent of this chapter, thus, to show that the Ethiopian liturgy is a creation-centered liturgy, which affirms the sacredness of creation through its sacramental use of created elements, and that it reflects a particular cosmology. This will be done by exploring the cosmological presuppositions of the church’s sacramental rites and by examining closely the liturgical texts that are enriched with a creation language. In the first section of the chapter I will discuss the sacramental use of matter (bread, wine, water) that underlines the sanctification of the material creation as a whole. This discussion will show that the EOTC’s eucharistic liturgy reflects the sacramentality of the world. Also as examples of sacramental cosmology, I will deal with the Ethiopian celebration of Ṭəmqät - ṭምቀት [Theophany], whose recurrent theme is the sanctification of the whole cosmos, and the celebration of Dämära - ደመራ [Feast of the Cross], in which the four corners of the earth are blessed. This section will be followed by a brief study of the Ethiopian lectionary whose cycle of liturgical seasons closely mirror the cycle of the seasons of nature.

Highlighting the cosmological dimensions of the Ethiopian liturgy, the third section will deal with the cosmic symbolism of the Ethiopian Church architecture and its iconography. This section will show how in Orthodoxy the sacred spaces serve as “the meeting place of heaven and earth,” and the icons as “windows to heaven” which

---


enable us “to access the realm of transcendency and the dwelling place of eternal beauty.”

Beyond the actual liturgical assembly, the liturgy of the church extends to the whole cosmos, and the church joins in the celestial praise of the angels. This worship of the whole of creation, as a cosmic liturgy, is represented in many ways in the Ethiopian liturgical tradition. Hymns and chants that signify the universal praise of creatures to the Creator are abundant in the Ethiopian liturgy. The final portion of the third section, will engage these cosmic hymns of all the created beings, highlighting how they could serve as the celebration of the divine glory.

I. Sacramental Cosmology: The World as Sacrament

Christian faith considers the world as fallen and then redeemed through the recapitulation of creation by the divine incarnation, the crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ. This soteriological belief has led to conceiving the world as sacrament. As a leading exponent of Orthodox liturgical theology, Alexander Schmemann envisions the cosmos as one great eucharistic bread. While the human person “was created as a priest,” according to Schmemann, “the world was created as the matter of a

---

Hence, the meaningfulness of the world is drawn from its ability to be the “sacrament” of God’s presence. This thought of Schmemann is based on his inspirational understanding of the Eucharist which he regards as “the sacrament of the cosmic remembrance.” In the Eucharist, the church offers to God all our life, and even the whole world.

The wider view of the sacramentality of the world presupposes the sacredness of creation and the responsibility of humans for taking care of it. The whole universe has served as a sacred sign that points to a divine reality. Chryssavgis contends that “the world relates in very tangible terms the cooperation between divine and human in history, denoting the presence of God in our very midst. Were God not present in the density of a city, or in the beauty of a forest, or in the sand of a desert, then God would not be present in heaven either.” As a sacramental entity, which brings the presence of God in our midst, the world is an object of divine love that needs to be cared for and transformed. The thought of the world as sacrament persuades us to recover our sense of wonder at God’s work of creation and to treat the created matter as a means of communion with the divine.

The notion of the sacramentality of the world can be ascertained in the liturgical use of the created materials as signs of divine grace. The Ethiopic term for a sacrament, ለመስታር (məṣṭir), is a derivation of the Greek mysterion that indicates the potential of the

---

723 Alexander Schmemann, Church, World, Mission: Reflections on Orthodoxy in the West (New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1979) 223.
724 Schmemann, For the Life of the World, 36.
725 Ibid, 35.
727 Schmemann, Church, World, Mission, 219.
sacraments to “reveal the dimension of depth and the abyss of mystery in God.”⁷²⁹ This is to say that the transcendent God is revealed through the sacraments of the church. Articulating this stand, Chryssavgis writes: “When God is manifest in time and space, and the Eucharist is God’s revelation in bread and wine, then the world becomes the historical and material sacrament of the presence of God, transcending the ontological gap between created and uncreated.”⁷³⁰ Indeed, the sacraments reflect the divine glory, immanent in the whole of creation.

Being redeemed by Christ, the cosmos has regained its sacramental potential. Orthodoxy teaches that the salvation made by Christ enables material things to act as sacraments of communion with God.⁷³¹ The Ethiopic Book of Baptism says: “by entering to the river Jordan, the Lord Christ sanctified the water,”⁷³² and the sanctification of the water is understood as the restoration of its sacramental potential. The whole Christ event has rendered the entire creation “secretly sacramental,” allowing it to become “a conductor of divine grace, the vehicle of divine energies.”⁷³³ Thus, when the church blesses and sanctifies the created matter in its liturgical celebration, it is essentially making manifest what Christ has already accomplished.

The use of creation in the liturgy shows our gratefulness for God’s gift of love. By offering back what originally belongs to God, the church regards “all that is in the world as a gift of God; as a sign also of the love of God.”⁷³⁴ This means that in the sacramental rites we give the world back to God in thanksgiving – *eucharistia*. Perceiving the world as the gift and sacrament of God, humans offer something of this world back to God, and

---

⁷³⁰ Ibid, 5.
⁷³¹ Ware, “The Value of the Material Creation,” 159.
then “God on his part returns this to [them] in the form of gifts offered, containing a new manifestation of his love, in a new and repeated blessing. ‘Grace for grace.’” By using the natural elements (water and oil) and human products (bread and wine) in the liturgy, the church shows reverence for God’s creation while deepening its relationship with God.

A. The Lifting up and Celebration of Creation in the Eucharistic Liturgy

The Holy Eucharist is the church’s sacrament par excellence through which the entire creation is transfigured. The Orthodox Church regards the Eucharist “as the foretaste of the final kingdom and as an act whereby material creation is from now transformed in the light of the transfiguration of all things by Christ.” When the church puts the eucharistic bread on the paten, symbolizing the burial of Christ, in the bread “all of God’s creation is presented, manifested in Christ as the new creation, the fulfillment of the glory of God.” Schmemann quotes a Russian poet who said: “Every time the priest celebrates the Eucharist, he holds in his hands the whole world, like an apple.” This powerful image is reflected in the institution narrative of the Ethiopian anaphora of the Apostles where the celebrant holds the bread and lifts it up. While the raising of the bread by the celebrant symbolizes the resurrection of Christ, it also represents the transformation of creation by Christ’s redemptive act in his resurrection.

735 Ibid, 668.
737 This symbolism is clearly stated in the Ethiopian Missal’s prayer of oblation: “We place it upon this blessed paten in the likeness of the sepulcher in which thee (Christ) have passed three days and three nights.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 25, no. 51.
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741 Mäṣḥafät Ḍōddase Anđamta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 123.
The cosmic dimension of the Eucharist is also demonstrated in a prayer that we find in three Ethiopian anaphoras. Paraphrasing the prayer in Didachē 9:4\(^{742}\) for the eschatological gathering of the one church of Christ, the anaphora of John the Evangelist says:

We who are gathered together to make remembrance of your sufferings and partake in your resurrection from the dead, beseech you, Lord our God, as this [eucharistic] bread which was scattered on the mountains, hills, and in [the wilderness],\(^{743}\) being gathered together became one perfect bread,\(^{744}\) likewise gather us together, through your divinity, out of all evil thought of sin into your perfect faith.\(^{745}\)

With minor variations the same prayer is repeated in the anaphoras named after James of Serough and Gregory of Neo-Caesarea.\(^{746}\) As the eucharistic bread is made from the grains of wheat, which are gathered from different parts of the ground, the bread sacramentally represents the various created beings of the world or the whole of creation. In the Divine Liturgy the eucharistic elements are not presented as mere fruits of the earth, but “as symbols and even as vehicles of the whole world itself in its entirety.”\(^{747}\) As Schmemann articulates, by placing the bread and wine on the altar “[w]e place ourselves and the world upon the altar; then take a second look at them, and see there Christ: He stands at the center and offers all to the Father.”\(^{748}\) The Eucharist is more than a thanksgiving to God; it is a sacrament, a holy mystery (㏌məsṭir – የሚስጥር) through which we offer ourselves and the entire creation to God.

\(^{742}\) The prayer in Didachē reads: “Just as this broken loaf was scattered over the hills [as grain], and, having been gathered together became one; in like fashion, may your church be gathered together from the ends of the earth into your kingdom.” See The Didache, trans. Milavec, 23

\(^{743}\) Daoud translated the Gəˈəz words “gədağ wə-qʷə-lat (ㄒ supplementation 附属字)” as “forests and vales;” but as these Gəˈəz words refer to a desert or lowland, “wilderness” would be a better translation.

\(^{744}\) In the anaphora of Gregory II [that of Neo-Caesarea] it says “one whole bread.” See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 241, no. 27.

\(^{745}\) Ethiopic Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 99, no. 91.

\(^{746}\) See Ethiopic Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 227, no. 68; and 241, no. 27.

\(^{747}\) Schmemann, Church, World, Mission, 222.

\(^{748}\) Ibid, 224.
The eucharistic liturgy, in its correct sense, is “the creation celebration par excellence.” It brings all the celestial and earthly beings into communion. Since both creation and redemption have their origin in Christ, the eucharistic liturgy serves equally as *anamnēsis* of the paschal mystery and that of creation. A brief survey of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy (*Qəddase*) reveals that as in the case of the early church’s liturgy, creation is frequently related to the remembrance of Christ’s salvific event. At the very beginning of *Qəddase*, while making the altar ready for the service, the celebrant priest recites a preparatory prayer in which God is referred to as “the wise maker of” humans and “the one who spread out the heavens by his wisdom.”

Having declared God as the Lord of creation and source of life, the Divine Liturgy proceeds to an intercessory prayer that beseeches for divine providence over creation. The prayer recited by the chief deacon, interspersed with the *Kýrie eléison* of the people, implores God for the peace of the whole world; for the safety of those who travel by sea; for the hungry, that God may send them their daily bread; for the waters of the rivers, that may God fill them unto their due measure; and for a favourable climate (rains and the abundance of fruits of the earth). Beyond concern with human

---

751 See *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 12, no. 41.
752 This prayer, known as *Bāʾantā Qəddāsat — ዓለምት መድልት* [Concerning Holy Things] by its incipit, is adapted from the Ethiopic *Testament of the Lord. See Testamentum domini éthiopien*, trans. Beylot, 79-85.
753 See *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 27-30, nos. 66-97. The EOTC also has specific litanies (intercessory prayers) for the rains [*Mästäbqʷə’ bāʾantā ẓanamat — ወንስተብቓ(fs)ወንስተብቓ ያለመት*], for the fruits of the earth [*Mästäbqʷə’ bāʾantā fare mar — ወንስተብቓ(fs)ወንስተብቓ ብለሁ የቀር በሚፈር*], and for the rivers [*Mästäbqʷə’ bāʾantā mayatā afšlag — ወንስተብቓ(fs)ወንስተብቓ ብለሁ የሚሳድር ሳልች*]. These prayers appear at the end of *Ts’ezac Sinodos* (* krist, እንደብህ*), one of the books found in the Ethiopian Church Order, and they have been adapted to a liturgical use. They are recited at the Liturgy of Hours [*Sā’atat*] and some of the Cathedral Offices. While the prayers mainly ask God to send the rains and fill “the waters of the rivers up to their measure” for the abundance of the harvest, they also bespeak of the need for the spiritual growth of the Church members. For instance, the prayer for the rains ends as follows: “O Lord...work with us according to [your] clemency, and nourish our mind with the doctrine [Gə’az, teaching] of the Godhead, and with understanding which is from you. Through your only begotten Son to you with him and with the Holy Spirit be glory and dominion,
livelihood, this supplication expresses the Ethiopian liturgy’s high esteem for creation and its hope for the transformation of the cosmos.

Shortly before the Gospel reading, the assistant priest similarly prays for the abundance of God’s bounty:

Remember, Lord, the dew of the air and the fruits of the earth, bless them and keep them without loss. Remember, Lord, the down-coming of the rains, the waters, and the rivers, and bless them. Remember, Lord, the plants and the seeds and the fruit of the fields of every year, bless them and make them abundant.754

In the prayer known as “The Prayer of Benediction [Ṣälotä Burake – ላልሎተ ቡራኬ],” which is addressed to the triune God, the assistant priest also prays for a blessing over the cosmic order: “Bless the airs of heaven, and the rains and the fruits of the earth of this year, in accordance with your grace; and make joy and gladness prevail perpetually on the face of the earth.”755 While these prayers reveal the value given to creation in the liturgy, they also reflect God’s power of sustaining life. The EOTC’s supplication for God’s providence and sustenance over the world also shows the church’s belief that the Creator is not alien to creation but rather takes intimate care of the created order – a doctrine of creation known as creatio continua.

Most of the Ethiopic anaphoras incorporate various creation themes and narratives that are related to salvation history. Without overshadowing the paschal mystery, which is the principal reason for a eucharistic celebration, the creation motifs articulate the ubiquitousness of God’s majesty over creation. The overarching theme of the creation language in the anaphoras is adoration offered to God as the maker of creation whose exquisite beauty evokes a great sense of wonder. For instance, addressing God as

---

“mighty in the clouds, higher than heaven, and glorious in all his ways,” the anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers elucidates an inspiring amazement on God’s work of creation: “Who [does] like [God] live in the highest heaven… and sit upon the firmament? [God] establishes upon the [waters], builds with very small particles, wraps with invisible things…strengthens with wind, hangs the water up and calls it sky.”

Acknowledging God’s lordship over creation, the anaphoras also offer thanksgiving to God. This is explicitly stated in the anaphoras that begin with a word of thanks. The preface of the anaphora of the Apostles begins, saying: “We give you thanks, O Lord, in your beloved Son our Lord Jesus…this Word is he who is from you, and through whom you [made] all things by your will.” Though creation is mentioned here parenthetically, the praise offered to God the Father is for making the whole of creation through the Word. God is also praised for the work of redemption, in the sending of the “Son, the Saviour and Redeemer.”

The two basic reasons for thanking God – creation and redemption – are more elaborately stated in the Ethiopic anaphora of the Lord and that of Gregory Nyssa. “We give you thanks, [H]oly God, the perfecter of our souls and giver of our life,” chants the celebrant at the preface of the anaphora of the Lord. And the reason for praising God is

---

756 See *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 123, no. 13. The Goʿaz phrase, which Daoud translated as “glorious in all his ways,” reads “səbbuḥ bākʷəšlu – ḥ̱ərəš ḥ̱ərəš.” The correct translation, however, “praised by all,” indicates the cosmic worship offered to God by all creatures as clearly stated on no. 15 of the same page: “Heaven and earth together with all their worlds, sea and rivers and all things that are in them glorify him [God].”

757 This refers to God’s power of spreading out the earth on the waters (Ps. 136: 6) as explained in the commentary of the Ethiopic Missal. See *Mäṣḥafä Qoddase Anədəmta* [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 222, no. 29.

758 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 125, no. 29. Reiterating the division of waters and the creation of the firmament (Gen. 1:6), the expression here signifies that by the divine power the firmament which is known as sky was made from the waters, and then it was spread above, being supported by wind. See *Mäṣḥafä Qoddase Anədəmta* [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy], 222, no. 30.

759 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 57, nos. 4-5.

760 Ibid, 56, no. 4.
explained as: “because you have desired that we should be saved through you.” The anaphora named after Gregory of Nyssa, which is celebrated during Lent on the four days that precede Palm Sunday and on Palm Sunday itself, begins with the following chant: “We give thanks unto the doer of good things unto us, the merciful God, the Father of our Lord and our Saviour Jesus Christ.” The “good things” that God made for us, as elaborated in the commentary of the anaphora, are God’s good deeds of creation. Within the preface, the anaphora itself expounds the “good things” for which we thank God: “This is he who made heaven, and this [is] he who built the earth.”

God’s goodness in creation is also seen “by holding all the world,” that is, through the divine providence which sustains the whole of creation. As the holder of all the world (Ahäze ክዕል – ከፋል ካሮ), the triune God, in the same anaphora of Gregory, is beseeched to confer a cosmic blessing:

O Holy Trinity, who holds all the world, who has done great and wonderful deeds through the power of your word. Bless the east and the west, the north and the south, the north-east and the south-east, (the north-west and the south-west), bless the heaven, the earth, the sea, the rivers, the source of water, and all the spring of water. Bless the winds of the sky and the rains. Bless the sun, moon, and stars. Bless the mountains and hills, the trees, herbs and the fruit of the earth.

This eucharistic prayer lifts up the whole cosmic order to God for a divine blessing.

The most detailed celebration of creation is presented in the Ethiopic anaphora of St. Epiphanius. Having briefly enumerated the divine attributes, such as holiness, omnipotence, and incomprehensibility, the preface of the anaphora ventures into an extensive creation account. The anaphora’s creation narrative begins with God’s making

---
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light out of darkness and with the division of waters: “He (God) made light out of darkness, he knows how to divide clouds, he divides water at his pleasure.”\textsuperscript{767} Then the creation of the earth and of the seas within the earth are illustrated as follows:

He (God) built the earth and prepared its boundaries, and established its ends in the way he saw, and strengthened its corners. He fenced the sea with doors when it went out of its mother’s womb,\textsuperscript{768} he made the clouds to be its (the sea’s) clothes, and wrapped it with mist; he limited it and put into it doors and locks and said to it: Reach here and do not go beyond your limit, but your storm will move in you.\textsuperscript{769}

For the Almighty God to think is to act, and the whole of creation moves according to the divine will.

God’s lordship over creation is further contemplated in the anaphora where waters and clouds are personified:

Through his [God’s] command frost comes out of its treasure and the wind blows under heaven. He leads [sends] the rain along the way of the wilderness … where [mortal humans] do not live. He establishes the course of water and opens the winter every year, and brings the summer back in its due time. He calls the clouds with his word, and water answers him trembling. He sends the thunderbolt and it goes, and answers him saying: “what shall I do?” He counts the clouds through his wisdom, and hangs the heaven over the earth.\textsuperscript{770}

As the Creator of the visible and the invisible worlds, God governs every created realm. The Creator knows the creatures under and above the heavens, and “the door-keepers of hell are afraid [of] him.”\textsuperscript{771} God is ceaselessly hallowed by “the fiery cherubim and the seraphim dressed in light.”\textsuperscript{772} The luminaries: sun, moon, and the stars are the “work of his [God’s] hands,” and this Divine Mystery resides in an unknowable place, veiled by

\textsuperscript{767} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 187, 17.
\textsuperscript{768} Here the word “sea” represents also the “oceans” of the world though it is used in singular, and “when it went out of its mother’s womb,” means “when it came into existence” or “when it was created” as elaborated in Mäṣḥḥafä \textit{Qəddase Anədəmta} [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 383.
\textsuperscript{769} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 187, nos. 18-19.
\textsuperscript{770} Ibid, 187-188, nos. 23-25.
\textsuperscript{771} Ibid, 187, no. 22.
\textsuperscript{772} Ibid, 188, 27.
“the lightning of glory.” Theolaristic anamnēsis, thus, provides an all-encompassing cosmology, which is also reflected in the texts of the feast of Ṭəmqāt – ṭምቀት [Theophany].

B. Ṭəmqāt [Theophany]: The Blessing of the Waters

In the Orthodox tradition, the main motif of the feast of Epiphany (Theophania) is the sanctification of the entire cosmos. When the Orthodox Church celebrates the baptism of the Lord it mainly commemorates the new creation inaugurated by the baptism of Christ, and the church’s ceremony of the blessing of the waters signifies the renewal or re-birth of the whole of creation. The re-creation of humanity is also highlighted in this service. At the baptism of Christ, the heavens were opened and the mystery of the Trinity was revealed (Mt. 3: 16-17). By revealing the creative energy of its Creator, the cosmos became “theophanic.” The Holy Spirit, who was hovering over the waters at creation, also descended in the form of a dove while Christ was being baptized and sanctified the entire creation. Highlighting the renewal of creation through Christ and the Holy Spirit, Dumitru Stâniloae writes: “It is only through Christ, as God incarnate, that the parts of creation have begun to recompose themselves so as to make possible its future transfiguration, for from Christ the unifying and eternally living Spirit is poured out over creation.”

---
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As in other Eastern Orthodox Churches, the celebration of Ṭəmqāṭ in the EOTC commemorates the baptism of Christ at the River Jordan. Ṭəmqāṭ literally means baptism, and the season in which the feast falls is known as Zämänä Asəṭəṟă’yọ – ṭọọ እስተርእዮ (Season of [Divine] Revelation – Theophania), which attests to the manifestation of God through the Nativity of Christ and the revelation of the triune God at Jordan. The biblical account of the baptism of Christ is understood as a “Theophany of the Trinitarian nature of the one God,” and the feast is accompanied by the blessing of the waters in a nearby river or pond. As the EOTC in its Qəddase prays for the abundance of the rains and the waters of the rivers, the church’s use of water for the feast of Ṭəmqāṭ is another affirmation of the sacredness of created matter and its potential to be used sacramentally. Moreover, as the eucharistic bread and wine represent the whole of creation, the water of baptism as well “represents and stands for the entire cosmos.”

The use of a created element, water, as a means of grace is explicit in the ritual of the feast of Ṭəmqāṭ. In a colourful liturgical procession, the priests carrying the Tabots (replicas of the Ark of the Covenant) accompanied by the faithful, and the deacons with their proccessional Crosses venture to a selected river or pond. The Tabots are usually placed inside erected tents. Following a vigil service, the Divine Liturgy will be

777 In an attempt to provide a parallel between the feast of Ṭəmqāṭ [Theophany] and the Israelites’ crossing of the River Jordan (Joshua 3:3-6), E. Isaac, an Ethiopian Jewish scholar, calls the former “the Feast of Immersion.” Though the Israelites’ crossing of Jordan and their entering to the Promised Land could serve as a symbol of our regeneration through the baptism of Christ, the Ethiopian feast of Ṭəmqāṭ is not a remembrance of the Israelites’ march to the Holy Land. Overlooking the Christian aspect of the feast of Ṭəmqāṭ and its theological significance that reflects the sanctification of the whole of creation through the blessing of the waters, Isaac erroneously refers to the feast as “the Feast of Immersion.” While he discusses the rituals used for the celebration of Ṭəmqāṭ, he neither uses the word baptism nor states the dominant motif of the celebration, i.e. the baptism of Christ. See E. Isaac, “An Obscure Component in Ethiopian Church History,” 229.
779 See for example, Ethiopin Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 30, no. 96.
celebrated at midnight. In the morning, the priests bless the river or pond in the name of the triune God: “Blessed [is] the Lord, Almighty Father, our God; And Blessed is the only Son, our Lord and our Saviour Jesus Christ; And Blessed is the Holy Spirit, the Paraclete, the comforter and cleanser of us all.”781 After the blessing ceremony, the people rush into the waters because they believe that through the church’s sacramental rite they have received “communion with the sacramental world, some healing of [human] estrangement from the good creation.”782 Thus, “cosmic matter becomes a conductor of grace”783 – a sacrament.

While the dominant motif of the feast is the sanctification of the waters of the River Jordan, this also denotes the sanctification of the whole of creation. In the vigil service of Ṭəmqät the River Jordan is greeted since its sacramental power was renewed by the descent of the Holy Spirit: “Peace to River Jordan whom John blessed, being enlightened by the Holy Spirit.”784 The chant of the Psalmist: “When the waters saw you, O God, when the waters saw you, they were afraid; the very deep trembled” (Ps. 77:16) is applied to the waters of Jordan,785 and the personification of Jordan implies its awareness of the presence of Christ. As creation was corrupted due to the sin of the human person, through Christ’s baptism at Jordan the whole created order was renewed. The above verse of the Psalmist, hence, also signifies that the waters were conscious of their reconciliation to God at the Baptism of Christ.786

781 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 21, no. 20.
782 Schmemann, Church, World, Mission, 221.
784 See Māṣḥafā Ziq Wā-māzāmur [Festive Hymnary] 117.
785 Ibid.
Through the baptism of Christ water has regained its regenerating power. Due to the Fall, water, over which the Spirit had hovered at the beginning of creation, lost its life-giving power. The dragons were lurking in the waters (Ps. 74:13) so that water became “a lair of dragons, the natural stronghold of evil powers.” But when Christ was baptized in the river Jordan, the devil was removed from the waters. In the English translation of the Ethiopic Gädlä Ḥäwaryat (gere Wọpọ), the book which deals with the acts and deaths of the twelve apostles, we find Satan’s confession of his defeat at Jordan: “when He (Christ) was baptized in the river Jordan it was He Who removed me from my place of abode.” Having removed the evil power, Christ transformed water into a channel of grace and unveiled the potential which originally had been placed on it.

Underlying Jordan’s awareness of the divine power revealed in it, Ṭəmqāt’s antiphon says: “when fire engulfed the river, the waters were troubled.” The “divine beauty of Christ was revealed at Jordan,” and it was testified by God the Father and by the descent of the Holy Spirit in the form of a dove. Thus, Jordan was overwhelmed by this divine scene: “The sea looked and fled; Jordan turned back” (Ps. 114: 3). John the Baptist as well was astonished: “John said, I saw him, but could not understand him; today the heavenly is baptized by water.” Through Christ’s baptism the waters of the world, including the whole cosmic matter, were sanctified.
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787 Theokritoff, “Creation and Salvation in Orthodox Worship,” 106.
788 According to the book, when St. Peter was on his way to Carthage, Satan appeared to him and told him how he would fight the followers of Christ. Confessing his removal from the river Jordan by the baptism of Christ and Christ’s victory over death, Satan told Peter that he would fight the Christians with all his power so as to take them astray from following Christ. See Gädlä Hawaryat: Histories of the Lives of the Apostles, trans. E. A. Wallis Budge (Leipzig: W. Drugulin, 1901) 510-513.
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The sanctification of created matter by the baptism of Christ is intertwined with the redemption given to the whole of creation. This can be noted in the chanting of the Ṭəməḥrətā Ḩəbuʿat [Mystagogia], a doctrinal text that highlights the victory of Christ over the devil, at the vigil service of Epiphany (Ṭəmqāt). The text states that “having submitted himself to death,” Christ “broke asunder the bonds of death whereby the devil before had oppressed us.” ⁷⁹⁴ Becoming fully human, the Logos conquered the sin that had brought death, and liberated humanity from its bondage. ⁷⁹⁵ “He (Christ) has been raised up from the dead, and He has trodden down Sheol (Hell), and by His death He has destroyed death.” ⁷⁹⁶ The usage of this text at Ṭəmqāt underscores the Orthodox teaching of salvation that we were saved through the whole Christ event. The baptism of Christ is part of his redemptive act as chanted in the hymnary for Ṭəmqāt: “The Son of God was baptized in the river Jordan in order to redeem us.” ⁷⁹⁷

Highlighting the salvific significance of Christ’s baptism, the hymnary also says: “the Son of God descended from the heavens to the waters.” ⁷⁹⁸ Without taking this chant literally, one can see the emphasis given to the baptism of Christ as a means of saving humanity and the rest of creation. The Son of God came to the world to save the human person as stated in the parable of the lost sheep (Mt. 18: 10-14). Appropriating this parable to the salvific act of the baptism of Christ, the hymnary again asserts: “having left the 99 tribes of the angels, he (the Son of God) stood in the middle of the river.” ⁷⁹⁹ The Son of God came to this world and was baptized to renew our relationship with God. Besides sanctifying the River Jordan and the waters of the world, Christ’s baptism at
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⁷⁹⁵ Ibid, 71.
⁷⁹⁶ Ibid, 72.
⁷⁹⁹ Ibid, 117.
Jordan has transfigured the cosmos. Thus, being renewed and sanctified, creation has been returned to its original relationship with God. As in the other great feasts, at Ṭəmqāt this achievement is celebrated with a characteristic rhetorical stance as if it happened today: “today, there is a great delight due to the baptism of Christ.”

At the celebration of the feast of Ṭəmqāt the saved humanity and created matter are united to worship God. The midnight celebration of the Divine Liturgy for the feast of Ṭəmqāt reflects the cosmic liturgy illustrated in the Apostolic Tradition:

It is needful to pray at this hour (midnight), for those very elderly who gave us the tradition taught us that at this hour all creation rests for a certain moment, that all creatures may praise the Lord: stars and trees and waters stand still with one accord and all the angelic host does service to God by praising Him, together with the souls of the righteous.

At the midnight liturgy of Ṭəmqāt, which is an outdoor service, the clergy and the laity join in the praise of the celestial hosts and other creatures. Humans offer thanksgiving to God in unison with the visible stars and the surrounding river. The glory of God is revealed, and thus “the earth and the waters and the [lighted taper] itself reach their own potential when they become vehicles manifesting the presence of God and when in their existence they serve to exhibit the saving, loving, caring, outreaching energies and activities of God.” The feast of the Baptism of Christ, indeed, entails a liturgy of the entire cosmos offered to God.

800 Theokritoff, “Creation and Salvation in Orthodox Worship,” 105.
801 Mäṣhaṭa Ziq Wä-mäzmur [Festive Hymnary] 117. The same is true for the feasts of Nativity (Christmas) and Easter. Every year when these feasts are celebrated, the EOTC declares the birth of Christ and his resurrection as if they happened today, i.e. on the days of the feasts. See for example the Christmas antiphon: “Today the Sun of righteousness has been born.” See Mäṣhaṭa Ziq Wä-mäzmur [Festive Hymnary] 108
802 See The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, trans. Easton, 56. The Ethiopian Horologium, known as Sā’atat, which is prayed from midnight till sunrise daily in monasteries and during the Lent and the fast of the assumption of Mary in parish churches, begins with this text of the Apostolic tradition. See Giyorgis, Mäṣhaṭa Sā’atat, 1.
As water is sacramentally used and sanctified at the feast of Ṭəmqät, the EOTC also has another liturgical celebration in which wood and plants are used to glorify God.

**C. Dämära [Feast of the Cross]: The Blessing of the Four Corners of the Earth**

In addition to the usual created material elements (wheat, grapes, water, and oil) used for the sacraments, we find a sacramental appropriation of woods and plants in the EOTC’s liturgical celebration of the feast of the Cross. The celebration is marked by the performance of various songs and chants around the Dämära (ደመራ), which is a large heap of dry wood embellished with plants and flowers. After the senior ecclesiastic has blessed the Dämära in the four directions, it “is left till the twilight, when the people gather to set it ablaze.” This symbolic representation is derived from the traditional story for the finding of the true Cross of Jesus Christ by Empress Helena. The Dämära is kindled to commemorate the bonfires which the Empress ordered to be lit in order to announce the finding of the True Cross.

Besides its historical significance, the celebration of Dämära entails the blessing of creation. The Dämära itself is prepared from woods, plants, and the seasonal lilies, and a Cross made from plants is placed on top of the Dämära. By blessing the Dämära towards the four corners of the earth, the clergy are blessing the whole earth and the earthly creatures represented by the plants and woods. At the celebration, the cantors

---

805 In a similar liturgical practice, the Eastern Orthodox Churches bless the four corners of the earth at the “feast of the Exaltation of the Cross.” See Evdokimov, *A Theology of Beauty*, 118.
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808 The celebration of Dämära takes place on the 16th day of the Ethiopian month Mäsškäräm – ይ_KEYS.Erratum[ SEP] (September 26) that is the eve of the feast of the Cross. During the month of Mäsškäräm, which comes at the end of the rainy season, yellow lilies known scientifically as “Delphinium dasycaulon” appear. The flowers are related with the celebration of Mäsqqääl – ይ_KEYS.Erratum[ SEP] [Cross], and thus they are called in Ethiopia “Mäsqqääl flowers.” See Alehegne and Nosnitsin, “Dämära,” *Encyclopaedia Aethiopica*, 73.
chant: “Today is the feast of [Christ’s] Cross; in the heavens above, and on earth he made peace for all.” By the redemption made on the Cross, the heavenly beings were reconciled with the earthly ones, and the blessing towards the four directions of the earth at the feast serves as a symbolic ritual of putting “the natural order under the saving sign of the invincible Cross.”

God’s use of the Holy Cross as the instrument of salvation has affected the nature of the trees and that of creation in general. According to the biblical narrative of the Fall, “humanity misused a tree and polluted the world” (Gen. 3: 1-7). But “God cleansed His world by the tree of the Cross.” By the blood of Christ shed on the Cross, the travailing creation has been sanctified and “freed from bondage.” The God “who made the tree an instrument of His saving work is the same God who planted it in the beginning for the physical life and health of His material world.” This conviction resonates the EOTC’s sacramental use of various kinds of woods and plants at the feast of the Cross.

The EOTC views the Cross as the life-giving tree through which the curse upon earth has been revoked. It is a symbol of salvation, and “the pledge (aräbon – 아레보) of our inheritance,” which is the new heaven and earth that we look for. “The church saw [Jesus] crucified; his blood was shed on Golgotha, and his beauty shined like the sun; so now the church celebrates the feast of the Cross,” says one of the chants of the feast. Traditionally it is believed that the Cross of Christ was raised at the place (Golgotha) where Adam had been buried. Hence, as Evdokimov articulates it is possible to say that
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“the roots of the cosmic tree go down to hell and its top touches the sky.”

Since the Cross is the sign of the salvation made for the whole of creation, the EOTC’s celebration of the Cross symbolically underscores the cosmic salvation and the sacramental potential of the created matter. Besides the above-discussed liturgical rituals, which embody the whole created order in their sacramental symbolism, the Ethiopian lectionary as well devotes a considerable place for the celebration of creation. The following section shows how the cycle of the liturgical seasons of the Ethiopian lectionary reflects the cycle of nature’s seasons.

II. The Ethiopian Lectionary: A Liturgical Calendar that Embodies Creation

The prominent place given to creation is evident in the Ethiopian lectionary whose temporal division mirrors the four Ethiopian seasons. As Andrew Pearson puts it “the pattern of the Christian Year has its origin in the agricultural rhythm of the Mediterranean region,” and this is very true for the Ethiopian liturgical year. The liturgical year basically has two features: the sanctoral and the temporal. While the former commemorates the great feasts of the Lord and that of the saints, the latter consists of various divisions. Deggʷa (ደጓወ), the antiphonary for the year, divides the temporal into four main liturgical seasons: Zämänä Yoḥannäs – ላስኬቱ ይሐንስ (Season of

\[817\] Evdokimov, A Theology of Beauty, 140.


The first season is commenced on the Ethiopian New Year’s day (September the 11th or the 12th in leap years), which corresponds to August the 29th of the Julian calendar, and ends on the last day of the third Ethiopian month (Ḫədar [ከዳር] the 30th = December the 9th). Zämänä Asətäməḥro, beginning on Taḫsas (ታኅሣሥ) the 1st (Dec. the 10th) comprises the significant seasons of Advent, Zämänä Asətärə῾yo [Theophany/ Manifestation], and ends before the beginning of the Great Lent [Zämänä Ṣom]. The Lenten period is followed by Zämänä Fasika, which includes the Eastertide period (Easter, Ascension, Pentecost), ending with the season of the rains [Zämänä Kərämt].

Though these are the four main divisions of the Ethiopian liturgical year, within these divisions there are various minor liturgical seasons that echo the natural events of
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822 Getatchew Haile states that the Syrians used to celebrate their New Year on October 1st following the Roman Lunar Calendar. Later in A.D. 460 they changed it to September 1st in commemoration of the martyrs of the church. The Ethiopian and Coptic New Years are based on the Old Syrian Calendar, for in both cases the New Year falls on the 1st day of the Ethiopian month Mäsəkäräm and the Coptic Tout. The Western equivalent date for Mäsəkäräm 1 is September 11 and September 12 in leap years. See Getatchew Haile, Bahri ከአሬሱብ [Computus] (Avon, MN: Image Makers) 65. Both Coptic and Ethiopian Christian calendars consist of 12 months, each comprising 30 days, with a 13th month containing five days or six in leap years. In Ethiopia the 13th month is called Ṛ新篇章 (ሦ.currentState), derived “from the Greek ἐπαγομενai ἡμεραι, i.e. supplementary days.” See Fritsch, The Liturgical Year of the Ethiopian Church, 23. See also Jeffery, “The Liturgical Year in the Ethiopian Deggʷa,” 211.

823 Julius Caesar is thought to have prepared his calendar in 46 B.C. whereas Pope Gregory made his own correction on the Julian calendar in A.D. 1582. See Haile, Bahri ከአሬሱብ [Computus] 66. This has caused the 7 year (during September-December) and 8 year (January-August) differences between the Julian calendar still followed by the Coptic and Ethiopian Orthodox Churches, and the Gregorian one, which is accepted in the West.

824 Fritsch, The Liturgical Year of the Ethiopian Church, 74.
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the four Ethiopian seasons. For instance, during the rainy season [Kərämť – ኢርምት] the lectionary [Mäṣḥafä Gəšawe – መጽሐፈ ግጻዌ] has liturgical seasons, each consisting of a few Sundays, known as seed, cloud, lightning, thunder, sea, rivers, dew, crows, dawn, and light. On these Sundays that are named after nature, the EOTC praises God for sending the rains and for blessing the land with vegetation. While the anaphora of St. Epiphanius is usually chosen for eucharistic celebrations on most of the Sundays of the rainy season due to its impressive contemplations on God’s marvelous work of creation, the selected Gospel readings reflect the features of the Ethiopian winter [Kərämť] which is characterized by heavy rains, clouds, storms, and lightning. On the first Sunday of the season, Mt. 16: 1-12 is read with a special emphasis on Jesus’ reply to the Pharisees’ request for a sign: “When it is evening, you say, ‘it will be fair weather, for the sky is red.’ And in the morning, ‘it will be stormy today, for the sky is red and threatening.” The Gospel readings for the rest of the Sundays of this season include: Mt. 13: 1-31 (the parables of the sower, the weeds, and the seed); Mt. 8: 23-27, Mk. 6: 45-52 (Jesus’ calming of the storm); and Lk. 10: 17–24 (a reference to a lightning).

The assigned chants of the Psalter for the Sundays of the winter season highlight the lordship of God over creation. The chant on the first Sunday liturgy of the winter season proclaims God’s omnipotence: “You [God] established the luminaries and the sun. You have fixed all the bounds of the earth; you made summer and winter” (Ps. 74: 16-17). God is also praised as the one who “covers the heavens with clouds; prepares rain for the earth, and makes grass grow on the hills” (Ps. 147: 8).

The Lectionary also varies from the Deggواب by “including many feasts and fast periods that do not occur in the Deggواب.” See Jeffery, “The Liturgical Year in the Ethiopian Deggواب,” 209.
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of the land in the rainy season, one of the chosen antiphons from the Psalter for the Divine Liturgy (Qəddase) reads: “You visit the earth and water it, you greatly enrich it; the river of God is full of water; you provide the people with grain, for so you have prepared it. You water its furrows abundantly settling its ridges, softening it with showers, and blessing its growth” (Ps. 65: 9-10). Other selected major chants of this season include: Ps. 145:15: “The eyes of all look to you [God], and you give them their food in due season;” Ps. 104:14: “He [God] causes the grass to grow for the cattle;” Ps. 77:17: “The clouds poured out water, the skies thundered;” and Ps. 135: 7: “He is who makes the clouds rise at the end of the earth; he makes lightning for the rain and brings out the wind from his storehouses.” These chants explicitly convey God’s mighty deeds over creation.

The various antiphons of the Divine Offices of the winter season are equally reflective of divine providence and sustenance. The commencement of the season is announced by the following antiphon:

The sound of the footsteps of the rains has been heard; when it rains the hungry are satisfied. The sound of the footsteps of the rains has been heard; when it rains, the poor rejoice…[God] is the Lord of the Sabbath; He is the Father of mercies. He commences [makes] the winter yearly. Furthermore, reflecting on the lordship of God over creation, the antiphon states that when God orders the clouds to pour the rains, they listen to the divine command. “The one who sows hoping in you [O Lord] will harvest the richness of your grace,” says the

830 Ibid, 141.
831 This is to say that it has started raining heavily.
833 Ibid, 69.
final part of the antiphon, signifying the farmer’s trust in and total dependence on God’s providence that makes the grain, buried in the soil, bear fruit.\textsuperscript{834}

We also find impressive creation motifs in the antiphons that are correlated with Gospel readings for the eucharistic liturgies of the winter season. On the Sunday when the parable of the sower (Mt. 13:1-23) is read in \textit{Qəddase}, in the Divine Office the following antiphon is chanted:

\begin{quote}
Bless [O Lord] the earth and enrich it gracefully;…order the clouds to pour the rains on the earth and the rivers to be filled to their limits. Jesus told them the parable of the sower; He [the Lord] makes the harvest and pleases the souls of the poor…He is our God who satisfies the hungry. [O Lord] you made the heaven your throne, and the earth your footstool. You wrapped the sky with a fog.\textsuperscript{835}
\end{quote}

The antiphon affirms that Jesus Christ, the Word of God Incarnate, is the Lord who rules over creation. He stilled the storm (Mt. 8: 23-27); walked over the waters (Mt. 14: 22-33); and opened the eyes of the man who was born blind (Jn. 9:1-12). Another wintry antiphon highlights Christ’s lordship over creation, saying “the earth saw him and praised him, whereas the sea worshipped him.”\textsuperscript{836} Indeed, as expressed in the Gospel narratives, the people were stunned to see the Lord whom the whole of creation obeyed.

Towards the end of the rainy season the EOTC commences its New Year’s Day, known as \textit{Ra’ɔsə Awədā Amāt} – ɕΧ Assertions [The Principal Feast of the Year], by blessing the material elements that are to be used for the eucharistic services throughout the year and by offering thanksgiving to God for creation. The Ethiopian New Year’s Day, which falls on September 11\textsuperscript{th} (12\textsuperscript{th} in the leap years) corresponding to the Jewish

\textsuperscript{834} Fritsch, \textit{The Liturgical Year of the Ethiopian Church}, 305.
\textsuperscript{835} “Mäzmur Zä-Karäm [Song of the Rainy Season],” \textit{Mäṣəḥafät Ziq Wä-mäzmur} [Festive Hymnary] 71.
\textsuperscript{836} Ibid, 73.
New Year,\textsuperscript{837} is declared as the crown of the year based on Ps. 65: 11: “You crown the year with your bounty.”\textsuperscript{838} The anaphora of John the Evangelist, which could alternatively be chosen for the Liturgy of the New Year’s Day, has an intercession “for the fruit of the crop produced yearly, so that it may be blessed [by God’s] mercy.”\textsuperscript{839} On the Ethiopian New Year’s Day, the martyrdom of John the Baptist and, more generally, his ministry are celebrated. As the Gospels begin with the ministry of John the Baptist so does the Ethiopian liturgical year.\textsuperscript{840} Moreover, the commemoration of John the Baptist serves as a fore-runner for Advent, a liturgical season that leads to the celebration of the Nativity of the Lord and to the season known as \textit{Asətərə῾yo} – \textit{አስተርእዮ} (Manifestation [of God]).

Interestingly, the Ethiopian Church’s New Year celebration corresponds to a third century canonical prayer of the early church in which God is praised for the created nourishment and beseeched to bless the crown of the year. We find the prayer in the canons attributed to Hippolytus of Rome:

\begin{quote}
We give thanks to you, Lord, almighty God, because you have made us worthy to see these fruits which the earth has produced this year. Bless, Lord, the crown of the year which is of your bounty, and may they satisfy the poor of your people. Your servant (name of the priest), who has brought these things which are yours, because he fears you bless him from your holy heaven, and all his house, and pour upon him your holy mercy, that he may know your will in everything and cause him to inherit heavenly things; through our Lord Jesus Christ, your dear Son, and the Holy Spirit, to the ages of ages, Amen.\textsuperscript{841}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{837} Ullendorff, “Hebraic-Jewish Elements,” 245.
\textsuperscript{838} \textit{Mäṣḥafa ṭo ḣawē} [Lectionary] 2.
\textsuperscript{839} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 97, no. 69.
\textsuperscript{840} Jeffery, “The Liturgical Year in the Ethiopian Deggʷā,” 215.
\textsuperscript{841} Paul Bradshaw, \textit{The Canons of Hippolytus} (Nottingham: Grove Books Limited, 1987) 34.
The special blessing ceremony of the Ethiopian New Year’s Day also recalls the early church’s tradition of blessing the fruits of the earth. Following the Divine Liturgy (Qəddase) of the New Year’s Day, the celebrant priest declares the days for the fasts and feasts of that particular year, such as Lent, Easter, Pentecost, and blesses the wheat, grapes (raisins), and incense reciting the prayer of thanksgiving. Thus, whenever Qəddase is celebrated throughout the year, the eucharistic elements (bread and wine) are made from the wheat and grapes (raisins) blessed on New Year’s Day. The EOTC’s special blessing service ostensibly testifies to the sacramental potential of created material things that could serve as objects of divine glory.

During the season of harvest, which follows the rainy season and begins after the celebration of the New Year, the liturgical chants offer thanksgiving for God’s bounties. The first 40 days of the season are known as Zämänä Ṣəge – ኣማና ሳገ (Season of Flower), and the chants mainly thank God for beautifying the land with the flowers and for making the harvest abundant. The scriptural chants and readings during the Eucharistic liturgies of this season include: Ps. 67:6 “the earth has yielded its increase; God our God, has blessed us; let all the ends of the earth revere him;” Ps. 92:12, Ps. 103:14-15, Ps. 128:2;
and Mt. 6:25-34, Jesus’ reminder for us to consider the lilies of the field and the birds of the air, and not to worry about what we eat and dress.\textsuperscript{844}

The aforementioned references to fruits and flowers are not simple correlations with the events of the season; rather, they serve as symbols of Christ, who is called “the fruit of life” in the Ethiopic Theotokia.\textsuperscript{845} \textit{Maḥəletä Ṣəge – ሕወርወ ምርም [The Chant of Flower]}, the special hymnary chanted during the Season of Flower, inspired by the biblical metaphor: “A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his roots” (Is. 11:1) symbolizes the shoot by St. Mary, the descendent of Jesse and David who brought forth the redemptive fruit, Christ. One of the chants in the hymnary reads: “O Mary, you are a miraculous shoot that blossomed the redeemer.”\textsuperscript{846}

The same hymnary, highlighting the virgin birth of Christ, symbolically uses the staff of Aaron that blossomed without being watered (Num. 17: 1-8): “O Mary, you are the staff of Aaron that came out without any stem and brought forth a flower with no water or dew.”\textsuperscript{847} This typology signifies that as Aaron’s staff blossomed without being planted or watered, likewise St. Mary gave birth to Jesus with no human seed.

\textsuperscript{844} \textit{Mäṣḥəfät Gəsəwe} [Lectionary] 123-124.
\textsuperscript{845} “Wəddase Maryam [Praise of Mary],” \textit{Mäźmurä Dawit} [Psalter] 3.
\textsuperscript{846} See “Maḥəletä Ṣəge [The Chant of Flower],” \textit{Mäḏbūl Zii-maḥəlet – ላይወርወ ከምርም [Corpus of Liturgical Chants]} (Asmara: Kokäba Ṣhäbä Printing Press, 1988) 126. The Syriac liturgical tradition as well symbolizes Christ by blossomed grapes and olives. As quoted by Robert Murray, in his \textit{Hymnen de Virginitate} St. Ephrem says: “the prudent olive has no fear of the cold which terrifies all. Under the scourges of freezing winter its leaves stand fast, as though faithful. They are an image of the faithful who persevere in Christ the Olive.” See Robert Murray, \textit{Symbols of Church and Kingdom: A Study in Early Syriac Tradition} (London: T & T Clark, 2006)112. A quotation from Aphrahat’s \textit{Hymnen de Nativitate} reads: “Blessed be the Shepherd, who became the Lamb for our atonement! Blessed be the Vineshoot, which became the Chalice for our salvation! Blessed also be the Grape, the source of the Medicine of Life! Blessed also be the Farmer, who became the wheat which was sown and the sheaf which was harvested.” See Murray, \textit{Symbols of Church and Kingdom}, 119-120.
\textsuperscript{847} See “Maḥəletä Ṣəge [The Chant of Flower],” 117.
Following the rainy season, which lasts for three months, the Ethiopian highlands are beautified by freshly blossomed lilies. Testifying to this natural phenomenon, one of the antiphons, mentioned in the lectionary by its incipit\textsuperscript{848} says:

The rainy season has passed in due time...Behold the flowers have blossomed: nard, cinnamon, almonds, and mandrake gave fruit in the garden...let us thank [God] who has granted us his goodness.\textsuperscript{849}

The Lord, who adorned the sky with the stars while creating the heavens, is praised for “beautifying the land with flowers.”\textsuperscript{850} Moreover, a great sense of wonder for God’s beautiful work of creation is exhibited in most of the chants. For instance, the antiphon known as \textit{Kinä Ṭəbābu – ḥкомпон ጥበቡ [His (God’s) Wisdom]}\textsuperscript{851} reads:

\begin{quote}
Alleluia (three times). The skillfulness of he, who is above heaven, is a marvel and a wonder. He has shown his mercy upon us. He who crowned the sky with bright starts has shown his mercy upon us. And he has adorned the earth with pure flowers. He has shown his mercy upon us....The good fragrance of the saints is like the lily of the valleys: they are blooming, the cinnamon and the nard.\textsuperscript{852}
\end{quote}

This way the EOTC expresses gratefulness to God for the bountiful gift of creation.

During the Season of Flower, the Church, the Bride of Christ, also praises her Heavenly Bridegroom [\textit{Märə’awi Sämayawi – ወምራዊ ሰማያዊ}] based on the Songs of Solomon. One of the hymns of the season reads: “The bride praises him saying: ‘come, Beloved, let us go out to the fields if the vine is blooming and if the pomegranate has given its fruit.’”\textsuperscript{853} She acknowledges her Bridegroom as the Word of God through whom

\textsuperscript{849} Fritsch, \textit{The Liturgical Year of the Ethiopian Church}, 118; “Mäẓəmur Zä-ʑämänä Ṣoŋe – መዝሙር ያዘመነ Ṣጌ [Song of the Season of Flower],” \textit{Mäṣəḥafa Ziq Wä-mäẓəmur [Festive Hymnary]} 11.
\textsuperscript{850} See “Mäẓəmur Zä-ʑämänä Ṣoŋe [Song of the Season of Flower]” 11.
\textsuperscript{851} \textit{Mäṣəḥafa Gəṣawe [Lectionary]} 124.
\textsuperscript{852} Fritsch, \textit{The Liturgical Year of the Ethiopian Church}, 120; “Mäẓəmur Zä-ʑämänä Ṣoŋe [Song of the Season of Flower]” 8.
\textsuperscript{853} Fritsch, \textit{The Liturgical Year of the Ethiopian Church}, 119; “Mäẓəmur Zä-ʑämänä Ṣoŋe [Song of the Season of Flower],” 7. The quote is from Song of Solomon 7:11-12. According to the Ethiopian biblical tradition the section 5: 9 - 8: 4 of the Song of Solomon is thought to be “the praise of the Bride [Church] to her Bridegroom [Christ].” See S. Strelcyn, \textit{Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts in the British Library Acquired Since the Year 1877} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978) 23.
creation was made (Jn. 1:3)\textsuperscript{854} and as the “Lord of the Sabbath” (Mt. 12:8).\textsuperscript{855} As articulated in the Ethiopian anaphora of John the Evangelist, the Bride (the Church) exalts and worships her Lord\textsuperscript{856} and Bridegroom who saved her from death and who “for her sake was [slapped]\textsuperscript{857} in the court of judgment so that [he] might set her free by [his] blood, and that she might be fenced around with [his] cross and kept by [his] crucifixion against temptation until she shall enter the marriage feast in heaven.”\textsuperscript{858} This way, as I will discuss in the next chapter, the church proleptically experiences the \textit{eschaton} in her earthly worship.

The above two sections have demonstrated the place given to creation in the Ethiopian liturgy. This notion will be further nuanced in the following section from different angles: the cosmic symbolism of the church building and its icons; and the concept of the cosmic liturgy as manifested in the liturgical sources of the EOTC.

III. The Cosmic Liturgical Space: The Meeting Place of Heaven and Earth

The liturgy of the church celebrated in temporal space and time has a cosmological dimension. Since the entire creation in its spatial and temporal dimensions is represented in the Divine Liturgy,\textsuperscript{859} the church’s liturgy is “a celebration where terrestrial space and heavenly space meet.”\textsuperscript{860} In this celebration the earthly church is united with the heavenly church (communion of saints), and thus the temporal and spatial

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{854} See “Mäḻərm Zä-zämänä Ṣəge [Song of the Season of Flower]” 7.
\item \textsuperscript{855} Ibid, 9.
\item \textsuperscript{856} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 100, no. 99.
\item \textsuperscript{857} Here Daoud uses the word “smitten.” But “slapped” is the more literal translation of the Go’az verb “ṣäf’a – \textsuperscript{860}” which refers to Christ in the anaphora: “täṣäf’a ṣkä ḏäwstå awəd – ṣaṇäb dä ḡərə ḡə旅行社,” meaning you were slapped in the court of judgment, i.e. when Jesus was tried in front of Pilate. See \textit{Mäṣaḥafä Qəddase} [Book of Liturgy] 74, no. 52.
\item \textsuperscript{858} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 95, no. 52.
\item \textsuperscript{860} Ibid, 6.
\end{itemize}
differences between them are overcome. The main goal of the eucharistic celebration is to enter into the realm of the new space and time that brings heaven to earth, and the church building serves as the center of this cosmic worship. In the following sections I will discuss the cosmological dimensions of the Ethiopian liturgy in light of the cosmic symbolism of the Ethiopian Church architecture and the various cosmic songs of the liturgical texts.

A. The Cosmic Symbolism of the Ethiopian Church Building

The origin of the Ethiopian Church architecture should be sought in the pre-Aksumite period. Before the rise of Aksum as a kingdom in the second century A.D., various temples were built in Ethiopia that looked “closely akin to south-Arabian structures of similar age.” For instance the renowned temple at Yeha, North Ethiopia, which still has “walls in superb dry-stone masonry,” standing high above the ground is dated from the fifth or fourth century B.C. After the conversion of the royal emperors Abrəha and Aṣəbha (Ezana and Saizana) to Christianity in the second quarter of the fourth century A.D., edifices of Christian basilica were built based on the local practice of architecture. While St. Mary’s Cathedral of Aksum retains Aksumite features such

---


862 Maniyattu, Heaven on Earth, 60.

863 Aksum was one of the powerful kingdoms outside the Roman Empire during the earliest times of Christianity. According to Roderick Grierson, by the second century A.D. the Aksumite Kingdom was known to Greek and Latin literature. Grierson writes: “Although the epigraphic evidence begins in the fifth century B.C., there is no mention of a kingdom in Ethiopia in Greek or Latin sources until the second century A.D., when Ptolemy refers to ‘Aksum where the palace of the king is located.’” See Roderick Grierson, “Dreaming of Jerusalem,” African Zion: The Sacred Art of Ethiopia, ed. Roderick Grierson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993) 7.


865 Ibid.

866 Though Abrəha and Aṣəbha are traditionally believed to be the builders of St. Mary’s cathedral of Aksum, the first church in Ethiopia, some scholars contend that the cathedral could not be built earlier than
as “stepped podium and indented plan,” the church of Abruha and Aṣəbha was a rock-hewn church, carved from the living rock of a mountain that reflected the structure of the carved monolithic stelae of Aksum. In fact, due to the relation of the Aksumite Kingdom with the Byzantine and middle-eastern Christians, new features unknown to the pre-Christian Aksumite architecture were introduced.

According to the EOTC’s tradition, there are basically four kinds of church buildings. The most ancient churches are monolithic, hewn from a single rock, which are identified by archeologists as “hypostyle halls.” Among the ancient architectures in Ethiopia, we also find cave churches that are built in remembrance of the suffering of the early Christians who used to worship in catacombs. Most of the urban churches in Ethiopia are basilican type, “the most common typology officially present in the whole of the Christian world.” These churches are mainly rectangular, subdivided into aisles, “starting from the narthex at the entrance all the way to the apse at the end.”

The prevalent church architecture in Ethiopia is the circular type with a tripartite alignment. Ullendorff asserts that the typically circular Ethiopian Church structure “is clearly derived from the threefold division of the Hebrew temple” (I Kin. 6: 5-6; 19; I Chr. 3:7). The round church building, in some cases also octagonal or rectangular, is
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867 Buxton, The Abyssinians, 97.
870 Ibid, 59.
871 Ibid.
872 Ullendorff, “Hebraic-Jewish Elements in Abyssinian (Monophysite) Christianity,” 235. Mario Di Salvo contends that even though the various ancient Ethiopian churches were inspired by the tripartition of the
divided into three concentric ambulatories. The outside ambulatory is called Qone Mahəlet – ያንቅ ማሕለት [Choir], the place where the cantors sing hymns. According to Ullendorff, this outer part “corresponds to the hāsēr of the Tabernacle or the ‘ulām of Solomon’s temple.” 873 The second chamber is known as Qəddəst (ቀን ከልት), where liturgical processions take place and the Holy Communion is administered to the faithful. Ullendorff states that this chamber represents “the qodes of the Tabernacle or hēkāl of Solomon’s Temple.” 874 The innermost and the most sacred place of the Ethiopian Church building is known as Mäqədäs – መቅዳስ [Sanctuary] or Qəddəstā Qəddusan – ከቅዳስተ ይወን ሰንን [Holy of Holies], the equivalent to the “qodes haqqodasim of the Tabernacle and the dābir of the Temple.” 875 The sanctuary is usually square in shape, and consists of the altar on which the Tabot (ታቦት), 876 the replica of the Ark of the Covenant, is placed.

One can discern many symbolic dimensions in the early Ethiopian Church architecture. As one example, by virtue of its dedication, St. Mary’s Cathedral of Aksum was an emulation of the Holy Zion Church of Jerusalem, built by Maximus of Jerusalem in 340 A.D. 877 While Aksum ሶያን was 125 cubits in length and 53 cubits in width, it had five aisles like the Church of Zion in Jerusalem. 878 This emulation denotes the keen interest of the earliest Ethiopian Christians to make their city and church a replica of the

Jerusalem temple model (sanctuary; nave; and chamber, I Kin. 6:5), this three-fold structure “is a phenomenon shared by the whole of the Paleo-Christian enclave.” See Di Salvo, “The Typology of Ethiopian Churches,” 64. However, one cannot deny that the three concentric parts of the Ethiopian round churches and the placing of the Tabot [replica of the Ark of the Covenant] in the Mäqədäs [Sanctuary] or Qəddəstā Qəddusan [Holy of Holies] is a wholly distinct tradition, derived from the Jewish temple. 873 Ullendorff, “Hebraic-Jewish Elements,” 235.

874 Ibid.
875 Ibid.
876 The EOTC offers the eucharistic elements on the Tabot [a consecrated altar-slab] which is placed on the altar. Similar altar-slabs are also found in the Eastern Churches. The altar-slab is called tablittho in the Coptic and Syrian Orthodox Churches, whereas the Assyrian Church calls it dapa. See Maniyattu, Heaven on Earth, 159.
878 Ibid, 228.
holy city of Jerusalem, the Temple of heaven. The concept is strongly reflected in the naming of Aksum, the ancient city in North Ethiopia which was the “ceremonial center of the Aksumite empire,” as the New Jerusalem. In fact, as the legendary inheritor of the Ark of the Covenant, Aksum is “the second Zion.”

In both its disposition and nature, the church is the symbol of the heavenly Jerusalem. When a new church building is consecrated according to the Ethiopian tradition, the altar is anointed with Myron, and various hymns are chanted at the four corners of the building. One of the hymns, underlying the heavenly nature of the church reads:

The church has been built to be the symbol of heaven; [it is] a place where [we get] forgiveness of sin. David chanted that [God said] ‘this is my abode forever [Ps. 132:14].’...the walls of the Church are adorned by pearls. It has been built with pearls of sapphire and chalcedony...The Almighty established the church; and its beauty outshines the sun.

As the Bride of Christ, cleansed with “the washing of water by the word,” the Church shines “in splendor, without a spot or wrinkle” (Eph. 5:27). This biblical concept is reflected in St. Yared’s antiphonary [Ṣomä Dəggʷa – ይመ ትጓ]: “Symbolizing her [the church] by the stars of the sky, I praise its beauty; my sister, the Bride [of Christ], my kind dove, is peaceful, and shines like the sun.” The Ethiopian canon law, known as Fəṭḥä Nägäst – ሲትሱ ብሆን ባህል (The Law of the Kings), has an injunction which reads that
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879 Ibid, 225.
880 Di Salvo “The Typology of Ethiopian Churches,” 64.
881 These are two of the precious stones with which the foundations of the wall of the heavenly Jerusalem were adorned as stated in the Book of Revelation 21: 18-20.
“a church should be lighted with many lamps, in the likeness of heaven.” Even though the church is built on earth, its destiny is heaven. This is the idea behind the hymn that symbolizes the church by a grapevine [Ḥärägä Wāyən – እሆይ አወን] whose “roots are under the earth whereas its branches reach heaven.”

The church is heaven on earth where the heavenly worship takes place. When St. Yared the hymnologist was brought by Abba Arägawi to the monastic church of Däbrä Damo (ደብረ ጎም), which was built on the top of a hardly accessible mountain, he was impressed by the beauty of that church. Then he chanted: “The heavenly angels visit this church; they visit her, since she is the house [abode] of the Lord. I went around the church, and saw the beauty of its architecture. This church is a place of worship, a holy tabernacle where people get forgiveness of sin.”

By celebrating the Divine Liturgy, the church joins in the heavenly praise of the angels. While on earth, the church marches to the heavenly Jerusalem, where the myriads of angels and the spirits of the righteous praise God unceasingly. As we join in the celestial praise, the invisible angels as well celebrate the Divine Liturgy in unison with humans on earth. Thus, “the church has a [worship] that looks like that of the angels; and it is the figure of the heavenly chamber.”

---

887 One of the 9 Syrian saints who came to Ethiopia at the end of the 5th century and contributed to the spread of Christianity in the country by translating the Scripture and establishing churches.
and heavenly space meet; it is an image of the Kingdom of God where the heavenly and earthly beings unite in praising God.\textsuperscript{892}

The sacred liturgical space represents the whole of creation, making the church a microcosm that links the heavenly and earthly realities. As “the sacred space of the church penetrates the cosmic space,”\textsuperscript{893} the liturgical blessings sanctify the entire cosmos. For instance, the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy (Q\textit{əddase}) has a prayer of blessing [\textit{Ṣälotä Burake} – ድለተ ቅራኬ] in which the winds of the sky [\textit{Näfasatä Sämay} – ከፋሳተ ሰማይ] and fruits of the earth are blessed.\textsuperscript{894} There are also processions in the Q\textit{əddase} that represent the apostles’ proclamation of the Gospel of the Kingdom throughout the world.\textsuperscript{895} As the sacred space in the liturgy is a transformed heavenly space,\textsuperscript{896} for the liturgical assembly, heaven becomes earth. Moreover, the heavenly persons (communion of saints) are present in the liturgy of the earthly church, and the events commemorated in liturgy are of the “new time dimension, which knows neither beginning nor end.”\textsuperscript{897} That is why we remember the departed souls in the diptychs, believing that the souls are in our midst while we celebrate the Divine Liturgy.

\textsuperscript{892} Maniyattu, \textit{Heaven on Earth}, 60.
\textsuperscript{893} Evdokimov, \textit{A Theology of Beauty}, 119.
\textsuperscript{894} Blessing the air and the ground with his hand-cross, the priest recites the prayer: “Bless the airs of heaven, and the rains and the fruits of the earth of this year in accordance with your grace, and make joy and gladness prevail perpetually on the face of the earth.” See “Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 57, no. 13.
\textsuperscript{895} One example is the procession that takes place shortly before the Gospel reading. Moreover, the reading of the lections from the Pauline epistles by the chief deacon, facing west; from the general epistles by the assistant deacon, facing north; from the Acts of the Apostles by the assistant priest, facing south; and the Gospel reading by the celebrant, facing east symbolize the spreading of the Good News by the apostles throughout the world. See Mäṣḥafü Q\textit{əddase Anwädmta} [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 91.
\textsuperscript{896} Maniyattu, \textit{Heaven on Earth}, 113.
\textsuperscript{897} Ibid.
As a sacred space where heaven and earth meet, a church building is an icon of the whole cosmos. The *Qəddəstä Qəddusan* [Holy of Holies or *Sancta Sanctorum*] of the Ethiopian Church building represents heaven, whereas the nave (*Qəddəst*) symbolizes the earth. The altar is the “table of the Kingdom” where the bread of life is offered. The Ethiopic equivalent term for altar is *Mänbär* — *መንበር* [Throne], and as its meaning implies it serves as the symbol of the throne of God. The paten, placed on the altar emulates the tomb of the Lord, as clearly stated in the *Prayer of Oblation* addressed to Christ: “we place it [the eucharistic bread] upon this blessed paten in the likeness of the sepulcher in which you have passed three days and three nights.”

The three doors of the church toward the east, north, and west directions are the symbols of the three angelic worlds [planetary heavens], known in the Ethiopian tradition as *Iyor* (*ኢዮር*), *Rama* (*ራማ*), and *Erär* (*ኤерьር*). While the internal and external pillars of the church building represent the prophets and apostles on whose teachings the Christian doctrines are based, the candles exemplify the doctors of the church.

In a distinctly Ethiopian practice, an ostrich egg is placed under the Cross of the dome, conveying a message that as an ostrich ardently gazes on her eggs when she wants
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900 In the Ethiopian churches, though there are icons on the doors of the sanctuary, there is no equivalent term for the Byzantine *iconostasis* that divides the sanctuary and the nave. However, the division between the sanctuary and the nave as the Kingdom of Heaven and the Kingdom of Earth respectively, is understood in the EOTC.
901 Referring to the altar as the table of the holy mysteries, a hymn in the Ethiopic Liturgy of Hours says: “in the likeness of the Cherubim, we have deacons for the service of the holy mysteries on this table.” See *Mäṣḥafā Sā'atā Wā-Bahrā Hássab* [Horologium and Computus] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 90.
904 See “Yii-Qəddase Tarik [History of the Liturgy],” *Mäṣḥafā Qəddase Anədomta* [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 8.
to hatch them, we too need to be focused on our spiritual thoughts. The egg under the cross of the dome also symbolizes new birth, and hence resurrection. Betäləḥem, the Ethiopian equivalent for the Diakonikon, is situated at the east direction of the church building, reminding us of Paradise (the Eden Garden in the East). Though the first humans lost the privilege to eat the tree of life due to disobedience, we are now allowed to enjoy the tree of life through the holy mysteries that are prepared at Betäləḥem. The deacon’s proclamation in the liturgy: “look to the east” also denotes our interest to look back to our lost home, the Eden Garden of the East. It also signifies our earnest waiting for the second coming of the Son of Man (Christ) who will come from the east like the lightning that shines from the east to the west (Mt. 24:27). Christ, “the bright morning star” (Rev. 22:16) and “the sun of righteousness,” has already inaugurated the new age of the Kingdom of God. As the dawn breaks, the eastern horizon brightens up with beautiful colours; and thus, we turn to the beauty and brilliance of God's light as we praise the trune God, facing east. Reflecting this meaning, according to the Ethiopian tradition, the church building is built “towards the East.”

Icons: Windows to Heaven.

One of the factors that make a church building an image of heaven is its internal adornment with icons. A typical Orthodox Church building with its beautiful iconography

---

905 Ibid, 9.
906 Like the Pastoporion in the Eastern Orthodox Churches or the Syrian Diakonikon, in the Ethiopian tradition Betäləḥem (Eng. Bethlehem) serves as a place for the preparation of the eucharistic bread.
907 In the Ethiopian Theotokia, the Holy Eucharist is symbolized by the Tree of Life. See “Wəddaase Maryam [Praise of Mary],” Mäzmurä Dawit [Psalter] 10.
910 See The Ethiopic Didascalia, trans. Harden, 74. The tradition of facing towards the east while praying, and building the church edifice in the eastern direction is upheld by the Eastern Churches. See for example the plan of the East Syrian Church building in Maniyattu, Heaven on Earth, 154.
becomes “an expression (epiphany) of the new heavens and the new earth in the place
where the mystery of salvation was revealed and accomplished.” Orthodoxy perceives
the icon “as a microcosm, which links together the divine and created worlds.”
Though made from the created matter, icons represent transfigured reality, that is “an
image of the transfigured, or divinized world.” Beyond their physical limits, icons
reveal something greater, conveying eternal meaning and acting as a “window, or
passageway, between human beings and God.” Articulating briefly the immense
significance of icons, Kallistos Ware writes:

The icons which fill the church serve as a point of meeting between heaven and earth. As
each local congregation prays Sunday by Sunday, surrounded by the figures of Christ, the
angels, and the saints, these visible images remind the faithful unceasingly of the
invisible presence of the whole company of heaven at the Liturgy. The faithful can feel
that the walls of the church open out upon eternity, and they are helped to realize that
their Liturgy on earth is one and the same with the great Liturgy of heaven. The
multitudinous icons express visibly the sense of ‘heaven on earth.’

Besides teaching the faithful, icons also become channels of divine light and meaningful
symbols of God’s grace. Moreover, icons signify an expression that glorifies the human
person and the rest of created beings, and thus the transfiguration of the whole of
creation.

The term icon is usually associated with the Byzantine Orthodox tradition.

However, “this, does not preclude the existence of another classification of sacred icons:

911 Marc Metzger, “Liturgy and Cosmos,” Concilium: Liturgy and the Body, eds. Louis-Marie Chauvet and
912 Mariamna Fortounatto and Mary B. Cunningham, “Theology of the Icon,” The Cambridge Companion
to Orthodox Christian Theology, eds. Mary Cunningham and Elizabeth Theokritoff (Cambridge:
913 Ibid, 137.
914 Ibid.
915 Ware, The Orthodox Church, 271-272.
917 The Ethiopic equivalent word for icon is ሽላል (ምስል), which literally means depiction or picture. ሽላል is
different from ሻላል – ፋልል (statue), and as in the case of the Eastern Churches, in the EOTC the saints are
the fascinating and unique ‘African’ production of Ethiopia.” As Richard Pankhurst in his preface to Milos Simovic’s book correctly asserted: “Ethiopian art, with all its beauty, was essentially Christian art, and has aptly been described as Byzantine art on African soil.” Even though the Ethiopian Christian art belongs to the Middle Eastern art, which is “characterized by fertile invention and symbolism,” Byzantine influence is also noted. The spirit of sacred painting in Ethiopia is a derivation “from interpretations of the art of the Byzantine world.” Nevertheless, though foreign influence is noted in the Ethiopian iconography, “it remained based on the subconscious and timeless reflection of native African forms.” Yet Ethiopian religious art is distinct from other African arts. For instance, while “sculpture was the primary medium of creative expression of the people of Western, Central and Southern Africa” in the EOTC only paintings are accepted; neither a statue nor sculpture is allowed to represent Christ or any of the saints.

Icons in the Ethiopian tradition convey a great sense of holiness and sanctity. Upon the completion of the artists’ wall painting or when a certain icon on a portable panel is brought to a church, the icon will be consecrated with a prayer that beseeches God “to send the Holy Spirit on the [icon], so that it will be sanctified and blessed.”
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922 Ibid, 19. Written records suggest the existence of wall paintings in Ethiopia as early as the 7th century. Panel paintings were introduced in the middle of the 15th century. These paintings originally appeared as religious art, so that the EOTC has served as “the wellspring of the pictorial art of Ethiopia.” Exhibiting their creativity, throughout the centuries, the traditional artists of the Ethiopian Church were able to produce “a unique and prodigious body of church murals, manuscript miniatures and panel paintings on wood.” See Chojnacki, *Ethiopian Icons*, 19.
The icons, which appear either as wall paintings, or on portable wooden panels, altar vessels, on the cover of the Gospels and other liturgical books, are meant to express fervent spirituality and dogma in an Ethiopian context. Ethiopian iconography allows “little individuality outside the given canons. Its images try to open a window into a higher, unchanging reality of divinity.” The underlying principles of Ethiopian art have remained constant by virtue of its didactic character. Its purpose is to describe in colour the Christ event and to portray the saints in forms that are intelligible to the believer.

The portrayal of creation in iconography underlines the cosmic dimension of the church building. Since the church is “a sacrament of the city of heaven, and a sign of glorified humanity,” the depiction of the heavens, the sun, the moon, the stars, as well as the animals and the fruits of the earth in the liturgical architecture signifies “the cosmic score of Christian worship.” This cosmic consciousness is vividly reflected in the monastic church of Däbrä Damo, North Ethiopia. The church has “a beautiful paneled ceiling of the narthex, whereon are carved with skill and grace, numerous animals, alternating with interlaced ornament.” Such a work is not a simple artistic creativity, but an expression of the church’s teaching on the sanctified nature of creation which is brought to life through the Christ event. Thus, “a church is, the prefiguration of the new heavens, and of the new earth where all creatures will gather around their Creator.”
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925 Simovic, Daughter of Zion, 17.
926 Ibid, 18.
927 Chojnacki, Ethiopian Icons, 19.
929 Ibid, 57.
930 Pankhurst, Ethiopia: A Cultural History, 144
This belief is the basis for the construction and decoration of the Ethiopian church buildings.

Characteristic of Ethiopian icons is unifying the past with the present by surpassing history. There are a number of churches, like the church at *Däbrä Bërhan* (ደብረ ብርሃን) in the province of Gondar dedicated to the Trinity (*Däbrä Bërhan Śəllase – ደብረ ብርሃን ሥላሴ*) whose “walls are covered with pictures from top to bottom.” The multitude of the icons of the saints in the walls of the church together with the “most decorative ceiling with numerous winged heads of cherubs,” present the real nature of an icon, which is expressing “the unifying power of the Liturgy.” As humans and angels are united in the Divine Liturgy to offer thanksgiving to God, the depiction of the angels and that of the departed saintly members of the church inside a church building denotes the unity of the earthly and heavenly creatures – communion of saints.

The icons in the church also unify people of the past with those of the present. The unifying aspect of the icons is reflected in David Buxton’s description of the wall paintings of *Däbrä Sina* – ደብረ ሲና [Mount Sinai] Church in Ethiopia:

To see the painted walls of a Debra-Sina-type church one must pass round the ambulatory which encircles the Holy of Holies in a clock wise direction, beginning with the eastern wall...The pictures portray patriarchs and prophets and those events of the Old Testament which foreshadow events of the New. There is Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac, anticipating Christ’s sacrifice. There is Daniel among the lions, and Jonah with the whale – both incidents which were taken to symbolize Christ’s resurrection after three days. The adjoining south wall shows the Visitation, the Nativity, the Massacre of the Innocents and Flight into Egypt – i.e. the First Coming of Christ. Alongside these scenes the Second Coming is shown as well – a Last Judgment surmounting a fiery scene of the Devil chained in [H]ell. This wall also carries the Apostles (with St. Paul) and the Nine Saints who were in a sense the Apostles of Ethiopia.
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933 Ibid.
Such a scene epitomizes the strong link between the past, the present, and the future in one setting. As the Old Testament was the shadow of the New Testament, and the Church of the New Covenant experiences the forthcoming Kingdom of God in its sacramental life, the paintings of Däbrä Sina Church eloquently speak of this historical interrelatedness.

While the church building itself is an icon of God’s dispensation, the icons that we see in the church also present to us the story of the salvation of humankind. According to the EOTC’s tradition, as in the case of the Eastern Orthodox Churches, icons inside a church building are not “arranged fortuitously, but according to a definite theological scheme, so that the whole edifice forms one great icon or image of the kingdom of God.”936 In a typically Ethiopian Church building, the icon that represents the Trinity with the four living creatures (Cherubim) and the twenty-four Elders (Seraphim) is placed on the top of the doors of the sanctuary which is adorned with the icons of the archangels. The icon of the crucifixion, usually depicted with the skull of Adam underneath, is painted on the wall of the sanctuary. On the altar, the icon of St. Mary, enthroned and putting her beloved Son on her lap, is placed.937 Icons that show the series of the whole Christ event are painted on the eastern wall of the nave, whereas the icons of the twelve apostles with their halos, including St. Paul, encircle the dome. Inside the dome, Christ the head of the church is painted, mostly enthroned as a King and separating the just from the wicked – a representation of his second coming. The patriarchs and the prophets of the Old Testament and the saints of the New Testament are

936 Ware, The Orthodox Church, 217.
937 Chojnacki, Ethiopian Icons, 29.
depicted on the northern and southern walls of the nave in the basilicas and in the walls of the second ambulatory (Qəddəst) in circular churches.⁹³⁸

As the various icons of the church building present to us the most important events of sacred history and the beginning of the age to come, the sacred space of the church serves as a transformed place where humans are united with the angels to praise God. The eucharistic elements, fruits of the earth, represent created matter and thus the liturgy of the church is the song of the whole of creation – a cosmic liturgy. Now I proceed to the discussion of the all-encompassing aspect of the church’s liturgy.

B. The Cosmic Liturgy

The cosmos consists of “the worlds of angels, principalities and powers, the corporeal, the material, the spiritual, and the energetic,” including the unknown regions of God’s creativity.⁹³⁹ All the created celestial and earthly beings praise their Creator in unison. Hence, the whole cosmos is understood as “the liturgy of God,”⁹⁴⁰ and the cosmic liturgy refers to “the ‘ontological praise’ built into the nature of created things – that praise from all creatures evoked so eloquently in the psalms.”⁹⁴¹ Signifying this consciousness of the cosmic liturgy, a hymn in the Ethiopian Liturgy of Hours (Sā’atat) asserts that at midnight “the stars of the sky; the light of the sun and that of the moon; lightning and clouds; angels, archangels, and the rest of the celestial hosts; the seas, rivers, and streams; fire, water, the rains, and winds; together with the souls of the righteous praise God.”⁹⁴² Having stated this, the hymn encourages us to join in this cosmic praise. Indeed, “Heaven and earth together with all their worlds, sea and rivers

---

⁹³⁸ Yohannes, “Holy Images in the Church,” 60.
⁹⁴¹ Theokritoff, “Creator and Creation,” 74.
and all things that are in them glorify him (God);”\textsuperscript{943} and as a priest of creation the human person sacramentally offers the whole of creation to God.

The liturgy of the church, extending beyond the liturgical assembly of the faithful, gathers up all creation into itself. When the church celebrates the liturgy, “the entire body of the gathered church joins with the celebrant in the offering, albeit in differing ways; and inanimate matter makes its contribution too.”\textsuperscript{944} This liturgy is extended to the whole cosmos and to the heavenly communion of saints as a cosmic liturgy. The cosmic liturgy, therefore, is the liturgy of the waiting ones whose liturgical assembly makes use of the created symbols as a way to heaven.\textsuperscript{945} For us, the earthly members of the liturgical assembly, the cosmic liturgy is the only way to participate in the heavenly liturgy. “This liturgy enables us to be in heaven through the cosmos.”\textsuperscript{946} Indeed, it is the desire of humans to encounter the divine, and transcend the created space and time.\textsuperscript{947}

There is, hence, a concelebration of the earthly and heavenly liturgies. As stated in the Ethiopic Liturgy of Hours, “the spiritual hosts of angels sing with a voice that is never silent,”\textsuperscript{948} and the unceasing praise of the angels is joined by the rest of creatures “that give humble thanks to God.”\textsuperscript{949} This feature of the cosmic liturgy is illustrated in the Book of Revelation, where we find the angelic hymn accompanied by the praise of “every creature which is in heaven and on the earth and under the earth and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them” (Rev. 5:13). The Book of Revelation also signified that the heavenly liturgy of the angels was performed in the midst of the raising of incense

\textsuperscript{943} Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 123, 15
\textsuperscript{944} Theokritoff, “Embodied Word and New Creation,” 231.
\textsuperscript{945} Maniyattu, “Celebration of the Cosmos in the East Syrian Liturgy,” 89.
\textsuperscript{946} Ibid. 90.
\textsuperscript{947} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{948} Mäṣḥafā Sā’atāt Wā-BAḥrā Ḥāssāb [Horologium and Computus] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 105.
\textsuperscript{949} Ibid, 106.
that represented the prayers of the saints (Rev. 8:3-5). In this, we see an “immediate relation between the heavenly liturgy and the prayers of the faithful on earth.” Due to the intimate union of the earthly church with the heavenly church, the liturgy in heaven becomes the source of energy and strength for the church here on earth. As I will discuss in the next chapter, through the eucharistic liturgy the church proleptically experiences the Kingdom of God which will be fully revealed after the eschaton.

Since the earthly liturgy is the icon of the heavenly liturgy, the officiating clergy symbolize the various angelic hosts. According to the Ethiopian tradition, the celestial powers are divided into nine ranks as: angels, dominions, principalities, authorities, thrones, masters, powers, cherubim, and seraphim, and the nine minor and major clerical orders serve as symbols of these angelic ranks. The cantors (Mäzäməran – እኔሮወሬን), who serve in the various Divine Offices of the EOTC, are figures of the angels, whereas the readers (Anagunəstis – እኔሬሬአተስ) symbolize the dominions. The principalities are symbolized by the sub-deacons (Nəfəq Dyaqonat – እኔሬስ ሪዓጋናት), and the authorities by deacons (Dyaqonat – ሪዓጋናት). The priests (Qäsawəst – ማሬስፋስት) are symbols of the thrones, and the archmandrites or corepiscopi (Qomosat – ቀሞሳት) that of the masters. The episcopi (Episqoposat – እጋስፋጋናት), bishops (Paṗasat – ቃሊስታት) and archbishops (Liqanā ṭaṗasat – እጋስ ቃሊስታት) symbolize the powers, seraphim, and cherubim respectively. A hymn in the Liturgy of Hours (Sä’atat) praises the priests as the earthly seraphs, who offer the oblation and raise incense, whereas the deacons are

---

symbolized by “vigilant angels who spread their wings for the service of the divine mystery on the table of sacrifice.”  

In general, the clergy, “representing the cherubim in the liturgical singing of the thrice-holy hymn, are caught up in heaven.”  

The representation of the invisible hosts by the priests and deacons denotes the heavenly character of the church’s liturgy.

Our participation in the heavenly liturgy is no more conceivable than in the singing of the angelic hymn known as the Sanctus. Since their creation, the innumerable armies of the angels have been hallowing God, saying: “Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Lord of hosts (Ṣāba’ot – Ṣାବା’ଓତ), heaven and earth are full of the holiness of your glory.”  

When we sing the Sanctus at the Divine Liturgy we join the angels in their unceasing hymn (Isa. 6:2-3, Rev. 4:8), and ask God to “receive our hallowing” together with that of the angels.  

The hallowing of the various ranks of the angels and our joining in their praise is beautifully illustrated in the anaphora of St. Cyril:

Seraphim together with their leaders, cherubim [in their hallowing], the angels in their ranks, the watchful according to their armies, the heads of the watchful according to their tribes, the angels of fire according to their light, and the spiritual according to their position – give thanks, hallow, cry aloud,…and say: Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of the holiness of thy glory.

After the celebrant has recited this, the deacon exclaims: “answer,” and the people reply by chanting the Sanctus. As the celebrant explains following the people’s reply, by

---

954 Vasileios, Hymn of Entry, 73.
955 Mäṣḥafä Qoddasë Anadama [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 29.
957 The Ge’ez word here “Kirubel Bäqaddāsəhomu – ᱠ᱔ᱟᱟ᱃ᱛᱟᱟᱟ᱃,,” refers to their hallowing or thanksgiving; not to their “sanctification” as translated by Daoud.
958 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 210, no. 8. A similar expression of this hallowing of the angelic powers is found in the anaphora of St. Basil: “And before [you] do stand the angels, the archangels, the judges, the thrones, the authorities, the dominions, and all the powers…It is you whom the cherubim full of eyes, and the seraphim with six wings encircle, and praise without ceasing, saying: Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of the holiness of thy glory.” Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 157, nos. 10-16.
chanting the *Sanctus* we are praising “together with them (the angels).”959 Thus, at the *Sanctus* “heaven and earth [are] made one Church; neither heaven is heaven, nor earth is earth because the time and space composite have been dissolved; for heaven is the heaven of earth and earth is the earth of heaven.”960 The *Sanctus* transforms the sacred liturgical space and links the heavenly and earthly liturgies while the church awaits fulfillment in the *eschaton*.

In the Ethiopic anaphora of St James the brother of the Lord, the *Sanctus* is presented as a chant of the entire cosmos. The cosmic liturgy of the anaphora begins with: “The heavens and all the powers in them; the sun, the moon, and all the stars; the earth, the seas, and all the created beings in them praise you.”961 And the praise is joined by “the heavenly Jerusalem,” the “church of the first-born,” which is the triumphant church of Christ or the communion of saints whose names “are written in heaven.”962 This cosmic praise is joined by the innumerable hosts of “the angels, archangels, thrones, principalities, dominions, the many-eyed cherubim, and the six-winged seraphim” who unceasingly sing: “Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of the holiness of your glory.”963 The all-encompassing dimension of the praise signifies that the whole of creation is filled with the glory of God, and it offers a cosmic liturgy to God.

959 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 210, no. 11.
962 Ibid.
963 Ibid, 108.
Conclusion

The key area in this chapter has been the ample place given to creation in the liturgical tradition of the EOTC. As liturgy is mainly a celebration of the vicarious suffering of Christ through which the whole of creation was transformed, thanksgiving for creation is the indispensable part of the church’s liturgy. Creation motifs in the liturgy underscore the sacred dimension of the created matter. Moreover, without creation motifs we cannot have a basic structure for the worldview, because “it is creation which provides the framework for the views with its ultimate beginnings and eschatological completion.” As in the beginning creation had been sacred that revealed the glory of God, when the church celebrates its liturgy by presenting the bread and wine as the representatives of the entire creation, the church attempts to return creation to its original purpose. This liturgical praxis also reflects the sacramentality of the world.

The church’s use of created materials in the liturgy also signifies the person’s responsibility for the protection of creation. By offering bread and wine in the Eucharist as the bearers of Christ’s sacramental body and blood, the church emphasizes the sacredness of creation, which should not be abused for human selfish desire. When humans add to the corruption of creation, besides violating God’s own purposes, they oppose the sacramental approach to creation that needs sanctification through its communion with God. As Ralph McMichael puts it “a church which fervently seeks to heal the brokenness of creation – the ecological crisis – is a church which is exercising its priesthood to the end that not only will creation be brought into the fullness of

---

redemption, but so will the church. This was the very purpose of making creation the center of the eucharistic prayers of the early church. I have shown that the EOTC has maintained the early church’s practice of embodying creation in the liturgy as vividly exhibited in its Qeddase and other sacramental praxes, such as the celebration of Ṭəmqät and Dämära.

The chapter has also discussed the cosmological dimension of the liturgy, pertaining to the symbolism of the sacred space in the Ethiopian tradition. As the EOTC’s liturgy honours created matter, its liturgical space as well mystically gathers the whole of creation. A typically Orthodox church building with its icons that reflect the transfiguration of creation serves as a meeting place of heaven and earth where both the celestial and earthly beings praise God in unison. It also signifies a transformed space where the cosmic liturgy takes place. While the church proleptically participates in the heavenly liturgy, it looks for its fulfillment in the eschaton. The next and final chapter of this thesis will discuss the eschatological character of the Ethiopian liturgical tradition, highlighting the tradition’s teaching about the transfiguration of creation into the Kingdom of God.

---

CHAPTER 4

THE ESCHATOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF THE ETHIOPIAN LITURGY

One of the significant features of the Christian liturgy is its eschatological nature that enables the church to experience the Kingdom of God proleptically. Alexander Schmemann underscores the centrality of the eschaton for the liturgical life of the church, by stating that the “whole newness” of the liturgy of the church lies in its “eschatological nature as the presence here and now of the future parousia, as the epiphany of that which is to come, as communion with the world to come.” The unique function of the liturgy is to reveal to us the Kingdom of God. In its correct sense, the Heavenly Kingdom is “the goal, the meaning and the content of the Christian life.” In the eucharistic liturgy, we foretaste the glory of the Kingdom.

While the Ethiopian liturgy, in its cosmic dimension, embodies creation as the sacred work of the triune God, it also demonstrates an eschatological dimension that signifies the culmination of creation. As the anaphora of Athanasius asserts, the parousia is the first day of the new age when the coming Kingdom will be inaugurated: “The Father will grant to his Son the kingdom and the judgment, then there will be revealed the power of a new lightning and a fearful sound of thunder which ear has not heard and eye has not seen from the beginning.” That day “will exist forever,” and while the “old ceases [to exist], the new will be confirmed.” On the Lord’s Day, which is the day of

---

967 Ibid, 40.
969 Ibid, 144, no. 67.
his second coming, the world will be transformed into “a new heaven and a new earth” (Rev. 21:1).

The Ethiopian liturgy clearly signifies our anticipation of the coming Kingdom of God. In the daily matins the clergy chant: “we praise you (God) without rest in our hearts, [picturing] your kingdom.” As the Divine Liturgy is “the journey of the Church into the dimension of the Kingdom,” the Ethiopian Ḍaddase demonstrates the otherworldliness of the sacred space. While commencing the anaphora by the dialogue, the celebrant says: “life up your hearts,” inviting the lifting up of ourselves and the ascension of the church to the table of God’s Kingdom as well. This is more evident in the acclamations of the deacon in two Ethiopian anaphoras: “Lift up your hearts unto heaven” and “Let your thought be above and your heart in heaven.” As a proleptic experience of the Heavenly Kingdom, the Divine Liturgy serves as the realization of the future eschaton in the here and now.

970 In the Ethiopian tradition, Sunday (the Christian Sabbath) is believed to be the day when Christ will return. For instance, the commentary on the anaphora of St. Athanasius of Alexandria says: “on the first day God [started] creating creatures; on the first day of the week (Sunday) the Lord Christ rose from the dead, and he will return on this same day.” See Māṣḥaf Qəddase Anōmta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 318. We also read in the same anaphora that “When this day [the Christian Sabbath (Sunday)] rules there will be a new work and a new thing…At that time the graves will be opened and the dead that waxed old from the beginning of the world will rise in the twinkling of an eye.” See Ethiopían Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 144-145, nos. 69 and 71. This anaphora is dedicated to the honour of the Christian Sabbath. See for instance, expressions, such as: “Come, let us exalt; come, let us praise; come, let us honor; come let us celebrate the chief of the holy days which is the holy Sabbath of the Christians.” See Ethiopían Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 145, no. 55.

971 See Ethiopían Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 251 and 252. The Gə’az phrase “Bā’albinā Nastāmasel Amsalā Māŋgastakā – ḥa’elī ḫu ḫa’elī ḫu ḫa’elī ḫu ḫa’elī,” which Daoud translated as “we know in our hearts your kingdom,” should have read: “we picture (envison) your kingdom in our hearts,” since the Gə’az verb Astamāsēlā (አስተማሰለ) indicates symbolizing or picturing; but not knowledge. The English translation of the Syriac Testament of the Lord agrees with the Gə’az text. The whole sentence reads: “we cease not always in our hearts picturing the image of Thy kingdom in ourselves.” See Syriac Testament of Our Lord, trans. Cooper and Maclean, 96; Māṣḥaf Qəddase [The Book of Liturgy] 199.

973 Ethiopían Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 56, no. 3.
974 Schmemann, For the Life of the World, 37.
This chapter is devoted to explore the eschatological dimension of the Ethiopian liturgy. Eschatology in the Ethiopian tradition is influenced by the various Jewish apocalyptic writings of the Second Temple Period: the book of Enoch (I Enoch), the apocalypse of Ezra (IV Ezra or II Esdras III-XIV), and Jubilees. Some pseudepigraphal works of early Christian times, such as, the Apocalypse of Peter and the Pseudo-Clementine literature as well have a strong influence on Ethiopian eschatology.

In the 15th century Ethiopia, there were debates on the millennial reign of Christ and the banquet on Mount Zion (Misaḥ Bä-Däbarä Ṣəyon – ይስahun የወራ ወያን) which were thought to take place at the second coming of Christ. As the period was the time when most of the local Ethiopian anaphoras were composed, the debates had a lasting impact.

---

977 Derived from two Greek words eschatos (the end or the last thing) and logos (discourse/teaching), eschatology deals with the last things, states, and events that would take place at the end of the world. See Stanley Samuel Harakas, Orthodox Christian Beliefs: Real Answers to Real Questions from Real People (Minneapolis, MN: Light and Life Publishing Company, 2002) 281.


979 The Book of Enoch, usually known as I Enoch, is a pseudonymous writing thought to be composed during the first two centuries B.C. by various authors who “belonged to the true succession of the prophets.” The book deals with the various courses of the luminaries, angelology, demonology, and apocalyptic issues. See The Book of Enoch, trans. Charles, x. See also Enoch, a New Translation: The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, or 1 Enoch, Translated with Annotations and Cross-References in Consultation with Archbishop Melkesedeck Workeneh, trans. Daniel C. Olson (N. Richland Hills, TX: Bibal Press, 2004) 10-18.

980 The apocalypse of Ezra (Salathiel or Esdras in the Latin version) is known as Mäṣḥafa Ṣēzra Sutu’el – ወርሃወር የሻቱኤል [Book of Ezra Salathiel] in the Ethiopic O.T. Canon. The work is a collection of various visions composed by a Jewish author around A.D. 100, and ascribed to the biblical figure of Ezra the scribe. The apocalypse of Ezra has numerous parallels with other apocalyptic writings, such as I Enoch and II Baruch, and among other things it deals with the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem, the Roman Empire, the end of the world, and the eternal fate of souls. See Steven Kaplan, “Apocalypse of Ezra,” Encyclopaedia Aethiopica, Vol. 2, ed. Siegbert Uhlig (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2003) 482. See also II Esdras (The Ezra Apocalypse): With Introduction and Notes, ed. W. O. E. Oesterley (London: Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1933) xi and xii.


982 Ibid.

on the eschatology of the Ethiopian liturgy. Thus, in order to examine the Ethiopian liturgy’s perspective on the culmination of the world into the Kingdom of God, the first part of this chapter will deal with selected eschatological themes namely, millenarianism, the messianic banquet, the resurrection of the dead, and the transformation of the existing creation. While studying these themes based on the general eschatological tradition of the EOTC, emphasis will be given to their final reception in the Ethiopian liturgy.

The second part of the chapter will demonstrate to what extent the Ethiopian liturgy is eschatologically oriented. In doing so, the liturgical texts that denote the anticipation of the Kingdom and its liturgical symbolism will be studied. In Orthodoxy, the Eucharist is regarded as the sacrament of the Heavenly Kingdom. In this world while the church is journeying to its goal, which is God’s Kingdom, the Eucharist serves as a “proleptic realization” of that goal. The Eucharist is a foretaste of the messianic banquet of the eschatological wedding feast (Rev. 19: 7-9). Therefore, studying closely the interpretation of the messianic banquet in the Ethiopian liturgical tradition, I will show that the Ethiopian liturgy asserts the eschatological character of the Eucharist. Towards the end of the chapter, I will deal with the concept of the liturgical time, the meaning of the Sanctus, and the eschatological aspects of some selected prayers from the EOTC’s missal that reflect the proleptic experience of the Kingdom in the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy.

984 Schmemann, The Eucharist, 43.
I. Eschatology in the Ethiopian Tradition

The eschatology of the EOTC is mainly based on the biblical teaching of this doctrine. The translation of the Bible into Gə῾əz has brought major eschatological ideas from both the Old Testament and New Testament books in Ethiopia. The traditional Ethiopian commentaries on the books of the major prophets, such as Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, and from the New Testament on the Gospels and the Revelation of John elaborately demonstrate the EOTC’s view on the end of the world. Besides, Ethiopian eschatology is greatly influenced by the Jewish apocalyptic literature, especially by the first book of Enoch and the fourth book of Ezra (II Esdras III-IV). The inclusion of these pseudepigraphal apocalyptic works into the Ethiopian Old Testament Canon has made it inevitable for the EOTC to accept their eschatological teachings that are mainly characterized by the destruction of evil and the establishment of the reign of God. Other features of apocalyptic literature, such as the establishment of the Messianic Kingdom, the imminent expectation of the end of the world and its annihilation, and a sense of rapid approaching doom have also shaped the eschatology of the Ethiopian Church.

The influence of Judeo-Christian apocalyptic literature is also evident in the Ethiopian liturgy. The ideas found in the liturgy regarding the temporary abode of the human souls and the final destiny of the world are inspired by the Jewish apocalypses

986 For the list of the books accepted in the Ethiopian O.T. and N.T. Canons see “Holy Scriptures,” EOTC Faith and Worship, eds. Archbishop Mekarios and et al, 45-47.
988 For instance, stating the destruction of the world on the Day of Judgment explicitly, I Enoch 1:6 says: “The lofty mountains will be shaken, fall, and crumble to dust. The high hills will be laid low, melting like wax before the flames. The earth will be torn open, and all that is upon will perish, and judgment will come upon everyone.” See Enoch, ed. Olson, 27.
that are well accepted in Ethiopia. In fact, the Ethiopian biblical and liturgical commentaries show that some of the apocalyptic concepts were revised. For instance, as discussed below, the millennial reign of Christ on earth (Rev. 20:4-6), which had some influence in the Ethiopian literature during the 14th–15th centuries, is now understood differently by the EOTC. Discussing briefly the eschatological teachings of the EOTC on millenarianism, the resurrection of the dead, and the transformation of the world in light of the church’s biblico-liturgical tradition, this section will demonstrate how the Ethiopian liturgy envisions the transformation of the cosmos into the Kingdom of God.

A. Christ’s Millennial Reign and the Banquet on Mount Zion

Millenarianism, the teaching about the 1000-year reign of Christ on earth with the saints, was a controversial issue during the Golden Period of Ethiopian literature (15th century).990 Both Abba Giyorgis and Emperor Zär’a Ya’ǝqob earnestly defended this position in their writings.991 The teaching is based on Rev. 20:1-4 which states that those who did not worship the beast (devil) would come to life and reign with Christ for a thousand years. This reign is understood by Zär’a Ya’ǝqob as the kingdom of the saints992 or the wedding of the saints.993 The millennial reign follows the coming of the anti-

990 Other issues included whether Christ would come alone or with his Father and the immortality of the soul. Refuting the position of a certain Bitu, who said that Christ would come without his Father, Abba Giyorgis argued for the coming of Christ, sitting on the right hand of his Father. See Abba Giyorgis’ homily on Đaharä Zıyay – ደ’Saqት [Mount of Olives] in his “Il Libro del Mistero: Mașḥafa Mestîr,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopicici, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990) 185-200. Also in opposition to Arsis and his friends, who contended that the human soul would die after it is separated from its body, Abba Giyorgis defended the immortality of the human soul. See his paschal homily in his “Il Libro del Mistero: Mașḥafa Mestîr,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopicici, Vol. 532, Tom. 97 (1993) 177-211.
993 Ibid, 32.
Christ, and it is thought to be a thousand year banquet on Mount Zion (Misaha Dabarä Ṣəyon − Ṣəyon ደብረ ጽዮን).

This idea of the banquet is supported by a reference from the book of Isaiah 25:6: “On this mountain [Mount Zion] the LORD of hosts will make for all peoples a feast of rich food, a feast of well-aged wines, of rich food filled with marrow, of well-aged wines strained clear.” While the banquet is preserved for the just (the dead in Christ) who “will rise first” (I Thes. 4:16), the undeserving sinners would not rise during the thousand year reign.

996

The concept of the millennial reign of Christ in the Ethiopian tradition was closely associated with the prediction for the end of the world. In the Jewish apocalyptic literary genre, the seven days of the creation story had been given a millenarian interpretation. Based on Psalm 90:4: “For a thousand years in your sight are like yesterday when it is past,” the whole history of the world was considered as a giant
“week” of seven thousand years. This Jewish concept was adopted by the Ethiopian tradition, and thus the declaration of Christ to his disciples in the second part of the Ethiopic Testament of the Lord that he would come back after 150 years was interpreted based on this Jewish eschatological idea. The 150 years were understood to be 1500 years; if these years (1500) are added to 5500 years (the time between the creation of the world and the birth of Christ according to the Ethiopian tradition), we will arrive at 7000. This means that the world was thought to come to an end in 7000 A.M. (Anno mundi, i.e. since the creation of the world) or in 1500 E.C. (Ethiopian Calendar), which is equivalent to A.D. 1508. Thus, both Abba Giyorgis (A.D. 1365-1426) and Zăr’a Ya’aqob (A.D. 1408-1468), given the time when they lived, zealously defended the millennial reign of Christ believing that it would take place in the near future.

In fact Millenarianism was not a theory wholly accepted without any opposition in Ethiopia. Expressing their disagreement with the position of Emperor Zăr’a Ya’aqob, the Ṣṭifthanosites rejected the concept of the banquet during the millennial reign. They contended that if there were any banquet for the righteous, it had already begun on the day of salvation. Moreover, as no one knew the date for the end of the world, it would

---

998 According to Le Testament en Galilée de Notre-Seigneur Jésus Christ, while the Lord Christ was explaining to his disciples the signs of his second coming, they asked for the exact date when he would come back. Then he replied: “When the 150 years since the time of Pentecost and Pascha are completed, the coming of my Father would take place.” Then the disciples asked him why he told them about the coming of his Father while they were asking when he would come back. Answering this question, Christ said: “I am in the Father, and the Father is in me.” See “Le Testament en Galilée de Notre-Seigneur Jésus Christ,” Patrologia Orientalis, 9, trans. L Guerrier and S. Grébaut (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1913) 199.
1000 Especially for Emperor Zăr’a Ya’aqob, the defense of Millenarianism was closely connected to the eschatological role traditionally assigned to the Ethiopian emperors. According to a belief going back to the 6th – 7th C., any Ethiopian emperor was thought to be the earthly representative of the heavenly King (Christ) and the defender of the Orthodox faith. See Lusini, “Eschatology,” 380.
be impossible to predict when Christ would return. The opposition to the millennial banquet was expressed by the Zämika’elites with a more convincing argument. As reported by Zär’a Ya’qob himself, they argued that “there is no millennial reign of the righteous other than the current time [the time of the incarnation of the Lord], and the banquet is the flesh and blood of Christ.”

For them, the Mount of Zion is the church where the eschatological meal (Holy Eucharist) is served.

The EOTC’s biblico-liturgical commentaries evince that the church finally moved to the position of the opponents of Emperor Zär’a Ya’qob. As expounded in the commentary on the Johannian apocalypse, the thousand-year reign of the saints with Christ (Rev. 20: 4-6) is interpreted as “the era of the incarnation.” The “thousand years” in the reference do not indicate a definite number of years, and thus they refer to the time since the incarnation of the Logos until the end of the world. The binding of Satan (Rev. 20: 2) is understood as the victory gained by the redemptive work of Christ over death, sin, and the enemy (Satan). Underlining this victory, in its daily matins, the Ethiopian Church prays: “We offer this holy glory to you [Christ, the eternal King] who have given us the faith with which you have made us to break the bonds of death….You have granted us [the victory] to tread down all the powers of the enemy

---

1003 Ibid, 43.
1004 The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of St. John in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, trans. Roger W. Cowley (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1983) 352. See also Māṣḥafatā Ḥaddisat Šālāṣatū: Nobabu Šin Ṣorog Ṣamew [Commentary on the Three New Testament Books] ed. Mahari Tirfe (Addis Ababa: Artistic Printing Press, 1958) 465. The interpretation of “the thousand years” as the time of the incarnation of Christ is shared by the Eastern Orthodox Church. Stanley Harakas explains that according to the teachings of the Eastern Orthodox Church, the “thousand years” in Rev. 20:4 refer to “the time of the Incarnation of Christ to the time of the coming of the Anti-Christ, that is, the period between the coming of Christ and the beginning of the end-times.” See Harakas, Orthodox Christain Beliefs, 104.
1006 Ibid, 24.
through the Spirit.”1007 Moreover, referring to a millennial banquet, in the preliminary service of the Divine Liturgy, the celebrant prays: “O Lord…lay your holy hand upon this paten which is full of goodness, and on which food of a thousand years is prepared by those who love your holy name.”1008 But the “food of a thousand years” is taught to be the Holy Eucharist. The commentary on the missal explains that as we partake of the Holy Eucharist in this world we will also continue enjoying it in the world to come. 1009 As I will discuss later, this understanding reflects the eschatological character of the Eucharist.

Some modern Orthodox theologians reject the teaching of Christ’s millennial reign on earth. Answering a question on the so-called millennial reign of Christ on earth, Stanley Harakas cautions that the description in Revelation 20 should not be taken literally. Though the early church had some people who taught some forms of “Millenarianism,” Revelation 20 does not deal with the end of the world, but it underlines the Messianic ministry of Christ or the period of Christ’s first coming when “the controlling power of the Devil is contained.”1010 As clearly stated in the Scripture, the Lord’s Kingdom is not of this world (Jn. 18:36) and it has no end (Lk. 1:33). Though the Kingdom “has entered into this world,” and is realized in the assembly of the church, it is the “Kingdom of the age to come.”1011 At the paraousia, the dead will rise for judgment and the existing creation will be transformed into a new heaven and a new earth (Rev. 21:1). Now I turn to the discussion of these eschatological themes according to the Ethiopian tradition.

---

1007 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 251.
1008 Ibid, 12, no. 43.
1009 Mäṣḥafā Ḍaddase Anđamta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 30.
1010 Harakas, Orthodox Christian Beliefs, 283.
B. The Resurrection of the Dead and the Transformation of Creation

The doctrine of the resurrection of the body is the heart of Christian eschatology. While gnostic philosophy regards the material body as evil and the liberation of the soul from the body as the highest good, Christian belief in the resurrection of the human body signifies the sacredness of created matter. The Ethiopian anaphora of the Nicene Fathers asserts that Christ was risen from the dead in a real body: “Remember [O Lord] that the body which you did take from the holy Virgin [Mary] is the body which rose from the dead on the third day.” Christ assured the reality of his resurrection to the doubting disciple, Thomas, by asking him to put his hand into his pierced side (Jn. 20:27). As Christ was risen in his glorious body, the dead will rise in the likeness of his glorified body (Phil. 3:20-21). Our corruptible bodies “will be raised incorruptible” (I Cor. 15:52).

Ethiopic sources of the 14th century reveal that there was a debate on the resurrection of the human body. Referring to the fourth chapter of the Ascension of Isaiah, a pseudonymous apocalypse, some groups argued for the anti-materialistic position. The Ascension of Isaiah 4:16-17 reads: “the saints will come with the Lord, wearing their garments which is placed in the seventh heaven…they will stay in this world, and then return [in their spirits] clad with their heavenly garments while their bodies will be left in this world.” According to this reference, the corruptible human bodies will dissolve, and the souls that left their bodies on earth shall wear the

---

1014 Lusini, “Eschatology,” 381.
imperishable heavenly garments. The flesh is part of the earthly world, so that it will perish together with the world. This “gnostic-like attitude” was officially rejected by the EOTC, and a treatise entitled: Nägär Bä’nantä Yikəhdu Tinsa’e Mutan – ጊደር በእንተ ይክህዱትንሣኤ ሙታን [Against Those Who Deny the Resurrection of the Dead] was written.1016

Ethiopian scholars further affirmed their belief in the resurrection of the body while debating with Jesuit missionaries in the 16th century. Criticizing the local practice of circumcising boys on the eighth day after their birth (before they are baptized on the fortieth day), the missionaries argued: “the boys won’t enter [the Kingdom of Heaven] since a small part of their bodies was not baptized.”1017 The missionaries thought that the practice of circumcision in Ethiopia would prevent the small portion of the body from being resurrected. In their response to this objection, the Ethiopian fathers contended that a circumcision that took place before baptism could not prevent anyone from being saved. To support their argument they referred to the Jewish Christians of the early church who were circumcised before their baptism.1018 The Ethiopian fathers also argued that “every [human] flesh, which is left on earth, will be resurrected.”1019 Even “the unbaptized portion of human flesh will be risen, and the whole body will be united with its soul.”1020 This is a bold confession of faith on the resurrection of the human body, and once again this belief, as in the case of the church’s sacramental use of the created material things, signifies the importance and sacredness of matter.

The belief in the resurrection of the human body is also explicitly asserted in the Ethiopian anaphora of St. Jacob of Serough. Borrowing the idea of the triple blowing of

1016 Lusini, “Eschatology,” 381.
1018 Ibid, 253.
1019 Ibid.
1020 Ibid, 254.
the horn on Judgment Day from the Book of Clement [Māṣḥafā Qālemāntos], the anaphora illustrates the steps for the rising of the dead bodies and their union with their respective souls. “At the first blowing of the horn,” according to the anaphora, “the dust of bodies scattered through all the ends of the world, above and beneath, in the sea and on the land, that which is in the stomachs of the beasts and that which waxed old and perished after death; and the pieces of the body, fallen on earth, will be gathered in their previous position.” The gathering of the bodies from elsewhere in the world is followed by the second blowing of the horn, which leads to the joining of the bones “with flesh and blood.” Finally, “at the third blowing of the horn, the dead will rise in the twinkling of an eye, the righteous and the sinners, carrying their works which followed them from the earth and which they did in all the days of their life.” While these expressions reflect the EOTC’s belief in the resurrection of the dead they also underline God’s life-giving power.

The teaching on the resurrection of the dead [Tinśa’e Mutan – ṭ pneumonia, ṣeṣeṣ], according to the Ethiopian tradition, is intertwined with an eschatological speculation about the fate of the human soul known as “individual eschatology.” The soul is immortal by nature, so that it does not die with its body at death. After the soul has been separated from its body by death, it returns to God (Ecc. 12:7) and faces a partial

1022 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 229, no. 90.
1023 Ibid, 229, no. 91.
1024 Ibid, 229, no. 92.
1026 Refuting the heresy of Arsis who denies the immortality of the soul, Abba Giyorgis extensively quotes from the canonical and apocryphal sources. By discussing the seven ways or modes of bliss or torment for the souls of the righteous and that of the wicked respectively as described in II Esdras 7: 81-101, Abba Giyorgis contends that the soul’s either blissful or haunting experience after death (its separation from the body) proves that the soul does not die together with its body. See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistero: Maṣḥafā Meṣṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopici, Vol. 532, Tom. 97 (1993) 176-179. See also II Esdras, ed. Oesterley, 83-85.
judgment. If the soul belongs to a righteous person, who was in communion with God in his/her earthly life, it will be allowed to stay until the Last Judgment Day in a temporary abode, known as Paradise (Gännät – የስት). The Ethiopian liturgy acknowledges Paradise as a transitory dwelling place of the souls of the righteous:

In one treasury there will be gathered wheat without tares. There will be put and kept the souls of the righteous until all are rewarded according to their deeds. There are pleasure and happiness. There is Adam the Father of all. There are Abel, Seth and Enoch the patriarchs together with all their seed.

According to the commentary on the anaphora of the Nicene Fathers, the “treasury” in the above quote is Paradise where the souls of the redeemed saints have been reposed since the day Christ released the souls from the prison of Hades (I Pet. 3:19). All the souls of the Old Testament patriarchs and that of people of faith, whom the writer of the epistle to the Hebrews calls “a cloud of witnesses” (Heb. 12:1), are not yet in the

---

1027 There are varied opinions on how soon the soul faces this partial judgment. As stated in Mängädä Sämay – እንወ አስት [Journey to Heaven], a book that deals with the stages which a newly departed soul will undergo before reaching its final destiny, as soon as the soul departed from its body it is confronted by the angels of darkness and the angels of light who ask the soul about its faith. If the soul belongs to a believer who had a relationship with God, the angels of light take it to the Lord Christ for judgment. But the unbeliever’s soul will be haunted by the angels of darkness, and then the angels of light bring it to the Lord for judgment. See Getatchew Haile, “Journey to Heaven: The Popular Belief of Reward and Punishment in Ethiopian Christianity,” Studia Aethiopica: In Honour of Siegbert Uhlig on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday, eds. Verena Böll, Denis Nosnitsin (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2004) 55-63. According to Abba Giyorgis, however, this partial judgment does not take place until the fortieth day since the separation of the soul from its body. In his Mäṣḥafä Mesṭir [Book of Mystery], he writes: “In their church order our fathers the Apostles told us to commemorate the souls of our brothers [and sisters] on the third day [since its separation from its body], in view of the resurrection of Christ; on the thirtieth day, since the Israelites mourned for Moses for thirty days; and on the fortieth day, because on this day the soul stands in front of God, its Creator, [for judgment].” See Giyorgis, “Il Libro del Mistro: Maṣḥafä Mesṭir,” CSCO, Scriptores Aethiopiici, Vol. 532, Tom. 97 (1993), 199-200. The church order which Abba Giyorgis referred to was Mäṣḥafä Sinodos (አምስተካAFE እንወ አስት), also known as the Ethiopian Church Order. But Mäṣḥafä Sinodos mentions only the third, seventh, and fortieth memorial days. See “Canoni Di Simone Cananeo,” Il Sēnodos Etiopicō, ed. Bausi, 53.

1028 In the Ethiopian tradition, Paradise (Gännät – የስት) is thought to be a pleasant place located between heaven and earth. See Mäṣḥafä Qallemonoṭ Zii-Rome [The Book of Clement of Rome] ed. Gabra-Maryam, 12; Moges Equba-Giyorgis, Märsha ርዳት ሐላት እንጤ ክትእሮው [Path of Righteousness: A Religious Tradition] (Toronto: Tana Printing Press, 2000) 48-9. Paradise is also mentioned as a place of delight and rest in the apocalypse of Ezra (II Esdras 8:52): “For unto you [the righteous] paradise is opened, the tree of life is planted, the time to come is prepared, plenteousness is made ready, a city is built, and rest is allowed.” See II Esdras, ed. Oesterley, 108.

1029 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 128, nos. 64-65.

1030 Mäṣḥafä Qəddasè Anadomta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 292.
Kingdom of God, but in Paradise waiting for the remaining children of God. The writer’s expression about the cloud of witnesses in Heb. 11:39-40: “Yet all these, though they were commended for their faith, did not receive what was promised, since God had provided something better so that they would not, apart from us, be made perfect” indicates the waiting period.

While the souls of the just enjoy their temporary stay in Paradise as a foretaste of the Kingdom of Heaven (Mängəštā Sāmayat – Ṣer’at እስከት), the souls of the wicked are left in Hades (Si’ol – እልአ) until the second coming of Christ. In the Ethiopian eschatological tradition, the torment in the fire of Hades or Hell is taken literally so that it does not have any symbolic representation. The horrible torment that the souls of the wicked are said to suffer in Si’ol (Hades) will finally be followed by the eternal

---

1032 The Ethiopic term Si’ol (እልአ), a variant of the Hebrew word Sheol, refers to a place where the souls of the wicked are thought to be punished. It does not mean “grave” or “pit” as the Hebrew word connotes. In the English translation of the Ethiopic Book of Enoch (I Enoch) Sheol is mentioned as a place of punishment: “Woe to you sinners who have died!...Know this! Your souls will be taken down into Sheol, and there they will be in great distress – in darkness, in snares, and in a blazing fire.” See “Enoch 103:5-7” Enoch, ed. Olson, 248.
1033 II Esdras 7:78 asserts that after an individual’s soul departed its body, it will enter into the state of misery or bliss based on the person’s spiritual life while living on earth. See II Esdras, ed. Oesterley, 87. The intermediate state either Paradise or Hades (Si’ol) is a foretaste of what the soul will experience in the world to come. To support this teaching, the Ethiopian fathers refer to the promise, which Jesus gave to the repentant thief to be in Paradise (Lk. 23:43), and the suffering of the soul of the rich man in Hades (Si’ol) - (Lk. 16: 19-25). See Equba-Giyorgis, Mäɾəḥa Ṣədəq [Path of Righteousness] 49.
1034 In modern theological scholarship Hell is not understood as a place but as a terrible internal state. The biblical imagery of Hell, such as everlasting fire and darkness signify the awful state of separation from God. See Florovsky, “The Last Things and the Last Events,” Creation and Redemption, Vol. III, 261; Harakas, Orthodox Christian Beliefs, 267. Florovsky also cautions us not to take the biblical imageries about the parousia and the everlasting life that follows it literally: “Of the future we can speak but in images and parables. This was the language of the Scripture. This imagery cannot be adequately deciphered now, and should not be taken literally.” See Florovsky, “The Last Things and the Last Events,” Creation and Redemption, Vol. III, 261; Harakas, Orthodox Christian Beliefs, 254. The main reason why modern scholars are reluctant to take the eternal punishment in the unquenchable fire or Hell literally is because the idea does not fit coherently with the concept of a loving and benevolent God. “Is it just to mete out an infinite punishment for a finite sin?” poses Ted Peters, and finally admits that the issue of everlasting hell is “a difficult matter to settle.” See Ted Peters, God: The World’s Future (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2000) 337.
punishment in Hell (Gähännäm – የአንስና ይምህር), which is described in the Ethiopian liturgy as “the sea or river of fire.” The departed souls stay in their temporary abodes, Paradise (Gännät) or Hades (Si’ol), until the Judgment Day when a general resurrection of bodies (Tinša’e Zä-guba’e – የገምህ ከጉራ መረጃ) will take place. After the final judgment the souls that had been in Paradise (Gännät) and Hades (Si’ol), being united with their bodies, would enter the Kingdom of Heaven (Mängosta Sämaya) for eternal life and Hell (Gähännäm) for eternal punishment respectively (Mt. 25:31-46).

Due to the partial aspect of the judgment after death and the temporality of the punishment in Hades (Si’ol), the EOTC prays for the departed souls. Relying on God’s

---

1035 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 145, no. 73. The Ethiopic biblico-liturgical sources are explicit about the eternal punishment that awaits those who refused to accept God’s unfailing love. But in the Ethiopic version of the Apocalypse of Peter there is a surprising passage that echoes Origen’s thought of universal salvation (Apocatastasis). In the portion which is claimed to be a dialogue that took place between the Lord Jesus and his disciple Peter, having illustrated the signs of his second coming and the judgment that follows Jesus finally told him that at the end “We [the Persons of the Trinity] will forgive all the work of our hands [our creatures].” According to the apocalypse, this concept of universal salvation is hidden from humans so that “they may not lax in their moral life expecting a universal gift of salvation.” See Grébaut, “Littérature Éthiopienne Pseudo-Clémentine,” Revue de l’Orient Chrétien, 15 (1910) 314-5. Apocatastasis, however, is not officially accepted in the EOTC.

1036 Melketsedek, Ethiopian Church Teaching, 36.

1037 Equba-Giyorgis, Märha Ṣadq [Path of Righteousness] 49. In Eastern Orthodox tradition Paradise or Hades are known as temporary abodes of souls. As Andrew Louth put it “On the fortieth day [from death], the soul undergoes its particular judgment and then is assigned to an intermediate state, a state of waiting in Paradise or Hades, provisional in comparison with heaven and hell, to await the decisions of the last judgment.” See Louth, “Eastern Orthodox Eschatology,” 240. In the Ethiopic book: Mängada Sämaya [Journey to Heaven] there is an elaborate description regarding the intermediate status of Paradise or Hades and the transfer of the souls from these places to their eternal abodes (Heaven or Hell). According to the book, following the partial judgment after death the human soul will be given a tour to both the Heavenly Kingdom and Hell. This is meant to let the soul of the righteous know that it will be transferred to the Heavenly Kingdom after the Last Judgment Day and to show the soul of the wicked what the suffering in Hell looks like for those who refuse to be in communion with God. If the soul belongs to a believer, according to the book, the Lord Christ passes the following order to the angels of light: “Since this soul is a believer, it deserves the Kingdom of Heaven, not the fire of Hell. Until I later (re)unite (it) with its body (and) let it into the perfect Kingdom of Heaven, take it (and) show it, for three days, the Kingdom of Heaven, and four days the fire of Hell, (and) keep it in Paradise with the saints.” See Haile, “Journey to Heaven,” 58. The soul of a wicked person as well will be given a tour to the Heavenly Kingdom and Hell before it is left to stay in Hades (Sheol): “Since this soul is heathen, it does not deserve the Kingdom of Heaven but the fire of Hell. So, until I (re)unite it with its body (and) make it enter into the perfect fire of Hell, show it the Kingdom of Heaven four days and the fire of Hell three days (and) put it at the darkness of Bärbaros [Hades] with the sinners.” See Haile, “Journey to Heaven,” 64. This idea of giving tour to the souls might have been influenced by the seven ways or modes of bliss or torment, which the souls experience by visiting various celestial and terrestrial habitations, as described in the apocalypse of Ezra. See II Esdras, ed. Oesterley, 83-85.
infinite love, the church intercedes for her members: “We beseech God, the Father of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to repose the souls of [the members of our Church] in the land of delight and rest, and raise their bodies as promised and grant them the Kingdom of Heaven.”

Though the concept of the “toll houses” in which the soul is detained and tested of the sins that it has committed is not known in Ethiopia, the EOTC’s intercessory prayer for the dead [Mästäbqʷə’ Bā’əntā Mutan – ṣṇḥl-bλφ𝑓 ᵁνɭγɭ ᵁνɭγɭ] implores God to grant the departed souls a free pass without any detention. The idea of the souls’ passing may have been adapted from the speculation about the challenge which the souls are said to face as described in the book: Mängädä Sâmây – ᵁמו. The idea of the souls’ passing may have been adapted from the speculation about the challenge which the souls are said to face as described in the book: Mängädä Sâmây – ᵁ mojo. [Journey to Heaven]. According to the book, shortly after it left its body the soul is met by the angels of light and angels of darkness who would like to take it into their company. If the soul belongs to an unbeliever, the angels of darkness throw it into “the sea of fire.” Conversely, the soul of a believer is carried by the angels of light, and it passes over the sea of fire. The intercessory prayer seems to refer to this pass to be granted to the souls of the members of the church.

As the Ethiopian eschatological thought on the fate of the human soul is inspired by apocalyptic writings, these writings also have greatly influenced the EOTC’s teaching on the consummation of the cosmos. The Jewish apocalypses are characterized by...

---


1039 Also known as telonai (staffed), the toll houses represent the various testing steps at which the soul is examined. Referring to the account in the story of Basil the younger (10th century), Andrew Louth enumerates twenty toll houses which the soul is tested of: “vain words, lies, calumnies, greed, laziness, theft, avarice, usury, injustice, envy, pride, anger, rancor, murder, magic, sexual impurity, adultery, sodomy, heresy, and lack of compassion [cruelty of heart].” The passage of the toll houses represents what is required from someone to pass from sin and temptations of the world to the holy presence of God. See Louth, “Eastern Orthodox Eschatology,” 240.

1040 Harakas, Orthodox Christian Beliefs, 285.


predictions of cosmic upheaval and destruction of the world. For instance in I Enoch 1:6 we read that on the Last Judgment Day “The lofty mountains will be shaken, fall, and crumble to dust. The high hills will be laid low, melting like wax before the flames. The earth will be torn open, and all that is upon will perish.” 1043 While the earth and everything upon it are predestined for destruction, “the first heaven will pass away, and a new heaven will appear” (I Enoch 91:16). 1044

The apocalypse of Ezra (II Esdras) as well speaks about the contrast between two worlds (this world and the world to come). This world has to pass away so that the new world can come: “and the world shall be turned into the old silence seven days, like as in the first beginning; so that no man shall remain. And after seven days the world [the new world], that yet awakes not, shall be raised up, and that [this world] shall die [which] is corruptible” (II Esdras 7:30 and 31). 1045 According to this apocalypse, at the end times the earth would be as it was in the beginning: “the earth was waste and void” (Gen. 1:2). There will be a “metamorphosis of all creation” 1046 on earth for seven days. Inspired by the apocalypse of Ezra, the Ethiopian anaphora of Athanasius states this condition: “the earth will rest for seven days while there will not be in it any moving thing of all the living creatures.” 1047 Finally the earth will pass away and be replaced by the new heaven and earth.

In line with the aforementioned Jewish apocalyptic writings, the Ethiopian eschatological tradition reflects a fiery consummation of creation. In the second part of the Ethiopic Testament of the Lord we read that “on that day [Lord’s day] the whole of

1043 Enoch, ed. Olson, 27.
1044 Ibid, 223.
1045 II Esdras, ed. Oesterley, 69.
1046 Ibid, 72.
1047 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 145, no. 70.
creation will be subject to burning by fire.”\textsuperscript{1048} The reference echoes the description in II Pet 3: 9-13 which asserts that on the Lord’s Day the heavens and the earth would be burnt up. The Ethiopian liturgy as well points to the annihilation of the existing world. The anaphora of Athanasius states that when Christ returns “the existing heaven will be destroyed and the earth will pass away.”\textsuperscript{1049} According to the commentary on the daily matins (\textit{Kidan Zä-nägəh – ክዳን ያኔታ}), as “God has brought this world from nothing (non-being) into being, he will also change it from being to non-being.”\textsuperscript{1050} This is a quite nihilistic approach to the destiny of the world.

Though Ethiopian eschatology upholds the passing away of the existing creation, it is not without hope for a future life. The anaphora of Athanasius denotes that following the destruction of the existing heaven (firmament) and earth, there will be a new world.\textsuperscript{1051} The coming new world is the “new heaven and earth” which will appear after the former heaven and earth have passed away as illustrated in the apocalypse of John (Rev. 21:1). For the Ethiopian commentators, the coming of “a new heaven and earth” does not mean that God will create a new world \textit{ex nihilo} after letting this world pass away. What is called in Rev. 21:1 “a new heaven and a new earth” is the Heavenly Jerusalem or the Kingdom of Heaven (\textit{Mäŋəstä Sämät}) that has been existing since the creation of the world (Mt. 25:34).\textsuperscript{1052} The Kingdom of Heaven is called “a new heaven and a new earth” because it will be revealed only on the coming Day of the Lord.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1049] \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 145, no. 70.
\item[1050] \textit{Mäṣḥəfə Qəddase Anədoməta} [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 28.
\item[1051] \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 144, no. 69.
\end{footnotes}
replacing the current heaven and earth which will vanish.\textsuperscript{1053} The Kingdom of Heaven will be given to the children of God who had been in communion with God while living on earth. No human soul, however, is allowed to enter the Kingdom of Heaven before the end of the world. The departed souls are reposed temporarily either in Paradise (\textit{Gännät}) or Hades (\textit{Si’ol}) waiting for their final destination – the Kingdom of Heaven or Hell respectively.\textsuperscript{1054} While this earth, the firmament, Paradise and \textit{Si’ol} (Hades) will vanish, the Heavenly Kingdom and Hell that will be revealed on the Day of Judgment will remain forever.\textsuperscript{1055}

The Ethiopian eschatological tradition underlines the passing away of the world (heaven and earth) and its replacement by a new heaven and earth. It is not clear, however, if the passing away of the cosmos and the coming of the new world mean the renewal of creation into a better state where righteousness would dwell forever. In the commentary of the Ethiopian doctors, the burning up of heaven and earth in II Pet. 3:9-13 is taken literally, so that it is understood as a consummation of creation by fire.\textsuperscript{1056} But our Christian hope is that the groaning creation, which is in travail due to human sin, will be fully redeemed and “delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God” (Rom 8:21). As our bodies will be resurrected and glorified, the cosmos as well awaits transfiguration, which is its release from sin and corruption.\textsuperscript{1057}

Our salvation achieved in Christ also extends to the material world, and thus the

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{1053} Cowley, \textit{Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation}, 357.
\textsuperscript{1054} Equba-Giorgis, \textit{Märsha Ṣødàq [Path of Righteousness]} 49.
\textsuperscript{1055} Ibid. See also Giorgis, “\textit{Il Libro del Mistero: Mašṭa Maʃṭir},” \textit{CSO, Scriptores Aethiopici}, Vol. 515, Tom. 89 (1990)199-200.
\textsuperscript{1057} Orthodox theology promotes the transformation of the world at the end times. Asserting this Orthodox tradition, Metropolitan John Zizioulas writes: “space and time are capable of receiving transfiguration; and that the Kingdom of God is not something that will displace material creation, but will transfigure it, cleansing it from those elements which bring about corruption and death.” See his article “The Eucharist and the Kingdom of God,” \textit{Sourozh: A Journal of Orthodox Life and Thought}, 60 (1995) 44.
\end{footnotes}
fulfillment of the redemption of creation would be realized by its anticipated transformation.

As discussed in the previous two chapters of this thesis, the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition demonstrates the sacredness of creation and its redemption through the salvific work of Christ. Hence, one can safely suggest that the Ethiopian eschatological thought on the final destiny of the world should consistently reflect the completion of creation’s redemption through its transformation; but not its destruction. The Orthodox eschatological doctrine is not a “catastrophic eschatology,” rather it is a hopeful belief which witnesses to the “final liberation of all creation, of humanity and the world from all principalities and powers and dominions of the history of the world.”1058 The Ethiopian traditional fathers need to be clear on their teaching about the passing away of the existing creation and its replacement by a new heaven and a new earth.

The biblical references for the passing of the world (Mt. 24: 35; II Pet. 3:11; Rev. 21:1), which the Ethiopian traditional fathers take literally, could be understood in a more positive way. As agreed by various modern scholars1059 these references highlight the renewal of the existing world into a new heaven and earth. In both the Epistle of Peter and the Johannine Revelation the new heaven and earth are mentioned, and that the recurrent theme in the references is transformation. In their commentary on the Book of

1059 For instance Edward Rommen argues that II Pet. 3:7-13 indicates a fiery transformation or complete renewal that leads to a new heaven and a new earth where the righteous shall dwell; it does not show the annihilation of the cosmos. See Edward Rommen “Last Things: The Eschatological Dimensions of the Church,” International Bulletin of Missionary Research, 33/3 (2009) 116. Charles Davis as well contends that though II Pet. 3:7-13 seems to suggest a conflagration in which everything will be burnt up, if examined carefully, the text reveals that “this world will pass from its present condition into a new condition in which all that is due to sin will have been purged away.” See Charles Davis, “The End of the World: New Heavens and a New Earth,” Worship, 34/6 (1960) 306. See also Gale Haide’s extensive study on II Pet. 3 and Rev. 21: “What is New About the New Heaven and the New Earth: A Theology of Creation from Revelation 21 and II Peter 3,” Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society, 40/1 (1997) 37-56.
Revelation, the Ethiopian traditional fathers expound that the Heavenly Jerusalem is called “a new heaven and a new earth” (Rev. 21:1) because “it remains firmly established in renewal.”\textsuperscript{1060} Also commentating on Rev. 21:5: “Behold, I will make everything new,” the fathers understood this to mean that the Lord will renew all.\textsuperscript{1061} This concept of renewal, thus, signifies the complete transformation of the created order. The coming Kingdom is “a new heaven and a new earth” so that it does not need renewal; what is to be renewed and transformed is the current groaning creation. Moreover, the “passing away” of this world suggests the end to its finitude (finiteness). This means that “the finite and time-bound” category of the world will finally be transcended.\textsuperscript{1062} The form, fashion, and “image of the world”\textsuperscript{1063} that has been marred by sin and corruption will pass away, whereas the whole of the cosmos will be glorified.

I have briefly explained the Ethiopian eschatological perspective on the consummation of the world. Even though the Ethiopian liturgy, being influenced by apocalyptic writings, is not clear on how the current cosmos will be transformed into the Kingdom of God, the liturgy is firmly oriented to the coming Kingdom. In the following section I will show that the Ethiopian liturgical tradition regards the Eucharist as the messianic banquet of the Kingdom, and that the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy demonstrates an eschatological character centered on the proleptic experience of the Kingdom.

\textsuperscript{1061} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{1062} Peters, God: The World’s Future, 335.
\textsuperscript{1063} Schmemann, Introduction to Liturgical Theology, 74.
II. Liturgy as the locus of Eschatology

The expectation of the Kingdom of God was an important element of the early church’s liturgy. The words of Jesus at the Last Supper while passing on the cup to his disciples: “I tell you that from now on I will not drink of the fruit of the vine until the kingdom of God comes” (Lk. 22:18) have an eschatological orientation as they refer to the messianic banquet of the Kingdom. Though the relationship between the Last Supper and the earliest eucharistic prayers is not clear, the latter demonstrate the same eschatological character. For instance, in the Didachē we read about the gathering of the Church into the Kingdom (Didachē 9:4 and 10:5). The coming of the Lord was also declared in the Aramaic word Maranatha: O Lord, come (Didachē 10:6). During the fourth century, the recitation of the institution narrative which contained the eschatological words of Jesus became “the most important part and the climax of the Eucharistic prayer.”

While the eschatological character of the liturgy of the early church has been maintained by the Eastern liturgies, Orthodoxy envisions a proleptic experience of the eschaton in the Eucharist. As Schmemann contends, the sacraments are not merely channels of grace; they are rather “the locus, the very center of the Church’s eschatological understanding and experience.” Thus, “the whole Liturgy is to be seen as the sacrament of the Kingdom of God.” By celebrating the liturgy on earth, we
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1064 Didachē 9:4 reads: “Just as this broken [loaf] was scattered over the hills,...in like fashion, may your church be gathered together from the ends of the earth into your kingdom.” And Didachē 10:5: “Remember, Lord, your church, to save [her] from every evil and to perfect [her] in your love and to gather [her] together from the four winds [as] the sanctified into your kingdom which you have prepared for her.” See Milavec, The Didache, 23; 25.
1065 Ibid, 25.
1068 Ibid.
have entrance into the *eschaton*, and we will be beyond time and space.\textsuperscript{1069} In fact the “realized eschatology” in the sacraments of the church does not mean the fulfillment of the eschatological hope, but rather the sacramental experience exhibits the tension of “already, but not yet.”\textsuperscript{1070} In the Eucharistic liturgy we foretaste the joy of the heavenly liturgy, but as the Kingdom is not yet fully revealed we ask the Lord to “remember us in [his] kingdom, as [he] did remember the thief on the right hand.”\textsuperscript{1071} The Kingdom inaugurated by the Christ event will be revealed fully after the Second Coming of the Lord. The current time “in between, living by faith in the ‘already’ of Jesus’ resurrection and the ‘not yet’ of the ongoing history of the world’s suffering, is the eschatological time of the Church.”\textsuperscript{1072} The Kingdom is already in our midst, and yet it is still to come. It is not to be understood in a futuristic sense or as a mere promise, but as something that we can taste here and now through the liturgy of the church.\textsuperscript{1073}

A. The Eucharist as the Sacrament of the Heavenly Kingdom

The Holy Eucharist is the central expression of the Christian eschatological hope. Since the Eucharist recalls the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus and anticipates the future fulfillment, it brings into juxtaposition the past, present, and the future.\textsuperscript{1074} As Zizioulas contends, the eucharistic remembrance is mainly about the “remembrance of Christ before the throne of God in the Kingdom which is to come. In other words, the eucharistic remembrance is in fact a remembrance, a foreshadowing, a foretaste and a

\textsuperscript{1069} Schmemann, *For the Life of the World*, 37.
\textsuperscript{1070} Theokritoff, “Embodied Word and New Creation,” 230.
\textsuperscript{1071} *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 59, no. 34.
As a foretaste of the messianic banquet, the Eucharist is also the manifestation of the Kingdom of God. Reflecting this idea, the preliminary prayer of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy beseeches for a blessing over the paten “on which food of a thousand years is prepared.” The millennial meal here refers to the Eucharist whereas the “thousand years” represent “the time of perfection,” that is the age after the present time “which knows no waning or eventide, and no successor, that age which ends not or grows old.” In the Lord’s Prayer, which is focused on the Kingdom, the “daily bread” that we ask for is the meal of that Kingdom – the Eucharist. As we now partake of the Eucharist in this temporal time, we will continue enjoying it eternally in the Kingdom.

Schmemann agrees with this stand when he writes: “the eucharist is the sacrament of the beginning and the end, of the world and its fulfillment as the kingdom of God, then it is completed by the Church’s ascent to heaven, to the ‘homeland of the heart’s desire,’

1076 Ibid. 7.
1077 Ibid.
1078 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 12, no. 43.
1079 Mäṣḥafā Qəddase Anadomta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 30.
1082 Mäṣḥafā Qəddase Anadomta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 30.
status patriae – the messianic banquet of Christ, in his kingdom.1083 This is what Christ promised to us when he said: “...as my Father appointed a kingdom for me, so do I appoint one for you that you may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom” (Lk. 22:29-30). The Eucharist, indeed, is the sacrament of God’s Kingdom.

Through the Eucharist, the church enters to the Joy of the Lord. The faithful rejoice as they quietly recite the short prayer having received the holy mysteries: “fill my mouth with praise, my heart with joy and my soul with gladness,”1084 and this personal delight of each believer extends to be the joy of the whole church. Schmemann asserts that entering to the joy of the Lord (Mt. 25:31) means entering into the Kingdom of God. Entrance to the Kingdom is achieved in no other way but through the Eucharist. To use Schmemann’s words: “we have no other means of entering into that joy, no way of understanding it, except through the one action which from the beginning has been for the Church both the source and the fulfillment of joy, the very sacrament of joy, the Eucharist.”1085 This is the final purpose of the eucharistic celebration.

As the Eucharist is the entrance of the church into the joy of the Lord, in it the church ascends to the “heavenly sanctuary, to the table of Christ.”1086 This proleptic experience of the church will be fulfilled in the Kingdom as stated in the anaphora of Athanasius: “At that time [the parousia] when all is fulfilled there will be pitched a tent of light for his elect and his righteous and there will be stretched a curtain of fire of seven divisions for them. There will enter the High Priest Jesus Christ into the mystery and he will have the priests stand at his right hand and the deacons at his left hand to show them

1083 Schmemann, The Eucharist, 36.
1084 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 69, no. 119.
1085 Schmemann, For the Life of the World, 25.
1086 Schmemann, The Eucharist, 27.
As we now joyously gather to celebrate the Eucharist, in the Kingdom we enter with the risen Lord into “the bridal chamber.”

The eschatological character of the Eucharist is also evinced in its chosen day of celebration. The Lord’s Day (Sunday), the first day of the week chosen for Eucharistic celebration, is also the first day of the new creation. The coming Kingdom will be revealed on this day “which [will] exist forever.” Referring to the eternity of the Lord’s Day, the anaphora of Athanasius purports that on this day “there will not be the light of the sun or the moon or the stars.” This day is also known as “the Eighth Day,” since as the day of the Messianic fulfillment it is outside of the boundaries of the cycle of the week. “The Eighth Day is the day beyond the limits of the cycle outlined by the week and punctuated by the Sabbath – this is the first day of the new Aeon, the figure of the time of the Messiah.” Thus, the celebration of the Eucharist on the Lord’s Day envisages that the church’s worship is a proleptic participation in the future Basileia (Kingdom). The Kingdom is manifested in the church’s Eucharist, and the usage of the term “the eighth day” for the day of the eucharistic celebration signifies that the new age of the Kingdom has already begun. The designation: “the eighth day” also
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1087 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 147, no. 93-94.
1088 Schmemann, For the Life of the World, 29.
1089 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 144, no. 66.
1090 Ibid, 144, no. 69.
1091 Explaining why the Lord’s Day can be called both the first and eighth day, St. Basil writes: “We pray standing, on the first day of the week, but we do not all know the reason. On the day of the resurrection (or ‘standing again’ Grk. ἀνάστασις) we remind ourselves of the grace given to us by standing at prayer, not only because we rose with Christ, and are bound to ‘seek those things which are above,’ but because the day seems to us to be in some sense an image of the age which we expect, wherefore, though it is the beginning of days, it is not called by Moses first, but one. For he says ‘There was evening, and there was morning, one day,’ as though the same day often recurred. Now ‘one’ and ‘eighth’ are the same, in itself distinctly indicating that really ‘one’ and ‘eighth’ of which the Psalmist makes mention in certain titles of the Psalms, the state which follows after this present time, the day which knows no waning or eventide, and no successor, that age which ends not or grows old.” See “De Spiritu Sancto” XXVII: 66, 42.
1092 Schmemann, Introduction to Liturgical Theology, 77.
underlines the manifestation of the Day of the Lord, which Schmemann calls “the joyful
day of the Kingdom.”

Even though the Eucharist is celebrated in remembrance of the death and
resurrection of the Lord, this sacrificial character also reflects the eschatological
dimension of the Eucharist. Christ’s words of institution at the Last Supper: “this is my
body” and “this is my blood” refer to his sacrifice as the paschal lamb. He has “redeemed
us with the sacrifice of his body, and bought us with the sprinkling of his blood.” He
is our “paschal lamb,” who “has been sacrificed” for the remission of our sins (I Cor.
5:7). The Eucharist represents the sacrifice of the Lamb of God (Jesus – Jn. 1:29) on
Calvary as stated in the celebrant’s prayer of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy: “Lord my
God, behold the sacrifice of thy Son’s body which pleases thee. … And behold the pure
blood of thy Messiah, which was shed for me upon Calvary.” Again highlighting the
sacrificial aspect of the Eucharist, the Ethiopian Qəddase refers to it as “the Lamb” which
is slain by the hand of the celebrant priest: “Let the Lamb come that we may see him with
our eyes, slay him with our hands and rejoice in him.” The sacrifice of our Paschal
Lamb in the Eucharist, however, is neither a remembrance nor a repetition of the lamb of
the Jewish Passover (Exodus 12:6); but rather it is “the sacrifice of the perfect,
eschatological paschal Lamb.”

As Christ calls the sacrifice of his blood a “New Covenant” (Lk. 22:20) this
designation signifies the eschatological purpose of his sacrifice. The word “Covenant”
refers to the “Kingdom of Heaven,” and thus whenever the church repeats Christ’s words

1093 Ibid, 80.
1094 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 193, no. 86.
1095 Ibid, 67, nos. 105-106.
1097 Zizioulas, “The Eucharist and the Kingdom of God,” Sourzho: A Journal of Orthodox Life and Thought,
of institution, “our thoughts are directed towards the coming and establishment of the Kingdom of God.” In the preliminary service of the Ethiopian Qəddase, correlating the Eucharistic sacrifice with its eschatological dimension, the celebrant reads:

Who has seen a bridegroom that, at his marriage [sic], sacrifices his body and is fed on forever? The Son of God has done a new deed in the world which no one...has done like him since the creation of the world. At his marriage [sic] he has ordained on the table, before his guests, his holy body and his precious blood as a banquet, so that they may eat thereof, and so that he who believes in him may live forever.

The sacrifice of Christ’s body and blood is related to a wedding banquet. This wedding is none other than the one, which will take place in heaven between the Lamb (Christ) and his Bride (the Church), accompanied by the voice of a great multitude: “Hallelujah! For the Lord our God the Almighty reigns. Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory, for the marriage of the Lamb has come, and his bride has made herself ready” (Rev. 19:6-7). In the Kingdom, where God reigns, humans are invited to the “marriage supper of the Lamb” (Rev. 19:9), which is the Eucharist. The Eucharist, indeed, is both the sacrifice of the paschal lamb and the eschatological meal of the Kingdom.

B. Eschatological Orientation in the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy

In the Divine Liturgy the church proleptically enters into the eternal time of the eschaton. This unique experience is announced at the very beginning of the Ethiopian Qəddase (Divine Liturgy). Having completed the preliminary prayers, the celebrant begins the Divine Liturgy with a solemn declaration: “How [awesome] is this day and how marvelous this hour [when] the Holy Spirit [descends] from heaven and
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1100 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 8, nos. 8-9.
1101 In his translation, Daoud’s choice of word here: “awful” is not appropriate.
overshadows this sacrifice.” The uniqueness of the time in the liturgy is based on the eucharistic presence of Christ which results from the transformation of the elements by the Holy Spirit. As God became flesh in Christ, and “God’s nature knows no boundary – even time,” the time in the eucharistic liturgy passes beyond any form of measured time. Thus the celebrant’s declaration at the beginning of Ḍaḍdase is an affirmation that the new time of the Kingdom enters into the fallen time of this world.

The Ethiopian Divine Liturgy’s connectedness to eternity can also be seen in the phrase “now and ever and unto the ages of ages” with which most of the prayers end. The frequent usage of this phrase signifies that in the liturgy the eternal time breaks into the temporal, and we enter to the age which never ends. It also underlines that the Eucharist, which is offered in the Divine Liturgy, “is not confined within our fragmented time but extends unto the age which has no end.” When the church offers its eucharistic thanksgiving to the triune God, saying “through thy only-begotten Son,…to thee [God, the Father], with him and with the Holy Spirit, be glory and dominion now and ever and world without end,” the praise embraces both protological and eschatological dimensions. According to the Ethiopian doctors, this thanksgiving is interpreted as: “let glory be to the triune God since the creation of the world till now; from now till the Second Coming of the Lord; and after that for eternity.” As we thank God during our life time, we also look forward to worshipping God eternally in the
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Heavenly Kingdom\textsuperscript{1109} after the consummation of the natural time in the \textit{eschaton}. Meanwhile, in the eucharistic celebration we move within the space of the age to come.

The Ethiopian liturgy explicitly demonstrates that it is oriented to the Kingdom of God. In the offertory, the celebrant asks God to remember in the “heavenly kingdom” those who brought the offering.\textsuperscript{1110} Similarly, shortly before the partaking of the Eucharist by the faithful, the celebrant prays for those who have been called out of the world to “join in [God’s] everlasting kingdom.”\textsuperscript{1111} Moreover, the whole liturgical service is performed with the vision of God’s Kingdom: “While we praise thee [God] without rest we know in our hearts thy kingdom.”\textsuperscript{1112} Here knowing the Kingdom means that “picturing the image of [the] kingdom” in the minds of the worshippers.\textsuperscript{1113} As the church worships God, envisioning the Kingdom, its worship serves as “\textit{a symbol of the kingdom}, of the Church’s ascent to it and, in this ascent, of her fulfillment as the body of Christ and the temple of the Holy Spirit.”\textsuperscript{1114} The unceasing nature of the praise that is offered “without rest”\textsuperscript{1115} also reflects our foretaste of the heavenly worship, which will be enjoyed by the communion of saints in the Messianic Kingdom.

God’s Kingdom, in the Ethiopian \textit{Q̱əddase}, is declared as a “blessed kingdom.”\textsuperscript{1116} The \textit{trisagion} in the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy is followed by a short prayer from the \textit{Testament of the Lord} which ends with “for thine is the blessed kingdom, O Lord our God.”\textsuperscript{1117} Declaring the blessedness of the Kingdom, the church journeys
towards its final destination. To bless God’s Kingdom is not simply to acclaim it, but rather “to declare it to be the goal, the end of all our desires and interests, of our whole life, the supreme and ultimate value of all that exists.”\textsuperscript{1118} By blessing the Kingdom, thus, we acknowledge it to be our final and ultimate value as we now experience it through the sacraments of the church.\textsuperscript{1119}

The proleptic experience of the Kingdom in the Divine Liturgy imparts the joy of the Kingdom to the participants. In the Scripture we read that the first Christians were celebrating the Eucharist with glad hearts (Acts 2:46). Due to its eschatological character the Eucharist was celebrated in the early church “in an atmosphere of joy.”\textsuperscript{1120} Claude Sumner states that “a note of joy,” is one of the features of the Ethiopian liturgy, which also include “a sense of community, concern for unity, a sacrificial aspect and a contemplative character.”\textsuperscript{1121} The whole gathering, not only the clergy, are supposed to experience the joy of the Kingdom in the eucharistic liturgy. As the Eucharist by itself represents a gathering (\textit{synaxis})\textsuperscript{1122} in one place, the sharing of the joy by the whole eucharistic community is significant. In the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy, by chanting Ps. 81:1-2 that precedes the Gospel reading, the people express their joy: “Sing aloud unto God our strength; make a joyful noise unto the God of Jacob. Take a psalm, and bring hither the timbrel [tambourine], the pleasant harp with the psaltery.”\textsuperscript{1123} This, indeed, is

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1118} Schmemann, \textit{For the Life of the World}, 29.
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  \item \textsuperscript{1121} Claude Sumner, “The Ethiopic Liturgy: An Analysis,” \textit{Journal of the Ethiopian Studies}, (1963) 41.
  \item \textsuperscript{1122} The gathering of the people is mandatory for the celebration of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy. According to the EOTC’s canon law, the clergy cannot celebrate the Divine Liturgy without the attendance of the people: “The mass shall not begin until all the people are gathered.” See “On the Mass,” \textit{The Fetha Nagast: The Law of the Kings}, trans. Tzadua, 83.
  \item \textsuperscript{1123} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 43, no. 192.
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the joyful exclamation of the people who see the coming of the Lord, the parousia, in the Gospel reading that symbolizes the end times.\footnote{Mäṣḥaf Qəddase Anədomita [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 98, no. 1.}

The Gospel reading has an explicit eschatological character in the Ethiopian Qəddase. Before reading the Gospel, the celebrant solemnly declares: “Behold the Gospel of the kingdom of heaven”\footnote{Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 44, no. 193.} and hands the Gospel to the assistant priest who in turn passes it to the chief deacon saying: “His (God’s) kingdom and his righteousness which he (the celebrant) delivered to me I deliver to thee.”\footnote{Ibid.} By this, the assistant priest means that he hands to the deacon the Gospel that proclaims “the kingdom of God and his righteousness” (Mt. 6:33). While the Gospel reading represents the most pleasant words of the Lord to the righteous on the Day of Judgment: “Come, you that are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world,” the dismissal of the catechumens at the end of the Gospel reading symbolizes the terrible fate of the wicked: “You that are accursed, depart from me into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels” (Mt.25: 34, 41).\footnote{Ibid.} At the end of the Gospel reading the sanctuary will be closed, connoting the impossibility of any mercy for the wicked after the Last Judgment. This representation is based on the parable of the ten bridesmaids, which illustrates that the foolish bridesmaids, who arrived after the door was shut, were not allowed to the wedding banquet (Mt. 25: 1-13).\footnote{Ibid.}

The rest of the liturgical symbols that come after the Gospel reading exemplify the eschatological setting of the Kingdom. Besides its doctrinal value, the confession of the Creed points to “the mystical thanksgiving which will be rendered in the age to come
for the most marvelous principles and ways of God’s most wise Providence towards us, by which we have been saved.”

The kiss of peace represents the universal harmony that will prevail amongst people in the new ages of the Kingdom. This is clear from the injunction of the deacon which asks the people to pray for the achievement of a perfect concord while they greet each other with “a holy salutation.” In the deacon’s exclamation: “look to the east” while we remember our original home, the Paradise that was believed to be located in the east, we actually anticipate our heavenly abode: “we have not here a house built on sand against which the winds blow and the floods beat, but the free Jerusalem which is above and into which the patriarchs, bishops, priests and deacons have entered before us.” The Heavenly Jerusalem, according to the Ethiopian tradition is the place where the righteous will enter after the second coming of Christ.

The celebrant’s exhortation: “lift up your hearts” signifies our entrance to the Kingdom. Replying to the celebrant, the people say: “we have lifted them up unto the Lord our God.” As the anaphora is the “lifting up” of both our offering and ourselves, the whole Eucharistic liturgy is “the ascension of the Church to heaven.”
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ascension. By “lifting up our hearts” we mean that “we have entered the Eschaton, and are now standing beyond time and space.”\textsuperscript{1139} In the Ethiopian \textit{Qəddase} the faithful are strongly encouraged to experience the presence of the Heavenly Kingdom. In addition to the celebrant’s exclamation, the chief deacon as well urges them to lift up their hearts and thoughts to heaven: “Let your thoughts be above, and your heart in heaven, recognize where you stand.”\textsuperscript{1140} Indeed, the lifting up of the hearts and thoughts of the whole liturgical chorus in the Eucharist underlines the church’s ascent to the “paschal table of the Kingdom.”\textsuperscript{1141}

The \textit{Sanctus} as the hymn of victory represents the union between the corporeal beings (humans) and incorporeal powers (angels) that would be achieved in the life to come. The heavenly dimension of the earthly church is revealed as we sing the \textit{Sanctus}: “Holy, [H]oly, [H]oly, Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of the holiness of thy glory” with the thousands and myriads of angels and archangels who hallow God unceasingly.\textsuperscript{1142} The earthly Divine Liturgy, in addition to being the icon of the heavenly liturgy of the angels, it is also a worship where “the holy table in the earthly temple mysterically becomes the exalted Throne; and the assembly in the church building becomes the court of heaven gathered with the angels before the Throne.”\textsuperscript{1143} The \textit{Sanctus}, thus, indicates our future “union and equality in honour” with the angels that will be manifested in the Kingdom.\textsuperscript{1144}
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The Ethiopian liturgy underlines our anticipated unity with the celestial powers. While God is praised for raising us from the dust and setting us with the angels, our future communion with the heavenly powers is earnestly sought: “May God, the most high, bless us all and sanctify us with every spiritual blessing, and bring us into the holy church to be joined with his holy angels who serve him always in fear and trembling, and glorify him at all times and all hours, both now and ever and world without end.” At the end of each canonical hour the EOTC prays to be united with the holy angels: “O Lord let us join in the communion of the angels and be united with them in faith.” By asking God to accept our praise like the praise of the angels, and help us adore the divine name unceasingly as the angels do, the church anticipates the union of the heavenly and earthly chorus which will be actualized after the eschaton.

Toward the end of Qəddase, the people alternately chant with the officiating clergy a hymn known as Śārawitā Mälaʾaktihu – Ṣ atrav Mallaʾakat [The Hosts of the Angels] which symbolizes our communion with the angels in praising God. The hymn indicates that the throngs of angels are always present in the church where the Lamb of God is sacrificed in the sacrament of the Holy Eucharist. The liturgical assembly is divided in chanting this hymn – the celebrant and the two deacons in the sanctuary alternately chant with the assistant priest, sub deacon, and the people who are outside of the sanctuary – and while those in the sanctuary constitute the heavenly choir, those outside of the sanctuary represent the earthly choir. In the anaphora of St. Mary the celebrant expresses the assembly’s hope to “[be gathered] on the holy Mountain of [Z]ion
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in the heavenly Jerusalem,” and hear the angelic hymn “which softens even [dry] bones because of the multitude of its melodies.”  

As a pilgrim to heaven, having the proleptic foretaste of the heavenly liturgy on earth, the church awaits its full participation in the heavenly liturgy.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has shown the eschatological nature of the Ethiopian liturgy. In the first portion of the chapter I dealt with the eschatological teachings of the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition. The speculation on the fates of the souls and their abodes highlights the Ethiopian tradition’s strong connectedness to eternal life. The intercessory prayers for the departed souls and their remembrance in the EOTC’s liturgy also reflect its eschatological character. As for the destiny of the world, being influenced by the Jewish apocalyptic literary genre, the various Ethiopian biblico-liturgical texts underline the passing away of this world at the end times. In fact, the texts recall the renewal of creation that will take place after the *eschaton.* However, it is not explicitly stated whether or not the passing away of the world means its transformation into a new heaven and earth. As Ethiopian soteriology underlines the redemption achieved through Christ for the whole of creation, its eschatology needs to be in line with its soteriology, clearly signifying the fulfillment of the salvific work of Christ in the transfiguration of the world.

In the second part of this chapter, I discussed the factors that reflect the eschatological dimension of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy. While the Eucharist is viewed as the central expression of the EOTC’s eschatological hope, its *Qəddase* exhibits the
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proleptic experience of the anticipated Kingdom of God. The Ethiopian Divine Liturgy is celebrated, “picturing the Kingdom” in the minds of the gathering.\textsuperscript{1152} The Gospel reading, moreover, symbolizes the end times, whereas the liturgical symbols and anaphoral constituents that come after the Gospel reading point to the eschatological setting of the Kingdom. Thus, the Ethiopian \textit{Qəddase} serves as the realized anticipation of the future \textit{parousia} and the Messianic Kingdom.

\textsuperscript{1152} \textit{Ethiopian Liturgy}, trans. Daoud, 252. See also \textit{The Testament of Our Lord}, trans. Cooper and Maclean, 96.
CONCLUSION

The Ethiopian liturgical rite is the result of the creative and original work undertaken by the local fathers of the EOTC who lived during the various stages of the development of the liturgy. Though Coptic, Syriac, and Byzantine influences are noted in the Ethiopian Liturgy, the foreign liturgical sources were creatively adapted to the Ethiopian cultural milieu. Moreover, it has to be reiterated that despite these foreign influences, the Ethiopian Liturgy has developed to be an independent liturgical rite. Having briefly explored the influences of Eastern and Western liturgical rites on the Ethiopian liturgical tradition, Peter Jeffery underscores its eclectic and original features:

The Ethiopian liturgical tradition is much more than a mere patchwork of scraps imported elsewhere. On the contrary, it exhibits much creativity and originality, both in its absorption and assimilation of diverse foreign elements and in the considerable bulk of indigenous material that emerged in Ethiopia itself. Thus it is undoubtedly correct that there exists a true Ethiopian rite.\(^{1153}\)

The formation of an indigenous liturgical rite in Ethiopia can be noted in many ways. Even though the EOTC initially received the *Ordo Communis* of the Alexandrian Church with the Coptic anaphora of St. Mark,\(^{1154}\) the Ethiopian traditional fathers enriched the *Ordo* by adding various hymns and rubrics. While the anaphoras of the *Apostolic Tradition* and that of the *Testament of the Lord* were adapted to the Ethiopian liturgy, the Ethiopian doctors [*Māmōhran* – ስምህራን] of the 14\(^{th}\)-15\(^{th}\) centuries composed a number of anaphoras that reflected their theological thought. Besides, the liturgy of hours (*Sā’atat*), which incorporates biblical readings assigned for the day and night hours along with contemplative chants on God’s Lordship over creation, was the work of a prolific Ethiopian writer, *Abba* Giyorgis (1365-1426). While the fathers of the Gondar

\(^{1153}\) Peter Jeffery, “The Liturgical Year in the Ethiopian Deggʷā,” 204.

\(^{1154}\) Tzadua, *Ethiopian Church Rite*, 11.
Era (16th – 17th centuries) composed various hymnaries, which are part of the Ethiopian Divine Office, they were also able to prepare a lectionary based on the natural events of the four Ethiopian seasons.

As I discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, the Ethiopian liturgical tradition has developed through different phases. Throughout these phases, various materials of creation themes were introduced into the tradition. During the first phase, from the 4th – 7th centuries, translations into Gə’az were made from Greek sources. In the 5th century, while the Old Testament books were translated into Gə’az from the Septuagint version, other apocryphal and deuterocanonical sources as well made their ways into the Ethiopic biblical corpus. Examples of these are: the canticle of the three Jews (Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah), which reflects the cosmic liturgy offered to God by the entire creation; the Book of Jubilees [Mäṣḥafä Kufale – ዮምንታውሮስ እፋሌ] and the Book of Enoch [Mäṣḥafä Henok – ዮምንታውሮስ ከኖክ], which played an important role in the development of the Ethiopian traditional teaching on creation. The Mäṣḥafä Qäleməntos – ዮምንታውሮስ በፈላክወንበት, which is part of the Pseudo-Clementine literature and the EOTC’s New Testament Canon, has enriched the Ethiopian traditional teaching on creation.

The foreign liturgical sources that were introduced in the early times of Ethiopian Christianity laid the foundation for both the creation theology and sacramental praxis of the EOTC’s liturgical rite. For instance, the Apostolic Tradition’s creation motif, which states that at midnight all created beings offer a thanksgiving to God, and various
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1156 For the origin and development of the Ethiopian liturgy see chapter one of this thesis, pp. 15-49.
1158 Ibid.
1160 Ibid, 136.
1161 See The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, 56; Giyorgis, Mäṣḥafä Sä’at [Horologium] 2.
The litanies of the Synodicon for divine blessings over the rains, waters, and fruits have been made the invariable parts of the Ethiopian Liturgy of Hours (Sä’atat – ወታት).\textsuperscript{1162} The Syriac Testament of the Lord, whose translation into Gə’az is credited to the Nine Saints who fled from Roman Syria to Ethiopia in the 5\textsuperscript{th} century, has served as a prominent source of creation themes in the Ethiopian liturgy. The intercessory prayer for God’s blessing over the whole created order, known in Ethiopia as Bä’entä Qəddəsat – የእንተ እንለት [Concerning Holy Things] by its incipit; and the midnight, morning, and evening litanies [Kidan Zä-mänäfåqä Lelit, Zä-nägäh, Wä-zäsäräk – ከኢት እስማที่สำคัญ ሰኢት ኣሱር እጅ ከማርሮት [Sharing Life], which mainly highlight the sovereignty of God over creation were derived from the Testament of the Lord.\textsuperscript{1163}

The sources that were translated from Arabic during the 13\textsuperscript{th} –14\textsuperscript{th} centuries have been made an integral part of the Ethiopian interpretation of creation. Among the hexaemeral literature, the Ethiopic version of the Arabic hexaemeron of pseudo-Epiphanius (Mäṣḥafä Aksimaros – እሸቅ እውጭ)\textsuperscript{1164} is a significant work on which the EOTC’s teaching on creation depends. While the Book of Creation [Mäṣḥafä Šənä Faṭrät – እውጭ ይግራት] refers to the Aksimaros and other apocryphal sources,\textsuperscript{1165} the various Gə’az and Amharic versions that are simply entitled Šənä Faṭrät – እውጭ ይግራት [Beauty of Creation] mainly depend on another hexaemeral work, known as Ṭəntä Haymanot – ይግራት እግማት [Root of Faith].\textsuperscript{1166} As S. C. Malan notes, The Book of Adam

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1162} Horner, The Statutes of the Apostles, 225. See also Mäṣḥafä Sä’atat Wa-Bahra Hassab [Horologium and Computus] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 11 and 41.
\item \textsuperscript{1164} Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation, 123.
\item \textsuperscript{1165} See Mäṣḥafä Šənä Faṭrät [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 20, 36, 40.
\item \textsuperscript{1166} See Cowley, Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation, 124. See also Beauty of Creation, trans. Haile and Amare, 4, 10, 12, 14; Ṭəntä Haymanot – ይግራት እግማት [Root of Faith] entitled: “Eine äthiopische
and Eve, another source of the Ethiopian traditional teaching on creation, was originally written in Arabic in Egypt, and then “taken further south, and translated into Ethiopic.”\textsuperscript{1167} The Ethiopian commentary on Genesis as well was originally a translation of Ibn At-Taiyib’s Arabic commentary, which was later expanded with some elaborations by Məhrka Dəngəl in the first quarter of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{1168}

The EOTC’s biblico-liturgical literature is characterized by both pseudonymity and anonymity. As the first chapter of this thesis elucidated, in the 15\textsuperscript{th} century the dissident groups, who composed most of the indigenous Ethiopian anaphoras, attributed their works to the ecumenical fathers of the early church for the purpose of gaining credibility.\textsuperscript{1169} Though the anaphoras still appear under pseudonyms, their contents signify that they are of local origin. Customarily, the Ethiopian traditional authors often do not mention their names to identify their own works out of humility. Thus, the fathers of the EOTC, who succeeded the doctors of the 15\textsuperscript{th} century and wrote the commentary on the official anaphoras of the church and on other liturgical texts \([Māṣəḥafā Qəddase Anədəmta – Ṣọɾəḥd. Ḋəkə�, Ḋəqə� Ḋəkə�]\), remain anonymous. Also it is not known who wrote the Ethiopian Book of Creation \([Māṣəḥafā Śənä Fəṭərät – Ṣọɾəḥd. Ṣəɾəfəɾät]\), which is authored based on the Arabic Pseudo-Epiphanius hexaemeron and other apocryphal sources. Moreover, though the lectionary’s reference to the anaphoras of the Golden Period of Ethiopian literature (15\textsuperscript{th} century) and to the hymnaries of the Gondar Era (16\textsuperscript{th} -17\textsuperscript{th} centuries) indicates that the lectionary \([Māṣəḥafā Goṣawe – Ṣọɾəḥd. Ṣəɾəfəɾät]\) was composed in modern times, its composer is unknown. Throughout this thesis, therefore,

\textsuperscript{1167} Malan, \textit{The Book of Adam and Eve}. (preface) vi.
\textsuperscript{1168} Cowley, \textit{Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation}, 114.
\textsuperscript{1169} See the brief discussion on the authorship of the local Ethiopian anaphoras in chapter one above, pages 29-45.
while engaging these sources I have referred to their anonymous authors as the fathers or doctors of the EOTC who lived during the renaissance and development of Ethiopian literature, especially in the 14th –17th centuries. The current traditional scholars of the EOTC, usually called Mäməhran (መምህራን), are the inheritors of this tradition.

In addition to psuedonymity and anonymity, the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition shows lack of theologically critical reflections on the received sources. Even though various foreign sources have been adapted and shaped in accordance with the Ethiopian cultural context, divergence in theological thoughts is not tolerated. When the dissident groups of the Golden Period of Ethiopian literature composed anaphoras, reflecting their theological difference in triadology from that of Emperor Zär’a Ya’ǝqob (1434-1468), the emperor opposed their attempts arguing that no anaphora was accepted in the church except those derived from the Apostolic Tradition and the Testament of the Lord.1170 The groups, collectively known as Zămika’elites, were dubbed as heretics, and their anaphoras were rejected by the emperor and his associates. The church finally accepted their works only after it had lost a large number of books during the invasion and devastation of numerous churches by the Ethiopian Imam, Ahmed ibn Ibrahim al-Ghazi, from 1527-1542.1171

The acceptance of the works of the dissident groups by the church has greatly enriched the theology of the Ethiopian liturgical rite. Nevertheless, in the EOTC, faithfulness to the sources received through tradition is more favourable than a critical approach to them, and thus one hardly notes differences in theological ideas among the current traditional scholars of the church. Though this outlook has helped to maintain the
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1171 Haile, “Religious Controversies,” 133.
integrity of the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition, it has also hampered potential theological developments in the tradition. Abba Habte-Maryam Worqneh criticizes the norm of the Ethiopian traditional commentary, known as “አንድም ትርጉም ጃርም እ-
ምው ከመም,” which does not encourage the disciples to comment on the ideas of their teachers.\textsuperscript{1172} The current traditional scholars of the EOTC, who are masters in biblical and liturgical commentaries, usually study the commentaries by heart and they barely offer a critical reflection on the themes of the texts. Moreover, even though the traditional commentaries on some of the Scriptures and the commentary on the liturgical texts have been published by the EOTC, the church has never published a critical edition of any of these texts. This was one of the limitations I faced in this study of the Ethiopian liturgy’s creation theology.

Due to the lack of critical revisions of the EOTC’s sources of creation theology, some of the themes sound biblically untenable. For instance, the creation narrative of The Book of the Mysteries of Heaven and Earth states that since the light, which emanated from the sun was so powerful, the angels asked God to minimize its power.\textsuperscript{1173} This expression implies imperfection in the creation of the sun; but in the biblical narrative we read that as in the case of the other creatures, after the creation of the greater light (the sun) “God saw that it was good” (Gen. 1:16-17). As I discussed in the second chapter of the thesis, both the book of Aksimaro\textipa{\textsuperscript{s}} and the Ethiopic traditional Book of Creation offer a detailed description of the “seven heavens.”\textsuperscript{1174} The description of the spiritual world in these sources is simply speculative and not found in the Scriptures.

\textsuperscript{1172} Worqneh, ጊጉታዊ ይሁን፣የማውያ ጊጉታዊ [Ancient Education of Ethiopia] 217.
\textsuperscript{1173} Mysteries of Heaven and Earth, trans. Budge, 15.
\textsuperscript{1174} See Aksimaro\textipa{\textsuperscript{s}}, ed. Misikir, 18-20; Marseille ውስር ማታር [The Book of the Beauty of Creation] ed. Equba-Giyorgis, 16-18.
This thesis has also dealt with the protological and eschatological dimensions of creation engaging the various liturgical corpuses of the Ethiopian tradition. As the composition of the Ethiopic liturgical texts is based on biblical, apocryphal, and pseudoapostolic sources, the texts demonstrate a diverse and eclectic character. The eclecticism and complexity of the liturgical texts has led to the consultation of numerous biblical and apocryphal sources in the thesis. My intention in following this method was mainly to identify the sources of the EOTC’s theology of creation as reflected in the liturgical texts and biblical exegesis of the church. Based on the liturgical texts and the sacramental praxis of the EOTC, this thesis has shown elements of a liturgical cosmology of the Ethiopian tradition by drawing on various themes of creation theology in the texts, and by analyzing the theological and cosmological presuppositions of the use of created matter in the Ethiopian liturgical rite.

The creation themes of the Ethiopian liturgical texts are solidly based on Scripture. The presentation of the themes, especially in the indigenous anaphoras, is contemplative in character, displaying lyrical passages that marvel at the beauty of God’s creation. The fathers, who composed the anaphoras during the Golden Period of Ethiopian literature (15th century), envisioned God as infinite mystery whose essence is incomprehensible to the human mind. Nevertheless, drawing materials from diverse sources to substantiate their theologoumena, they speculated on the abode of God and on the expanse of the universe. Their theologies do not exhibit complex terminology but simply deal with God, salvation, and creation in terms of mystery and beauty. For
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1175 *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 89, nos. 3-6; 174, no. 11.
1176 See for instance the portions in the anaphoras of Gregory of Nyssa and the anaphora of Cyril in *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 175, nos. 28-29; 209, nos. 3-5; and *Mysteries of Heaven and Earth*, trans. Budge, 8-13.
instance, in the Ethiopian tradition the trinitarian theology is called *Məšṭirä Šollase* – የማህረunsafe. [Mystery of the Trinity], and the theology of creation is treated under the epithet: *Śənä Faṭərät* – የ觜ነፈጥረት [The Beauty of Creation]. As I discussed throughout the thesis, the EOTC shares the basic tenets of other Eastern Orthodox traditions.

As part of the thesis’ construction of a liturgical cosmology, I have primarily dealt with the theology of creation according to the Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition. In the second chapter, I have shown that in the Ethiopian liturgical texts creation is presented as the joint work of the Persons of the Trinity.\textsuperscript{1177} The Ethiopian tradition upholds that God was under no necessity to create.\textsuperscript{1178} Without having the need for creation, the three Persons lived in communion of love prior to the creation of the world, possessing “an infinite glory.”\textsuperscript{1179} Creation came into existence as the result of God’s free choice, since God willed creation to enjoy divine blessings and goodness. While the relationship of the three divine Persons *ad intra* (immanent Trinity) is unknowable, the triune God is revealed through creation (economic Trinity). In other words, the one and united action of the immanent Trinity is expressed in different ways in the economic Trinity. Creation is one example of the act of the three Persons *ad extra*, and as an act *ad extra* creation came into existence as the common work of the Persons of the Trinity “who hold all the world with one counsel, with one authority, and with one unity.”\textsuperscript{1180}

As the work of the triune God, the entire creation had a beginning. The Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition teaches that God brought creation from non-being into being

\textsuperscript{1177} *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 110, no. 58; *Mäsəḥafä Qəddase Anədəmtə* [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 247.


\textsuperscript{1179} *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 125, no. 31.

\textsuperscript{1180} Ibid, 175, no. 25.
This doctrine of creatio ex nihilo entails an ontological distance that separates created beings from the Creator. God is the only “eternal, the first and the last, who has neither beginning nor end,” and thus no created being existed eternally with God. The Creator is ontologically different from the created reality. While remaining transcendent in essence (bahrəy – ዋርሃይ), God is immanent in creation through the divine energies (activities). Acknowledging the created status of the world, the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo rejects notions that consider the material world as coeternal with God.

The good creation, which originated from a loving and caring God, became liable to corruption due to a human sin. As the second chapter of this thesis states, the Ethiopian liturgical tradition upholds that Adam was not created mortal. God made Adam “without corruption,” but mortality was introduced through sin. The first humans were created with the possibility of immortality, and thus in their pre-lapsarian stage, Adam and Eve were immortal by grace. For the continuation of the grace of immortality they were to grow to the likeness of God. Heeding the advice of the envious enemy (Satan), unfortunately, they brought death on themselves. As a result of their disobedience to God, they lost the incorruptibility granted to them by God. Misusing their freewill, the first
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1181 See the preface to Gəbrä Ḥəmamat [Lectionary of the Passion Week]; Haymanotä Abäw [The Faith of the Fathers] 34, no. 3.
1182 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 32, no. 108.
1183 See the preface to the anaphora of the 318 Nicene Fathers in Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 124, no. 21: 125, no. 29.
1184 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 54, no. 54.
1186 The pre-anaphoral service of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy states that death entered the world as a result of “the envy of Satan” which was the cause for the Fall of Adam and Eve. See Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 54, no. 54.
humans alienated themselves from God, and consequently through the Fall they brought 
corruption to the material creation. Death entered the world as a cosmic catastrophe.

The all-encompassing nature of the human person led to the transmission of 
corruption from the person to the rest of creation. The material and spiritual realities 
(body and soul) in the person relate the person to the material and spiritual dimensions of 
creation. Hence the human person stands at the midway point of creation, and “unites 
the spiritual and material worlds.” Since the person recapitulates within him/herself 
the whole of creation, the human is a microcosm. As a microcosm and as the “king of 
creation,” the human person was given a task by God to unite created matter and bring 
it into full communion with God. The person failed to accomplish this task, and thus the 
death and corruption that entangled the person also affected the entire creation.

In the Ethiopian tradition, even though it is not explicitly stated that the Logos 
would have been incarnate despite the Fall of the first humans, some of the EOTC’s 
literature implicitly reveal such a belief. For example, the expression in the Ethiopic 
Mäṣḥafä Qälemọntos — ሰምጽሐፋ እይለመንትስ [Book of Clement]: “O Peter if I did not plan 
to be incarnated from the Virgin, I would not have created Adam or the heavens” signifies that the incarnation of the Logos was not a response to the Fall but the original 
divine plan to bring creation to its fulfillment. Moreover Tä῾ammarä Maryam — እግሊ-water 
Frä [Miracle of Mary], a book used in the EOTC for liturgical purposes, asserts that 
“St. Mary had been in the thought of God prior to the creation of the world.” This 
reference as well clearly shows that the incarnation of the Logos from the Blessed Virgin

1188 Melketsedek (Archbishop), Ethiopian Church Teaching, 21.
1191 See Tä῾ammarä Maryam Bä-Gä’ez ወና ሞርምራንስ [Miracle of Mary in Ga’ez and Amharic] 3, no. 6.
was originally foreseen by God before the Fall. The incarnation revealed the goal of creation, which is the consummation of the entire cosmic order in Christ, and made the transformation of creation possible. As the world was created through Christ, also the fallen creation was renewed through him. Elsewhere in the Ethiopian liturgical corpus, special emphasis is given to the mystery of the incarnation of the *Logos*. The incarnation is centrally significant because the concept of redemption and transfiguration of creation are rooted in it.

Even though God’s good plan for creation had been affected by the fall of humanity, the Christ event offered the possibility of cosmic transfiguration. Orthodoxy views the whole life of Christ as the medium of salvation. Through his incarnation, the *Logos* became part of his creation and recapitulated the entire creation in his body. Christ sanctified the entire cosmos through his baptism, whereas his redemptive crucifixion on the Cross liberated creation from the pangs of sin. As death had held human beings and the entire cosmos under its control, Christ died to “renew the corrupted creation,” and his resurrection defeated death and corruption. Thus we were saved by the whole life of Christ, not by a particular event in his life.

While the whole of creation has been redeemed, its ultimate transfiguration has yet to come. Creation is still in travail, waiting for the time when it “will be set free from
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1194 *Māṣəḥafā Qulemonṭos Ŷu-Rome* [The Book of Clement of Rome], ed. Gabra-Maryam, 84.
1196 Ibid, 115.
1198 The paschal chant of the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy says: “Christ is risen from the dead, trampling death…and upon those in the tombs bestowing life.” See *Ethiopian Liturgy*, trans. Daoud, 40, no. 173.
its bondage to decay and will obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God” (Rom. 8: 21). Even though Christians experience the renewal of the cosmos in the sacramental reality of the body of Christ, who has recapitulated the entire creation in himself, the final glory of the cosmos is awaiting fulfillment. The Christ event has allowed for the possibility of the transfiguration of the cosmos which will be fully achieved after the eschaton.

The Ethiopian biblico-liturgical tradition contains the themes of creation theology that I have briefly summarized above. However, both the biblical commentaries and the liturgical texts lack clarity in their treatment of the final transformation of the cosmos into the Kingdom of God. In fact, as I showed in the fourth chapter of the thesis, the Ethiopian liturgical tradition envisions the Eucharist as the eschatological meal of the Kingdom, and it also exhibits the eucharistic service (Qəddase) as the proleptic realization of the Kingdom. The Ethiopic commentary on the Book of Revelation also states that the Second Coming of Christ will be “to renew all.” In the Ethiopian tradition, however, this renewal is not understood as the transformation of the current created order into a new heaven and a new earth, but it refers to the revelation of the Heavenly Kingdom (Mäŋəštä Sämats — ወንጆጺስት Êngät) which will replace the existing world. The fate of the created world, according to the Ethiopian tradition, is to be consumed by fire.

This concept of the fiery consummation of the world is the result of apocalyptic literature that was embraced by the Ethiopian tradition. The Jewish pseudepigraphal apocalypses, such as I Enoch and II Ezra, are characterized by the imminent expectation
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of the end of the world and its annihilation, so that their catastrophic eschatology has influenced the Ethiopian tradition. According to the commentary of the Ethiopian Missal, as “the world was created from non-being into being, it will also return from being (existence) into non-being (non-existence).” This means that the creation of the world ex nihilo entails its return to non-existence.

The Ethiopian eschatological thought needs to be consistent with what the EOTC teaches regarding the salvation of the world. The entire material creation has been redeemed by the Christ event, and the redemption achieved through Christ will be complete in the final transfiguration of creation after the end times. The liberation of creation from its groaning should be envisioned as being fully realized by its transformation into the new heaven and earth, and not by its return into non-being. As our bodies will be risen in the resurrection, being transformed to the body of Christ’s glory, the entire cosmos as well will be transfigured. In other words, the creation that was affected by the human sin, will also participate in the transfiguration of the person. The scriptural references to the passing away of the world need to be positively understood as the end of death and corruption that have put creation in travail, but not as the demise of the world that God loved so much and redeemed through Christ. “Heaven and earth will pass away” as Christ said (Mt. 24:35) – “but in the sense that they will pass into a more glorious state.”

Besides the exposition of themes of creation theology, as part of the construction of a liturgical cosmology according to the Ethiopian liturgical tradition, the thesis has
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1201 See for example Enoch, ed. Olson, 27.
1202 See Mäṣḥaf Qǝddfǝ Qǝndǝmta [Commentary on the Book of Liturgy] 28.
discussed the place given to creation in the sacramental praxis of this tradition. Particularly, the third chapter of the thesis has demonstrated that due to its scriptural and apostolic roots, creation motifs are prevalent in the Ethiopian liturgy. The liturgical hymnaries comprise various biblical songs of creation. The Mäṣḥafä Mə’əraf – ṭəראו. [Hymnary] indicates that the cosmic liturgy of Psalm 148 and the canticle of the three Jewish youth (Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah) are parts of the daily matins [Səbəḥatä Nägoh Zä-zäwätar – סְבֹּחרָתָה נָגוֹה צַ–צָוָתָר]. The Apostolic Tradition, which consists of a blessing ritual over the fruits of creation, is given a prominent place in the Ethiopian liturgy. The anaphora of the Apostolic Tradition has been expanded and used as the principal anaphora of the EOTC, and maintaining the blessing ritual of this liturgical text the EOTC blesses the fruits of the earth (wheat and grapes/raisins) on the first day of its liturgical year. Furthermore, the eucharistic prayers of the early church, known for their creation themes, such as the anaphora of St. Mark, of St. James the brother of the Lord, and that of St. Basil have been in use in the EOTC for centuries.

One explicit example for the celebration of creation in the Ethiopian liturgy is the formation of a lectionary based on the natural cycle of the four Ethiopian seasons. The lectionary signifies the Ethiopian traditional fathers’ creative and original work of making creation the subject of liturgical thanksgiving for God’s providence. Showing immense gratefulness for God’s unfailing sustenance, the fathers diligently selected the biblical references that suit the natural events of the seasons. For instance, during the Ethiopian Winter (Rainy Season), songs of the Psalter such as God “covers the heavens with clouds; prepares rain for the earth, and makes grass grow on the hills” (Ps. 147: 8)

---

and “You visit the earth and water it, you greatly enrich it; the river of God is full of water...You water its furrows abundantly settling its ridges, softening it with showers, and blessing its growth” (Ps. 65: 9-10) are chanted. Moreover, a few Sundays of the Rainy Season are named after the events that characterize the season: cloud, lightning, thunder, sea, rivers, and dew.

Consonant with the liturgy of the early church, the Ethiopian Divine Liturgy (Q̈addase) serves as a celebration of creation. Without overlooking the paschal mystery, which is the crux of the eucharistic liturgy, the Ethiopian Q̈addase exhibits dignity for creation as it repeatedly beseeches divine blessing over the cosmic order: heaven, earth, the air, rain, fruits, humans, and animals. The elaborate anamnēsis of creation is also elegantly expressed in various anaphoras of the EOTC. Articulating the ubiquitousness of God’s majesty over creation, the anaphoras offer adoration to God as the maker of creation whose exquisite beauty evokes a great sense of wonder. Moreover, as the Ethiopian anaphoras illustrate that God is hallowed by “the fiery cherubim and the seraphim dressed in light” as well as by “[h]eaven and earth together with all their worlds, sea and rivers, and all things that are in them,” the cosmology they offer is an all-encompassing cosmology.

Creation is offered back to God through the sacramental praxis of the church. The eucharistic bread offered on the paten represents all of God’s creation. The priest’s

---

1207 Ibid, 138-142.
1209 See for example the prefaces of the anaphoras of John, Son of Thunder; the 318 Nicene Fathers; Epiphanius; and John Chrysostom in Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 89, 123-124, 185-189, and 198-200.
1210 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 188, no. 27.
1211 Ibid, 123, no. 15.
gesture of lifting up the eucharistic bread in the Divine Liturgy\textsuperscript{1212} signifies the lifting up of the whole of creation to God. By offering back what originally belongs to God, the church regards creation as a sign of the love of God. This means that in the sacramental rites, the church gives the world back to God in thanksgiving – \textit{eucharistia}. Furthermore, extending beyond the liturgical assembly of the faithful, the liturgy of the church is united to the heavenly liturgy, and gathers up all creation through the eucharistic elements that represent created matter. Thus, the liturgy of the church is the song of all of creation – it is a cosmic liturgy.

In addition to the eucharistic liturgy, the sacramental representation of creation is also evident in other rituals of the EOTC. In the Ethiopian feast of Ṭəmqät – እምቀት [Epiphany] the waters of the ponds are blessed, signifying the sanctification of the entire material creation through the baptism of Christ. The church’s use of water for this feast denotes the sacredness of the created matter and its potential to be used sacramentally as a vessel of divine grace. Similarly we also find a sacramental appropriation of wood and plants in the EOTC’s liturgical celebration of the feast of the Cross, known as Dämära – ግاهرة. The Dämära is prepared from wood, plants and seasonal lilies, and when the priests bless the Dämära towards the four corners using a processional Cross, the blessing sanctifies the whole earth and the earthly creatures.

According to the Ethiopian tradition, the church building itself represents the entire cosmos. A typical Orthodox Church building with its beautiful iconography is an icon of the transfigured creation. Though the church is built on earth it is oriented to heaven. In the Ethiopian liturgical tradition, the Qəddəstä Qəddsan – ኪድስተ ከድሃን [Holy

\textsuperscript{1212} Ibid, 59, no. 39.
of Holies or Sancta Sanctorum] of the church building symbolizes heaven, whereas the nave (Qəddəst – ከዲስት) symbolizes the earth. The sacred liturgical space represents the whole of creation, making the church a microcosm that links the heavenly and earthly realities. This concept is reflected in the Ethiopian chant-book, which typifies the church by a grapevine [Ḫāرج锴 ወይን – እርቃ መቅን] whose “roots are under the earth whereas its branches reach heaven.”

The aforementioned themes of the cosmology of the Ethiopian liturgical tradition entail a liturgical ethos in our ecological consciousness. By recapitulating creation, Christ, the Logos incarnate, has revealed the sacredness of creation and the goal of creation, which is transfiguration. Through his redemptive act, Christ gathered the entire creation that had been disintegrated by human sin. While the first Adam whom God assigned as the “prince over all creatures” so as “to rule them in righteousness and truth” failed to bring creation into communion with its Creator, the second Adam (Christ) came to the world to transform creation and return it back to its original destiny.

In its liturgy, the church uses the products of nature to offer thanksgiving, which is a modest act of referring creation back to its Creator. By doing so, the church transforms matter into being a means of communion with God and a channel of divine grace. This praxis signifies the sacramentality of creation, and encourages us to refrain from exploiting creation for material progress. The liturgical ethos of the church underlines an ecological asceticism, which opposes the current ecological crisis and the exploitation of creation.

---

1215 Ethiopian Liturgy, trans. Daoud, 10, no. 23.
The sacramental perspective to creation also reminds us that we have a priestly vocation which requires more than simply preserving creation.\textsuperscript{1217} As priests of creation, we are called to elevate creation to its full communion with the Creator. Through our physical existence, we relate to the material world, but as we move to our final destiny through theōsis (deification), we carry the world with ourselves. Encouraging us to be the priests of creation, the church seeks the liberation of the cosmos whose ultimate transfiguration will be realized at the parousia. Meanwhile the church awaits, chanting Maranatha: O Lord, come.

\textsuperscript{1217} Ibid.
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